30 September 2016

Via Electronic Mail to: cpmi@bis.org
Cristina Picillo
Philippe Troussard
Secretariats
Committee on Payments and Market Infrastructures

Via Electronic Mail to: upi@iosco.org
Verinder Sharma
Secretariat
International Organization of Securities Commissions

Bank of International Settlements
Centralbahnplatz 2
4002 Basel, Switzerland

RE: ICE Trade Vault’s Comments on the Second Consultative Report on Harmonisation of the Unique Product Identifier

Dear Ms. Picillo, Mr. Troussard and Mr. Sharma:

On behalf of Intercontinental Exchange, Inc. ("ICE"), ICE Trade Vault Europe Limited and ICE Trade Vault, LLC (collectively, "ICE Trade Vault") appreciate the opportunity to comment on the above-referenced Consultative Report published in August 2016 by the Committee on Payments and Market Infrastructures ("CPMI") and the International Organization of Securities Commissions ("IOSCO"). ICE Trade Vault respectfully submits this comment letter, which was prepared in consultation with ICE. As provided in ICE Trade Vault’s previous comment letters, and as background, ICE was established in 2000 as an over-the-counter ("OTC") marketplace with the goal of providing transparency and impartiality to the precedent opaque, fragmented energy market. As ICE grew its business, it established ICE Trade Vault as the derivatives transaction data repository in the United States, Canada and in Europe to serve the needs of the post-trade data repository under the various derivatives regulatory reforms being implemented around the globe.

Consistent with its past comment letters submitted to the IOSCO and the CPMI regarding the harmonization of the Unique Product Identifier ("UPI") and the Unique Transaction Identifier ("UTI"), ICE Trade Vault supports the global efforts in implementing a global standard in the data definition, format, and usage that would enhance the transparency and the ability for the derivatives data to be aggregated accurately. While generally in support of these efforts, ICE Trade Vault urges the CPMI and the IOSCO to

---

align any endorsed UPI taxonomy with current and future regulations\(^2\) that would require counterparties to report a UPI so that both over-the-counter and exchange executed cross-jurisdictional derivatives, would use a mutual, standardized UPI taxonomy.

ICE Trade Vault's comments are provided in the Annex A attached to this letter. Please contact the undersigned should you have any questions regarding these comments.

Sincerely,

Tara Collier Manuel  
Director  
ICE Trade Vault, LLC  
Tara.manuel@theice.com  
Phone: +1 770 857 4735

Carolyn K. Van den Daelen  
Chief Operating Officer  
ICE Trade Vault Europe Limited  
Carolyn.vandendaelen@theice.com  
Phone: +44 (0)20 7429 4515

Cc:  
Takako Okada, Chief Compliance Officer, ICE Trade Vault, LLC  
Kara Dutta, General Counsel, ICE Trade Vault, LLC  
Melissa Ratnala, Chief Operating Officer, ICE Trade Vault, LLC  
Trabue Bland, President, ICE Futures US and ICE Trade Vault, LLC  
David Peniket, President, ICE Futures Europe and ICE Trade Vault Europe Limited

\(^2\) The Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (or "MiFID 2"), scheduled for implementation in early 2018.
Annex A -- Comments to the Second Consultative Report on Harmonisation of the Unique Product Identifier

The following are ICE Trade Vault's responses to the questions posed in the Consultative Report. The questions are numbered in accordance with the list in the report and reprinted in italics with ICE Trade Vault's responses immediately following.

**Question 1: Do you believe that the data elements within each asset class described above are appropriate? Why or why not? If there are additional subcategories that you believe should be included for one or more asset classes, please describe them and discuss why you believe they should be included.**

**ICE Trade Vault Response:** ICE Trade Vault believes that in order to have a standard UPI that references standard distinct values for the taxonomy fields as well as an identifier ("ID"), then a system such as that established and operating by the Global Legal Entity Identifier Foundation ("GLEIF") and the local operating units ("LOUs") would need to be established to capture the additional details and subcategories required to provide meaningful information. Under this structure, a counterparty could contact a LOU for UPIs with the product specifications that they intend to trade and the LOU for UPIs could then create standard data values for the taxonomy fields where they do not yet exist and create a Product ID. These values and IDs would be validated against a central database for uniqueness. The LOU UPIs could charge a fee per product creation on a cost basis and a central aggregator could publish all available UPIs for free public consumption. This is not a new concept for product creation as identifiers such as ISINs require preregistration.

Using information solely on the underlier and the instrument (or even the asset class) as suggested will not provide enough detail for trade repositories ("TRs") and regulators to aggregate data. Specifically, using solely a combination of instrument and underlying data elements will prohibit TRs and regulators from aggregating data with different units or currencies on the same underlier. This type of data must be aggregated independently or converted to a single unit/currency and subsequently aggregated as these are how the products are categorised and traded.

Accordingly, ICE Trade Vault suggests a three-level breakdown of products in order to provide regulators and counterparties with a sufficiently granular UPI. In the first level, the classification should include a high level description of the product including asset class. In the second level, the product information should be delineated. And finally, in the third level, more granular attributed needed for trade data aggregation should be included. Please refer to Annex B for a more detailed explanation of ICE Trade Vault’s three-level classification system.

ICE Trade Vault agrees with the concepts described in the Descriptions of suggested UPI reference data, but ICE Trade Vault does not agree with some of the proposed fields included. For example,

i. Option style and type- should not be in the UPI reference data level, as these should only be included in the position level aggregation verses being contained in the UPI ID.

ii. Instrument Class- should include swaptions and contract for differences as systems will need to know this information so they can correctly process events such as option exercises.
iii. Return, pricing method or payout trigger - the underlying data values would need to be clearly defined as they do not all cover standard industry terms or a trade may be classified under multiple as they are very generic without rules on how to implement.

iv. Underlying asset/contract type - the values suggested for commodities do not seem to be at a standard level. For example, energy is grouped within one category when power, gas and oil each have unique trading types, but metals has been differentiated into precious and non-precious. A complete and consistent set of values would need to be defined to allow for an accurate aggregation of data by regulators and TR's.

v. Underlying asset/contract subtype - these values may be duplicated in the underlier ID value, but ICE Trade Vault does not see an issue with using the values as long as it is expanded to identify all commodity types and at a consistent level. For example, Baltic Exchange is called out for freight types where other commodities do not reference their underlying exchange. Again, a complete and consistent set of values would need to be defined to allow for accurate aggregation of data.

vi. Underlier ID and Source - as index providers do not always publish a standard list of index names and consistently reference those names, ICE Trade Vault suggests that a standard format be generated for these names (e.g., ISDA commodities reference price format COMMODITY-INdex NAME-PUBLISHER) and that a central source create and publish the applicable values for consistency. Similarly, physical products will require the creation of a standard delivery location name for all points as well.

vii. For aggregation purposes, the currency or the underlying unit will need to be referenced otherwise all data will have to be transformed into a single currency or unit which is not feasible and not reflective of what is actually traded. This could be part of the UPI or used by TRs as a separate aggregation point.

ICE Trade Vault recommends that the set up for Exchange and Cleared products be reviewed for standard levels of granularity on product set up.

Question 2: Do you believe generally that the value "Other" is required in certain data elements? If so, which ones and why?

ICE Trade Vault Response: ICE Trade Vault believes that exotic or bespoke products are required in order to report all necessary transactions. A value of "Other" or a similar term can be used to represent these exotic or bespoke products yet regulators should clearly define when and how exotic or bespoke products can and should be used. For example, a package trade that can be broken down by each individual leg should be reported with a standard UPI for each leg rather than using an exotic product to capture the entire trade. Further clarification is also required in instances where a trade was previously reported under exotic or bespoke and can now be upgraded to a standard product. ICE Trade Vault seeks clarification on whether there is an obligation on the reporting party to upgrade these trades and does that obligation differ for open verses closed trades. ICE Trade Vault believes that once a trade is reported on a product that the trade does not need to be upgraded from exotic to standard at a later date as long as it was correctly reported at the time of execution.
A value for “Not Applicable” may also need to be created based on the fields selected for the product taxonomy. For example, a physical OTC trade on a delivery location and not an index will not have an index source value.

Question 3: For an OTC derivatives product based on a custom basket of securities or assets, please provide your view of the optimal means of representing that OTC derivative product. Do you believe that it is practical to include all of the underlying securities or assets and their risk weights in the UPI reference data? If not, how do you believe that the elements of the custom basket and their risk weights should be reported to a TR?

**ICE Trade Vault Response:** ICE Trade Vault believes that there should be products created where the underlier references a generic “basket.” The basket terms, including the underlying indexes and their weights, should be represented on the trade itself. Otherwise, there could be an infinite amount of basket products created.

Question 4: How should underlying assets and reference entities be represented in the UPI reference data library? Would LEIs be suitable, at least for corporate reference entities? Why or why not? Are there suitable identifiers for indices? If not, is it feasible to use an existing identifier such as an ISIN code for them?

**ICE Trade Vault Response:** Where available, LEIs and ISINs would be used for underlying information. However, a number of OTC products do not have LEIs or ISINs that can be used as reference data and as such these values will need to be created in a standard public format.

Question 5: Do you envisage any obstacles to including the source of the identifier for the underlier as part of the reference data element for the underlier? Please explain and justify.

**ICE Trade Vault Response:** ICE Trade Vault suggests adding a “Source” field to indicate if the underlier is a “Name”, “LEI”, or “ISIN”. For Names, the underlying publisher should be referenced as a standard value. It should be noted that the publisher may change over time as indices are bought and sold and a standard process should be defined as to how and when these would be handled or changed. This is where UPI providers would offer a place to publish and standardize changes in a consistent and public manner.

Question 6: Could there be issues related to including proprietary benchmarks and indices in publicly available reference data or publicly disseminated UPIs? Please elaborate on any issues such as licensing that may exist.

**ICE Trade Vault Response:** ICE Trade Vault does not believe there are any issues including the index name, but suggests other proprietary identifiers, such as RED Codes, should not be endorsed.

Question 7: What are the arguments for and against the use of a dummy UPI code or an intelligent UPI code, or having both types of code coexisting?

**ICE Trade Vault Response:** Either a dummy code or intelligent code should be selected and not a mixture of both. For reporting in accordance with Part 45 and Part 43 of the CFTC regulations, the public dissemination UPIs will need a secondary ID in order to mask necessary data for commodity products not associated to an enumerated futures contract as defined in Part 43.
Question 8: Do you agree that a well-articulated UPI reference data library could support interoperability between dummy UPI codes and intelligent UPI codes? Why or why not? What steps could be taken with the UPI reference data to facilitate supporting both types of UPI code?

**ICE Trade Vault Response:** Please see ICE Trade Vault’s response to Question 7.

Question 9: What are the minimum and maximum lengths (in terms of number of characters) that you believe the industry could accommodate for a UPI code system? How does this vary between dummy and intelligent codes? What do you believe is the optimal number of characters, any why?

**ICE Trade Vault Response:** No comment.

Question 10: For intelligent codes, how should the information be encoded? Are there existing models for this? How much adaptation would existing models require in order to meet the needs described in this consultation?

**ICE Trade Vault Response:** No comment.

Question 11: Do you believe that UPI codes should have an inherent means of validation? For example, should UPI codes include a check digit? Why or why not? Does this vary between dummy and intelligent codes and/or depend on the encoding method used in an intelligent code?

**ICE Trade Vault Response:** No comment.

Question 12: Another means of having a simple, partial validation for a UPI code would be for all UPI codes to be of uniform length: thus, any code that was not the required length could be recognized as prima facie invalid. Do you believe that all UPI code should be of uniform length? Why or why not? Or are optimal UPI codes of one asset class likely to be longer or shorter than optimal UPI codes for other asset classes? If so, do you believe that extra dummy characters should be inserted into the shorter codes to make them of the uniform length? Why or why not?

**ICE Trade Vault Response:** TRs would require the list of UPI codes and underlying reference information in order to validate trades upon submission.

Question 13: For an intelligent UPI code, how should the underlying asset(s) or reference entity (entities) be represented within the UPI code? Would it be preferable for the part of the UPI code that represents the underlying asset(s) or reference entity (entities) to be dummy while the rest of the code is intelligent? Why or why not?

**ICE Trade Vault Response:** No comment.

Question 14: Should the UPI code system avoid using Roman letters? Why or why not? Are there particular jurisdiction whose computer systems cannot accommodate Roman letters?

**ICE Trade Vault Response:** No comment.

Question 15: Would it be preferable for the UPI code to use only Roman letters, only Indo-Arabic numerals, or a combination of the two? Why? If Roman letters are included in the UPI code system, should they avoid being case-sensitive? If the UPI code system uses both Roman letters and Indo-Arabic numerals, should the system not disallow particular characters that could be mistaken for each other (the lower-case letter "I" and the number "1", the digit "0" and the upper-case letter "O" etc).
ICE Trade Vault Response: ICE Trade Vault believes that only ASCII characters that are required to be in uppercase along with numbers 2-9 should be allowed.
Annex B – Taxonomy Hierarchy

ICE Trade Vault recommends that the Harmonisation Group endorse the following classification and product taxonomy. Please find the applicable values per asset class attached.

Hierarchy:

- **Level 1**: Applicable for a high level classification.
- **Level 2**: Applicable to define a product, allows SDRs and TRs to aggregate data and top level positions.
- **Level 3**: Data used to consistently aggregate totals in a continent manner, e.g., units and currencies, so that a notional in EUR is not aggregated with a notional in USD.
- **Level 4**: Data used to create drilled down positions at the level of a mark or settlement price but should never be included in the product taxonomy or classification ID generated level, if they were to be used an exurbanite number of products would need to be generated daily.

For consistency, all values should be in upper case.

ONLY level 1, 2, 3 data will be used to create a product ID. Level 4 data will be used to aggregate data consistently across TRs/SDRs. Each field and data value should be clearly defined and consistently used. Note that not all fields will be applicable to all asset classes or all products within an asset class, as such NA should be used to indicate when a field is not applicable to the product. Validations should be set up for when NA may be used.

**LEVEL 1**

**Asset Class:**

- **Definition**: Indicates whether the asset, index or another derivatives contract underlying a derivatives contract is, or references, an equity, rate, credit, commodity or foreign exchange asset.
- **Allowable Values**: COMMODITIES, EQUITY, FOREIGN EXCHANGE, INTEREST RATES, CREDIT
- **N/A Value Allowed**: No
- **“OTHER” Allowed**: No

**Delivery Type:**

- **Definition**: Indicates whether a derivatives contract will deliver a physical asset or a cash equivalent at settlement.
- **Allowable Values**: PHYSICAL, FINANCIAL
- **N/A Value Allowed**: No
Instrument Type:

- **Definition:** Indicates whether an instrument is a swap, option, swaption, contract for difference, or forward.
- **Allowable Values:** SWAP, OPTION, SWAPTION, CFD, FORWARD
- **N/A Value Allowed:** No
- **“OTHER” Allowed:** No

Underlying Asset/Contract Type

- **Definition:** A high-level description of the characteristics of an asset, index or contract underlying a derivative.
- **Allowable Values:**
  - **Commodities:**
    - OIL
    - NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS/LIQUID PETROLEUM GAS
    - METALS
    - NORTH AMERICAN NATURAL GAS
    - NORTH AMERICAN POWER
    - CONTINENTAL NATURAL GAS
    - CONTINENTAL POWER
    - PETROCHEMICALS
    - COAL
    - AGRICULTURE
    - ENVIRONMENTAL
    - FREIGHT
    - FERTILIZER
    - INDEX
    - WEATHER
  - **Credit:**
    - INDEX
    - INDEX TRANCHE

"OTHER" Allowed: No
- SINGLE NAME
  - IRS:
    - BOND
    - CROSS CURRENCY
    - DEBT
    - FORWARD RATE
    - OIS
    - REPO
    - SHORT TERM
    - SWAPNOTE
    - ZERO COUPON
  - FX:
    - DELIVERABLE
    - NON DELIVERABLE
    - INDEX
  - Equity:
    - SINGLE STOCK
    - INDEX
  - N/A Value Allowed: No
  - "OTHER" Allowed: No

**Trade Type**

- Definition: More granular aspect of how the underlying product is structured.
- Allowable Values:
  - Commodities:
    - (EIA) WEEKLY REPORT
    - 1 MONTH CALENDAR SPREAD
    - 12 MONTH CALENDAR SPREAD
    - 2 MONTH CALENDAR SPREAD
    - 3 MONTH CALENDAR SPREAD
    - 4 MONTH CALENDAR SPREAD
    - 5 MONTH CALENDAR SPREAD
6 MONTH CALENDAR SPREAD
AECO BASIS
AGRICULTURAL 1ST LINE
AGRICULTURAL CONTRACT MONTH
AGRICULTURE CALENDAR
BASIS
BENZENE ARB
BENZENE FIXED PRICE
BFOE PARTIAL FIXED PRICE
BIODIESEL ARB
BIODIESEL DIFF
BIODIESEL FIXED PRICE
BIODIESEL PENULTIMATE 1ST LINE
BIOFUELS ARB
BIOFUELS DIFF
BIOFUELS FIXED PRICE
BITUMEN FIXED PRICE
BUTANE FIXED PRICE
BUT-NGAS MIXED FIXED PRICE
BUT-PROP MIXED FIXED PRICE
CALENDAR YEAR ONE TIME
COAL FIXED PRICE
COMMODITY INDEX
CONTINENTAL NG FIXED PRICE
CONTINENTAL POWER FIXED PRICE
CONTINENTAL POWER ID
CRUDE 1 MONTH CSO
CRUDE 12 MONTH CSO
CRUDE 1ST LINE VS 13TH LINE CSO
CRUDE 1ST LINE VS 2ND LINE CSO
CRUDE 1ST LINE VS 3RD LINE CSO
CRUDE 1ST LINE VS 4TH LINE CSO
CRUDE 1ST LINE VS 6TH LINE CSO
CRUDE 1ST LINE VS 7TH LINE CSO
CRUDE ARB
CRUDE CFD VS 3RD MONTH
CRUDE CFD VS 4TH MONTH
CRUDE COCKTAIL FIXED PRICE
CRUDE CRACK
CRUDE DIFF
CRUDE DIFF BULLET
CRUDE DIFF LD1 BULLET
CRUDE FINANCIAL OPTION BULLET
CRUDE FIXED PRICE
CRUDE FIXED PRICE BULLET
CRUDE FIXED PRICE LD1 BULLET
CRUDE FIXED PRICE LD3 BULLET
CRUDE FIXED PRICE PENULTIMATE BULLET
CRUDE FIXED PRICE QUADULTIMATE BULLET
CRUDE FIXED PRICE UNCONVENTIONAL BULLET
DATE PIPELINE FIXED PRICE
DIESEL ARB
DIESEL ARB BULLET
DIESEL CRACK
DIESEL FIXED PRICE
E/BUTANE MIX ISOM GRADEL SWAP
E-NGAS MIX FIXED PRICE
EP MIX FIXED PRICE
ETF
ETHANE FIXED PRICE
ETHANOL ARB
ETHANOL FIXED PRICE
ETHANOL INDEX
ETHYLENE FIXED PRICE
EU ALLOWANCE
EU CREDIT
FIXED PRICE FOR AECO
FIXED PRICE FOR INDEX
FIXED PRICE FOR LD1
FIXED PRICE FOR LD3
FIXED PRICE FOR PENULTIMATE
FIXED PRICE FOR QUADULTIMATE
FIXED PRICE FOR SWING
FORWARD FREIGHT AGREEMENT
FREIGHT DRY FIXED PRICE
FREIGHT DRY LD7 FIXED PRICE
FREIGHT WET FIXED PRICE
FREIGHT WET ID
FUEL OIL ARB
FUEL OIL CRACK
FUEL OIL DIFF
FUEL OIL FIXED PRICE
GAS OIL 1 MONTH CSO
GAS OIL 12 MONTH CSO
GAS OIL 1ST LINE VS 2ND LINE CSO
GAS OIL 7 MONTH CSO
GAS OIL ARB
GAS OIL CRACK
GAS OIL CRACK PENULTIMATE BULLET
GAS OIL DIFF
GAS OIL DIFF PENULTIMATE BULLET
GAS OIL FIXED PRICE
GAS OIL FIXED PRICE LD1 BULLET
GAS OIL FIXED PRICE LD3 BULLET
GAS OIL FIXED PRICE PENULTIMATE BULLET
GAS OIL FIXED PRICE QUADULTIMATE BULLET
GASOIL ARB SWAP BULLET
GASOLINE 1ST LINE FIXED PRICE BULLET
GASOLINE 2ND LINE DIFF
GASOLINE 2ND LINE FIXED PRICE
GASOLINE 2ND LINE FIXED PRICE BULLET
GASOLINE 3RD LINE FIXED PRICE BULLET
GASOLINE ARB
GASOLINE CRACK
GASOLINE DIFF
GASOLINE DIFF LD1 BULLET
GASOLINE DIFF LD3 BULLET
GASOLINE DIFF QUADULTIMATE BULLET
GASOLINE DIFF SWAP BULLET
GASOLINE DIFF UNCONVENTIONAL BULLET
GASOLINE FIXED PRICE
GASOLINE FIXED PRICE LD1 BULLET
GASOLINE FIXED PRICE LD3 BULLET
GASOLINE FIXED PRICE PENULTIMATE BULLET
GASOLINE FIXED PRICE QUADULTIMATE BULLET
GASOLINE FP UNCONVENTIONAL BULLET
HEATING OIL 1ST LINE FIXED PRICE BULLET
HEATING OIL 2ND LINE DIFF
HEATING OIL 2ND LINE FIXED PRICE BULLET
HEATING OIL 3RD LINE FIXED PRICE BULLET
HEATING OIL ARB
HEATING OIL CRACK
HEATING OIL DIFF
HEATING OIL FIXED PRICE
HEATING OIL FIXED PRICE LD1 BULLET
HEATING OIL FIXED PRICE LD3 BULLET
HEATING OIL FIXED PRICE PEN BULLET
HEATING OIL FIXED PRICE QUAD BULLET
INDEX FOR INDEX
INDEX FOR SWING
ISO-BUT MIX FIXED PRICE
ISOBUTANE FIXED PRICE
JET FUEL ARB
JET FUEL ARB PENULTIMATE BULLET
JET FUEL CRACK
JET FUEL DIFF
JET FUEL FIXED PRICE
LD1 FOR SWING
LD3 FOR INDEX
LD3 FOR SWING
LNG FIXED PRICE
LSWR FIXED PRICE
METALS FIXED PRICE
METALS ID
MTBE ARB
MTBE FIXED PRICE
NAPHTHA ARB
NAPHTHA CRACK
NAPHTHA DIFF
NAPHTHA FIXED PRICE
NAT GAS CRACK
NAT GASOLINE FIXED PRICE
NEXT DAY
NG BASIS
NG FIXED PRICE
NG Indexed PRICE
NG SWING
NGAS-BUT MIX FIXED PRICE
PARAXYLENE ARB
PARAXYLENE FIXED PRICE
PHYS POWER FIXED PRICE
PHYS POWER HEAT RATE
PHYS POWER Indexed PRICE
PHYSICAL AGRICULTURAL CONTRACT MONTH
P-NGAS MIX FIXED PRICE
POLYETHYLENE FIXED PRICE
POLYPROPYLENE FIXED PRICE
POWER CALENDAR YEAR ONE TIME
POWER CAPACITY
POWER DAILY LOAD
POWER FIXED PRICE
POWER FIXED PRICE LOOK BACK
POWER FLOAT FOR FLOAT
POWER HEAT RATE
POWER ID
POWER PLANNING YEAR ONE TIME
POWER SAME DAY
POWER UNIT CONTINGENT FIXED PRICE
PRECIOUS METALS FIXED PRICE
PROPANE ARB
PROPANE CRACK
PROPANE DIFF
PROPANE FIXED PRICE
PROPYLENE FIXED PRICE
RVO FIXED PRICE
SAME DAY
STYRENE ARB
STYRENE FIXED PRICE
SWING FOR SWING
TAS CRUDE DIFF
TOLUENE DIFF
TOLUENE FIXED PRICE
UK FIN POWER FIXED PRICE
UK NG FIXED PRICE
UK NG SWING
UK POWER FIXED PRICE
ULSD 1 MONTH CSO
ULSD ARB
ULSD ARB BULLET
ULSD CRACK
ULSD DIFF
ULSD FIXED PRICE
ULSD FIXED PRICE BULLET
ULSD FIXED PRICE LD3 BULLET
ULSD FIXED PRICE PENULTIMATE BULLET
US ENVIRONMENTAL
VACUUM GAS OIL FIXED PRICE
VESSEL FIXED PRICE
WEATHER CDD
WEATHER HDD

- Credit:
  HIGH VOLUME-CDX
  HIGH YIELD-CDX
  INVESTMENT GRADE-CDX
  EMERGING MARKET-CDX
  EUROPEI-TRAXX
  EUROPE-ITRAXX-
  FINANCIAL-SENIOR
  CROSSOVER-ITRAXX
  HIGH VOLUME-ITRAXX
  ASIA EX-JAPAN-ITRAXX
  AUSTRALIA-ITRAXX

- IRS:
  EURIBOR
  SHORT STERLING
  EONIA
  SWAPNOTE
GILT
EUROSWISS
EUROYEN
JAPANESE GOVERNMENT BOND
MEDIUM SWISS BOND
BOND DERIVATIVES
SHORT BUND
LONG SPANISH BOND
MEDIUM SPANISH BOND
SHORT SPANISH BOND
REPO
MEDIUM BUND
LONG BUND
ULTRA LONG BUND
INTEREST RATE FUTURE

- **FX:**
  - DELIVERABLE
  - FX FIXED PRICE
  - INDEX
  - NON DELIVERABLE

- **Equity:**
  - DIVIDEND ADJUSTED SINGLE STOCK FUTURE
  - DIVIDEND ADJUSTED STOCK FUTURE
  - INDEX CONTRACTS
  - INDEX FUTURES
  - INDIVIDUAL EQUITY OPTION
  - INDIVIDUAL EQUITY OPTIONS
  - SINGLE STOCK DIVIDEND FUTURE
  - SINGLE STOCK FUTURE
  - SINGLE STOCK OPTION
  - **N/A Value Allowed:** Yes, when instrument type does not equal OPTION or SWAPTION
  - **“OTHER” Allowed:**
**Underlier Leg 1**

- **Definition:** The published index price as paid by the buyer. For FX non index swaps this would be currency 1. For equity the name of the underlying stock. Value of Basket is allowed when applicable.

- **Allowable Values:**
  - **Commodities:**
    - ALUMINIUM
    - ALUMINIUM ALLOY
    - ALUMINIUM ALLOY-LME 15 MONTH
    - ALUMINIUM ALLOY-LME 27 MONTH
    - ALUMINIUM ALLOY-LME 3 MONTH
    - ALUMINIUM ALLOY-LME CASH
    - ALUMINIUM-EUROPEAN PREMIUM-IN WAREHOUSE ROTTERDAM DDU-METAL BULLETIN
    - ALUMINIUM-HIGH GRADE-LME
    - ALUMINIUM-LME 15 MONTH
    - ALUMINIUM-LME 27 MONTH
    - ALUMINIUM-LME 3 MONTH
    - ALUMINIUM-LME CASH
    - ALUMINIUM-MID WEST-LME
    - ALUMINIUM-ROTTERDAM SPOT DUTY PAID-METAL BULLETIN
    - ALUMINIUM-ROTTERDAM SPOT DUTY UNPAID-METAL BULLETIN
    - ALUMINIUM-SFE CASH
    - ALUMINUM ALLOY-MW A-380-PLATTS METALS ALERT
    - ALUMINUM ALLOY-MW-319-PLATTS METALS ALERT
    - ALUMINUM ALLOY-MW-356-PLATTS METALS ALERT
    - ALUMINUM-COMEX
    - ALUMINUM-LME HG CASH-PLATTS METALS DAILY
    - ALUMINUM-MIDWEST-PLATTS METALS ALERT
    - ALUMINUM-MW US TRANSACTION PREMIUM-PLATTS METALS DAILY
    - ALUMINUM-MW US TRANSACTION-PLATTS METALS DAILY
    - ALUMINUM-TOCOM
    - AMMONIA-BASIS FOB BARGE US GULF DOMESTIC-FMB
    - AMMONIA-BASIS FOB CFR TAMPA-FMB
    - AMMONIA-BASIS FOB YUZHNYY-FMB
    - AZUKI BEANS-TGE
    - BACIER
    - BCOMPE3-NA-SPOT (BCOMPE3)
BENZENE-AMERICAS PRICES (FOB USGC CONTRACT)-ARGUS DEWITT
BENZENE-AROMATICs, BENZENE US INDEX-PETROCHEM WIRE
BENZENE-ASIA PACIFIC CFR SEA SPOT BENZENE-LB-CMAI
BENZENE-ASIA PACIFIC CFR SEA SPOT BENZENE-TON-CMAI
BENZENE-ASIA PACIFIC CONTRACT BENZENE-LB-CMAI
BENZENE-ASIA PACIFIC CONTRACT BENZENE-TON-CMAI
BENZENE-ASIA PACIFIC FOB KOREA SPOT BENZENE-LB-CMAI
BENZENE-ASIA PACIFIC FOB KOREA SPOT BENZENE-TON-CMAI
BENZENE-FOB NWE CONTRACT PRICES (BENZENE EUROPE)-ICIS
BENZENE-MONOMERS, BENZENE US CP-PETROCHEM WIRE
BENZENE-SPOT (DAILY) BENZENE-GAL-IHS
BENZENE-US CONTRACT BENZENE-GAL-CMAI
BENZENE-US CONTRACT BENZENE-LB-CMAI
BENZENE-US CONTRACT BENZENE-TON-CMAI
BENZENE-US SPOT BENZENE-LB-CMAI
BENZENE-US SPOT BENZENE-TON-CMAI
BENZENE-WEST EUROPE CONTRACT BENZENE-LB-CMAI
BENZENE-WEST EUROPE CONTRACT BENZENE-TON-CMAI
BENZENE-WEST EUROPE SPOT BENZENE-LB-CMAI
BENZENE-WEST EUROPE SPOT BENZENE-TON-CMAI
BIODIESEL-RAPESEED OIL FOB DUTCH MILL, FIRST FORWARD STRIP (FEEDSTOCKS)-ARGUS
BIODIESEL
BIODIESEL-RED RME-ARGUS BIOFUELS
BIODIESEL-RINS 2013-ARGUS US PRODUCTS
BIODIESEL-RINS 2014-ARGUS US PRODUCTS
BIODIESEL-RINS ADVANCED BIOFUELS 2013-ARGUS US PRODUCTS
BIODIESEL-RINS ADVANCED BIOFUELS 2014-ARGUS US PRODUCTS
BIODIESEL-RINS ADVANCED BIOFUELS-ARGUS US PRODUCTS
BIODIESEL-RINS D4 2012-PLATTS BIOFUELSSCAN
BIODIESEL-RINS D4 2013-2014-ARGUS US PRODUCTS
BIODIESEL-RINS D4 2013-PLATTS BIOFUELSSCAN
BIODIESEL-RINS D4 2014-PLATTS BIOFUELSSCAN
BIODIESEL-RINS D4 2016-ARGUS US PRODUCTS
BIODIESEL-RINS D4 2016-OPIS
BIODIESEL-RINS D5 2012-PLATTS BIOFUELSSCAN
BIODIESEL-RINS D5 2013-PLATTS BIOFUELSSCAN
BIODIESEL-RINS D5 2014-PLATTS BIOFUELSSCAN
BIODIESEL-RINS D5 2016-OPIS/BIODIESEL-RINS D6 2016-OPIS
BITCOIN-COINBASE EXCHANGE
BITUMEN-ASPHALT INDEX (ABX 1 FOB SINGAPORE)-ARGUS ASIAN BITUMEN
BITUMEN-ASPHALT INDEX (ABX 2 FOB SOUTH KOREA)-ARGUS ASIAN BITUMEN
BLOOMBERG 50/50 ENERGY & AGRICULTURE COMMODITY INDEX (BCOMEA)
BLOOMBERG 50/50 ENERGY & AGRICULTURE COMMODITY INDEX TOTAL RETURN (BCOMEAT)
BLOOMBERG AGRICULTURE SPOT INDEX (BCOMAGSP)
BLOOMBERG AGRICULTURE SUBINDEX (BCOMAG)
BLOOMBERG AGRICULTURE SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD EURO HEDGED DAILY (BUAGDA3)
BLOOMBERG AGRICULTURE SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD EURO HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUAGDE3T)
BLOOMBERG AGRICULTURE SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUAGDA3T)
BLOOMBERG AGRICULTURE SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUAGDC3)
BLOOMBERG AGRICULTURE SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUAGDA3)
BLOOMBERG AGRICULTURE SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUAGDC3T)
BLOOMBERG AGRICULTURE SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY (BUAGDA3)
BLOOMBERG AGRICULTURE SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUAGDP3)
BLOOMBERG AGRICULTURE SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY (BUAGDA3)
BLOOMBERG AGRICULTURE SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUAGDF3)
BLOOMBERG AGRICULTURE SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD YEN HEDGED DAILY (BUAGDA3)
BLOOMBERG AGRICULTURE SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD YEN HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUAGDY3)
BLOOMBERG AGRICULTURE SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED (BUAGHA)
BLOOMBERG AGRICULTURE SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUAGDA)
BLOOMBERG AGRICULTURE SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUAGDAT)
BLOOMBERG AGRICULTURE SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUAGHAT)
BLOOMBERG AGRICULTURE SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED (BUAGHC)
BLOOMBERG AGRICULTURE SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUAGDC)
BLOOMBERG AGRICULTURE SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUAGDCT)
BLOOMBERG AGRICULTURE SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUAGHT)
BLOOMBERG AGRICULTURE SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED (BUAGHE)
BLOOMBERG AGRICULTURE SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED DAILY (BUAGDE)
BLOOMBERG AGRICULTURE SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUAGDET)
BLOOMBERG AGRICULTURE SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUAGHET)
BLOOMBERG AGRICULTURE SUBINDEX HONG KONG DOLLAR HEDGED (BUAGHH)
BLOOMBERG AGRICULTURE SUBINDEX HONG KONG DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUAGHHT)
BLOOMBERG AGRICULTURE SUBINDEX NEW ZEALAND DOLLAR HEDGED (BUAGHZ)
BLOOMBERG AGRICULTURE SUBINDEX NEW ZEALAND DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUAGHZT)
BLOOMBERG AGRICULTURE SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED (BUAGHP)
BLOOMBERG AGRICULTURE SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY (BUAGDP)
BLOOMBERG AGRICULTURE SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUAGDPT)
BLOOMBERG AGRICULTURE SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUAGHT)
BLOOMBERG AGRICULTURE SUBINDEX SETTLEMENT VALUE (BCOMTAG)
BLOOMBERG AGRICULTURE SUBINDEX SINGAPORE DOLLAR HEDGED (BUAGHS)
BLOOMBERG AGRICULTURE SUBINDEX SINGAPORE DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUAGHST)
BLOOMBERG AGRICULTURE SUBINDEX SWEDISH KRONA HEDGED (BUAGHW)
BLOOMBERG AGRICULTURE SUBINDEX SWEDISH KRONA HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUAGHWT)
BLOOMBERG AGRICULTURE SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED (BUAGHF)
BLOOMBERG AGRICULTURE SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY (BUAGDF)
BLOOMBERG AGRICULTURE SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUAGDFT)
BLOOMBERG AGRICULTURE SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUAGHFT)
BLOOMBERG AGRICULTURE SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN (SETTLEMENT VALUE) (BCOMTAT)
BLOOMBERG AGRICULTURE SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED (BUAGHY)
BLOOMBERG AGRICULTURE SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED DAILY (BUAGDY)
BLOOMBERG AGRICULTURE SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUAGDYT)
BLOOMBERG AGRICULTURE SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUAGHYT)
BLOOMBERG AGRICULTURE SUBINDEX ZLOTY HEDGED (BUAGHL)
BLOOMBERG AGRICULTURE SUBINDEX ZLOTY HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUAGHLL)
BLOOMBERG ALUMINUM SUBINDEX (BCOMAL)
BLOOMBERG ALUMINUM SUBINDEX 1 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMAL1)
BLOOMBERG ALUMINUM SUBINDEX 1 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMAL1T)
BLOOMBERG ALUMINUM SUBINDEX 2 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMAL2)
BLOOMBERG ALUMINUM SUBINDEX 2 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMAL2T)
BLOOMBERG ALUMINUM SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMAL3)
BLOOMBERG ALUMINUM SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUALDA3)
BLOOMBERG ALUMINUM SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUALDA3T)
BLOOMBERG ALUMINUM SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUALDC3)
BLOOMBERG ALUMINUM SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUALDC3T)
BLOOMBERG ALUMINUM SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD EURO HEDGED DAILY (BUALDE3)
BLOOMBERG ALUMINUM SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD EURO HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUALDE3T)
BLOOMBERG ALUMINUM SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY (BUALBP3)
BLOOMBERG ALUMINUM SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUALBP3T)
BLOOMBERG ALUMINUM SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY (BUALDF3)
BLOOMBERG ALUMINUM SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUALDF3T)
BLOOMBERG ALUMINUM SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD YEN HEDGED DAILY (BUALDY3)
BLOOMBERG ALUMINUM SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD YEN HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUALDY3T)
BLOOMBERG ALUMINUM SUBINDEX 6 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMAL6)
BLOOMBERG ALUMINUM SUBINDEX 6 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMAL6T)
BLOOMBERG ALUMINUM SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED (BUALHA)
BLOOMBERG ALUMINUM SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUALDA)
BLOOMBERG ALUMINUM SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUALDAT)
BLOOMBERG ALUMINUM SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUALHAT)
BLOOMBERG ALUMINUM SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED (BUALHC)
BLOOMBERG ALUMINUM SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUALDC)
BLOOMBERG ALUMINUM SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUALDCT)
BLOOMBERG ALUMINUM SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUALHCT)
BLOOMBERG ALUMINUM SUBINDEX CAPPED (BCOMALC)
BLOOMBERG ALUMINUM SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED (BUALHE)
BLOOMBERG ALUMINUM SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED DAILY (BUALDE)
BLOOMBERG ALUMINUM SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUALDET)
BLOOMBERG ALUMINUM SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUALHET)
BLOOMBERG ALUMINUM SUBINDEX HONG KONG DOLLAR HEDGED (BUALHH)
BLOOMBERG ALUMINUM SUBINDEX HONG KONG DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUALHHT)
BLOOMBERG ALUMINUM SUBINDEX NEW ZEALAND DOLLAR HEDGED (BUALHZ)
BLOOMBERG ALUMINUM SUBINDEX NEW ZEALAND DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUALHHT)
BLOOMBERG ALUMINUM SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED (BUALHP)
BLOOMBERG ALUMINUM SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY (BUALBP)
BLOOMBERG ALUMINUM SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUALBPT)
BLOOMBERG ALUMINUM SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUALHPT)
BLOOMBERG ALUMINUM SUBINDEX SINGAPORE DOLLAR HEDGED (BUALHS)
BLOOMBERG ALUMINUM SUBINDEX SINGAPORE DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUALHST)
BLOOMBERG ALUMINUM SUBINDEX SWEDISH KRONA HEDGED (BUALHW)
BLOOMBERG ALUMINUM SUBINDEX SWEDISH KRONA HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUALHWT)
BLOOMBERG ALUMINUM SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED (BUALHF)
BLOOMBERG ALUMINUM SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY (BUALDF)
BLOOMBERG ALUMINUM SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUALDFT)
BLOOMBERG ALUMINUM SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUALHFT)
BLOOMBERG ALUMINUM SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN (BCOMALTR)
BLOOMBERG ALUMINUM SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN CAPPED (BCOMALCT)
BLOOMBERG ALUMINUM SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED (BUALHY)
BLOOMBERG ALUMINUM SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED DAILY (BUALDY)
BLOOMBERG ALUMINUM SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUALDYT)
BLOOMBERG ALUMINUM SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUALHYT)
BLOOMBERG ALUMINUM SUBINDEX ZLOTY HEDGED (BUALHL)
BLOOMBERG ALUMINUM SUBINDEX ZLOTY HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUALHLT)
BLOOMBERG BRENT CRUDE AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED (BUOHA)
BLOOMBERG BRENT CRUDE SUBINDEX (BCOMCO)
BLOOMBERG BRENT CRUDE SUBINDEX 1 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMCO1)
BLOOMBERG BRENT CRUDE SUBINDEX 1 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMCO1T)
BLOOMBERG BRENT CRUDE SUBINDEX 2 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMCO2)
BLOOMBERG BRENT CRUDE SUBINDEX 2 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMCO2T)
BLOOMBERG BRENT CRUDE SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMCO3)
BLOOMBERG BRENT CRUDE SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUCODA3)
BLOOMBERG BRENT CRUDE SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUCODA3T)
BLOOMBERG BRENT CRUDE SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUCODC3)
BLOOMBERG BRENT CRUDE SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUCODC3T)
BLOOMBERG BRENT CRUDE SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD EURO HEDGED DAILY (BUCODE3)
BLOOMBERG BRENT CRUDE SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD EURO HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUCODE3T)
BLOOMBERG BRENT CRUDE SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY (BUCODF3)
BLOOMBERG BRENT CRUDE SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUCODF3T)
BLOOMBERG BRENT CRUDE SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD YEN HEDGED DAILY (BUCODY3)
BLOOMBERG BRENT CRUDE SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD YEN HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUCODY3T)
BLOOMBERG BRENT CRUDE SUBINDEX 6 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMCO6)
BLOOMBERG BRENT CRUDE SUBINDEX 6 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMCO6T)
BLOOMBERG BRENT CRUDE SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUCODA)
BLOOMBERG BRENT CRUDE SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUCODAT)
BLOOMBERG BRENT CRUDE SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED (BUCOH)
BLOOMBERG BRENT CRUDE SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUCODC)
BLOOMBERG BRENT CRUDE SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUCODCT)
BLOOMBERG BRENT CRUDE SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUCOHT)
BLOOMBERG BRENT CRUDE SUBINDEX CAPPED (BCOMCOC)
BLOOMBERG BRENT CRUDE SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED (BUCEOHE)
BLOOMBERG BRENT CRUDE SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED DAILY (BUCODE)
BLOOMBERG BRENT CRUDE SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUCODET)
BLOOMBERG BRENT CRUDE SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUCOHE)
BLOOMBERG BRENT CRUDE SUBINDEX HONG KONG DOLLAR HEDGED (BUCOH)
BLOOMBERG BRENT CRUDE SUBINDEX HONG KONG DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUCOH)
BLOOMBERG BRENT CRUDE SUBINDEX NEW ZEALAND DOLLAR HEDGED (BUCOH)
BLOOMBERG BRENT CRUDE SUBINDEX NEW ZEALAND DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUCOH)
BLOOMBERG BRENT CRUDE SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED (BUCOH)
BLOOMBERG BRENT CRUDE SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY (BUCODP)
BLOOMBERG BRENT CRUDE SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUCODP)
BLOOMBERG BRENT CRUDE SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUCOH)
BLOOMBERG BRENT CRUDE SUBINDEX SINGAPORE DOLLAR HEDGED (BUCOH)
BLOOMBERG BRENT CRUDE SUBINDEX SINGAPORE DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUCOH)
BLOOMBERG BRENT CRUDE SUBINDEX SWEDISH KRONA HEDGED (BUCOH)
BLOOMBERG BRENT CRUDE SUBINDEX SWEDISH KRONA HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUCOH)
BLOOMBERG BRENT CRUDE SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED (BUCOH)
BLOOMBERG BRENT CRUDE SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY (BUCODF)
BLOOMBERG BRENT CRUDE SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUCODF)
BLOOMBERG BRENT CRUDE SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUCOH)
BLOOMBERG BRENT CRUDE SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED (BUCOH)
BLOOMBERG BRENT CRUDE SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED DAILY (BUCODY)
BLOOMBERG BRENT CRUDE SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUCODY)
BLOOMBERG BRENT CRUDE SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUCOH)
BLOOMBERG COCOA SUBINDEX (BCOMCC)
BLOOMBERG COCOA SUBINDEX 1 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMCC1)
BLOOMBERG COCOA SUBINDEX 1 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMCC1T)
BLOOMBERG COCOA SUBINDEX 2 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMCC2)
BLOOMBERG COCOA SUBINDEX 2 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMCC2T)
BLOOMBERG COCOA SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMCC3)
BLOOMBERG COCOA SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY
(BUCCDA3)
BLOOMBERG COCOA SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUCCDA3T)
BLOOMBERG COCOA SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUCCDC3T)
BLOOMBERG COCOA SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD EURO HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUCCDE3T)
BLOOMBERG COCOA SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUCCDP3T)
BLOOMBERG COCOA SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUCCDF3T)
BLOOMBERG COCOA SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD YEN HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUCCDY3T)
BLOOMBERG COCOA SUBINDEX 6 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMCC6T)
BLOOMBERG COCOA SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUCCHA)
BLOOMBERG COCOA SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUCCDC)
BLOOMBERG COCOA SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUCCDE)
BLOOMBERG COCOA SUBINDEX HONG KONG DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUCHH)
BLOOMBERG COCOA SUBINDEX NEW ZEALAND DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUCHHZ)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index Name</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Cocoa Subindex New Zealand Dollar Hedged Total Return</td>
<td>BUCCH2T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Cocoa Subindex Pound Sterling Hedged</td>
<td>BUCCHP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Cocoa Subindex Pound Sterling Hedged Daily</td>
<td>BUCCDP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Cocoa Subindex Pound Sterling Hedged Daily Total Return</td>
<td>BUCCDPT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Cocoa Subindex Pound Sterling Hedged Total Return</td>
<td>BUCCHPT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Cocoa Subindex Singapore Dollar Hedged</td>
<td>BUCCHS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Cocoa Subindex Singapore Dollar Hedged Total Return</td>
<td>BUCCHST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Cocoa Subindex Swedish Krona Hedged</td>
<td>BUCCHW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Cocoa Subindex Swedish Krona Hedged Total Return</td>
<td>BUCCHWT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Cocoa Subindex Swiss Franc Hedged</td>
<td>BUCCHF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Cocoa Subindex Swiss Franc Hedged Daily</td>
<td>BUCCDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Cocoa Subindex Swiss Franc Hedged Daily Total Return</td>
<td>BUCCDFT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Cocoa Subindex Swiss Franc Hedged Total Return</td>
<td>BUCCHFT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Cocoa Subindex Total Return</td>
<td>BCOCCTR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Cocoa Subindex Yen Hedged</td>
<td>BUCCHY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Cocoa Subindex Yen Hedged Daily</td>
<td>BUCCDY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Cocoa Subindex Yen Hedged Daily Total Return</td>
<td>BUCCDYT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Cocoa Subindex Yen Hedged Total Return</td>
<td>BUCCHYT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Cocoa Subindex Zloty Hedged</td>
<td>BUCCHL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Cocoa Subindex Zloty Hedged Total Return</td>
<td>BUCCHLT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Coffee Subindex</td>
<td>BCOMKC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Coffee Subindex 1 Month Forward</td>
<td>BCOMKC1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Coffee Subindex 1 Month Forward Total Return</td>
<td>BCOMKC1T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Coffee Subindex 2 Month Forward</td>
<td>BCOMKC2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Coffee Subindex 2 Month Forward Total Return</td>
<td>BCOMKC2T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Coffee Subindex 3 Month Forward</td>
<td>BCOMKC3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Coffee Subindex 3 Month Forward Australian Dollar Hedged Daily</td>
<td>BUKCDA3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Coffee Subindex 3 Month Forward Australian Dollar Hedged Daily Total Return</td>
<td>BUKCDA3T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Coffee Subindex 3 Month Forward Canadian Dollar Hedged Daily</td>
<td>BUKCDC3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Coffee Subindex 3 Month Forward Canadian Dollar Hedged Daily Total Return</td>
<td>BUKCDC3T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Coffee Subindex 3 Month Forward Euro Hedged Daily</td>
<td>BUKCDE3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Coffee Subindex 3 Month Forward Euro Hedged Daily Total Return</td>
<td>BUKCDE3T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Coffee Subindex 3 Month Forward Pound Sterling Hedged Daily</td>
<td>BUKCPD3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BLOOMBERG COFFEE SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUKCDP3T)
BLOOMBERG COFFEE SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUKCDF3T)
BLOOMBERG COFFEE SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD YEN HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUKCDY3T)
BLOOMBERG COFFEE SUBINDEX 6 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMKC6T)
BLOOMBERG COFFEE SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUKCHAT)
BLOOMBERG COFFEE SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUKCHCT)
BLOOMBERG COFFEE SUBINDEX CAPPED TOTAL RETURN (BCOMKCC)
BLOOMBERG COFFEE SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUKCHE)
BLOOMBERG COFFEE SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUKCDET)
BLOOMBERG COFFEE SUBINDEX HONG KONG DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUKCHHT)
BLOOMBERG COFFEE SUBINDEX NEW ZEALAND DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUKCHZT)
BLOOMBERG COFFEE SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUKCHPT)
BLOOMBERG COFFEE SUBINDEX SINGAPORE DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUKCHST)
(BUXALDE)
  BLOOMBERG COMMODITY EX-AGRICULTURE AND LIVESTOCK INDEX EURO HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUXALDET)
  BLOOMBERG COMMODITY EX-AGRICULTURE AND LIVESTOCK INDEX EURO TOTAL RETURN
(BBXALET)
  BLOOMBERG COMMODITY EX-AGRICULTURE AND LIVESTOCK SPOT SUBINDEX (BCOMXLSP)
  BLOOMBERG COMMODITY EX-AGRICULTURE AND LIVESTOCK TOTAL RETURN INDEX
(BCOMXALT)
  BLOOMBERG COMMODITY EX-AGRICULTURE INDEX (BCOMXAG)
  BLOOMBERG COMMODITY EX-AGRICULTURE TOTAL RETURN INDEX (BCOMXAGT)
  BLOOMBERG COMMODITY EX-ENERGY AND HOGS INDEX (BCOMXEH)
  BLOOMBERG COMMODITY EX-ENERGY AND HOGS TOTAL RETURN INDEX (BCOMXEHT)
  BLOOMBERG COMMODITY EX-GRAINS INDEX (BCOMXGR)
  BLOOMBERG COMMODITY EX-GRAINS TOTAL RETURN INDEX (BCOMXGRT)
  BLOOMBERG COMMODITY EX-INDUSTRIAL METALS INDEX (BCOMXIM)
  BLOOMBERG COMMODITY EX-INDUSTRIAL METALS TOTAL RETURN INDEX (BCOMXIMT)
  BLOOMBERG COMMODITY EX-LIVESTOCK INDEX (BCOMXLI)
  BLOOMBERG COMMODITY EX-LIVESTOCK TOTAL RETURN INDEX (BCOMXLIT)
  BLOOMBERG COMMODITY EX-NATURAL GAS INDEX (BCOMXNG)
  BLOOMBERG COMMODITY EX-NATURAL GAS INDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUXNDAT)
  BLOOMBERG COMMODITY EX-NATURAL GAS INDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUXNDAT)
(BUXNDC)
  BLOOMBERG COMMODITY EX-NATURAL GAS INDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUXNDCT)
  BLOOMBERG COMMODITY EX-NATURAL GAS INDEX EURO HEDGED DAILY (BUXNDE)
  BLOOMBERG COMMODITY EX-NATURAL GAS INDEX EURO HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUXNDE)
(BUXNDF)
  BLOOMBERG COMMODITY EX-NATURAL GAS INDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUXNDF)
  BLOOMBERG COMMODITY EX-NATURAL GAS INDEX YEN HEDGED DAILY (BUXNDY)
(BUXNDY)
  BLOOMBERG COMMODITY EX-NATURAL GAS TOTAL RETURN INDEX (BCOMXNGT)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY EX-PETROLEUM INDEX (BCOMXPE)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY EX-PETROLEUM TOTAL RETURN INDEX (BCOMXPET)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY EX-PRECIOUS METALS INDEX (BCOMXPM)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY EX-PRECIOUS METALS TOTAL RETURN INDEX (BCOMXPMT)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY EX-SOFTS INDEX (BCOMXSO)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY EX-SOFTS TOTAL RETURN INDEX (BCOMXSOT)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX (BCOM)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX (SETTLEMENT VALUE) (BCOMTL)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 1 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMF1)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 1 MONTH FORWARD AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED (BUF1HA)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 1 MONTH FORWARD CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED (BUF1HC)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 1 MONTH FORWARD CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUF1HCT)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 1 MONTH FORWARD EURO HEDGED (BUF1HE)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 1 MONTH FORWARD EURO HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUF1HET)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 1 MONTH FORWARD HONG KONG DOLLAR HEDGED (BUF1HH)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 1 MONTH FORWARD HONG KONG DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUF1HHT)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 1 MONTH FORWARD NEW ZEALAND DOLLAR HEDGED (BUF1HZ)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 1 MONTH FORWARD NEW ZEALAND DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUF1HZT)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 1 MONTH FORWARD POUND STERLING HEDGED (BUF1HP)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 1 MONTH FORWARD POUND STERLING HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUF1HPT)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 1 MONTH FORWARD SINGAPORE DOLLAR HEDGED (BUF1HS)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 1 MONTH FORWARD SINGAPORE DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUF1HST)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 1 MONTH FORWARD SWEDISH KRONA HEDGED (BUF1HW)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 1 MONTH FORWARD SWEDISH KRONA HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUF1HWT)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 1 MONTH FORWARD SWISS FRANC HEDGED (BUF1HF)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 1 MONTH FORWARD SWISS FRANC HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUF1HFT)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 1 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMF1T)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 1 MONTH FORWARD YEN HEDGED (BUF1HY)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 1 MONTH FORWARD YEN HEDGED TOTAL RETURN
(BUF1HYT)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 1 MONTH FORWARD ZLOTY HEDGED (BUF1HL)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 1 MONTH FORWARD ZLOTY HEDGED TOTAL RETURN

(BUF1HLT)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 2 MONTH FORWARD ZLOTY HEDGED (BUF2HL)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 2 MONTH FORWARD ZLOTY HEDGED TOTAL RETURN

(BUF2HLT)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 2 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMF2)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 2 MONTH FORWARD AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED

(BUF2HA)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 2 MONTH FORWARD AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUF2HAT)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 2 MONTH FORWARD CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED

(BUF2HC)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 2 MONTH FORWARD CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUF2HCT)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 2 MONTH FORWARD EURO HEDGED (BUF2HE)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 2 MONTH FORWARD EURO HEDGED TOTAL RETURN

(BUF2HET)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 2 MONTH FORWARD HONG KONG DOLLAR HEDGED

(BUF2HH)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 2 MONTH FORWARD HONG KONG DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUF2HHT)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 2 MONTH FORWARD NEW ZEALAND DOLLAR HEDGED

(BUF2HZ)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 2 MONTH FORWARD NEW ZEALAND DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUF2HZT)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 2 MONTH FORWARD POUND STERLING HEDGED (BUF2HP)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 2 MONTH FORWARD POUND STERLING HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUF2HPT)

(BUF2HS)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 2 MONTH FORWARD SINGAPORE DOLLAR HEDGED

(BUF2HS)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 2 MONTH FORWARD SINGAPORE DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUF2HST)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 2 MONTH FORWARD SWEDISH KRONA HEDGED (BUF2HW)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 2 MONTH FORWARD SWEDISH KRONA HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUF2HWT)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 2 MONTH FORWARD SWISS FRANC HEDGED (BUF2HF)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 2 MONTH FORWARD SWISS FRANC HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUF2HFT)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 2 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMF2T)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 2 MONTH FORWARD YEN HEDGED (BUF2HY)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 2 MONTH FORWARD YEN HEDGED TOTAL RETURN

Intercontinental Exchange, Inc.
5660 New Northside Drive NW
3rd Floor
Atlanta, GA 30328

tel +1 770 857 4700
fax +1 770 837 0020
online theice.com
(BUF2HYT)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 2-4-6 FORWARD BLEND (BCOMF246)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 2-4-6 FORWARD BLEND TOTAL RETURN (BBUF246T)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD ZLOTY HEDGED (BUF3HL)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD ZLOTY HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUF3HLT)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED (BUF3HA)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BCOMDA3)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BCOMDA3T)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED (BUF3HC)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUF3HCT)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD EURO HEDGED (BUF3HE)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD EURO HEDGED DAILY (BCOMDE3)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD EURO HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BCOMDE3T)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD HONG KONG DOLLAR HEDGED (BUF3HH)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD HONG KONG DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUF3HHT)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD NEW ZEALAND DOLLAR HEDGED (BUF3HZ)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD NEW ZEALAND DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUF3HZT)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD POUND STERLING HEDGED (BUF3HP)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY (BCOMDP3)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BCOMDP3T)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD SINGAPORE DOLLAR HEDGED (BUF3HS)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD SINGAPORE DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUF3HST)
RETURN (BUF3HST)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD SWEDISH KRONA HEDGED (BUF3HW)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD SWEDISH KRONA HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUF3HWT)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD SWISS FRANC HEDGED (BUF3HF)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY (BCOMDF3)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BCOMDF3T)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD SWISS FRANC HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUF3HFT)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 4 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMF4T)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 5 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMF5T)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX 6 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMF6T)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR (BCOMAU)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED (BCOMHA)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BCOMDA)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY MODIFIED TOTAL RETURN (BCOMDATM)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BCOMDAT)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BCOMHAT)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR TOTAL RETURN (BCOMAUTR)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED (BCOMHC)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BCOMDC)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY MODIFIED TOTAL RETURN (BCOMDCTM)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BCOMDCT)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BCOMHCT)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX ER EUR (QUANTO)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX ER PLN (QUANTO)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX EURO (BCOMEU)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX EURO HEDGED (BCOMHE)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX EURO HEDGED DAILY (BCOMDE)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX EURO HEDGED DAILY MODIFIED TOTAL RETURN (BCOMDETM)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX EURO HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BCOMDET)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX EURO HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BCOMEUTR)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX EURO TOTAL RETURN (BCOMEUTR)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX HONG KONG DOLLAR HEDGED (BCOMHH)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX HONG KONG DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BCOMHHT)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX NEW ZEALAND DOLLAR HEDGED (BCOMHZ)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX NEW ZEALAND DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BCOMHHTZ)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX POUND STERLING (BCOMGB)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED (BCOMHP)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY (BCOMDP)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY MODIFIED TOTAL RETURN (BCOMDPTM)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BCOMDPT)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BCOMHPT)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX POUND STERLING TOTAL RETURN (BCOMGBP)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX SINGAPORE DOLLAR (BCOMSG)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX SINGAPORE DOLLAR HEDGED (BCOMHS)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX SINGAPORE DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BCOMHST)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX SINGAPORE DOLLAR TOTAL RETURN (BCOMSGT)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX SWEDISH KRONA HEDGED (BCOMHW)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX SWEDISH KRONA HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BCOMHWT)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX SWISS FRANC (BCOMCH)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED (BCOMHF)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY (BCOMDF)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY MODIFIED TOTAL RETURN (BCOMDFTM)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BCOMDFT)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BCOMHFT)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX SWISS FRANC TOTAL RETURN (BCOMCHT)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX TOTAL RETURN (BCOMTR)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX TOTAL RETURN (SETTLEMENT VALUE) (BCOMTLT)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX TOTAL RETURN ER (QUANTO)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX YEN (BCOMJY)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX YEN HEDGED (BCOMHY)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX YEN HEDGED DAILY (BCOMDY)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX YEN HEDGED DAILY MODIFIED TOTAL RETURN (BCOMDYTM)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX YEN HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BCOMDYT)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY INDEX YEN TOTAL RETURN (BCOMJYTR)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY MODIFIED EX-HOGS BRENTH CRUDE TOTAL RETURN INDEX (BXHMCOTR)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY MODIFIED EX-HOGS EX-ALUMINUM INDEX (BXHMAL)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY MODIFIED EX-HOGS EX-ALUMINUM TOTAL RETURN INDEX (BXHALTR)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY MODIFIED EX-HOGS EX-BRENT CRUDE INDEX (BXHMCB)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY MODIFIED EX-HOGS EX-COFFEE INDEX (BXHMKC)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY MODIFIED EX-HOGS EX-COFFEE TOTAL RETURN INDEX (BXHMKCTR)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY MODIFIED EX-HOGS EX-COPPER INDEX (BXHMHC)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY MODIFIED EX-HOGS EX-COPPER TOTAL RETURN INDEX (BXHMGTR)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY MODIFIED EX-HOGS EX-CORN INDEX (BXHMCN)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY MODIFIED EX-HOGS EX-CORN TOTAL RETURN INDEX (BXHCNTR)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY MODIFIED EX-HOGS EX-COTTON INDEX (BXHMCT)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY MODIFIED EX-HOGS EX-COTTON TOTAL RETURN INDEX (BXHMCTTR)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY MODIFIED EX-HOGS EX-GOLD INDEX (BXHMG)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY MODIFIED EX-HOGS EX-GOLD TOTAL RETURN INDEX (BXHMGCTR)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY MODIFIED EX-HOGS EX-HEATING OIL INDEX (BXHMHO)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY MODIFIED EX-HOGS EX-HEATING OIL TOTAL RETURN INDEX (BXHMOHOTR)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY MODIFIED EX-HOGS EX-KANSAS WHEAT INDEX (BXHMKW)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY MODIFIED EX-HOGS EX-KANSAS WHEAT TOTAL RETURN INDEX (BXHMKWTR)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY MODIFIED EX-HOGS EX-LIVE CATTLE INDEX (BXHMLC)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY MODIFIED EX-HOGS EX-LIVE CATTLE TOTAL RETURN INDEX (BXHMLCTR)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY MODIFIED EX-HOGS EX-NATURAL GAS INDEX (BXHMNG)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY MODIFIED EX-HOGS EX-NATURAL GAS TOTAL RETURN INDEX (BXHMNGTR)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY MODIFIED EX-HOGS EX-NICKEL INDEX (BXHMNI)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY MODIFIED EX-HOGS EX-NICKEL TOTAL RETURN INDEX (BXHMNITR)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY MODIFIED EX-HOGS EX-SILVER INDEX (BXHMSI)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY MODIFIED EX-HOGS EX-SILVER TOTAL RETURN INDEX (BXHMSITR)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY MODIFIED EX-HOGS EX-SOYBEAN MEAL INDEX (BXHMSM)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY MODIFIED EX-HOGS EX-SOYBEAN MEAL TOTAL RETURN INDEX (BXHMSMTR)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY MODIFIED EX-HOGS EX-SOYBEAN OIL INDEX (BXHMBO)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY MODIFIED EX-HOGS EX-SOYBEAN OIL TOTAL RETURN INDEX (BXHMDOTR)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY MODIFIED EX-HOGS EX-SOYBEANS INDEX (BXHMSY)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY MODIFIED EX-HOGS EX-SOYBEANS TOTAL RETURN INDEX (BXHMSYTR)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY MODIFIED EX-HOGS EX-SUGAR INDEX (BXHMSB)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY MODIFIED EX-HOGS EX-SUGAR TOTAL RETURN INDEX (BXHMSBTR)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY MODIFIED EX-HOGS EX-UNLEADED GAS INDEX (BXHMRB)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY MODIFIED EX-HOGS EX-UNLEADED GAS TOTAL RETURN INDEX (BXHRBRBTR)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY MODIFIED EX-HOGS EX-WHEAT INDEX (BXHMWH)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY MODIFIED EX-HOGS EX-WHEAT TOTAL RETURN INDEX (BXHMWWHT)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY MODIFIED EX-HOGS EX-WTI CRUDE OIL INDEX (BXHMCL)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY MODIFIED EX-HOGS EX-WTI CRUDE OIL TOTAL RETURN INDEX (BXHMCLTR)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY MODIFIED EX-HOGS EX-ZINC INDEX (BXHMSZ)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY MODIFIED EX-HOGS EX-ZINC TOTAL RETURN INDEX (BXHMZSTR)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY MODIFIED EX-HOGS INDEX (BCOMXHM)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY MODIFIED EX-HOGS TOTAL RETURN INDEX (BCOMXHMT)
BLOOMBERG COMMODITY SPOT INDEX (BCOMSP)
BLOOMBERG COMPOSITE CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX (BCOMCR)
BLOOMBERG COMPOSITE CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMCR3)
BLOOMBERG COMPOSITE CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMCR3T)
BLOOMBERG COMPOSITE CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN (BCOMCRT)
BLOOMBERG COMPOSITE WHEAT SUBINDEX (BCOMCW)
BLOOMBERG COMPOSITE WHEAT SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMCW3)
BLOOMBERG COMPOSITE WHEAT SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUCWDA3)
BLOOMBERG COMPOSITE WHEAT SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUCWDA3T)
BLOOMBERG COMPOSITE WHEAT SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUCWDC3)
BLOOMBERG COMPOSITE WHEAT SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUCWDC3T)
BLOOMBERG COMPOSITE WHEAT SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD EURO HEDGED DAILY (BUCWDE3)
BLOOMBERG COMPOSITE WHEAT SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD EURO HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUCWDE3T)
BLOOMBERG COMPOSITE WHEAT SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY (BUCWDP3)
BLOOMBERG COMPOSITE WHEAT SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUCWDP3T)
BLOOMBERG COMPOSITE WHEAT SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY (BUCWDF3)
BLOOMBERG COMPOSITE WHEAT SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUCWDF3T)
BLOOMBERG COMPOSITE WHEAT SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMCW3)
BLOOMBERG COMPOSITE WHEAT SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD YEN HEDGED DAILY (BUCWDY3)
BLOOMBERG COMPOSITE WHEAT SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD YEN HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUCWDY3T)
BLOOMBERG COMPOSITE WHEAT SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUCWDA)
BLOOMBERG COMPOSITE WHEAT SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUCWDAT)
BLOOMBERG COMPOSITE WHEAT SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUCWDC)
BLOOMBERG COMPOSITE WHEAT SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUCWDCCT)
BLOOMBERG COMPOSITE WHEAT SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED DAILY (BUCWDE)
BLOOMBERG COMPOSITE WHEAT SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUCWDEST)
BLOOMBERG COMPOSITE WHEAT SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY (BUCWDP)
BLOOMBERG COMPOSITE WHEAT SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUCWDPST)
BLOOMBERG COMPOSITE WHEAT SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY (BUCWDF)
BLOOMBERG COMPOSITE WHEAT SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUCWDFT)
BLOOMBERG COMPOSITE WHEAT SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN (BCOMCWT)
BLOOMBERG COMPOSITE WHEAT SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED DAILY (BUCWDY)
BLOOMBERG COMPOSITE WHEAT SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUCWDYT)
BLOOMBERG COPPER SUBINDEX (BCOMHG)
BLOOMBERG COPPER SUBINDEX 1 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMHG1)
BLOOMBERG COPPER SUBINDEX 1 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMHG1T)
BLOOMBERG COPPER SUBINDEX 2 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMHG2)
BLOOMBERG COPPER SUBINDEX 2 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMHG2T)
BLOOMBERG COPPER SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMHG3)
BLOOMBERG COPPER SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUHGDA3)
BLOOMBERG COPPER SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUHGDA3T)
BLOOMBERG COPPER SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUHGDC3)
BLOOMBERG COPPER SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUHGDC3T)
BLOOMBERG COPPER SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD EURO HEDGED DAILY (BUHGDE3)
BLOOMBERG COPPER SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD EURO HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUHGDE3T)
BLOOMBERG COPPER SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY (BUHGDP3)
BLOOMBERG COPPER SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUHGDP3T)
BLOOMBERG COPPER SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY (BUHGDF3)
BLOOMBERG COPPER SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUHGDF3T)
BLOOMBERG COPPER SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMHG3T)
BLOOMBERG COPPER SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD YEN HEDGED DAILY (BUHGDY3)
BLOOMBERG COPPER SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD YEN HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUHGDY3T)
BLOOMBERG COPPER SUBINDEX 6 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMHG6)
BLOOMBERG COPPER SUBINDEX 6 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMHG6T)
BLOOMBERG COPPER SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED (BUHGA)
BLOOMBERG COPPER SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUHGA)
BLOOMBERG COPPER SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUHGDAT)
BLOOMBERG COPPER SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN
(BUHGHAT)
BLOOMBERG COPPER SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED (BUHGHC)
BLOOMBERG COPPER SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUHGDC)
BLOOMBERG COPPER SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUHGDC)
BLOOMBERG COPPER SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUHGHC)
BLOOMBERG COPPER SUBINDEX CAPP (BUHGHC)
BLOOMBERG COPPER SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED (BUHGHE)
BLOOMBERG COPPER SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED DAILY (BUHGDE)
BLOOMBERG COPPER SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUHGDET)
BLOOMBERG COPPER SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUHGHE)
BLOOMBERG COPPER SUBINDEX HONG KONG DOLLAR HEDGED (BUHGHH)
BLOOMBERG COPPER SUBINDEX HONG KONG DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUHGHH)
BLOOMBERG COPPER SUBINDEX NEW ZEALAND DOLLAR HEDGED (BUHGHZ)
BLOOMBERG COPPER SUBINDEX NEW ZEALAND DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUHGHZ)
BLOOMBERG COPPER SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED (BUHGHP)
BLOOMBERG COPPER SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY (BUHGDP)
BLOOMBERG COPPER SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUHGDP)
BLOOMBERG COPPER SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUHGHP)
BLOOMBERG COPPER SUBINDEX SINGAPORE DOLLAR HEDGED (BUHGHS)
BLOOMBERG COPPER SUBINDEX SINGAPORE DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUHGHS)
BLOOMBERG COPPER SUBINDEX SWEDISH KRONA HEDGED (BUHGHW)
BLOOMBERG COPPER SUBINDEX SWEDISH KRONA HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUHGHW)
BLOOMBERG COPPER SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED (BUHGHF)
BLOOMBERG COPPER SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY (BUHGDF)
BLOOMBERG COPPER SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUHGDF)
BLOOMBERG COPPER SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUHGHF)
BLOOMBERG COPPER SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN (BCOMHGTR)
BLOOMBERG COPPER SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN CAPPED (BCOMHGCT)
BLOOMBERG COPPER SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED (BUHGHY)
BLOOMBERG COPPER SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED DAILY (BUHGDY)
BLOOMBERG COPPER SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUHGDT)
BLOOMBERG COPPER SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUHGHT)
BLOOMBERG COPPER SUBINDEX ZLOTY HEDGED (BUHGHL)
BLOOMBERG COPPER SUBINDEX ZLOTY HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUHGHL)
BLOOMBERG CORN SUBINDEX (BCOMCN)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index Name</th>
<th>Bloomberg Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Corn Subindex 1 Month Forward</td>
<td>BCOMCN1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Corn Subindex 1 Month Forward Total Return</td>
<td>BCOMCN1T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Corn Subindex 2 Month Forward</td>
<td>BCOMCN2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Corn Subindex 2 Month Forward Total Return</td>
<td>BCOMCN2T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Corn Subindex 3 Month Forward</td>
<td>BCOMCN3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Corn Subindex 3 Month Forward Total Return</td>
<td>BCOMCN3T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Corn Subindex 3 Month Forward Australian Dollar Hedged Daily</td>
<td>BUCNDA3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Corn Subindex 3 Month Forward Australian Dollar Hedged Daily Total Return</td>
<td>BUCNDA3T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Corn Subindex 3 Month Forward Canadian Dollar Hedged Daily</td>
<td>BUCNDC3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Corn Subindex 3 Month Forward Canadian Dollar Hedged Daily Total Return</td>
<td>BUCNDC3T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Corn Subindex 3 Month Forward Euro Hedged Daily</td>
<td>BUCNDE3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Corn Subindex 3 Month Forward Euro Hedged Daily Total Return</td>
<td>BUCNDE3T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Corn Subindex 3 Month Forward Pound Sterling Hedged Daily</td>
<td>BUCNDP3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Corn Subindex 3 Month Forward Pound Sterling Hedged Daily Total Return</td>
<td>BUCNDP3T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Corn Subindex 3 Month Forward Swiss Franc Hedged Daily</td>
<td>BUCNDF3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Corn Subindex 3 Month Forward Swiss Franc Hedged Daily Total Return</td>
<td>BUCNDF3T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Corn Subindex 6 Month Forward</td>
<td>BCOMCN6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Corn Subindex 6 Month Forward Total Return</td>
<td>BCOMCN6T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Corn Subindex Australian Dollar Hedged</td>
<td>BUCNHA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Corn Subindex Australian Dollar Hedged Daily</td>
<td>BUCNDA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Corn Subindex Australian Dollar Hedged Daily Total Return</td>
<td>BUCNDA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Corn Subindex Canadian Dollar Hedged</td>
<td>BUCNHC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Corn Subindex Canadian Dollar Hedged Daily</td>
<td>BUCNDC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Corn Subindex Canadian Dollar Hedged Daily Total Return</td>
<td>BUCNDC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Corn Subindex Capped</td>
<td>BCOMCNC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BLOOMBERG CORN SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED (BUCNHE)
BLOOMBERG CORN SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED DAILY (BUCNDE)
BLOOMBERG CORN SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUCNDET)
BLOOMBERG CORN SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUCNHER)
BLOOMBERG CORN SUBINDEX HONG KONG DOLLAR HEDGED (BUCNHH)
BLOOMBERG CORN SUBINDEX HONG KONG DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUCNHHT)
BLOOMBERG CORN SUBINDEX NEW ZEALAND DOLLAR HEDGED (BUCNHZ)
BLOOMBERG CORN SUBINDEX NEW ZEALAND DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUCNHZT)
BLOOMBERG CORN SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED (BUCNHP)
BLOOMBERG CORN SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY (BUCNDP)
BLOOMBERG CORN SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUCNDPT)
BLOOMBERG CORN SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUCNHPT)
BLOOMBERG CORN SUBINDEX SINGAPORE DOLLAR HEDGED (BUCNHS)
BLOOMBERG CORN SUBINDEX SINGAPORE DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUCNHST)
BLOOMBERG CORN SUBINDEX SWEDISH KRONA HEDGED (BUCNHW)
BLOOMBERG CORN SUBINDEX SWEDISH KRONA HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUCNHWT)
BLOOMBERG CORN SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED (BUCNHF)
BLOOMBERG CORN SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY (BUCNDF)
BLOOMBERG CORN SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUCNDFT)
BLOOMBERG CORN SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUCNFDT)
BLOOMBERG CORN SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN (BCOMCNTR)
BLOOMBERG CORN SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN CAPPED (BCOMCNCT)
BLOOMBERG CORN SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED (BUCNHY)
BLOOMBERG CORN SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED DAILY (BUCNDY)
BLOOMBERG CORN SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUCNDYT)
BLOOMBERG CORN SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUCNHYT)
BLOOMBERG CORN SUBINDEX ZLOTY HEDGED (BUCNLH)
BLOOMBERG CORN SUBINDEX ZLOTY HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUCNHLT)
BLOOMBERG COTTON AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED (BUCHA)
BLOOMBERG COTTON SUBINDEX (BCOMCT)
BLOOMBERG COTTON SUBINDEX 1 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMCT1)
BLOOMBERG COTTON SUBINDEX 1 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMCT1T)
BLOOMBERG COTTON SUBINDEX 2 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMCT2)
BLOOMBERG COTTON SUBINDEX 2 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMCT2T)
BLOOMBERG COTTON SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMCT3)
BLOOMBERG COTTON SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUCTDA3)
BLOOMBERG COTTON SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUCTDA3T)
BLOOMBERG COTTON SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUCTDC3)
BLOOMBERG COTTON SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUCTDCT3)
BLOOMBERG COTTON SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD EURO HEDGED DAILY (BUCTDE3)
BLOOMBERG COTTON SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD EURO HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUCTDE3T)
BLOOMBERG COTTON SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY (BUCTDP3)
BLOOMBERG COTTON SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUCTDP3T)
BLOOMBERG COTTON SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY (BUCTDF3)
BLOOMBERG COTTON SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUCTDF3T)
BLOOMBERG COTTON SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMCT3T)
BLOOMBERG COTTON SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD YEN HEDGED DAILY (BUCTDY3)
BLOOMBERG COTTON SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD YEN HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUCTDY3T)
BLOOMBERG COTTON SUBINDEX 6 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMCT6)
BLOOMBERG COTTON SUBINDEX 6 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMCT6T)
BLOOMBERG COTTON SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUCTDA)
BLOOMBERG COTTON SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUCTDAT)
BLOOMBERG COTTON SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUCTHAT)
BLOOMBERG COTTON SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED (BUCTHC)
BLOOMBERG COTTON SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUCTDC)
BLOOMBERG COTTON SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUCTDCT)
BLOOMBERG COTTON SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUCTHCT)
BLOOMBERG COTTON SUBINDEX CAPPED (BCOMCTC)
BLOOMBERG COTTON SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED (BUCTHE)
BLOOMBERG COTTON SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED DAILY (BUCTDE)
BLOOMBERG COTTON SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUCTDET)
BLOOMBERG COTTON SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUCTHET)
BLOOMBERG COTTON SUBINDEX HONG KONG DOLLAR HEDGED (BUCTHH)
BLOOMBERG COTTON SUBINDEX HONG KONG DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUCTHHT)
BLOOMBERG COTTON SUBINDEX NEW ZEALAND DOLLAR HEDGED (BUCTHZ)
BLOOMBERG COTTON SUBINDEX NEW ZEALAND DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index Name</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Cotton Subindex Pound Sterling Hedged (Daily)</td>
<td>BUCTDP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Cotton Subindex Pound Sterling Hedged Daily Total Return</td>
<td>BUCTDPT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Cotton Subindex Pound Sterling Hedged Total Return</td>
<td>BUCTHPT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Cotton Subindex Singapore Dollar Hedged</td>
<td>BUCTHS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Cotton Subindex Singapore Dollar Hedged Total Return</td>
<td>BUCTHST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Cotton Subindex Swedish Krona Hedged</td>
<td>BUCTHW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Cotton Subindex Swedish Krona Hedged Total Return</td>
<td>BUCTHWT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Cotton Subindex Swiss Franc Hedged</td>
<td>BUCTHF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Cotton Subindex Swiss Franc Hedged Daily</td>
<td>BUCTDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Cotton Subindex Swiss Franc Hedged Daily Total Return</td>
<td>BUCTDFT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Cotton Subindex Swiss Franc Hedged Total Return</td>
<td>BUCTHFT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Cotton Subindex Total Return</td>
<td>BCOMCTTR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Cotton Subindex Yen Hedged</td>
<td>BUCHY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Cotton Subindex Yen Hedged Daily</td>
<td>BUCTDY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Cotton Subindex Yen Hedged Daily Total Return</td>
<td>BUCTDYT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Cotton Subindex Yen Hedged Total Return</td>
<td>BUCHYT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Cotton Subindex Zloty Hedged</td>
<td>BUCHL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Cotton Subindex Zloty Hedged Total Return</td>
<td>BUCHLT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Energy Spot Subindex</td>
<td>BCOMENSP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Energy Subindex</td>
<td>BCOMEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Energy Subindex (Settlement Value)</td>
<td>BCOMTEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Energy Subindex 3 Month Forward</td>
<td>BCOMEN3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Energy Subindex 3 Month Forward Australian Dollar Hedged Daily</td>
<td>BUENDA3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Energy Subindex 3 Month Forward Australian Dollar Hedged Daily Total Return</td>
<td>BUENDA3T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Energy Subindex 3 Month Forward Canadian Dollar Hedged Daily</td>
<td>BUENDC3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Energy Subindex 3 Month Forward Canadian Dollar Hedged Daily Total Return</td>
<td>BUENDC3T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Energy Subindex 3 Month Forward Euro Hedged Daily</td>
<td>BUENDE3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Energy Subindex 3 Month Forward Euro Hedged Daily Total Return</td>
<td>BUENDE3T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Energy Subindex 3 Month Forward Pound Sterling Hedged Daily</td>
<td>BUENDP3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg Energy Subindex 3 Month Forward Pound Sterling Hedged Daily Total Return</td>
<td>BUENDP3T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BLOOMBERG ENERGY SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY (BUENDF)
BLOOMBERG ENERGY SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUENDFT)
BLOOMBERG ENERGY SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUENHFT)
BLOOMBERG ENERGY SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN (BCOMENTR)
BLOOMBERG ENERGY SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN (SETTLEMENT VALUE) (BCOMTET)
BLOOMBERG ENERGY SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED (BUENHY)
BLOOMBERG ENERGY SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED DAILY (BUENDY)
BLOOMBERG ENERGY SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUENDYT)
BLOOMBERG ENERGY SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUENHYT)
BLOOMBERG ENERGY SUBINDEX ZLOTY HEDGED (BUENHL)
BLOOMBERG ENERGY SUBINDEX ZLOTY HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUENHLT)
BLOOMBERG EX-AGRICULTURE SUBINDEX 2 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMXA2)
BLOOMBERG EX-AGRICULTURE SUBINDEX 2 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMXA2T)
BLOOMBERG EX-AGRICULTURE SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMXA3)
BLOOMBERG EX-AGRICULTURE SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMXA3T)
BLOOMBERG EXENERGY SPOT SUBINDEX (BCOMXESP)
BLOOMBERG EXENERGY SUBINDEX (BCOMXE)
BLOOMBERG EXENERGY SUBINDEX (SETTLEMENT VALUE) (BCOMTXE)
BLOOMBERG EXENERGY SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMXE3)
BLOOMBERG EXENERGY SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUXEDA3)
BLOOMBERG EXENERGY SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUXEDA3T)
BLOOMBERG EXENERGY SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUXEDC3)
BLOOMBERG EXENERGY SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUXEDC3T)
BLOOMBERG EXENERGY SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD EURO HEDGED DAILY (BUXEDE3)
BLOOMBERG EXENERGY SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD EURO HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUXEDE3T)
BLOOMBERG EXENERGY SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY (BUXEDP3)
BLOOMBERG EXENERGY SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUXEDP3T)
BLOOMBERG EXENERGY SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY (BUXEDF3)
BLOOMBERG EXENERGY SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUXEDF3T)
BLOOMBERG EXENERGY SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMXE3T)
BLOOMBERG EXENERGY SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN (SETTLEMENT VALUE) (BCOMTXT)
BLOOMBERG EXENERGY SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED (BUXEHY)
BLOOMBERG EXENERGY SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED DAILY (BUXEDY)
BLOOMBERG EXENERGY SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUXEDYT)
BLOOMBERG EXENERGY SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUXEHYT)
BLOOMBERG EXENERGY SUBINDEX ZLOTY HEDGED (BUXEHL)
BLOOMBERG EXENERGY SUBINDEX ZLOTY HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUXEHLT)
BLOOMBERG EX-GRAINS SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMXG3)
BLOOMBERG EX-GRAINS SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMXG3T)
BLOOMBERG EX-INDUSTRIAL METALS SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMXI3)
BLOOMBERG EX-INDUSTRIAL METALS SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMXI3T)
BLOOMBERG EX-LIVESTOCK SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMXL3)
BLOOMBERG EX-LIVESTOCK SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMXL3T)
BLOOMBERG EX-PETROLEUM SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMXT3)
BLOOMBERG EX-PETROLEUM SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMXT3T)
BLOOMBERG EX-PRECIOUS METALS SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMXP3)
BLOOMBERG EX-PRECIOUS METALS SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMXP3T)
BLOOMBERG EX-SOFTS SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMXS3)
BLOOMBERG EX-SOFTS SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMXS3T)
BLOOMBERG FEEDER CATTLE SUBINDEX (BCOMFC)
BLOOMBERG FEEDER CATTLE SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN (BCOMFCT)
BLOOMBERG GAS OIL SUBINDEX (BCOMGO)
BLOOMBERG GAS OIL SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMGO3)
BLOOMBERG GAS OIL SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUGODA3)
BLOOMBERG GAS OIL SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUGODA3T)
BLOOMBERG GAS OIL SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUGODC3)
BLOOMBERG GAS OIL SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUGODC3T)
BLOOMBERG GAS OIL SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD EURO HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUGODE3)
BLOOMBERG GAS OIL SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD EURO HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUGODE3T)
BLOOMBERG GAS OIL SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUGODP3)
BLOOMBERG GAS OIL SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUGODP3T)
BLOOMBERG GAS OIL SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY (BUGODF3)
BLOOMBERG GAS OIL SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUGODF3T)
BLOOMBERG GAS OIL SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMGO3T)
BLOOMBERG GAS OIL SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD YEN HEDGED DAILY (BUGODY3)
BLOOMBERG GAS OIL SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD YEN HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUGODY3T)
BLOOMBERG GAS OIL SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN (BCOMGOT)
BLOOMBERG GOLD HEBGE SUBINDEX HONG KONG DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUGCHHT)
BLOOMBERG GOLD SUBINDEX (BCOMGC)
BLOOMBERG GOLD SUBINDEX 1 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMGC1)
BLOOMBERG GOLD SUBINDEX 1 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMGC1T)
BLOOMBERG GOLD SUBINDEX 2 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMGC2)
BLOOMBERG GOLD SUBINDEX 2 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMGC2T)
BLOOMBERG GOLD SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMGC3)
BLOOMBERG GOLD SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUGCDA3)
BLOOMBERG GOLD SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUGCDA3T)
BLOOMBERG GOLD SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUGCDC3)
BLOOMBERG GOLD SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUGCDC3T)
BLOOMBERG GOLD SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD EURO HEDGED DAILY (BUGCDE3)
BLOOMBERG GOLD SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD EURO HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUGCDE3T)
BLOOMBERG GOLD SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY (BUGCDP3)
BLOOMBERG GOLD SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUGCDP3T)
BLOOMBERG GOLD SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY (BUGCDF3)
BLOOMBERG GOLD SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUGCDF3T)
BLOOMBERG GOLD SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMGC3T)
BLOOMBERG GOLD SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD YEN HEDGED DAILY (BUGCDY3)
BLOOMBERG GOLD SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD YEN HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUGCDY3T)
BLOOMBERG GOLD SUBINDEX 6 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMGC6)
BLOOMBERG GOLD SUBINDEX 6 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMGC6T)
BLOOMBERG GOLD SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED (BUGCHA)
BLOOMBERG GOLD SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUGCDA)
BLOOMBERG GOLD SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUGCDAT)
BLOOMBERG GOLD SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUGCHAT)

BLOOMBERG GOLD SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED (BUGCHC)
BLOOMBERG GOLD SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUGCDC)
BLOOMBERG GOLD SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUGCDCT)
BLOOMBERG GOLD SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUGCHCT)

BLOOMBERG GOLD SUBINDEX CAPPED (BCOMGCC)
BLOOMBERG GOLD SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED (BUGCHE)
BLOOMBERG GOLD SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED DAILY (BUGCDE)
BLOOMBERG GOLD SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUGCDET)
BLOOMBERG GOLD SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUGCHET)

BLOOMBERG GOLD SUBINDEX HONG KONG DOLLAR HEDGED (BUGCHH)
BLOOMBERG GOLD SUBINDEX NEW ZEALAND DOLLAR HEDGED (BUGCHZ)
BLOOMBERG GOLD SUBINDEX NEW ZEALAND DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUGCHZT)

BLOOMBERG GOLD SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED (BUGCHP)
BLOOMBERG GOLD SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY (BUGCDP)
BLOOMBERG GOLD SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUGCDPT)

BLOOMBERG GOLD SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUGCHPT)
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BLOOMBERG LEAN HOGS SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY

Intercontinental Exchange, Inc.
5660 New Northside Drive NW
3rd Floor
Atlanta, GA 30328

tel +1 770 857 4700
fax +1 770 937 0020
online theice.com
(BULHDF3)
- BLOOMBERG LEAN HOGS SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BULHDF3T)

(BCOMLH3T)
- BLOOMBERG LEAN HOGS SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN
- BLOOMBERG LEAN HOGS SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD YEN HEDGED DAILY (BULHDY3)
- BLOOMBERG LEAN HOGS SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD YEN HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BULHDY3T)

(BCOMLH6)
- BLOOMBERG LEAN HOGS SUBINDEX 6 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMLH6)
- BLOOMBERG LEAN HOGS SUBINDEX 6 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMLH6T)

(BULHHA)
- BLOOMBERG LEAN HOGS SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED
- BLOOMBERG LEAN HOGS SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BULHDA)
- BLOOMBERG LEAN HOGS SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BULHDAT)

(BULHHAT)
- BLOOMBERG LEAN HOGS SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN

(BULHHC)
- BLOOMBERG LEAN HOGS SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED
- BLOOMBERG LEAN HOGS SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BULHDC)
- BLOOMBERG LEAN HOGS SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BULHDCT)

(BULHHCT)
- BLOOMBERG LEAN HOGS SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN

(BULHHE)
- BLOOMBERG LEAN HOGS SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED
- BLOOMBERG LEAN HOGS SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BULHDET)
- BLOOMBERG LEAN HOGS SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BULHHET)

(BULHHH)
- BLOOMBERG LEAN HOGS SUBINDEX HONG KONG DOLLAR HEDGED
- BLOOMBERG LEAN HOGS SUBINDEX HONG KONG DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN

(BULHHST)
- BLOOMBERG LEAN HOGS SUBINDEX SINGAPORE DOLLAR HEDGED
- BLOOMBERG LEAN HOGS SUBINDEX SINGAPORE DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN

(BULHHW)
- BLOOMBERG LEAN HOGS SUBINDEX SWEDISH KRONA HEDGED

(BULHHP)
- BLOOMBERG LEAN HOGS SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED
- BLOOMBERG LEAN HOGS SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY
- BLOOMBERG LEAN HOGS SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN

(BULHDPT)
- BLOOMBERG LEAN HOGS SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED TOTAL RETURN
- BLOOMBERG LEAN HOGS SUBINDEX SINGAPORE DOLLAR HEDGED
- BLOOMBERG LEAN HOGS SUBINDEX SINGAPORE DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN

(BULHHST)
BLOOMBERG LEAN HOGS SUBINDEX SWEDISH KRONA HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BULHHWT)
BLOOMBERG LEAN HOGS SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED (BULHHF)
BLOOMBERG LEAN HOGS SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY (BULHDF)
BLOOMBERG LEAN HOGS SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BULHDFT)
BLOOMBERG LEAN HOGS SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BULHHFT)
BLOOMBERG LEAN HOGS SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN (BCO MLHTR)
BLOOMBERG LEAN HOGS SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN CAPPED (BCOMLHCT)
BLOOMBERG LEAN HOGS SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED (BULHHY)
BLOOMBERG LEAN HOGS SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED DAILY (BULHDY)
BLOOMBERG LEAN HOGS SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BULHDT)
BLOOMBERG LEAN HOGS SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BULHHYT)
BLOOMBERG LEAN HOGS SUBINDEX ZLOTY HEDGED (BULHHL)
BLOOMBERG LEAN HOGS SUBINDEX ZLOTY HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BULHHLT)
BLOOMBERG LIVE CATTLE SUBINDEX (BCOMLC)
BLOOMBERG LIVE CATTLE SUBINDEX 1 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMLC1)
BLOOMBERG LIVE CATTLE SUBINDEX 1 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMLC1T)
BLOOMBERG LIVE CATTLE SUBINDEX 2 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMLC2)
BLOOMBERG LIVE CATTLE SUBINDEX 2 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMLC2T)
BLOOMBERG LIVE CATTLE SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMLC3)
BLOOMBERG LIVE CATTLE SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BULCDA3)
BLOOMBERG LIVE CATTLE SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BULCDA3T)
BLOOMBERG LIVE CATTLE SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BULCDC3)
BLOOMBERG LIVE CATTLE SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BULCDC3T)
BLOOMBERG LIVE CATTLE SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD EURO HEDGED DAILY (BULCDE3)
BLOOMBERG LIVE CATTLE SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD EURO HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BULCDE3T)
BLOOMBERG LIVE CATTLE SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY (BULCDP3)
BLOOMBERG LIVE CATTLE SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BULCDP3T)
BLOOMBERG LIVE CATTLE SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY (BULCDF3)
BLOOMBERG LIVE CATTLE SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BULCDF3T)
BLOOMBERG LIVE CATTLE SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMLC3T)
BLOOMBERG LIVE CATTLE SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD YEN HEDGED DAILY (BULCDY3)
BLOOMBERG LIVE CATTLE SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BULCDFT)
BLOOMBERG LIVE CATTLE SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BULCHFT)
BLOOMBERG LIVE CATTLE SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN (BCOMLCTR)
BLOOMBERG LIVE CATTLE SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN CAPPED (BCOMLCCT)
BLOOMBERG LIVE CATTLE SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED (BULCHY)
BLOOMBERG LIVE CATTLE SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED DAILY (BULCDY)
BLOOMBERG LIVE CATTLE SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BULCDYT)
BLOOMBERG LIVE CATTLE SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BULCHYT)
BLOOMBERG LIVE CATTLE SUBINDEX ZLOTY HEDGED (BULCHL)
BLOOMBERG LIVE CATTLE SUBINDEX ZLOTY HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BULCHLT)
BLOOMBERG LIVESTOCK SPOT SUBINDEX (BCOMLISP)
BLOOMBERG LIVESTOCK SUBINDEX (BCOMLI)
BLOOMBERG LIVESTOCK SUBINDEX (SETTLEMENT VALUE) (BCOMTLI)
BLOOMBERG LIVESTOCK SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMLI3)
BLOOMBERG LIVESTOCK SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BULIDA3)
BLOOMBERG LIVESTOCK SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BULIDA3T)
BLOOMBERG LIVESTOCK SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BULIDC3)
BLOOMBERG LIVESTOCK SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BULIDC3T)
BLOOMBERG LIVESTOCK SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD EURO HEDGED DAILY (BULIDE3)
BLOOMBERG LIVESTOCK SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD EURO HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BULIDE3T)
BLOOMBERG LIVESTOCK SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY (BULIDP3)
BLOOMBERG LIVESTOCK SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BULIDP3T)
BLOOMBERG LIVESTOCK SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY (BULIDF3)
BLOOMBERG LIVESTOCK SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BULIDF3T)
BLOOMBERG LIVESTOCK SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMLI3T)
BLOOMBERG LIVESTOCK SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD YEN HEDGED DAILY (BULIDY3)
BLOOMBERG LIVESTOCK SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD YEN HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BULIDY3T)
BLOOMBERG LIVESTOCK SUBINDEX 5 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMLI5)
BLOOMBERG LIVESTOCK SUBINDEX 5 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMLI5T)
BLOOMBERG LIVESTOCK SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED (BULIHA)
BLOOMBERG LIVESTOCK SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BULLHYT)
BLOOMBERG LIVESTOCK SUBINDEX ZLOTY HEDGED (BULLHL)
BLOOMBERG LIVESTOCK SUBINDEX ZLOTY HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BULLHLT)
BLOOMBERG MINNEAPOLIS SPRING WHEAT SUBINDEX (BCOMMW)
BLOOMBERG MINNEAPOLIS SPRING WHEAT SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN (BCOMMWT)
BLOOMBERG NATURAL GAS SUBINDEX (BCOMNG)
BLOOMBERG NATURAL GAS SUBINDEX 1 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMNG1)
BLOOMBERG NATURAL GAS SUBINDEX 1 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMNG1T)
BLOOMBERG NATURAL GAS SUBINDEX 2 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMNG2)
BLOOMBERG NATURAL GAS SUBINDEX 2 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMNG2T)
BLOOMBERG NATURAL GAS SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMNG3)
BLOOMBERG NATURAL GAS SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUNGDA3)
BLOOMBERG NATURAL GAS SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUNGDA3T)
BLOOMBERG NATURAL GAS SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUNGC3)
BLOOMBERG NATURAL GAS SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUNGC3T)
BLOOMBERG NATURAL GAS SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD EURO HEDGED DAILY (BUNGE3)
BLOOMBERG NATURAL GAS SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD EURO HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUNGE3T)
BLOOMBERG NATURAL GAS SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY (BUNGDP)
BLOOMBERG NATURAL GAS SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUNGDP3)
BLOOMBERG NATURAL GAS SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY (BUNGDF3)
BLOOMBERG NATURAL GAS SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUNGDF3T)
BLOOMBERG NATURAL GAS SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD YEN HEDGED DAILY (BUNGDY3)
BLOOMBERG NATURAL GAS SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD YEN HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUNGDY3T)
BLOOMBERG NATURAL GAS SUBINDEX 6 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMNG6)
BLOOMBERG NATURAL GAS SUBINDEX 6 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMNG6T)
BLOOMBERG NATURAL GAS SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED (BUNGA)
BLOOMBERG NATURAL GAS SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUNGDA)
BLOOMBERG NATURAL GAS SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUNGDAT)
BLOOMBERG NATURAL GAS SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUNGYHT)
BLOOMBERG NATURAL GAS SUBINDEX ZLOTY HEDGED (BUNGHL)
BLOOMBERG NATURAL GAS SUBINDEX ZLOTY HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUNGLHT)
BLOOMBERG NICKEL SUBINDEX (BCOMNI)
BLOOMBERG NICKEL SUBINDEX 1 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMNI1)
BLOOMBERG NICKEL SUBINDEX 1 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMNI1T)
BLOOMBERG NICKEL SUBINDEX 2 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMNI2)
BLOOMBERG NICKEL SUBINDEX 2 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMNI2T)
BLOOMBERG NICKEL SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMNI3)
BLOOMBERG NICKEL SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUNIDA3)
BLOOMBERG NICKEL SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUNIDA3T)
BLOOMBERG NICKEL SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUNIDC3)
BLOOMBERG NICKEL SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUNIDC3T)
BLOOMBERG NICKEL SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD EURO HEDGED DAILY (BUNIDE3)
BLOOMBERG NICKEL SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD EURO HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUNIDE3T)
BLOOMBERG NICKEL SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY (BUNIDP3)
BLOOMBERG NICKEL SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUNIDP3T)
BLOOMBERG NICKEL SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY (BUNIDF3)
BLOOMBERG NICKEL SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUNIDF3T)
BLOOMBERG NICKEL SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMNI3T)
BLOOMBERG NICKEL SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD YEN HEDGED DAILY (BUNIDY3)
BLOOMBERG NICKEL SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD YEN HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUNIDY3T)
BLOOMBERG NICKEL SUBINDEX 6 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMNI6)
BLOOMBERG NICKEL SUBINDEX 6 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMNI6T)
BLOOMBERG NICKEL SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED (BUNIHA)
BLOOMBERG NICKEL SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUNIDA)
BLOOMBERG NICKEL SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUNIDAT)
BLOOMBERG NICKEL SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUNIHAT)
BLOOMBERG NICKEL SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED (BUNIHC)
BLOOMBERG NICKEL SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUNIDC)
BLOOMBERG NICKEL SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUNIDCT)
BLOOMBERG NICKEL SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUNIHCT)
BLOOMBERG NICKEL SUBINDEX CAPPED (BCOMNICT)
BLOOMBERG NICKEL SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED (BUNIH)
BLOOMBERG NICKEL SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED DAILY (BUNIDE)
BLOOMBERG NICKEL SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUNIDET)
BLOOMBERG NICKEL SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUNIHET)
BLOOMBERG NICKEL SUBINDEX HONG KONG DOLLAR HEDGED (BUNIH)
BLOOMBERG NICKEL SUBINDEX HONG KONG DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUNIHHT)
BLOOMBERG NICKEL SUBINDEX NEW ZEALAND DOLLAR HEDGED (BUNIH)
BLOOMBERG NICKEL SUBINDEX NEW ZEALAND DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUNIHZ)
BLOOMBERG NICKEL SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED (BUNICH)
BLOOMBERG NICKEL SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY (BUNIDP)
BLOOMBERG NICKEL SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUNIDPT)
BLOOMBERG NICKEL SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUNIHPT)
BLOOMBERG NICKEL SUBINDEX SINGAPORE DOLLAR HEDGED (BUNIH)
BLOOMBERG NICKEL SUBINDEX SINGAPORE DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUNIHST)
BLOOMBERG NICKEL SUBINDEX SWEDISH KRONA HEDGED (BUNIH)
BLOOMBERG NICKEL SUBINDEX SWEDISH KRONA HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUNIHW)
BLOOMBERG NICKEL SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED (BUNIH)
BLOOMBERG NICKEL SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY (BUNIF)
BLOOMBERG NICKEL SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUNIDFT)
BLOOMBERG NICKEL SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUNIHFT)
BLOOMBERG NICKEL SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN (BCOMNIT)
BLOOMBERG NICKEL SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN CAPPED (BCOMNI)
BLOOMBERG NICKEL SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED (BUNIH)
BLOOMBERG NICKEL SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED DAILY (BUNIDY)
BLOOMBERG NICKEL SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUNIDYT)
BLOOMBERG NICKEL SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUNIHYT)
BLOOMBERG NICKEL SUBINDEX ZLOTY HEDGED (BUNIH)
BLOOMBERG NICKEL SUBINDEX ZLOTY HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUNIHLT)
BLOOMBERG ORANGE JUICE SUBINDEX (BCOMOJ)
BLOOMBERG ORANGE JUICE SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN (BCOMOJT)
BLOOMBERG PETROLEUM SPOT SUBINDEX (BCOMESP)
BLOOMBERG PETROLEUM SUBINDEX (BCOMPE)
BLOOMBERG PETROLEUM SUBINDEX (SETTLEMENT VALUE) (BCOMTPE)
BLOOMBERG PETROLEUM SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMPE3)
BLOOMBERG PETROLEUM SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUPEDA3)
BLOOMBERG PETROLEUM SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUPEDA3T)
BLOOMBERG PETROLEUM SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUPEDC3)
BLOOMBERG PETROLEUM SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUPEDC3T)
BLOOMBERG PETROLEUM SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD EURO HEDGED DAILY (BUPEDE3)
BLOOMBERG PETROLEUM SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD EURO HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUPEDE3T)
BLOOMBERG PETROLEUM SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY (BUPEDP3)
BLOOMBERG PETROLEUM SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUPEDP3T)
BLOOMBERG PETROLEUM SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY (BUPEDF3)
BLOOMBERG PETROLEUM SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUPEDF3T)
BLOOMBERG PETROLEUM SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMPE3T)
BLOOMBERG PETROLEUM SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD YEN HEDGED DAILY (BUPEDY3)
BLOOMBERG PETROLEUM SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD YEN HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUPEDY3T)
BLOOMBERG PETROLEUM SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED (BUPEHA)
BLOOMBERG PETROLEUM SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUPEDA)
BLOOMBERG PETROLEUM SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUPEDAT)
BLOOMBERG PETROLEUM SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUPEHAT)
BLOOMBERG PETROLEUM SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED (BUPEHC)
BLOOMBERG PETROLEUM SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUPEDC)
BLOOMBERG PETROLEUM SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUPEDCT)
BLOOMBERG PETROLEUM SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUPEHCT)
BLOOMBERG PETROLEUM SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED (BUPEHE)
BLOOMBERG PETROLEUM SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED DAILY (BUPEDE)
BLOOMBERG PETROLEUM SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUPEDET)
BLOOMBERG PETROLEUM SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUPEHET)
BLOOMBERG PETROLEUM SUBINDEX HONG KONG DOLLAR HEDGED (BUPEHH)
BLOOMBERG PETROLEUM SUBINDEX HONG KONG DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN
(BUPEHHT)
  BLOOMBERG PETROLEUM SUBINDEX NEW ZEALAND DOLLAR HEDGED (BUPEHZ)
  BLOOMBERG PETROLEUM SUBINDEX NEW ZEALAND DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN
(BUPEHHT)
  BLOOMBERG PETROLEUM SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED (BUPEHP)
  BLOOMBERG PETROLEUM SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY (BUPEDP)
  BLOOMBERG PETROLEUM SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN
(BUPEDPT)
  BLOOMBERG PETROLEUM SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED TOTAL RETURN
(BUPEHPT)
  BLOOMBERG PETROLEUM SUBINDEX SINGAPORE DOLLAR HEDGED (BUPEHS)
  BLOOMBERG PETROLEUM SUBINDEX SINGAPORE DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN
(BUPEHST)
  BLOOMBERG PETROLEUM SUBINDEX SWEDISH KRONA HEDGED (BUPEHW)
  BLOOMBERG PETROLEUM SUBINDEX SWEDISH KRONA HEDGED TOTAL RETURN
(BUPEHWT)
  BLOOMBERG PETROLEUM SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED (BUPEHF)
  BLOOMBERG PETROLEUM SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY (BUPEDF)
  BLOOMBERG PETROLEUM SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN
(BUPEDFT)
  BLOOMBERG PETROLEUM SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUPEHFT)
  BLOOMBERG PETROLEUM SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN (SETTLEMENT VALUE) (BCOMTPT)
  BLOOMBERG PETROLEUM SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED (BUPEHY)
  BLOOMBERG PETROLEUM SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED DAILY (BUPEDY)
  BLOOMBERG PETROLEUM SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUPEDYT)
  BLOOMBERG PETROLEUM SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUPEHYT)
  BLOOMBERG PETROLEUM SUBINDEX ZLOTY HEDGED (BUPEHL)
  BLOOMBERG PETROLEUM SUBINDEX ZLOTY HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUPEHHLT)
  BLOOMBERG PLATINUM SUBINDEX (BCOMPL)
  BLOOMBERG PLATINUM SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED
  DAILY (BUPLDA3)
  BLOOMBERG PLATINUM SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED
  DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUPLDA3T)
  BLOOMBERG PLATINUM SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY
  (BUPLDC3)
  BLOOMBERG PLATINUM SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY
  TOTAL RETURN (BUPLDC3T)
  BLOOMBERG PLATINUM SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD EURO HEDGED DAILY (BUPLDE3)
  BLOOMBERG PLATINUM SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD EURO HEDGED DAILY TOTAL
  RETURN (BUPLDE3T)
BLOOMBERG PLATINUM SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY (BUPLDP3)
BLOOMBERG PLATINUM SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUPLDP3T)
BLOOMBERG PLATINUM SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY (BUPLDF3)
BLOOMBERG PLATINUM SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUPLDF3T)
BLOOMBERG PLATINUM SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD YEN HEDGED DAILY (BUPLDY3)
BLOOMBERG PLATINUM SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD YEN HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUPLDY3T)
BLOOMBERG PLATINUM SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED (BUPLHA)
BLOOMBERG PLATINUM SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUPLDA)
BLOOMBERG PLATINUM SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUPLDAT)
BLOOMBERG PLATINUM SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUPLHAT)
BLOOMBERG PLATINUM SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED (BUPLHC)
BLOOMBERG PLATINUM SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUPLDC)
BLOOMBERG PLATINUM SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUPLDCT)
BLOOMBERG PLATINUM SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUPLHCT)
BLOOMBERG PLATINUM SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED (BUPLHE)
BLOOMBERG PLATINUM SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED DAILY (BUPLDE)
BLOOMBERG PLATINUM SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUPLDET)
BLOOMBERG PLATINUM SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUPLHET)
BLOOMBERG PLATINUM SUBINDEX HONG KONG DOLLAR HEDGED (BUPLHH)
BLOOMBERG PLATINUM SUBINDEX HONG KONG DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUPLHHT)
BLOOMBERG PLATINUM SUBINDEX NEW ZEALAND DOLLAR HEDGED (BUPLHZ)
BLOOMBERG PLATINUM SUBINDEX NEW ZEALAND DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUPLHZT)
BLOOMBERG PLATINUM SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED (BUPLHP)
BLOOMBERG PLATINUM SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY (BUPLDP)
BLOOMBERG PLATINUM SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUPLDPT)
BLOOMBERG PLATINUM SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUPLHPT)
BLOOMBERG PLATINUM SUBINDEX SINGAPORE DOLLAR HEDGED (BUPLHS)
BLOOMBERG PLATINUM SUBINDEX SINGAPORE DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUPLHST)
BLOOMBERG PLATINUM SUBINDEX SWEDISH KRONA HEDGED (BUPLHW)
BLOOMBERG PLATINUM SUBINDEX SWEDISH KRONA HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUPLHWT)
BLOOMBERG PLATINUM SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED (BUPLHF)
BLOOMBERG PLATINUM SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY (BUPLDF)
BLOOMBERG PLATINUM SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUPLDFT)
BLOOMBERG PLATINUM SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUPLHFT)
BLOOMBERG PLATINUM SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN (BCOMPLTR)
BLOOMBERG PLATINUM SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED (BUPLHY)
BLOOMBERG PLATINUM SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED DAILY (BUPLDY)
BLOOMBERG PLATINUM SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUPLDYT)
BLOOMBERG PLATINUM SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUPLHYT)
BLOOMBERG PLATINUM SUBINDEX ZLOTY HEDGED (BUPLHL)
BLOOMBERG PLATINUM SUBINDEX ZLOTY HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUPLHLT)
BLOOMBERG PRECIOUS METALS SPOT SUBINDEX (BCOMPRSP)
BLOOMBERG PRECIOUS METALS SUBINDEX (BCOMPR)
BLOOMBERG PRECIOUS METALS SUBINDEX (SETTLEMENT VALUE) (BCOMTPM)
BLOOMBERG PRECIOUS METALS SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMPR3)
BLOOMBERG PRECIOUS METALS SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUPRDA3)
BLOOMBERG PRECIOUS METALS SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUPRDA3T)
BLOOMBERG PRECIOUS METALS SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUPRDC3)
BLOOMBERG PRECIOUS METALS SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUPRDC3T)
BLOOMBERG PRECIOUS METALS SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD EURO HEDGED DAILY (BUPRDE3)
BLOOMBERG PRECIOUS METALS SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD EURO HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUPRDE3T)
BLOOMBERG PRECIOUS METALS SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY (BUPRDP3)
BLOOMBERG PRECIOUS METALS SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUPRDP3T)
BLOOMBERG PRECIOUS METALS SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY (BUPRDF3)
BLOOMBERG PRECIOUS METALS SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUPRDF3T)
BLOOMBERG PRECIOUS METALS SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD YEN HEDGED DAILY (BUPRDY3)
BLOOMBERG PRECIOUS METALS SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD YEN HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUPRDF3T)
RETURN (BUPRDY3T)
  BLOOMBERG PRECIOUS METALS SUBINDEX 5 MONTH FORWARD (BOMPR5)
  BLOOMBERG PRECIOUS METALS SUBINDEX 5 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN
  (BOMPR5T)
  BLOOMBERG PRECIOUS METALS SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED (BUPRHA)
  BLOOMBERG PRECIOUS METALS SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUPRDA)
  BLOOMBERG PRECIOUS METALS SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL
  RETURN (BUPRDAT)
  BLOOMBERG PRECIOUS METALS SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN
  (BUPRHAT)
  BLOOMBERG PRECIOUS METALS SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED (BUPRHC)
  BLOOMBERG PRECIOUS METALS SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUPRDC)
  BLOOMBERG PRECIOUS METALS SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL
  RETURN (BUPRDCT)
  BLOOMBERG PRECIOUS METALS SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN
  (BUPRHCCT)
  BLOOMBERG PRECIOUS METALS SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED (BUPRHE)
  BLOOMBERG PRECIOUS METALS SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED DAILY (BUPRDE)
  BLOOMBERG PRECIOUS METALS SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN
  (BUPRDET)
  BLOOMBERG PRECIOUS METALS SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUPRHET)
  BLOOMBERG PRECIOUS METALS SUBINDEX HONG KONG DOLLAR HEDGED (BUPRHH)
  BLOOMBERG PRECIOUS METALS SUBINDEX HONG KONG DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN
  (BUPRHHET)
  BLOOMBERG PRECIOUS METALS SUBINDEX NEW ZEALAND DOLLAR HEDGED (BUPRHZ)
  BLOOMBERG PRECIOUS METALS SUBINDEX NEW ZEALAND DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL
  RETURN (BUPRHZT)
  BLOOMBERG PRECIOUS METALS SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED (BUPRHP)
  BLOOMBERG PRECIOUS METALS SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY (BUPRDP)
  BLOOMBERG PRECIOUS METALS SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY TOTAL
  RETURN (BUPRDPCT)
  BLOOMBERG PRECIOUS METALS SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED TOTAL RETURN
  (BUPRHPCT)
  BLOOMBERG PRECIOUS METALS SUBINDEX SINGAPORE DOLLAR HEDGED (BUPRHS)
  BLOOMBERG PRECIOUS METALS SUBINDEX SINGAPORE DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN
  (BUPRHSCT)
  BLOOMBERG PRECIOUS METALS SUBINDEX SWEDISH KRONA HEDGED (BUPRHW)
  BLOOMBERG PRECIOUS METALS SUBINDEX SWEDISH KRONA HEDGED TOTAL RETURN
  (BUPRHWCT)
  BLOOMBERG PRECIOUS METALS SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED (BUPRHF)
  BLOOMBERG PRECIOUS METALS SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY (BUPRDF)
BLOOMBERG PRECIOUS METALS SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUPRDFT)
BLOOMBERG PRECIOUS METALS SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUPRHFT)
BLOOMBERG PRECIOUS METALS SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN (BCOMPRTR)
BLOOMBERG PRECIOUS METALS SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN (SETTLEMENT VALUE) (BCOMTPR)
BLOOMBERG PRECIOUS METALS SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED (BUPRHY)
BLOOMBERG PRECIOUS METALS SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED DAILY (BUPRDY)
BLOOMBERG PRECIOUS METALS SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUPRDYT)
BLOOMBERG PRECIOUS METALS SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUPRHYT)
BLOOMBERG PRECIOUS METALS SUBINDEX ZLOTY HEDGED (BUPRHL)
BLOOMBERG PRECIOUS METALS SUBINDEX ZLOTY HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUPRHLT)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT AGRICULTURE SUBINDEX (BCOMRAG)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT AGRICULTURE SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN (BCOMRAGT)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT ALUMINUM SUBINDEX (BCOMRAL)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT ALUMINUM SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN (BCOMRALT)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT BRENT CRUDE SUBINDEX (BCOMRCO)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT BRENT CRUDE SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN (BCOMRCOT)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT COFFEE SUBINDEX (BCOMRKC)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT COFFEE SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN (BCOMRKCT)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT COMMODITY EX-AGRICULTURE AND LIVESTOCK INDEX (BBURXAL)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT COMMODITY EX-AGRICULTURE AND LIVESTOCK INDEX EURO (BURXALE)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT COMMODITY EX-AGRICULTURE AND LIVESTOCK INDEX EURO TOTAL RETURN (BURXALET)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT COMMODITY EX-AGRICULTURE AND LIVESTOCK INDEX TOTAL RETURN (BBURXALT)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT COMMODITY INDEX (BCOMRS)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT COMMODITY TOTAL RETURN INDEX (BCOMRST)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT COMPOSITE CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX (BCOMRCR)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT COMPOSITE CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN (BCOMRCRT)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT COPPER SUBINDEX (BCOMRHG)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT COPPER SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN (BCOMRHT)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT CORN SUBINDEX (BCOMRCN)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT CORN SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN (BCOMRCNT)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT COTTON SUBINDEX (BCOMRCT)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT COTTON SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN (BCOMRCTT)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT ENERGY SUBINDEX (BCOMREN)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT ENERGY SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN (BCOMRENT)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT EX-ENERGY SUBINDEX (BCOMRXE)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT EX-ENERGY SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN (BCOMRXET)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT GOLD SUBINDEX (BCOMRGC)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT GOLD SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN (BCOMRGCT)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT GRAINS SUBINDEX (BCOMRGR)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT GRAINS SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN (BCOMRGRT)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT HEATING OIL SUBINDEX (BCOMRHO)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT HEATING OIL SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN (BCOMRHOT)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT INDUSTRIAL METALS SUBINDEX (BCOMRIN)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT INDUSTRIAL METALS SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN (BCOMRINT)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT KANSAS WHEAT SUBINDEX (BCOMRKW)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT KANSAS WHEAT SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN (BCOMRKWT)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT LEAN HOGS SUBINDEX (BCOMRLH)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT LEAN HOGS SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN (BCOMRLHT)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT LIVE CATTLE SUBINDEX (BCOMRLC)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT LIVE CATTLE SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN (BCOMRLCT)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT LIVESTOCK SUBINDEX (BCOMRLI)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT LIVESTOCK SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN (BCOMRLIT)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT NATURAL GAS SUBINDEX (BCOMRNG)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT NATURAL GAS SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN (BCOMRNGT)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT NICKEL SUBINDEX (BCOMRNI)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT NICKEL SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN (BCOMRNIT)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT PETROLEUM SUBINDEX (BCOMRPE)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT PETROLEUM SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN (BCOMRPET)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT PRECIOUS METALS SUBINDEX (BCOMRPR)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT PRECIOUS METALS SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN (BCOMRPRT)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT SILVER SUBINDEX (BCOMRSI)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT SILVER SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN (BCOMRSIT)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT SOFTS SUBINDEX (BCOMRSO)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT SOFTS SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN (BCOMRSOT)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT SOYBEAN MEAL SUBINDEX (BCOMRSNM)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT SOYBEAN MEAL SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN (BCOMRSMT)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT SOYBEAN OIL SUBINDEX (BCOMRBO)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT SOYBEAN OIL SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN (BCOMRBOT)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT SOYBEANS SUBINDEX (BCOMRSY)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT SOYBEANS SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN (BCOMRSYT)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT SUGAR SUBINDEX (BCOMRSB)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT SUGAR SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN (BCOMRSBT)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT UNLEADED GASOLINE SUBINDEX (BCOMRRB)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT UNLEADED GASOLINE SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN (BCOMRRBT)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT WHEAT SUBINDEX (BCOMRWH)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT WHEAT SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN (BCOMRWHT)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX (BCOMRCL)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN (BCOMRCLT)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT ZINC SUBINDEX (BCOMRZS)
BLOOMBERG ROLL SELECT ZINC SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN (BCOMRZST)
BLOOMBERG SILVER SUBINDEX (BCOMSI)
BLOOMBERG SILVER SUBINDEX 1 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMSI1)
BLOOMBERG SILVER SUBINDEX 1 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMSI1T)
BLOOMBERG SILVER SUBINDEX 2 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMSI2)
BLOOMBERG SILVER SUBINDEX 2 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMSI2T)
BLOOMBERG SILVER SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMSI3)
BLOOMBERG SILVER SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUSIDA3)
BLOOMBERG SILVER SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUSIDA3T)
BLOOMBERG SILVER SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUSIDC3)
BLOOMBERG SILVER SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUSIDC3T)
BLOOMBERG SILVER SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD EURO HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUSIDE3)
BLOOMBERG SILVER SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD EURO HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUSIDE3T)
BLOOMBERG SILVER SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUSIDP3)
BLOOMBERG SILVER SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUSIDP3T)
BLOOMBERG SILVER SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUSIDF3)
BLOOMBERG SILVER SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUSIDF3T)
BLOOMBERG SILVER SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMI3T)
BLOOMBERG SILVER SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD YEN HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUSIDY3)
BLOOMBERG SILVER SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD YEN HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUSIDY3T)
BLOOMBERG SILVER SUBINDEX 6 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMSI6)
BLOOMBERG SILVER SUBINDEX 6 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMI6T)
BLOOMBERG SILVER SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED (BUSIHA)
BLOOMBERG SILVER SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUSIDA)
BLOOMBERG SILVER SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUSIDAT)
BLOOMBERG SILVER SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUSIHAT)
BLOOMBERG SILVER SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED (BUSIHC)
BLOOMBERG SILVER SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUSIDC)
BLOOMBERG SILVER SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUSIDCT)
BLOOMBERG SILVER SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUSIHCT)
BLOOMBERG SILVER SUBINDEX CAPPED (BCOMSIC)
BLOOMBERG SILVER SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED (BUSIHE)
BLOOMBERG SILVER SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED DAILY (BUSIDE)
BLOOMBERG SILVER SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUSIDET)
BLOOMBERG SILVER SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUSIHET)
BLOOMBERG SILVER SUBINDEX HONG KONG DOLLAR HEDGED (BUSIHH)
BLOOMBERG SILVER SUBINDEX HONG KONG DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUSIHT)
BLOOMBERG SILVER SUBINDEX NEW ZEALAND DOLLAR HEDGED (BUSIHZ)
BLOOMBERG SILVER SUBINDEX NEW ZEALAND DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUSIHZT)
BLOOMBERG SILVER SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED (BUSIHP)
BLOOMBERG SILVER SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY (BUSIDP)
BLOOMBERG SILVER SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUSIDPT)
BLOOMBERG SILVER SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUSIHT)
BLOOMBERG SILVER SUBINDEX SINGAPORE DOLLAR HEDGED (BUSIHS)
BLOOMBERG SILVER SUBINDEX SINGAPORE DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUSIHST)
BLOOMBERG SILVER SUBINDEX SWEDISH KRONA HEDGED (BUSIHW)
BLOOMBERG SILVER SUBINDEX SWEDISH KRONA HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUSIHW)
BLOOMBERG SILVER SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED (BUSIHF)
BLOOMBERG SILVER SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY (BUSIDF)
BLOOMBERG SILVER SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUSIDFT)
BLOOMBERG SILVER SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUSIHFT)
BLOOMBERG SILVER SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN (BCOMITR)
BLOOMBERG SILVER SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN CAPPED (BCOMICT)
BLOOMBERG SILVER SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED (BUSIHY)
BLOOMBERG SILVER SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED DAILY (BUSIDY)
BLOOMBERG SILVER SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUSIDYT)
BLOOMBERG SILVER SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUSIHYT)
BLOOMBERG SILVER SUBINDEX ZLOTY HEDGED (BUSIHL)
BLOOMBERG SILVER SUBINDEX ZLOTY HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUSIHLT)
BLOOMBERG SOFTS SPOT SUBINDEX (BCOMOSP)
BLOOMBERG SOFTS SUBINDEX (BCOMSO)
BLOOMBERG SOFTS SUBINDEX (SETTLEMENT VALUE) (BCOMTSO)
BLOOMBERG SOFTS SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMSO3)
BLOOMBERG SOFTS SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY
(BUSODA3)
BLOOMBERG SOFTS SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY
TOTAL RETURN (BUSODA3T)
BLOOMBERG SOFTS SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY
(BUSODC3)
BLOOMBERG SOFTS SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY
TOTAL RETURN (BUSODC3T)
BLOOMBERG SOFTS SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD EURO HEDGED DAILY (BUSODE3)
BLOOMBERG SOFTS SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD EURO HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN
(BUSODE3T)
BLOOMBERG SOFTS SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY
(BUSODP3)
BLOOMBERG SOFTS SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY
TOTAL RETURN (BUSODP3T)
BLOOMBERG SOFTS SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY
(BUSODF3)
BLOOMBERG SOFTS SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY TOTAL
RETURN (BUSODF3T)
BLOOMBERG SOFTS SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMO3T)
BLOOMBERG SOFTS SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD YEN HEDGED DAILY (BUSODY3)
BLOOMBERG SOFTS SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD YEN HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN
(BUSODY3T)
BLOOMBERG SOFTS SUBINDEX 5 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMSO5)
BLOOMBERG SOFTS SUBINDEX 5 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMO5T)
BLOOMBERG SOFTS SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED (BUSOHA)
BLOOMBERG SOFTS SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUSODA)
BLOOMBERG SOFTS SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN
(BUSODAT)
BLOOMBERG SOFTS SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUSOHAT)
BLOOMBERG SOFTS SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED (BUSOHC)
BLOOMBERG SOFTS SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUSODC)
BLOOMBERG SOFTS SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN
BLOOMBERG SOFTS SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUSOHCT)
BLOOMBERG SOFTS SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED (BUSOHE)
BLOOMBERG SOFTS SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED DAILY (BUSODE)
BLOOMBERG SOFTS SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUSODET)
BLOOMBERG SOFTS SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUSOHECT)
BLOOMBERG SOFTS SUBINDEX HONG KONG DOLLAR HEDGED (BUSOHH)
BLOOMBERG SOFTS SUBINDEX HONG KONG DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUSOHHT)
BLOOMBERG SOFTS SUBINDEX NEW ZEALAND DOLLAR HEDGED (BUSOHZ)
BLOOMBERG SOFTS SUBINDEX NEW ZEALAND DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUSOHT)
BLOOMBERG SOFTS SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED (BUSOPP)
BLOOMBERG SOFTS SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY (BUSODP)
BLOOMBERG SOFTS SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUSODPT)
BLOOMBERG SOFTS SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUSOPPT)
BLOOMBERG SOFTS SUBINDEX SINGAPORE DOLLAR HEDGED (BUSOHS)
BLOOMBERG SOFTS SUBINDEX SINGAPORE DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUSOHST)
BLOOMBERG SOFTS SUBINDEX SWEDISH KRONA HEDGED (BUSOHW)
BLOOMBERG SOFTS SUBINDEX SWEDISH KRONA HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUSOHWT)
BLOOMBERG SOFTS SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED (BUSOHF)
BLOOMBERG SOFTS SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY (BUSODF)
BLOOMBERG SOFTS SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUSODFT)
BLOOMBERG SOFTS SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUSOHFT)
BLOOMBERG SOFTS SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN (SETTLEMENT VALUE) (BCOMTST)
BLOOMBERG SOFTS SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED (BUSOHY)
BLOOMBERG SOFTS SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED DAILY (BUSODY)
BLOOMBERG SOFTS SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUSODYT)
BLOOMBERG SOFTS SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUSOHT)
BLOOMBERG SOFTS SUBINDEX ZLOTY HEDGED (BUSOHL)
BLOOMBERG SOFTS SUBINDEX ZLOTY HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUSOHLT)
BLOOMBERG SOYBEAN MEAL SUBINDEX (BCOMSM)
BLOOMBERG SOYBEAN MEAL SUBINDEX 1 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMSM1)
BLOOMBERG SOYBEAN MEAL SUBINDEX 1 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMM1T)
BLOOMBERG SOYBEAN MEAL SUBINDEX 2 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMSM2)
BLOOMBERG SOYBEAN MEAL SUBINDEX 2 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMM2T)
BLOOMBERG SOYBEAN MEAL SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMSM3)
BLOOMBERG SOYBEAN MEAL SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hedged Daily (BUSMDA3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLOOMBERG SOYBEAN MEAL SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY</td>
<td>BUSMDA3T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hedged Daily Total Return</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLOOMBERG SOYBEAN MEAL SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY</td>
<td>BUSMDC3T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hedged Daily Total Return</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLOOMBERG SOYBEAN MEAL SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD EURO HEDGED DAILY</td>
<td>BUSMDE3T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hedged Daily Total Return</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLOOMBERG SOYBEAN MEAL SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY</td>
<td>BUSMDP3T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hedged Daily Total Return</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLOOMBERG SOYBEAN MEAL SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY</td>
<td>BUSMDF3T</td>
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BLOOMBERG UNLEADED GAS SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BURBDC)
BLOOMBERG UNLEADED GAS SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BURBDC)
BLOOMBERG UNLEADED GAS SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BURBHCT)
BLOOMBERG UNLEADED GAS SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED (BURBHE)
BLOOMBERG UNLEADED GAS SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED DAILY (BURBDE)
BLOOMBERG UNLEADED GAS SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BURBDET)
BLOOMBERG UNLEADED GAS SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BURBHET)
BLOOMBERG UNLEADED GAS SUBINDEX HONG KONG DOLLAR HEDGED (BURBHH)
BLOOMBERG UNLEADED GAS SUBINDEX HONG KONG DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BURBHHT)
BLOOMBERG UNLEADED GAS SUBINDEX NEW ZEALAND DOLLAR HEDGED (BURBHZ)
BLOOMBERG UNLEADED GAS SUBINDEX NEW ZEALAND DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BURBHZT)
BLOOMBERG UNLEADED GAS SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED (BURBHP)
BLOOMBERG UNLEADED GAS SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY (BURBDP)
BLOOMBERG UNLEADED GAS SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BURBDPT)
BLOOMBERG UNLEADED GAS SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BURBHP)
BLOOMBERG UNLEADED GAS SUBINDEX SINGAPORE DOLLAR HEDGED (BURBHS)
BLOOMBERG UNLEADED GAS SUBINDEX SINGAPORE DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BURBHS)
BLOOMBERG UNLEADED GAS SUBINDEX SWEDISH KRONA HEDGED (BURBHW)
BLOOMBERG UNLEADED GAS SUBINDEX SWEDISH KRONA HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BURBHW)
BLOOMBERG UNLEADED GAS SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED (BURBHF)
BLOOMBERG UNLEADED GAS SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY (BURBDF)
BLOOMBERG UNLEADED GAS SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BURBDFT)
BLOOMBERG UNLEADED GAS SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BURBHF)
BLOOMBERG UNLEADED GAS SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED (BURBHY)
BLOOMBERG UNLEADED GAS SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED DAILY (BURBDY)
BLOOMBERG UNLEADED GAS SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BURBDYT)
BLOOMBERG UNLEADED GAS SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BURBHY)
BLOOMBERG UNLEADED GASOLINE SUBINDEX (BCOMRB)
BLOOMBERG UNLEADED GASOLINE SUBINDEX 1 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMRB1)
BLOOMBERG UNLEADED GASOLINE SUBINDEX 1 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMRB1T)
BLOOMBERG UNLEADED GASOLINE SUBINDEX 2 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMRB2)
BLOOMBERG UNLEADED GASOLINE SUBINDEX 2 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMRB2T)
BLOOMBERG UNLEADED GASOLINE SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMRB3)
BLOOMBERG UNLEADED GASOLINE SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMRB3T)
BLOOMBERG UNLEADED GASOLINE SUBINDEX 6 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMRB6)
BLOOMBERG UNLEADED GASOLINE SUBINDEX 6 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMRB6T)
BLOOMBERG UNLEADED GASOLINE SUBINDEX CAPPED (BCOMRBC)
BLOOMBERG UNLEADED GASOLINE SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN (BCOMRBTR)
BLOOMBERG UNLEADED GASOLINE SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN CAPPED (BCOMRBCT)
BLOOMBERG WHEAT SUBINDEX (BCOMWH)
BLOOMBERG WHEAT SUBINDEX 1 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMWH1)
BLOOMBERG WHEAT SUBINDEX 1 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMWH1T)
BLOOMBERG WHEAT SUBINDEX 2 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMWH2)
BLOOMBERG WHEAT SUBINDEX 2 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMWH2T)
BLOOMBERG WHEAT SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMWH3)
BLOOMBERG WHEAT SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUWHDA3)
BLOOMBERG WHEAT SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUWHDA3T)
BLOOMBERG WHEAT SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUWHDC3)
BLOOMBERG WHEAT SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUWHDC3T)
BLOOMBERG WHEAT SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD EURO HEDGED DAILY (BUWHDE3)
BLOOMBERG WHEAT SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD EURO HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUWHDE3T)
BLOOMBERG WHEAT SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY (BUWHDP3)
BLOOMBERG WHEAT SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUWHDP3T)
BLOOMBERG WHEAT SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY (BUWHDF3)
BLOOMBERG WHEAT SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUWHDF3T)
BLOOMBERG WHEAT SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMWH3T)
BLOOMBERG WHEAT SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD YEN HEDGED DAILY (BUWHDY3)
BLOOMBERG WHEAT SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD YEN HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUWHDY3T)
BLOOMBERG WHEAT SUBINDEX 6 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMWH6)
BLOOMBERG WHEAT SUBINDEX 6 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMWH6T)
BLOOMBERG WHEAT SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED (BUWHA)
BLOOMBERG WHEAT SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUWHDA)
BLOOMBERG WHEAT SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUWHDAT)
BLOOMBERG WHEAT SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUWHHAT)
BLOOMBERG WHEAT SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED (BUWHHC)
BLOOMBERG WHEAT SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUWHDC)
BLOOMBERG WHEAT SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUWHDCT)
BLOOMBERG WHEAT SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUWHHCT)
BLOOMBERG WHEAT SUBINDEX CAPPED (BCOMWHC)
BLOOMBERG WHEAT SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED (BUWHE)
BLOOMBERG WHEAT SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED DAILY (BUWHDE)
BLOOMBERG WHEAT SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUWHDET)
BLOOMBERG WHEAT SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUWHHET)
BLOOMBERG WHEAT SUBINDEX HONG KONG DOLLAR HEDGED (BUWHHH)
BLOOMBERG WHEAT SUBINDEX HONG KONG DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUWHHHT)
BLOOMBERG WHEAT SUBINDEX NEW ZEALAND DOLLAR HEDGED (BUWHHZ)
BLOOMBERG WHEAT SUBINDEX NEW ZEALAND DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUWHHZT)
BLOOMBERG WHEAT SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED (BUWHHP)
BLOOMBERG WHEAT SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY (BUWHDP)
BLOOMBERG WHEAT SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUWHDPT)
BLOOMBERG WHEAT SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUWHHPT)
BLOOMBERG WHEAT SUBINDEX SINGAPORE DOLLAR HEDGED (BUWHHS)
BLOOMBERG WHEAT SUBINDEX SINGAPORE DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUWHHST)
BLOOMBERG WHEAT SUBINDEX SWEDISH KRONA HEDGED (BUWHHW)
BLOOMBERG WHEAT SUBINDEX SWEDISH KRONA HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUWHHWT)
BLOOMBERG WHEAT SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED (BUWHHF)
BLOOMBERG WHEAT SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY (BUWHDF)
BLOOMBERG WHEAT SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUWHDFT)
BLOOMBERG WHEAT SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUWHHFT)
BLOOMBERG WHEAT SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN (BCOMWHTR)
BLOOMBERG WHEAT SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN CAPPED (BCOMWHCT)
BLOOMBERG WHEAT SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED (BUWHHY)
BLOOMBERG WHEAT SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED DAILY (BUWHDY)
BLOOMBERG WHEAT SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUWHDYT)
BLOOMBERG WHEAT SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUWHHYT)
BLOOMBERG WHEAT SUBINDEX ZLOTY HEDGED (BUWHHL)
BLOOMBERG WHEAT SUBINDEX ZLOTY HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUWHHHLT)
BLOOMBERG WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX (BCOMCL)
BLOOMBERG WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX 1 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMCL1)
BLOOMBERG WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX 1 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMCL1T)
BLOOMBERG WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX 2 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMCL2)
BLOOMBERG WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX 2 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMCL2T)
BLOOMBERG WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMCL3)
BLOOMBERG WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUCLDA3)
BLOOMBERG WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUCLDA3T)
BLOOMBERG WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUCLDC3)
BLOOMBERG WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUCLDC3T)
BLOOMBERG WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD EURO HEDGED DAILY (BUCLDE3)
BLOOMBERG WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD EURO HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUCLDE3T)
BLOOMBERG WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY (BUCLDP3)
BLOOMBERG WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUCLDP3T)
BLOOMBERG WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY (BUCLDF3)
BLOOMBERG WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUCLDF3T)
BLOOMBERG WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD YEN HEDGED DAILY (BUCLDY3)
BLOOMBERG WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD YEN HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUCLDY3T)
BLOOMBERG WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX 6 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMCL6)
BLOOMBERG WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX 6 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMCL6T)
BLOOMBERG WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED (BUCLHA)
BLOOMBERG WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUCLDA)
BLOOMBERG WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUCLDAT)
BLOOMBERG WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUCLHAT)
BLOOMBERG WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED (BUCLHC)
BLOOMBERG WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUCLDC)
BLOOMBERG WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUCLDCT)
BLOOMBERG WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUCLHT)
BLOOMBERG WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX CAPPED (BCOMCLC)
BLOOMBERG WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED (BUCLHE)
BLOOMBERG WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED DAILY (BUCLDE)
BLOOMBERG WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUCLDET)
BLOOMBERG WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUCLHET)
BLOOMBERG WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX HONG KONG DOLLAR HEDGED (BUCLHH)
BLOOMBERG WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX HONG KONG DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUCLHHT)
BLOOMBERG WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX NEW ZEALAND DOLLAR HEDGED (BUCLHZ)
BLOOMBERG WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX NEW ZEALAND DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUCLHHT)
BLOOMBERG WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED (BUCLHP)
BLOOMBERG WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY (BUCLDP)
BLOOMBERG WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUCLDPT)
BLOOMBERG WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUCLHPT)
BLOOMBERG WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX SINGAPORE DOLLAR HEDGED (BUCLHS)
BLOOMBERG WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX SINGAPORE DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUCLHST)
BLOOMBERG WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX SWEDISH KRONA HEDGED (BUCLHW)
BLOOMBERG WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX SWEDISH KRONA HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUCLHWT)
BLOOMBERG WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED (BUCLHF)
BLOOMBERG WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY (BUCLDF)
BLOOMBERG WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUCLDFT)
BLOOMBERG WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUCLHFT)
BLOOMBERG WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN (BCOMCLTR)
BLOOMBERG WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN CAPPED (BCOMCLCT)
BLOOMBERG WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED (BUCLHY)
BLOOMBERG WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED DAILY (BUCLDY)
BLOOMBERG WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUCLDYT)
BLOOMBERG WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUCLHYT)
BLOOMBERG WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX ZLOTY HEDGED (BUCLHL)
BLOOMBERG WTI CRUDE OIL SUBINDEX ZLOTY HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUCLHLT)
BLOOMBERG ZINC SUBINDEX (BCOMZS)
BLOOMBERG ZINC SUBINDEX 1 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMZS1)
BLOOMBERG ZINC SUBINDEX 1 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMZS1T)
BLOOMBERG ZINC SUBINDEX 2 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMZS2)
BLOOMBERG ZINC SUBINDEX 2 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMZS2T)
BLOOMBERG ZINC SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMZS3)
BLOOMBERG ZINC SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUZSDA3)
BLOOMBERG ZINC SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUZSDA3T)
BLOOMBERG ZINC SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUZSDC3)
BLOOMBERG ZINC SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUZSDC3T)
BLOOMBERG ZINC SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD EURO HEDGED DAILY (BUZSDE3)
BLOOMBERG ZINC SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD EURO HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUZSDE3T)
BLOOMBERG ZINC SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY (BUZSDP3)
BLOOMBERG ZINC SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUZSDP3T)
BLOOMBERG ZINC SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY (BUZSDF3)
BLOOMBERG ZINC SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUZSDF3T)
BLOOMBERG ZINC SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD YEN HEDGED DAILY (BUZSDY3)
BLOOMBERG ZINC SUBINDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD YEN HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUZSDY3T)
BLOOMBERG ZINC SUBINDEX 6 MONTH FORWARD (BCOMZS6)
BLOOMBERG ZINC SUBINDEX 6 MONTH FORWARD TOTAL RETURN (BCOMZS6T)
BLOOMBERG ZINC SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED (BUZSHA)
BLOOMBERG ZINC SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUZSDA)
BLOOMBERG ZINC SUBINDEX AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUZSDAT)
BLOOMBERG ZINC SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUZSHAT)
BLOOMBERG ZINC SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED (BUZSHC)
BLOOMBERG ZINC SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY (BUZSDC)
BLOOMBERG ZINC SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUZSDCT)
BLOOMBERG ZINC SUBINDEX CANADIAN DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUZSHCT)
BLOOMBERG ZINC SUBINDEX CAPPED (BCOMZSC)
BLOOMBERG ZINC SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED (BUZSHE)
BLOOMBERG ZINC SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED DAILY (BUZSDE)
BLOOMBERG ZINC SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUZSDET)
BLOOMBERG ZINC SUBINDEX EURO HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUZSHT)
BLOOMBERG ZINC SUBINDEX HONG KONG DOLLAR HEDGED (BUZSHH)
BLOOMBERG ZINC SUBINDEX HONG KONG DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUZSHT)
BLOOMBERG ZINC SUBINDEX NEW ZEALAND DOLLAR HEDGED (BUZSHZ)
BLOOMBERG ZINC SUBINDEX NEW ZEALAND DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUZSZHT)
BLOOMBERG ZINC SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED (BUZSHP)
BLOOMBERG ZINC SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY (BUZSDP)
BLOOMBERG ZINC SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUZSDPT)
BLOOMBERG ZINC SUBINDEX POUND STERLING HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUZSHT)
BLOOMBERG ZINC SUBINDEX SINGAPORE DOLLAR HEDGED (BUZSHS)
BLOOMBERG ZINC SUBINDEX SINGAPORE DOLLAR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUZSHST)
BLOOMBERG ZINC SUBINDEX SWEDISH KRONA HEDGED (BUZSHW)
BLOOMBERG ZINC SUBINDEX SWEDISH KRONA HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUZSHWT)
BLOOMBERG ZINC SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED (BUZSHF)
BLOOMBERG ZINC SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY (BUZSDF)
BLOOMBERG ZINC SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUZSDFT)
BLOOMBERG ZINC SUBINDEX SWISS FRANC HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUZSHT)
BLOOMBERG ZINC SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN (BCOMZSTR)
BLOOMBERG ZINC SUBINDEX TOTAL RETURN CAPPED (BCOMZSCT)
BLOOMBERG ZINC SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED (BUZSHY)
BLOOMBERG ZINC SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED DAILY (BUZSDY)
BLOOMBERG ZINC SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED DAILY TOTAL RETURN (BUZSDYT)
BLOOMBERG ZINC SUBINDEX YEN HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUZSHYT)
BLOOMBERG ZINC SUBINDEX ZLOTY HEDGED (BUZSHL)
BLOOMBERG ZINC SUBINDEX ZLOTY HEDGED TOTAL RETURN (BUZSHLT)
BROAD WOOL (23 MICRON)-SFE
BUTTER FUTURES-CME
BUTTER SPOT CALL-CME
CANOLA-WCE
CEGADAER
CHEESE-CME
CNY A112 Curncy
COAL-1 PERCENT CAPP/COMPLIANCE-PLATTS COAL TRADER OTC BROKER INDEX
COAL-API 5-ARGUS/MCCLOSKEY’S
COAL-API 6-ARGUS/MCCLOSKEY’S
COAL-API 8-ARGUS/MCCLOSKEY’S
COAL-ASIA PACIFIC COKING COAL PREMIUM LOW VOL FOB AUSTRALIA-PLATTS COAL TRADER INTERNATIONAL
COAL-CAPP BARGE-PLATTS COAL TRADER DAILY OTC ASSESSMENTS
COAL-CAPP RAIL (CSX)-PLATTS COAL TRADER DAILY OTC ASSESSMENTS
COAL-CENTRAL APPALACHIAN-NYMEX
COAL-CSX BS/K 1250-PLATTS COAL TRADER OTC BROKER INDEX
COAL-FOB INDONESIA SUB BIT/MCCLOSKEY’S
COAL-NEWCASTLE EARLY SINGLE EXPIRY (122 DAYS)-GLOBALCOAL
COAL-NEWCASTLE EARLY SINGLE EXPIRY (214 DAYS)-GLOBALCOAL
COAL-NEWCASTLE EARLY SINGLE EXPIRY (305 DAYS)-GLOBALCOAL
COAL-NEWCASTLE-GLOBALCOAL
COAL-NYMEX 1200-PLATTS COAL TRADER OTC BROKER INDEX
COAL-OTC BROKER INDEX (ILLINOIS BASIN 11,500)-PLATTS COAL TRADER
COAL-PRB 8400-PLATTS COAL TRADER DAILY OTC ASSESSMENTS
COAL-PRB 8400-PLATTS COAL TRADER OTC BROKER INDEX
COAL-PRB 8800-PLATTS COAL TRADER DAILY OTC ASSESSMENTS
COAL-PRB 8800-PLATTS COAL TRADER OTC BROKER INDEX
COAL-RICHARDS BAY EARLY SINGLE EXPIRY (122 DAYS)-ICE
COAL-RICHARDS BAY EARLY SINGLE EXPIRY (214 DAYS)-ICE
COAL-RICHARDS BAY EARLY SINGLE EXPIRY (305 DAYS)-ICE
COAL-RICHARDS BAY-GLOBALCOAL
COAL-RICHARDS BAY-ICE
COAL-ROTTERDAM EARLY SINGLE EXPIRY (122 DAYS)-ICE
COAL-ROTTERDAM EARLY SINGLE EXPIRY (214 DAYS)-ICE
COAL-ROTTERDAM EARLY SINGLE EXPIRY (305 DAYS)-ICE
COAL-ROTTERDAM-ICE
COAL-TFS API 2-ARGUS/MCCLOSKEY’S
COAL-TFS API 4-ARGUS/MCCLOSKEY’S
COBALT-HIGH GRADE-METAL BULLETIN
COBALT-HIGH/LOW GRADE (MONTHLY AVERAGE)-METAL BULLETIN
COBALT-LME 3 MONTH
COBALT-LME CASH
COBALT-LOW GRADE-METAL BULLETIN
COBOLT
COCOA-EURONEXT LIFFE
COCOA-NYBOT
COFFEE ARABICA-BM&F
COFFEE ARABICA-NYBOT
COFFEE ROBUSTA-NYBOT
COFFEE ROBUSTA-NYSE LIFFE
COFFEE-CSCE
COFFEE-EURONEXT LIFFE
COPPER
COPPER-CME COMEX
COPPER-LME 15 MONTH
COPPER-LME 27 MONTH
COPPER-LME 3 MONTH
COPPER-LME CASH
COPPER-SFE CASH
CORN-CBOT
CORN-Euronext-MATIF
CORN-NYSE LIFFE
COTTON NO. 2-NYBOT
CRBFER
CRBFTR
CREDIT SUISSE 4X6F 01E EX GRAINS INDEX (CSD0XRE2)
CREDIT SUISSE BACKWARDATION LONG/SHORT EXCESS RETURN INDEX (CSCUBLSE)
CREDIT SUISSE BACKWARDATION RELATIVE VALUE JPY HEDGED EXCESS RETURN INDEX
CREDIT SUISSE COMMODITY BACKWARDATION 01E RV1 EXCESS RETURN INDEX (CSCUDA1E)
CREDIT SUISSE CUSTOM 109 TOTAL RETURN INDEX (CSCU109T)
CREDIT SUISSE CUSTOM 110 EXCESS RETURN INDEX (CSCU110E)
CREDIT SUISSE CUSTOM 111 EXCESS RETURN INDEX (CSCU111E)
CREDIT SUISSE CUSTOM 113 INDEX EXCESS RETURN (CSCU113E)
CREDIT SUISSE CUSTOM 114 INDEX EXCESS RETURN (CSCU114E)
CREDIT SUISSE CUSTOM 115 EXCESS RETURN INDEX (CSCU115E)
CREDIT SUISSE CUSTOM 118 EXCESS RETURN INDEX (CSCU118E)
CREDIT SUISSE CUSTOM 119 EXCESS RETURN INDEX (CSCU119E)
CREDIT SUISSE CUSTOM 12 ALPHA EXCESS RETURN INDEX (CSCUD12E)
Credit Suisse Custom 124 Excess Return Index (CSCU124E)
CREDIT SUISSE CUSTOM 127 EXCESS RETURN INDEX (CSCUD127E)
CREDIT SUISSE CUSTOM 66 - 01E SEASONAL EXCESS RETURN INDEX (CSCUD66E)
CREDIT SUISSE CUSTOM 66 EXCESS RETURN INDEX (CSCUG66E)
CREDIT SUISSE CUSTOM G24 TOTAL RETURN INDEX (CSCUG24T)
CREDIT SUISSE CUSTOM GQ0 TOTAL RETURN INDEX
Credit Suisse Custom GQ3 Total Return Index (CSCUGQ3T)
CREDIT SUISSE CUSTOM PRE-ROLL F0 INDEX EXCESS RETURN (CSCUPR0E)
CREDIT SUISSE CUSTOM PRE-ROLL F3 INDEX EXCESS RETURN (CSCUPR3E)
CREDIT SUISSE GAINS RV RISK PARITY EXCESS RETURN INDEX (CSGARPER)
CREDIT SUISSE MASTER FUND GASOIL INDEX EXCESS RETURN (CSMFGOER)
CREDIT SUISSE MASTER FUND KANSAS WHEAT INDEX EXCESS RETURN (CSMFKWER)
CREDIT SUISSE MASTER FUND SOYBEAN OIL INDEX EXCESS RETURN (CSMFBOER)
CREDIT SUISSE MASTER FUND SOYBEANS INDEX EXCESS RETURN (CSMFSYER)
CREDIT SUISSE MASTER FUND SUGAR INDEX EXCESS RETURN (CSMFSER)
CREDIT SUISSE MASTER FUND UNLEADED GASOLINE INDEX EXCESS RETURN (CSMFBER)
CREDIT SUISSE MASTER FUND WHEAT INDEX EXCESS RETURN (CSMFWER)
CREDIT SUISSE MASTER FUND WHITE SUGAR INDEX EXCESS RETURN (CSMFWSER)
CREDIT SUISSE MF HEATING OIL INDEX EXCESS RETURN (CSMFHOER)
CREDIT SUISSE MF LEAD STANDARD INDEX EXCESS RETURN (CSMFPER)
CREDIT SUISSE MF ZINC HIGH GRADE INDEX EXCESS RETURN (CSMFZNER)
Credit Suisse Momentum Long/Short Excess Return Index (CSCUMLSE)
CREDIT SUISSE MULTI-ASSET FUTURES COPPER HIGH GRADE EXCESS RETURN INDEX (CSMFHGER)
CREDIT SUISSE MULTI-ASSET FUTURES F0 LEAD STANDARD EXCESS RETURN INDEX (CSMFPER)
CREDIT SUISSE MULTI-ASSET FUTURES F3 COPPER HIGH GRADE EXCESS RETURN INDEX (CSMFHGE3)
CREDIT SUISSE MULTI-ASSET FUTURES ZINC HIGH GRADE EXCESS RETURN INDEX (CSMFZNER)
CREDIT SUISSE MULTI-ASSET FUTURES-SOYBEAN OIL EXCESS RETURN INDEX (CSMFSMER)
CREDIT SUISSE SEASONAL ALPHA 2 EXCESS RETURN INDEX (CSCUSE2E)
Credit Suisse Unit Index (CSUNIT)
CREDIT SUISSE VOL TARGETED 8% EXCESS RETURN (CSCUBKAE)
Crude Outright - WTI 1st Line Balmo Future
CRUDE PALM OIL-MDEX
CS ALPHA LONG CSCUBKER SHORT DJU (CIDX_CSCUBKAT)
CS DIVERSIFIED BACKWARDATION IND (CIDX_CSCUDIBE)
CS GAINS ALPHA STRATEGY EXCESS RETURN INDEX (CSGALAER)
CS GAINS LONG-SHORT DJ UBS EUR HEDGED TOTAL RETURN INDEX (CSGADLSR)
CS MF MILLING WHEAT INDEX EXCESS RETURN (CSMFCAER)
DAP-BASIS FOB TAMPA, FLORIDA-FERTILIZER INDEX
DAP-BASIS FOB TAMPA, FLORIDA-FMB
DAP-FOB BULK BARGE SPOT NEW ORLEANS-FMB
DIESEL FUEL-BAY AREA CARB NO. 2 (PIPELINE)-OPIS WEST COAST
DIESEL FUEL-BAY AREA CARB NO. 2 (PIPELINE)-OPIS WEST COAST/HEATING OIL-NEW YORK-NYMEX
DIESEL FUEL-CHICAGO LOW SULFUR-PLATTS U.S.
DIESEL FUEL-CHICAGO LOW SULFUR-PLATTS U.S./HEATING OIL-NEW YORK-NYMEX
DIESEL FUEL-CHICAGO LOW SULFUR-PLATTS U.S./OIL-WTI-NYMEX
DIESEL FUEL-GULF COAST LOW SULFUR (PIPELINE)-PLATTS U.S.
DIESEL FUEL-GULF COAST LOW SULFUR (PIPELINE)-PLATTS U.S./HEATING OIL-NEW YORK-NYMEX
DIESEL FUEL-GULF COAST LOW SULFUR (WATERBORNE)-PLATTS U.S.
DIESEL FUEL-ICE
DIESEL FUEL-LOS ANGELES CARB NO. 2 (PIPELINE)-OPIS WEST COAST
DIESEL FUEL-LOS ANGELES CARB NO. 2 (PIPELINE)-OPIS WEST COAST/HEATING OIL-NEW YORK-NYMEX
DIESEL FUEL-LOS ANGELES ULS NO. 2 (PIPELINE)-OPIS WEST COAST
DIESEL FUEL-NEW YORK LOW SULFUR (BARGE)-PLATTS U.S.
DIESEL FUEL-NEW YORK LOW SULFUR (BARGE)-PLATTS U.S./HEATING OIL-NEW YORK-NYMEX
DIESEL FUEL-ON HIGHWAY ALL TYPES (U.S.)-ENERGY INFORMATION ADMINISTRATION
DIESEL FUEL-ON HIGHWAY WEEKLY RETAIL (U.S.)-ENERGY INFORMATION ADMINISTRATION
DIESEL FUEL-PACIFIC NORTHWEST CARB NO. 2 (PIPELINE)-OPIS WEST COAST
DIESEL FUEL-PACIFIC NORTHWEST CARB NO. 2 (PIPELINE)-OPIS WEST COAST/HEATING OIL-NEW YORK-NYMEX
DIESEL FUEL-PACIFIC NORTHWEST ULS NO. 2-OPIS WEST COAST
DIESEL FUEL-PACIFIC NORTHWEST ULS NO. 2-OPIS WEST COAST/HEATING OIL-NEW YORK-NYMEX
DIESEL FUEL-SAN FRANCISCO CARB NO. 2 (PIPELINE)-OPIS WEST COAST
DIESEL-10PPM UK-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-PLATTS OILGRAM
DJ AIG ER EUR (QUANTO) (CIDX_CSGSER.EUR)
DJ AIG ER EUR (QUANTO) (CIDX_CSGSREER.EUR)
DJ AIG ER EUR (QUANTO) (CIDX_DJUBS.EUR)
DJ AIG ER EUR (QUANTO) (CIDX_SPGSCIP.EUR)
DJ AIG ER PLN (QUANTO) (CIDX_DJUBS.PLN)
DJ UBS AGRICULTURE INDEX EXCESS (CIDX_DJUBSAG3)
DJ UBS AGRICULTURE INDEX TR (CIDX_DJUBAGTR)
DJ UBS AGRICULTURE INDEX TR (CIDX_DJURXALT)
DJ UBS ALUMINUM INDEX EXCESS RETURN (CIDX_DJUBSAL3)
DJ UBS BRENT INDEX EXCESS RETURN (CIDX_DJUBSCO3)
DJ UBS BRENT KANSAS WHEAT INDEX (CIDX_DJUBSKW)
DJ UBS BRENT OIL INDEX EXCESS RETURN (CIDX_DJUBSCO)
DJ UBS COCOA INDEX EXCESS RETURN (CIDX_DJUBSCC)
DJ UBS COFFEE INDEX EXCESS RETURN (CIDX_DJUBSKC3)
DJ UBS CORN INDEX EXCESS RETURN (CIDX_DJUBSCN3)
DJ UBS COTTON INDEX EXCESS RETURN (CIDX_DJUBSCT3)
DJ UBS CRUDE OIL INDEX EXCESS RETURN (CIDX_DJUBSCL3)
DJ UBS ENERGY INDEX EXCESS RETURN (CIDX_DJUBSEN)
DJ UBS ENERGY INDEX TOTAL RETURN (CIDX_DJUBENTR)
DJ UBS EX AGS AND LIVESTOCK 5 MONTH (CIDX_DJUBXAL5)
DJ UBS EX. AGRICULTURE & LIVESTOCK (CIDX_DJUBSXAL)
DJ UBS F1 COFFEE INDEX EXCESS RETURN (CIDX_DJUBSKC1)
DJ UBS F1 CORN INDEX EXCESS RETURN (CIDX_DJUBSCN1)
DJ UBS F1 COTTON INDEX EXCESS RETURN (CIDX_DJUBSCT1)
DJ UBS F1 CRUDE OIL INDEX EXCESS RETURN (CIDX_DJUBSCL1)
DJ UBS F1 LEAN HOGS INDEX EXCESS (CIDX_DJUBSLH1)
DJ UBS F1 LIVE CATTLE INDEX EXCESS (CIDX_DJUBSLC1)
DJ UBS F1 NATURAL GAS INDEX EXCESS (CIDX_DJUBSNG1)
DJ UBS F1 SOYBEANS INDEX EXCESS (CIDX_DJUBSSY1)
DJ UBS F1 SUGAR INDEX EXCESS RETURN (CIDX_DJUBSSB1)
DJ UBS F1 WHEAT INDEX EXCESS RETURN (CIDX_DJUBSWH1)
DJ UBS F2 CORN INDEX EXCESS RETURN (CIDX_DJUBSCN2)
DJ UBS F2 COTTON INDEX EXCESS RETURN (CIDX_DJUBSCT2)
DJ UBS F2 CRUDE OIL INDEX EXCESS (CIDX_DJUBSCL2)
DJ UBS F2 LEAN HOGS INDEX EXCESS (CIDX_DJUBSLH2)
DJ UBS F2 LIVE CATTLE INDEX EXCESS (CIDX_DJUBSLC2)
DJ UBS F2 NATURAL GAS INDEX EXCESS (CIDX_DJUBSNG2)
DJ UBS F2 SOYBEANS INDEX EXCESS (CIDX_DJUBSSY2)
DJ UBS F2 SUGAR INDEX EXCESS RETURN (CIDX_DJUBSSB2)
DJ UBS F2 WHEAT INDEX EXCESS RETURN (CIDX_DJUBSWH2)
DJ UBS FEEDER CATTLE INDEX EXCESS (CIDX_DJUBSFC)
DJ UBS GASOIL INDEX EXCESS RETURN (CIDX_DJUBSGO)
DJ UBS GRAINS INDEX TOTAL RETURN (CIDX_DJUBGRTR)
DJ UBS HEATING OIL INDEX EXCESS (CIDX_DJUBSHO3)
DJ UBS INDUSTRIAL METALS INDEX T (CIDX_DJUBINTR)
DJ UBS LEAD INDEX EXCESS RETURN (CIDX_DJUBSPB)
DJ UBS LEAD INDEX EXCESS RETURN (CIDX_DJUBSPB3)
DJ UBS LEAN HOGS INDEX EXCESS RETURN (CIDX_DJUBSLH3)
DJ UBS LIVESTOCK INDEX EXCESS RETURN (CIDX_DJUBSLI3)
DJ UBS MAIN IND 5 MN FWD EXCESS (CIDX_DJUBSF5)
DJ UBS MAIN INDEX 3 MONTH FORWARD (CIDX_DJUBSF3T)
DJ UBS MAIN INDEX 4 MONTH FORWARD (CIDX_DJUBSF4)
DJ UBS MAIN INDEX 4 MONTH FORWARD (CIDX_DJUBSF4T)
DJ UBS MAIN INDEX 5 MN FWD TOT RETURN (CIDX_DJUBSF5T)
DJ UBS MAIN INDEX 6 MONTH FORWARD (CIDX_DJUBSF6)
DJ UBS NICKEL INDEX EXCESS RETURN (CIDX_DJUBSNI3)
DJ UBS ORANGE JUICE INDEX EXCESS (CIDX_DJUBSOJ)
DJ UBS PLATINUM INDEX EXCESS RETURN (CIDX_DJUBSPPL)
DJ UBS ROLL SELECT EXCESS RETURN (CIDX_DJUBSRS)
DJ UBS ROLL SELECT TOTAL RETURN (CIDX_DJUBSRST)
DJ UBS SOYBEAN MEAL INDEX EXCESS (CIDX_DJUBBSSM)
DJ UBS SOYBEAN MEAL INDEX EXCESS (CIDX_DJUBBSSM3)
DJ UBS SOYBEAN OIL INDEX EXCESS (CIDX_DJUBBSBO3)
DJ UBS SUGAR INDEX EXCESS RETURN (CIDX_DJUBSSB3)
DJ UBS TIN INDEX EXCESS RETURN (CIDX_DJUBSSN)
DJ UBS UNLEADED GAS INDEX EXCESS (CIDX_DJUBSRB3)
DOW JONES - AIG UNLEADED GAS TR (CIDX_DJUBRBTR)
DOW JONES AIG CI TR (CIDX_DJUBSTR)
DOW JONES AIG CI TR EUR (CIDX_DJUBSTR.EUR)
DOW JONES AIG ER F1 INDEX (CIDX_DJUBSF1)
DOW JONES AIG ER F2 INDEX (CIDX_DJUBSF2)
DOW JONES AIG ER F3 INDEX (CIDX_DJUBSF3)
DOW JONES AIG ER INDEX (CIDX_CSGADUER)
DOW JONES AIG ER INDEX (CIDX_DJUBS)
DOW JONES AIG ER INDEX (CIDX_DJUBSMS)
DOW JONES AIG ER INDEX (CIDX_DJURXAL)
DOW JONES AIG ER INDEX (CIDX_TRJCRB)
DOW JONES AIG ER INDEX (sVaR_CIDX_DJUBS)
DOW JONES AIG TR F1 INDEX (CIDX_DJUBSF1T)
DOW JONES AIG TR F2 INDEX (CIDX_DJUBSF2T)
DOW JONES AIG TR INDEX (CIDX_DJAIGCITR.TEST)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index Name</th>
<th>Index Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DOW JONES-AIG AGRICULTURE ER (CIDX_DJUBSAG)</td>
<td>CIDX_DJUBSAG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOW JONES-AIG AGRICULTURE ER (CIDX_DJUBSNG)</td>
<td>CIDX_DJUBSNG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOW JONES-AIG AGRICULTURE ER (CIDX_DJUBSSB)</td>
<td>CIDX_DJUBSSB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOW JONES-AIG ALUMINUM SUB-INDEX (CIDX_DJUBSAL)</td>
<td>CIDX_DJUBSAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOW JONES-AIG ALUMINUM TOTAL RET (CIDX_DJUBALTR)</td>
<td>CIDX_DJUBALTR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOW JONES-AIG COFFEE SUB-INDEX (CIDX_DJUBSKC)</td>
<td>CIDX_DJUBSKC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOW JONES-AIG COFFEE TOTAL RET (CIDX_DJUBKCTR)</td>
<td>CIDX_DJUBKCTR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOW JONES-AIG COPPER SUB-INDEX (CIDX_DJUBSHG)</td>
<td>CIDX_DJUBSHG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOW JONES-AIG COPPER TOTAL RET (CIDX_DJUBHGTR)</td>
<td>CIDX_DJUBHGTR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOW JONES-AIG CORN SUB-INDEX (CIDX_DJUBSCN)</td>
<td>CIDX_DJUBSCN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOW JONES-AIG CORN TOTAL RET (CIDX_DJUBCNTR)</td>
<td>CIDX_DJUBCNTR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOW JONES-AIG COTTON SUB-INDEX (CIDX_DJUBSCT)</td>
<td>CIDX_DJUBSCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOW JONES-AIG COTTON TOTAL RET (CIDX_DJUBCTTR)</td>
<td>CIDX_DJUBCTTR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOW JONES-AIG CRUDE OIL SUB-INDEX (CIDX_DJUBSCL)</td>
<td>CIDX_DJUBSCL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOW JONES-AIG CRUDE TOTAL RET (CIDX_DJUBCLTR)</td>
<td>CIDX_DJUBCLTR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOW JONES-AIG EXENERGY ER (CIDX_DJUBSXE)</td>
<td>CIDX_DJUBSXE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOW JONES-AIG EXENERGY ER (CIDX_DJUBSXGR)</td>
<td>CIDX_DJUBSXGR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOW JONES-AIG EXENERGY ER (CIDX_DJUBSXNG)</td>
<td>CIDX_DJUBSXNG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOW JONES-AIG EXENERGY ER (CIDX_DJUBSXPE)</td>
<td>CIDX_DJUBSXPE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOW JONES-AIG GOLD SUB-INDEX (CIDX_DJUBSGC)</td>
<td>CIDX_DJUBSGC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOW JONES-AIG GOLD TOTAL RET (CIDX_DJUBGCTR)</td>
<td>CIDX_DJUBGCTR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOW JONES-AIG GRAINS ER (CIDX_DJUBSGR)</td>
<td>CIDX_DJUBSGR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOW JONES-AIG HEATING OIL SUB-INDEX (CIDX_DJUBSHO)</td>
<td>CIDX_DJUBSHO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOW JONES-AIG HEATING OIL TOTAL (CIDX_DJUBHOTR)</td>
<td>CIDX_DJUBHOTR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOW JONES-AIG INDUSTRIAL METALS (CIDX_DJUBSIN)</td>
<td>CIDX_DJUBSIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOW JONES-AIG LEAN HOGS SUB-INDEX (CIDX_DJUBSLH)</td>
<td>CIDX_DJUBSLH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOW JONES-AIG LEAN HOGS TOTAL RE (CIDX_DJUBLHTR)</td>
<td>CIDX_DJUBLHTR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOW JONES-AIG LIVE CATTLE SUB-INDEX (CIDX_DJUBSLC)</td>
<td>CIDX_DJUBSLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOW JONES-AIG LIVE CATTLE TOTAL (CIDX_DJUBLCTR)</td>
<td>CIDX_DJUBLCTR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOW JONES-AIG LIVESTOCK ER (CIDX_DJUBSLI)</td>
<td>CIDX_DJUBSLI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOW JONES-AIG LIVESTOCK TR (CIDX_DJUBLITR)</td>
<td>CIDX_DJUBLITR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOW JONES-AIG NAT GAS TOTAL RET (CIDX_DJUBNGTR)</td>
<td>CIDX_DJUBNGTR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOW JONES-AIG NICKEL SUB-INDEX (CIDX_DJUBSNI)</td>
<td>CIDX_DJUBSNI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOW JONES-AIG NICKEL TOTAL RET (CIDX_DJUBNITR)</td>
<td>CIDX_DJUBNITR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOW JONES-AIG PETROLEUM ER (CIDX_DJUBSPE)</td>
<td>CIDX_DJUBSPE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOW JONES-AIG PRECIOUS METALS ER (CIDX_DJUBSPR)</td>
<td>CIDX_DJUBSPR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DOW JONES-AIG PRECIOUS METALS TO (CIDX_DJUBPRTR)
DOW JONES-AIG SILVER SUB-INDEX (CIDX_DJUBSSI)
DOW JONES-AIG SILVER TR SUB-INDEX (CIDX_DJUBSITR)
DOW JONES-AIG SOFTS ER (CIDX_DJUBSSO)
DOW JONES-AIG SOYBEAN OIL SUB-IN (CIDX_DJUBSBO)
DOW JONES-AIG SOYBEAN OIL TR SUB (CIDX_DJUBBOTR)
DOW JONES-AIG SOYBEANS TR SUB-IN (CIDX_DJUBSYTR)
DOW JONES-AIG SOYBEANS TR SUB-IN (CIDX_DJUBSYTR)
DOW JONES-AIG SUGAR TOTAL RETURN (CIDX_DJUBSBTR)
DOW JONES-AIG UNLEADED GAS SUB-INDEX (CIDX_DJUBSRB)
DOW JONES-AIG WHEAT SUB-INDEX (CIDX_DJUBSWH)
DOW JONES-AIG WHEAT SUB-INDEX (CIDX_DJUBSWH3)
DOW JONES-AIG WHEAT TR SUB-INDEX (CIDX_DJUBWHTR)
DOW JONES-AIG ZINC SUB-INDEX (CIDX_DJUBSZS)
DOW JONES-AIG ZINC TR SUB-INDEX (CIDX_DJUBZSTR)
DOW JONES-AIG SILVER TR SUB (CIDX_DJUBSITR)
DOW JONES-AIG SOFTS ER (CIDX_DJUBSSO)
DOW JONES-AIG SOYBEAN OIL SUB-IN (CIDX_DJUBSBO)
DOW JONES-AIG SOYBEAN OIL TR SUB (CIDX_DJUBBOTR)
DOW JONES-AIG SOYBEAN OIL TR SUB (CIDX_DJUBBOTR)
DOW JONES-AIG SOYBEANS TR SUB-IN (CIDX_DJUBSYTR)
DOW JONES-AIG SOYBEANS TR SUB-IN (CIDX_DJUBSYTR)
DRY WHEY-CME
ELECTRICITY-ALBERTA ELECTRIC SYSTEM OPERATOR-AESO-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ALBERTA-AVG DAILY POOL PRICE
ELECTRICITY-BELGIAN POWER BASELOAD-BELPEX
ELECTRICITY-BELGIAN POWER BASELOAD-ICE ENDEX
ELECTRICITY-BELGIAN POWER PEAKLOAD-ICE ENDEX
ELECTRICITY-BELGIAN POWER-DAY AHEAD PEAK-BELPEX
ELECTRICITY-CAISO-ASHLAN_2_N007-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-CAISO-BANNING_1_N001-FMM
ELECTRICITY-CAISO-BARRE_6_N001-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-CAISO-BARRE_6_N001-FMM
ELECTRICITY-CAISO-BARTON_1_N001-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-CAISO-BARTON_1_N001-FMM
ELECTRICITY-CAISO-BLYTHE_1_N101-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-CAISO-BLYTHE_1_N101-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-CAISO-BLYTHESC_1_N005-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-CAISO-BLYTHESC_1_N005-FMM
ELECTRICITY-CAISO-BRNFRST_7_B1-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-CAISO-BRNFRST_7_B1-FMM
ELECTRICITY-CAISO-COB (MALIN_5_N101)-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-CAISO-CONCHO_1_N002-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-CAISO-CONCHO_1_N002-FMM
ELECTRICITY-CAISO-DLAP_PGAE-APND-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-CAISO-DLAP_PGAE-APND-FMM
ELECTRICITY-CAISO-DLAP_SCE_APND-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-CAISO-DLAP_SCE_APND-FMM
ELECTRICITY-CAISO-DLAP_SDGE_APND-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-CAISO-DLAP_SDGE_APND-FMM
ELECTRICITY-CAISO-ELCAPTN_1_N001-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-CAISO-ELCAPTN_1_N001-FMM
ELECTRICITY-CAISO-ELLIS_6_N001-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-CAISO-ELLIS_6_N001-FMM
ELECTRICITY-CAISO-ELNIDO_1_N004-FMM
ELECTRICITY-CAISO-FOUR CORNERS (FOURCORN_3_N501)-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-CAISO-JRWOOD_1_N001-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-CAISO-JRWOOD_1_N001-FMM
ELECTRICITY-CAISO-LSPSTAS_2_N010-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-CAISO-MARKETPLACE_5_N101-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-CAISO-MCCULLOUG (MCCULLGH_5_N101)-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-CAISO-MEAD (MEADS_2_N101)-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-CAISO-MEAD (MEADS_2_N101)-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-CAISO-MEAD-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-CAISO-MISSION_6_N040-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-CAISO-MISSION_6_N040-FMM
ELECTRICITY-CAISO-NOB (SYLMARDC_2_N501)-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-CAISO-NP15-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-CAISO-NP15-FMM
ELECTRICITY-CAISO-NP15-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-CAISO-PALO VERDE (PALOVRDE_ASR-APND)-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-CAISO-PALO VERDE (PALOVRDE_ASR-APND)-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-CAISO-PARKER (PARKER_2_N101)-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-CAISO-POD (PNOCHE_1_UNITA1-APND)-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-CAISO-POD (PNOCHE_1_UNITA1-APND)-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-CAISO-POD (POD_EXCHEC_7_UNIT 1-APND)-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-CAISO-POD (POD_EXCHEC_7_UNIT 1-APND)-FMM
ELECTRICITY-CAISO-POD (POD_LAPLMA_2_UNIT 2)-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-CAISO-POD (POD_LAPLMA_2_UNIT 2)-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-CAISO-POD (POD_LAPLMA_2_UNIT 4)-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-CAISO-POD (POD_VACADX_1_UNIT A1)-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-DAY-AHEAD PEAK-EPEX
ELECTRICITY-DAY-AHEAD-HOURLY HUNGARY-HUPX
ELECTRICITY-DAY-AHEAD-HOURLY PORTUGAL-OMIE
ELECTRICITY-DAY-AHEAD-HOURLY-POWERNEXT
ELECTRICITY-DAY-AHEAD-PUN (DAILY AVG)-GME
ELECTRICITY-DUTCH POWER BASELOAD-ICE ENDEX
ELECTRICITY-DUTCH POWER PEAKLOAD-ICE ENDEX
ELECTRICITY-ELSPOT (F1 - HELSINKI)-HOURLY-NORDPOOL
ELECTRICITY-ELSPOT (F1 - HELSINKI)-HOURLY-NORDPOOL
ELECTRICITY-ELSPOT (SE 3 - STOCKHOLM)-HOURLY-NORDPOOL
ELECTRICITY-ELSPOT (SE 4 - MALMO)-HOURLY-NORDPOOL
ELECTRICITY-ENTERGY OFF PEAK-ICE/10X DAILY-POWER
ELECTRICITY-ENTERGY PEAK-ICE/10X DAILY-POWER
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-ANACACHO_ANA-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-ANACACHO_ANA-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-AUSTIN ENERGY LOAD ZONE-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-AUSTIN ENERGY LOAD ZONE-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-B_D_B_DAVIG1-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-B_D_B_DAVIG1-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-B_D_B_DAVIG2-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-B_D_B_DAVIG2-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-B_DAVIS_3-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-B_DAVIS_3-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-B_DAVIS_4-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-B_DAVIS_4-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-BASTEN_CC1-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-BASTEN_CCU-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-BCATWD_WD_1-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-BCATWD_WD_1-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-BOSQ_BSQS_12-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-BOSQ_BSQS_12-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-BOSQ_BSQS_34-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-BOSQ_BSQS_34-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-BOSQ_BSQU_1-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-BOSQ_BSQU_1-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-BOSQ_BSQU_2-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-BOSQ_BSQU_2-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-BOSQ_BSQSU_3-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-BOSQ_BSQSU_3-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-BOSQ_BSQSU_4-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-BOSQ_BSQSU_4-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-BOSQ_BSQSU_5-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-BOSQ_BSQSU_5-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-BUS AVERAGE 345KV HUB-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-BUS AVERAGE 345KV HUB-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-BYU_BYU_12-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-BYU_BYU_12-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-BYU_BYU_34-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-BYU_BYU_34-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-CAPACITY NON-SPINNING-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-CAPACITY REGULATION DOWN-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-CAPACITY REGULATION UP-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-CAPACITY RESPONSIVE RESERVE-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-CBY4_ALL-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-CBY4_ALL-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-CPS LOAD ZONE-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-CPS LOAD ZONE-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-CVC_CC1-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-CVC_CC1-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-CVC_CVC_G2-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-CVC_CVC_G2-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-CVC_CVC_G3-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-CVC_CVC_G3-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-CVC_CVCG1_5-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-CVC_CVCG1_5-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-DC_E-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-DC_E-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-DC_L-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-DC_L-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-DC_N-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-DC_N-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-DC_R-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-DC_R-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-DC_S-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-DC_S-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-ENAS_ENA1-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-ENAS_ENA1-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-FLCNS_CC1-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-FLCNS_CC1-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-FLCNS_UNIT1-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-FLCNS_UNIT1-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-FLCNS_UNIT2-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-FLCNS_UNIT2-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-FRO_FRONTEG1-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-FRONTERA_CC1-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-FRONTERA_CC1-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-GUADG_CC1-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-GUADG_CC1-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-GUADG_CC2-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-GUADG_CC2-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-GUADG_GAS1-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-GUADG_GAS1-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-GUADG_GAS2-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-GUADG_GAS2-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-GUADG_GAS3-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-GUADG_GAS3-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-GUADG_GAS4-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-GUADG_GAS4-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-GUADG_STM5-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-GUADG_STM5-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-GUADG_STM6-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-GUADG_STM6-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-HAYSEN NODE-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-HHGT_KENDAL-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-HOURLY LOAD ZONE-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-HOUSTON 345KV HUB-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-HOUSTON 345KV HUB-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-HOUSTON LOAD ZONE-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-HOUSTON LOAD ZONE-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-HOUSTON-BES MCPE
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-HRFDWIND_ALL-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-HUB AVERAGE 345KV HUB-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-HUB AVERAGE 345KV HUB-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-LARDVFTN_G4-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-LARDVFTN_G4-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-LARDVFTN_G5-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-LARDVFTN_G5-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-LCRA LOAD ZONE-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-LCRA LOAD ZONE-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-LHM_CVC_G4-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-LHM_CVC_G4-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-LHORN_N_U1_2-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-NODAL: CPSES UNIT 1 DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-NODAL: MLSES UNIT 1 DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-NODAL: OGSES UNIT 1 DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-NODAL: SD5SES UNIT 5 DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-NODAL: TRSES UNIT 6 DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-NODAL: WAP WAP G8 DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-NON SPINNING RESERVE ANCILLARY SERVICES-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-NON SPINNING RESERVE ANCILLARY SERVICES-MCPC-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-NORTH 345KV HUB-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-NORTH 345KV HUB-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-NORTH LOAD ZONE-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-NORTH LOAD ZONE-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-NORTH-BES MCPE
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-NORTEAST-BES MCPE
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-NUE_NUECESG7-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-NUE_NUECESG7-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-NUE_NUECESG8-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-NUE_NUECESG8-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-NUE_NUECESG9-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-NUE_NUECESG9-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-OECCS_1-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-OECCS_1-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-OECCS_2-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-OECCS_2-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-PANDA_S_CC1-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-PAP1_PAP1-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-PAP1_PAP1-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-PSA_PSA_G1-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-PSA_PSA_G1-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-PSA_PSA_G2-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-PSA_PSA_G2-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-PSA_PSA_G3-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-PSA_PSA_G3-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-PSA_PSA_G4-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-PSA_PSA_G4-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-PSA_PSA_G5-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-PSA_PSA_G5-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-PSA_PSA_G6-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-PSA_PSA_G6-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-PSA_PSA_G7-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-QALSW_ALL-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-QALSW_ALL-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-RAYBURN LOAD ZONE-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-RAYBURN LOAD ZONE-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-REGULATION DOWN ANCILLARY SERVICES MCPC-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-REGULATION UP ANCILLARY SERVICES MCPC-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-RESPONSIVE RESERVE ANCILLARY SERVICES MCP-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-RESPONSIVE RESERVE-ANCILLARY SERVICES MCP
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-RIO NOGALES POWER PROJECT-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-RIONOG_CT1-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-RIONOG_CT1-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-RIONOG_CT2-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-RIONOG_CT2-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-RIONOG_CT3-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-RIONOG_CT3-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-RIONOG_ST1-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-RIONOG_ST1-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-SC2SES_UNIT1-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-SC2SES_UNIT1-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-SOUTH 345KV HUB-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-SOUTH 345KV HUB-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-SOUTH LOAD ZONE-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-SOUTH LOAD ZONE-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-SOUTH-BES MCPE
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-SSPURT_WIND1-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-SSPURT_WIND1-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-TC_TCHP1-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-TC_TCHP1-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-TNP_TNP_O_1-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-TNP_TNP_O_1-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-TNP_TNP_O_2-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-TNP_TNP_O_2-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-TNSKA_CCU-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-VIC_VICTORG5-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-VIC_VICTORG5-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-VIC_VICTORG6-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-VIC_VICTORG6-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-WEST 345KV HUB-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-WEST 345KV HUB-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-WEST LOAD ZONE-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-WEST LOAD ZONE-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-WEST-BES MCPE
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-WFCOGEN_13-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-WFCOGEN_13-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-WFCOGEN_24-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-WFCOGEN_24-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-WHCCS_CT1-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-WHCCS_CT1-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-WHCCS_CT2-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ERCOT-WHCCS_CT2-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-EUR-ELSPOT (SYSTEM PRICE)-HOURLY-NORDPOOL
ELECTRICITY-FOUR CORNERS OFF-PEAK-ICE/10X DAILY-POWER
ELECTRICITY-FOUR CORNERS PEAK-ICE/10X DAILY-POWER
ELECTRICITY-FRANCE DAY-AHEAD (BLOCK PRICES: EARLY AFTERNOON 13-16)-EPEX
ELECTRICITY-FRANCE DAY-AHEAD (BLOCK PRICES: EARLY MORNING 05-08)-EPEX
ELECTRICITY-FRANCE DAY-AHEAD (BLOCK PRICES: LATE MORNING 09-12)-EPEX
ELECTRICITY-FRANCE DAY-AHEAD (BLOCK PRICES: MIDDLE NIGHT 01-04)-EPEX
ELECTRICITY-FRANCE DAY-AHEAD (BLOCK PRICES: NIGHT 01-06)-EPEX
ELECTRICITY-FRANCE DAY-AHEAD (BLOCK PRICES: OFF-PEAK 21-24)-EPEX
ELECTRICITY-FRANCE DAY-AHEAD (BLOCK PRICES: RUSH HOUR 17-20)-EPEX
ELECTRICITY-FRANCE DAY-AHEAD BASE-EPEX
ELECTRICITY-FRANCE DAY-AHEAD OFF PEAK-EPEX
ELECTRICITY-FRANCE DAY-AHEAD PEAK-EPEX
ELECTRICITY-GERMAN POWER BASELOAD-ICE ENDEX
ELECTRICITY-GERMAN POWER PEAK-ICE ENDEX
ELECTRICITY-HOURLY BLOCK NIGHT-EEX
ELECTRICITY-HOURLY BLOCK OFF PEAK I-EEX/ELECTRICITY-HOURLY BLOCK OFF PEAK II-EEX
ELECTRICITY-HOURLY BLOCK OFF PEAK I-EEX+ELECTRICITY-HOURLY BLOCK OFF PEAK II-EEX
ELECTRICITY-HOURLY BLOCK OFF PEAK II-EEX
ELECTRICITY-HOURLY BLOCK RUSH HOUR-EEX
ELECTRICITY-HOURLY PHelix-EEX
ELECTRICITY-HOURLY POLPX-DAY AHEAD-IRDN
ELECTRICITY-HOURLY ROPEX-DAY AHEAD BASE-OPCOM
ELECTRICITY-HOURLY ROPEX-DAY AHEAD OFF PEAK-OPCOM
ELECTRICITY-HOURLY ROPEX-DAY AHEAD PEAK-OPCOM
ELECTRICITY-HOURLY ROPEX-DAY AHEAD-OPCOM
ELECTRICITY-IESO-HOURLY CHERRYWOOD TRANSFORMER STATION 500KV
ELECTRICITY-IESO-HOURLY ONTARIO ENERGY PRICE
ELECTRICITY-IESO-MISI
ELECTRICITY-IESO-NYSI INTERVALS
ELECTRICITY-IESO-PQAT
ELECTRICITY-INTRADAY SESSION 1-OMEL
ELECTRICITY-ISO NEW ENGLAND-BELLINGHAM NEA-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ISO NEW ENGLAND-BRIDGEPORT RESCO-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ISO NEW ENGLAND-BRIDGEPORT RESCO-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ISO NEW ENGLAND-BRIDGEPORT-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ISO NEW ENGLAND-CONNECTICUT-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ISO NEW ENGLAND-CONNECTICUT-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ISO NEW ENGLAND-DYNEGY-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ISO NEW ENGLAND-HYDRO QUEBEC PHASE 1/PHASE2-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ISO NEW ENGLAND-ICAP-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-ISO NEW ENGLAND-ICAP-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-ISO NEW ENGLAND-KESWICK-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MID C OFF-PEAK-ICE/10X DAILY-POWER
ELECTRICITY-MID C PEAK-ICE
ELECTRICITY-MID C PEAK-ICE/10X DAILY-POWER
ELECTRICITY-MID-COLUMBIA FIRM (OFF-PEAK)-DOW JONES POWER
ELECTRICITY-MID-COLUMBIA FIRM (ON-PEAK)-DOW JONES POWER
ELECTRICITY-MISO.AMIL.PRE-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-ALTE ALLIANT EAST-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-ALTE.ALTE-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-ALTW ALLIANT WEST-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-ALTW. ALTW-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-ALTW.FPL_DAEC-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-ALTW.FPL_DAEC-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-MISO-ALTW.PIONPRAR2-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-ALTW.PIONPRAR2-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-MISO-AMIL.AEM.IL LOAD ZONE-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-AMIL.AEM.RPGI-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-AMIL.AMER-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-AMIL.BALDWI51-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-AMIL.BALDWI52-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-AMIL.BALDWI53-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-AMIL.BGS3-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-AMIL.BGS6-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-AMIL.BGS6-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-MISO-AMIL.BGS9-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-AMIL.BGS9-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-MISO-AMIL.CHEL-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-AMIL.CIPS-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-AMIL.CIPS-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-MISO-AMIL.CLINT051-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-AMIL.GLACIAL-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-AMIL.HAVANA86-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-AMIL.HENNEPN81-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-AMIL.HENNEPN82-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-AMIL.IRON-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-AMIL.MECR-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-AMIL.MECR-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-MISO-AMIL.MES-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-AMIL.NESL-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-AMIL.RLGY01-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-MISO-AMIL.SESKEYSTN-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-AMIL.SESKEYSTN-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-MISO-AMIL.SMTE-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-AMIL.SWECC-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-AMIL.SWECC-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-MISO-AMIL.TREX_IL-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-AMIL.VRD-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-AMIL.VRD-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-MISO-AMIL.WOODRW84-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-AMIL.WOODRW85-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-AMIL.XOEN-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-AMILSES-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-AMILSES-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-MISO-AMMO.UE-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-AMMO.UE-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-MISO-ARKANSAS HUB-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-ARKANSAS HUB-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-MISO-CIN.SESDUKE-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-CIN.SESDUKE-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-MISO-CINERGY HUB-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-CINERGY HUB-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-MISO-CONS.SELC-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-CONS.SESB-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-CONS.SESB-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-MISO-DECO.ET.COMMC-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-DECO.SESA-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-DECO.SESA-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-MISO-EAI.CC.PUPP_3-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-EEI-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-EEI-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-MISO-EES.ETILD-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-EES.ETILD-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-MISO-EES-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-EES-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-MISO-FE.FESR-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-FE.FESR-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-MISO-FES.SES-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-FES.SES-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-MISO-ILLINOIS HUB-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-ILLINOIS HUB-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-MISO-INDIANA HUB-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-INDIANA HUB-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-MISO-LAGN-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-LAGN-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-MISO-LOUISIANA HUB-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-LOUISIANA HUB-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-MISO-MEC.MECB-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-MEC.MECB-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-MISO-MEC.OTTUMWA1-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-MHEB-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-MICHIGAN HUB-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-MICHIGAN HUB-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-MISO-MINNESOTA HUB-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-MINNESOTA HUB-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-MISO-MOGEN1.AGG-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-MOGEN1.AGG-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-MISO-MPW.MPW-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-MPW.MPW-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-MISO-NPPD-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-NSP.NU-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-NSP.NU-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-MISO-NSP.SMP.S3-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-ONT.DECO.PSOUT-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-OTP.MPC-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-OTP.OTP-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-PJMC-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-SOCO-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-MISO-SWPP-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-TEXAS HUB-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-TEXAS HUB-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-MISO-UPPC-INTEGRATED-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-WEC.PTBHGB1 HUB-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-WEC.PTBHGB2 HUB-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-WPS.GLU-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-WPS.MPU-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-WPS.WPSM-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-MISO-ZONE 1-ICAP
ELECTRICITY-MISO-ZONE 4 GENERATION-ZRC
ELECTRICITY-MISO-ZONE 4 LOAD-ZRC
ELECTRICITY-MISO-ZONE 4-UCAP
ELECTRICITY-MISO-ZONE 6 GENERATION-ZRC
ELECTRICITY-MISO-ZONE 6 LOAD-ZRC
ELECTRICITY-MISO-ZONE 6-ICAP
ELECTRICITY-MISO-ZONE 6-UCAP
ELECTRICITY-MISO-ZONE 7 GENERATION-ZRC
ELECTRICITY-MISO-ZONE 7 LOAD-ZRC
ELECTRICITY-MISO-ZONE 7-UCAP
ELECTRICITY-MISO-ZONE 7-ZRC
ELECTRICITY-N2EX UK POWER INDEX-DAY AHEAD-NASDAQ OMX
ELECTRICITY-NOB NS OFF-PEAK-ICE/10X DAILY-POWER
ELECTRICITY-NOB NS PEAK-ICE/10X DAILY-POWER
ELECTRICITY-NP-15 FIRM (OFF-PEAK)-DOW JONES POWER
ELECTRICITY-NP-15 FIRM (ON-PEAK)-DOW JONES POWER
ELECTRICITY-NP-15 OFF-PEAK-ICE/10X DAILY-POWER
ELECTRICITY-NP-15 PEAK-ICE/10X DAILY-POWER
ELECTRICITY-NYISO-ADK RESOURCE RECOVERY-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-NYISO-CAITHNESS_CC_1-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-NYISO-CENTRL-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-NYISO-GINNA-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-NYISO-G-J LOCALITY SPOT MARKET AUCTION RESULTS-UCAP
ELECTRICITY-NYISO-ICAP (LOWER HUDSON VALLEY)
ELECTRICITY-NYISO-ICAP NYC
ELECTRICITY-NYISO-ICAP REST OF STATE
ELECTRICITY-NYISO-ICAP-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-NYISO-ICAP-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-NYISO-INDIAN POINT 3-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-NYISO-NINE MILE 1-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-NYISO-NINE MILE 2-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-NYISO-PEEKSKILL-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-NYISO-PEEKSKILL-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-NYISO-PLEASANT VALLEY-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-NYISO-RENSSLEAER COGEN-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-NYISO-RENSSLEAER COGEN-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-NYISO-SITHE INDEPENDENT-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-NYISO-UCAP (LOWER HUDSON VALLEY)
ELECTRICITY-NYISO-UCAP NYC
ELECTRICITY-NYISO-ZONE A (WEST)-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-NYISO-ZONE A (WEST)-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-NYISO-ZONE A OFF-PEAK-ICE
ELECTRICITY-NYISO-ZONE A PEAK-ICE
ELECTRICITY-NYISO-ZONE B-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-NYISO-ZONE B-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-NYISO-ZONE C-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-NYISO-ZONE D-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-NYISO-ZONE D-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-NYISO-ZONE E-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-NYISO-ZONE E-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-NYISO-ZONE F-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-NYISO-ZONE G (HUD VL)-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-NYISO-ZONE G (HUD VL)-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-NYISO-ZONE H-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-NYISO-ZONE H-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-NYISO-ZONE I-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-NYISO-ZONE I-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-NYISO-ZONE J (N.Y.C.)-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-NYISO-ZONE J (N.Y.C.)-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-NYISO-ZONE K-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-NYISO-ZONE K-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-NYISO-ZONE P-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PALO VERDE FIRM (OFF-PEAK)-DOW JONES POWER
ELECTRICITY-PALO VERDE FIRM (ON-PEAK)-DOW JONES POWER
ELECTRICITY-PALO VERDE OFF-PEAK-ICE/10X DAILY-POWER
ELECTRICITY-PALO VERDE PEAK-ICE
ELECTRICITY-PALO VERDE PEAK-ICE/10X DAILY-POWER
ELECTRICITY-PJM-21 KINCA20 KV KN-1-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-3IA CAP HUB-UCAP
ELECTRICITY-PJM-6 BYRON 25KV BY-1-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-6 BYRON 25KV BY-1-UCAP
ELECTRICITY-PJM-AECO_RESID_AGG-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-AECO-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-AECO-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-PJM-AECO-UCAP
ELECTRICITY-PJM-AEP/DAYTON HUB-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-AEP/DAYTON HUB-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-PJM-AEP/DAYTON HUB-UCAP
ELECTRICITY-PJM-AEP-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-AEPOHIO_RESID_AGG-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-AEPOHIO_RESID_AGG-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-PJM-AEP-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-PJM-AEP-UCAP
ELECTRICITY-PJM-AGGREGATE BGE-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-AGGREGATE COMED RESIDUAL-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-AGGREGATE COMED-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-AGGREGATE DEOK-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-AGGREGATE DUQ-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-AGGREGATE FE OHIO-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-AGGREGATE FE OHIO-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-PJM-AGGREGATE FE OHIO-UCAP
ELECTRICITY-PJM-AGGREGATE PEPCO DC-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-AGGREGATE PEPCO DC-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-PJM-AGGREGATE PEPCO MD-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-AGGREGATE PEPCO MD-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-PJM-AGGREGATE PEPCO MD-UCAP
ELECTRICITY-PJM-AGGREGATE UGI-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-AGGREGATE WELLSBORO-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-AGGREGATE WELLSBORO-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-PJM-AMP-ATSI-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-APS-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-APS-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-PJM-APS-UCAP
ELECTRICITY-PJM-ATSI GEN HUB-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-ATSI GEN HUB-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-PJM-ATSI-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-ATSI-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-PJM-ATSI-UCAP
ELECTRICITY-PJM-BERLIN DPL-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-BERLIN DPL-UCAP
ELECTRICITY-PJM-BGE-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-BGE-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-PJM-BGE-UCAP
ELECTRICITY-PJM-BRUNSWICK-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-BRUNSWICK-UCAP
ELECTRICITY-PJM-CALVERTC 22 KV GEN2-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-CALVERTC 25 KV GEN1-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-CALVERTC-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-CHICAGO GEN HUB-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-CHICAGO GEN HUB-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-PJM-CHICAGO GEN HUB-UCAP
ELECTRICITY-PJM-CITIZENS-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-CITIZENS-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-PJM-CLINCHR1 CR1 GEN-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-CLINCHR1 CR1 GEN-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-PJM-CLINCHR1 CR1 GEN-UCAP
ELECTRICITY-PJM-COMED-BRA CLEARING PRICE
ELECTRICITY-PJM-COMED-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-COMED-NET LOAD CAPACITY
ELECTRICITY-PJM-COMED-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-PJM-COMED-UCAP
ELECTRICITY-PJM-DAY-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-DAY-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-PJM-DAY-UCAP
ELECTRICITY-PJM-DEOK-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-DEOK-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-PJM-DEOK-UCAP
ELECTRICITY-PJM-DOM ZONE-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-DOM ZONE-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-PJM-DOM ZONE-UCAP
ELECTRICITY-PJM-DOMINION HUB-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-DOMINION HUB-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-PJM-DOMINION HUB-UCAP
ELECTRICITY-PJM-JCPL-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-JCPL-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-PJM-JCPL-UCAP
ELECTRICITY-PJM-KEYSTONE-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-KEYSTONE-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-PJM-LIBERTY AGGREGATE-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-MAAC-UCAP
ELECTRICITY-PJM-METED-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-METED-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-PJM-METED-UCAP
ELECTRICITY-PJM-MID ATLANTIC REGION-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-NEW JERSEY HUB-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-NEW JERSEY HUB-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-PJM-NEW JERSEY HUB-UCAP
ELECTRICITY-PJM-NEWCHURCH CT1-2-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-NEWCHURCH CT1-2-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-PJM-NEWCHURCH CT1-2-UCAP
ELECTRICITY-PJM-NON UNIT SPECIFIC CAPACITY
ELECTRICITY-PJM-NORTHERN ILLINOIS HUB-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-NORTHERN ILLINOIS HUB-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-PJM-NORTHERN ILLINOIS HUB-UCAP
ELECTRICITY-PJM-OHIO HUB-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-OHIO HUB-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-PJM-OHIO HUB-UCAP
ELECTRICITY-PJM-ONTELAUNEE-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-PECO-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-PECO-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-PJM-PECO-UCAP
ELECTRICITY-PJM-PEDRICKT 13.8 KV PCLP-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-PENELEC-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-PENELEC-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-PJM-PENELEC-UCAP
ELECTRICITY-PJM-PENN POWER-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-PENN POWER-UCAP
ELECTRICITY-PJM-PEPCO-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-PEPCO-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-PJM-PEPCO-UCAP
ELECTRICITY-PJM-PPL-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-PPL-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-PJM-PPL-UCAP
ELECTRICITY-PJM-PSEG-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-PSEG-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-PJM-PSEG-UCAP
ELECTRICITY-PJM-RECO-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-RECO-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-PJM-RECO-UCAP
ELECTRICITY-PJM-REGULATION MARKET CAPACITY CLEARING PRICE AND REGULATION MARKET PERFORMANCE CLEARING PRICE MONTHLY AVERAGE
ELECTRICITY-PJM-REGULATION MARKET CLEARING PRICE MONTHLY AVERAGE
ELECTRICITY-PJM-REST OF POOL CAPACITY
ELECTRICITY-PJM-SALEM 25KV BY-1-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-SALEM 25KV BY-1-UCAP
ELECTRICITY-PJM-SALEM 25KV BY-2-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-SALEM 25KV BY-2-UCAP
ELECTRICITY-PJM-SENeca-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-SENeca-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-PJM-STEELCTY BETH 4CC-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-STEELCTY BETH 4CC-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-PJM-STEELCTY BETH 4CC-UCAP
ELECTRICITY-PJM-STEELCTY BETH 8CC-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-STEELCTY BETH 8CC-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-PJM-STEELCTY BETH 8CC-UCAP
ELECTRICITY-PJM-UCAP-RPM
ELECTRICITY-PJM-VINELAND AGGREGATE-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-WCATWIND34.5 KV WLDCATWF-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-PJM-WEST INTERFACE HUB-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-WEST INTERFACE HUB-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-PJM-WEST INTERFACE HUB-UCAP
ELECTRICITY-PJM-WEST OFF-PEAK-ICE/10X DAILY-POWER
ELECTRICITY-PJM-WEST PEAK-ICE/10X DAILY-POWER
ELECTRICITY-PJM-WESTERN HUB-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-WESTERN HUB-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-PJM-WESTERN HUB-UCAP
ELECTRICITY-PJM-WESTPORT 35 KV Bresco-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-PJM-WESTPORT 35 KV Bresco-UCAP
ELECTRICITY-PJM-WHITPAIN 500KV-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-POWER INDEX-HOURLY-APX
ELECTRICITY-POWER INDEX-HOURLY-OMEL
ELECTRICITY-POWER NL-DAY AHEAD BASE-APX
ELECTRICITY-POWER NL-DAY AHEAD OFF PEAK-APX
ELECTRICITY-POWER UK-DAY AHEAD BASE-APX
ELECTRICITY-SP-15 FIRM (OFF-PEAK)-DOW JONES POWER
ELECTRICITY-SP-15 FIRM (ON-PEAK)-DOW JONES
ELECTRICITY-SP-15 OFF-PEAK-ICE/10X DAILY-POWER
ELECTRICITY-SP-15 PEAK-ICE/10X DAILY-POWER
ELECTRICITY-SPANISH POWER (SPEL INDEX)-DAY AHEAD PEAK-OMIP
ELECTRICITY-SPP-MIDW.INV.BKEYE-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-SPP-MIDW.INV.BKEYE-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-SPP-NORTH HUB-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-SPP-SOUTH HUB-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-SPP-SOUTH HUB-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-SPP-SOUTHWEST POWER POOL NORTH-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-SPP-SOUTHWEST POWER POOL NORTH-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-SPP-SOUTHWEST POWER POOL SOUTH-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-SPP-SOUTHWEST POWER POOL SOUTH-REAL TIME
ELECTRICITY-SPP-WAUE_BEPM-DAY AHEAD
ELECTRICITY-SWEP-DOW JONES POWER
ELECTRICITY-SWISS DAY-AHEAD BASE-EPEX
ELECTRICITY-SWISS DAY-AHEAD OFF PEAK-EPEX
ELECTRICITY-SWISS DAY-AHEAD PEAK-EPEX
ELECTRICITY-UCAP-NY CITY
ELECTRICITY-UCAP-NY REST OF STATE
ELECTRICITY-UCAP-NYISO
ELECTRICITY-UK GTMA BASELOAD-DAY AHEAD INDEX-PLATTS
ELECTRICITY-UK POWER BASELOAD (GREGORIAN)-ICE
ELECTRICITY-UK POWER BASELOAD-ICE
ELECTRICITY-UK POWER PEAK (GREGORIAN)-ICE
ELECTRICITY-UK POWER PEAK-ICE
EMISSIONS-AIR DAILY MONTHLY INDEX-US-CROSS STATE AIR POLLUTION RULE SO2 (GROUP 2 - VINTAGE 2010)-ARGUS AIR
EMISSIONS-AIR DAILY MONTHLY INDEX-US-CROSS STATE AIR POLLUTION RULE SO2 (GROUP 2 - VINTAGE 2011)-ARGUS AIR
EMISSIONS-AIR DAILY MONTHLY INDEX-US-CROSS STATE AIR POLLUTION RULE SO2
(GROUP 2 - VINTAGE 2012)-ARGUS AIR

EMISSIONS-ALLOWABLE ELIGIBLE ALLOWANCE
EMISSIONS-CA LCFS CARBON INTENSITY-OPIS
EMISSIONS-CARBON CER INDEX-POINT CARBON
EMISSIONS-CER, SPOT GREEN-BLUENEXT
EMISSIONS-CER, SPOT-BLUENEXT
EMISSIONS-CER-BLUENEXT
EMISSIONS-CER-ICE
EMISSIONS-CONNECTICUT COMPLIANCE RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATES CLASS 1, VINTAGE FUTURE 2016-NEW ENGLAND POWER POOL GIS
EMISSIONS-CONNECTICUT COMPLIANCE RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATES CLASS 1, VINTAGE FUTURE 2017-NEW ENGLAND POWER POOL GIS
EMISSIONS-CONNECTICUT COMPLIANCE RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATES CLASS 1, VINTAGE FUTURE 2018-NEW ENGLAND POWER POOL GIS
EMISSIONS-CONNECTICUT COMPLIANCE RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATES CLASS 1-NEW ENGLAND POWER POOL GIS
EMISSIONS-CONNECTICUT RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATES CLASS 1 (VINTAGE-2019)-ICE
EMISSIONS-CONNECTICUT RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATES CLASS 1 (VINTAGE-2020)-ICE
EMISSIONS-CONNECTICUT RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATES CLASS 1 (VINTAGE-2021)-ICE
EMISSIONS-CONNECTICUT RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATES CLASS 1 (VINTAGE-2022)-ICE
EMISSIONS-CONNECTICUT RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATES CLASS 1 (VINTAGE-2023)-ICE
EMISSIONS-CROSS STATE AIR POLLUTION RULE TR SO2 GROUP 1 ALLOWANCE (VINTAGE 2016)-ICE
EMISSIONS-CROSS STATE AIR POLLUTION RULE TR SO2 GROUP 2 ALLOWANCE (VINTAGE 2016)-ICE
EMISSIONS-ECX EUAA-ICE
EMISSIONS-ECX EUA-ICE
EMISSIONS-ERU-ICE
EMISSIONS-EU ETS, CARBON CER INDEX-LEBA
EMISSIONS-EU ETS, CARBON EUA INDEX-LEBA
EMISSIONS-EU ETS, CER SPOT-NASDAQ OMX
EMISSIONS-EU ETS, CER-NASDAQ OMX
EMISSIONS-EU ETS, EUA SPOT-NASDAQ OMX
EMISSIONS-EU ETS, EUA-NASDAQ OMX
EMISSIONS-EU ETS, EUROPEAN CARBON-EEX
EMISSIONS-EU ETS, PWX CARBON SPOT-POWERNEXT
EMISSIONS-EU ETS, SPOT CARBON CER INDEX-LEBA
EMISSIONS-EU ETS, SPOT CARBON EUA INDEX-LEBA
EMISSIONS-EU ETS, SPOT-EXAA
EMISSIONS-EUA SPOT-BLUENEXT
EMISSIONS-EUA-BLUENEXT
EMISSIONS-FP-US: D4 RENEWABLE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER FUTURE - VINTAGE 2016 (ICE)
EMISSIONS-FP-US: D4 RENEWABLE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER FUTURE - VINTAGE 2017 (ICE)
EMISSIONS-FP-US: D5 RENEWABLE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER FUTURE - VINTAGE 2016 (ICE)
EMISSIONS-FP-US: D5 RENEWABLE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER FUTURE - VINTAGE 2017 (ICE)
EMISSIONS-FP-US: D6 RENEWABLE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER FUTURE - VINTAGE 2016 (ICE)
EMISSIONS-FP-US: D6 RENEWABLE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER FUTURE - VINTAGE 2017 (ICE)
EMISSIONS-MARYLAND SOLAR ENERGY CERTIFICATE FUTURE (VINTAGE 2016)-ICE
EMISSIONS-MARYLAND SOLAR ENERGY CERTIFICATE FUTURE (VINTAGE 2017)-ICE
EMISSIONS-MARYLAND SOLAR ENERGY CERTIFICATE FUTURE (VINTAGE 2018)-ICE
EMISSIONS-MARYLAND SOLAR ENERGY CERTIFICATE FUTURE (VINTAGE 2019)-ICE
EMISSIONS-MARYLAND SOLAR RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATE FUTURE (VINTAGE 2020)-PJMGATS
EMISSIONS-MARYLAND SOLAR RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATE FUTURE (VINTAGE 2021)-PJMGATS
EMISSIONS-MARYLAND SOLAR RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATE FUTURE (VINTAGE 2022)-PJMGATS
EMISSIONS-MARYLAND SOLAR RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATE FUTURE (VINTAGE 2023)-PJMGATS
EMISSIONS-MASSACHUSETTS COMPLIANCE RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATES CLASS 1 (VINTAGE-2020)-ICE
EMISSIONS-MASSACHUSETTS COMPLIANCE RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATES CLASS 1 (VINTAGE-2021)-ICE
EMISSIONS-MASSACHUSETTS COMPLIANCE RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATES CLASS 1 (VINTAGE-2022)-ICE
EMISSIONS-MASSACHUSETTS COMPLIANCE RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATES CLASS 1 (VINTAGE-2023)-ICE
EMISSIONS-MASSACHUSETTS COMPLIANCE RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATES CLASS 1-NEW ENGLAND POWER POOL GIS
EMISSIONS-MASSACHUSETTS SOLAR RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATE CARVE OUT II FUTURE (VINTAGE 2019)-ICE
EMISSIONS-MASSACHUSETTS SOLAR RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATE CARVE OUT II FUTURE (VINTAGE 2020)-ICE
EMISSIONS-MASSACHUSETTS SOLAR RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATE CARVE OUT II FUTURE (VINTAGE 2021)-ICE
EMISSIONS-MASSACHUSETTS SOLAR RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATE CARVE OUT II FUTURE (VINTAGE 2022)-ICE
EMISSIONS-MASSACHUSETTS SOLAR RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATE CARVE OUT II FUTURE (VINTAGE 2023)-ICE
EMISSIONS-MASSACHUSETTS SOLAR RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATE FUTURE (VINTAGE 2015)-ICE
EMISSIONS-MASSACHUSETTS SOLAR RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATE FUTURE (VINTAGE 2016)-ICE
EMISSIONS-MASSACHUSETTS SOLAR RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATE FUTURE (VINTAGE 2017)-ICE
EMISSIONS-MASSACHUSETTS SOLAR RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATE FUTURE (VINTAGE 2018)-ICE
EMISSIONS-MASSACHUSETTS SOLAR RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATE FUTURE (VINTAGE 2021)-ICE
EMISSIONS-MASSACHUSETTS SOLAR RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATE FUTURE (VINTAGE 2022)-ICE
EMISSIONS-MASSACHUSETTS SOLAR RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATE FUTURE (VINTAGE 2023)-ICE
EMISSIONS-NEW JERSEY COMPLIANCE RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATES CLASS 1 (VINTAGE 2016)-ICE
EMISSIONS-NEW JERSEY COMPLIANCE RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATES CLASS 1 (VINTAGE 2018)-ICE
EMISSIONS-NEW JERSEY COMPLIANCE RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATES CLASS 1 (VINTAGE 2019)-ICE
EMISSIONS-NEW JERSEY COMPLIANCE RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATES CLASS 1 (VINTAGE 2020)-ICE
EMISSIONS-NEW JERSEY COMPLIANCE RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATES CLASS 1 (VINTAGE 2021)-ICE
EMISSIONS-NEW JERSEY COMPLIANCE RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATES CLASS 1 (VINTAGE 2022)-ICE
EMISSIONS-NEW JERSEY COMPLIANCE RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATES CLASS 1 (VINTAGE 2023)-ICE
EMISSIONS-NEW JERSEY SOLAR RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATE FUTURE (VINTAGE 2013)-ICE
EMISSIONS-NEW JERSEY SOLAR RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATE FUTURE (VINTAGE 2014)-ICE
EMISSIONS-NEW JERSEY SOLAR RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATE FUTURE (VINTAGE 2015)-ICE
EMISSIONS-NEW JERSEY SOLAR RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATE FUTURE (VINTAGE 2016)-ICE
EMISSIONS-NEW JERSEY SOLAR RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATE FUTURE (VINTAGE 2017)-ICE
EMISSIONS-NEW JERSEY SOLAR RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATE FUTURE (VINTAGE 2018)-ICE
EMISSIONS-NEW JERSEY SOLAR RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATE FUTURE (VINTAGE 2019)-ICE
EMISSIONS-NEW JERSEY SOLAR RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATE FUTURE (VINTAGE 2020)-ICE
EMISSIONS-NEW JERSEY SOLAR RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATE FUTURE (VINTAGE 2021)-ICE
EMISSIONS-NEW JERSEY SOLAR RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATE FUTURE (VINTAGE 2022)-ICE
EMISSIONS-NEW JERSEY SOLAR RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATE FUTURE (VINTAGE 2023)-ICE

EMISSIONS-ONTARIO CARBON ALLOWANCE (VINTAGE 2017)-ICE
EMISSIONS-OPTION ON CROSS STATE AIR POLLUTION RULE TR NOx ANNUAL ALLOWANCE (VINTAGE 2015)-ICE
EMISSIONS-OPTION ON CROSS STATE AIR POLLUTION RULE TR NOx OZONE SEASON ALLOWANCE (VINTAGE 2015)-ICE
EMISSIONS-OPTION ON CROSS STATE AIR POLLUTION RULE TR SO2 GROUP 1 ALLOWANCE (VINTAGE 2015)-ICE
EMISSIONS-OPTION ON CROSS STATE AIR POLLUTION RULE TR SO2 GROUP 2 ALLOWANCE (VINTAGE 2015)-ICE
EMISSIONS-PENNSYLVANIA SOLAR ALTERNATIVE ENERGY CERTIFICATE FUTURE (VINTAGE 2016)-ICE
EMISSIONS-PENNSYLVANIA SOLAR ALTERNATIVE ENERGY CERTIFICATE FUTURE (VINTAGE 2017)-ICE
EMISSIONS-PENNSYLVANIA SOLAR ALTERNATIVE ENERGY CERTIFICATE FUTURE (VINTAGE 2018)-ICE
EMISSIONS-PENNSYLVANIA SOLAR ALTERNATIVE ENERGY CERTIFICATE FUTURE (VINTAGE 2019)-ICE
EMISSIONS-PENNSYLVANIA SOLAR ALTERNATIVE ENERGY CERTIFICATE FUTURE (VINTAGE 2020)-PJM GATS
EMISSIONS-PENNSYLVANIA SOLAR ALTERNATIVE ENERGY CERTIFICATE FUTURE (VINTAGE 2021)-PJM GATS
EMISSIONS-PENNSYLVANIA SOLAR ALTERNATIVE ENERGY CERTIFICATE FUTURE (VINTAGE 2022)-PJM GATS
EMISSIONS-PENNSYLVANIA SOLAR ALTERNATIVE ENERGY CERTIFICATE FUTURE (VINTAGE 2023)-PJM GATS
EMISSIONS-PJM TRI-QUALIFIED ENERGY CERTIFICATES CLASS 1 FUTURE (VINTAGE 2015)-ICE
EMISSIONS-PJM TRI-QUALIFIED ENERGY CERTIFICATES CLASS 1 FUTURE (VINTAGE 2016)-ICE
EMISSIONS-PJM TRI-QUALIFIED ENERGY CERTIFICATES CLASS 1 FUTURE (VINTAGE 2017)-ICE
EMISSIONS-PJM TRI-QUALIFIED ENERGY CERTIFICATES CLASS 1 FUTURE (VINTAGE 2018)-ICE
ICE EMISSIONS-PJM TRI-QUALIFIED ENERGY CERTIFICATES CLASS 1 FUTURE (VINTAGE 2019)
ICE EMISSIONS-PJM TRI-QUALIFIED ENERGY CERTIFICATES CLASS 1 FUTURE (VINTAGE 2020)
ICE EMISSIONS-PJM TRI-QUALIFIED ENERGY CERTIFICATES CLASS 1 FUTURE (VINTAGE 2021)
ICE EMISSIONS-PJM TRI-QUALIFIED ENERGY CERTIFICATES CLASS 1 FUTURE (VINTAGE 2022)
ICE EMISSIONS-PJM TRI-QUALIFIED ENERGY CERTIFICATES CLASS 1 FUTURE (VINTAGE 2023)
ICE EMISSIONS-TEXAS COMPLIANCE RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATES-ERCOT
ICE EMISSIONS-US CALIFORNIA CARBON ALLOWANCE (ADVANCED VINTAGE)-ICE
ICE EMISSIONS-US CALIFORNIA CARBON ALLOWANCE (CURRENT VINTAGE)-ICE
ICE EMISSIONS-US GREENHOUSE GAS INITIATIVE-ICE
ICE EMISSIONS-US-CALIFORNIA ASSEMBLY BILL 32 (CALIFORNIA GLOBAL WARMING SOLUTIONS ACT OF 2006)-CAIR
ICE EMISSIONS-US-CALIFORNIA CARBON (CURRENT VINTAGE)-ICE
ICE EMISSIONS-US-CALIFORNIA CARBON (SPECIFIC DAILY VINTAGE 2017)-ICE
ICE EMISSIONS-US-CALIFORNIA CARBON (SPECIFIC DAILY VINTAGE 2018)-ICE
ICE EMISSIONS-US-CALIFORNIA CARBON (SPECIFIC DAILY VINTAGE 2019)-ICE
ICE EMISSIONS-US-CALIFORNIA CARBON (VINTAGE 2010)-ICE
ICE EMISSIONS-US-CALIFORNIA CARBON (VINTAGE 2011)-ICE
ICE EMISSIONS-US-CALIFORNIA CARBON (VINTAGE 2012)-ICE
ICE EMISSIONS-US-CALIFORNIA CARBON (VINTAGE 2013)-ICE
ICE EMISSIONS-US-CALIFORNIA CARBON (VINTAGE 2014)-ICE
ICE EMISSIONS-US-CALIFORNIA CARBON (VINTAGE 2015)-ICE
ICE EMISSIONS-US-CALIFORNIA CARBON (VINTAGE 2016)-ICE
ICE EMISSIONS-US-CALIFORNIA CARBON (VINTAGE 2017)-ICE
ICE EMISSIONS-US-CALIFORNIA CARBON (VINTAGE 2018)-ICE
ICE EMISSIONS-US-CALIFORNIA CARBON (VINTAGE 2019)-ICE
ICE EMISSIONS-US-CALIFORNIA CARBON (VINTAGE 2020)-ICE
ICE EMISSIONS-US-CARBON FINANCIAL INSTRUMENT-ICE
ICE EMISSIONS-US-CLIMATE ACTION RESERVE (VINTAGE 2009)-ICE
ICE EMISSIONS-US-CLIMATE ACTION RESERVE (VINTAGE 2010)-ICE
ICE EMISSIONS-US-CLIMATE ACTION RESERVE (VINTAGE 2011)-ICE
ICE EMISSIONS-US-CLIMATE ACTION RESERVE (VINTAGE 2012)-ICE
ICE EMISSIONS-US-CLIMATE ACTION RESERVE-ICE
ICE EMISSIONS-US-CROSS STATE AIR POLLUTION RULE SO2 (GROUP 2)-ICE
EMISSIONS-US-CROSS STATE AIR POLLUTION TR NOX OZONE (ANNUAL)-ICE
EMISSIONS-US-CROSS STATE AIR POLLUTION TR NOX OZONE (SEASON)-ICE
EMISSIONS-US-CROSS STATE AIR POLLUTION TR NOX OZONE, VINTAGE 2016 (SEASON)-ICE
EMISSIONS-US-CROSS STATE AIR POLLUTION TR NOX, VINTAGE 2016 (ANNUAL)-ICE
EMISSIONS-US-CROSS STATE POLLUTION TR NOX (ANNUAL)-ICE
EMISSIONS-US-EPA NOX ANNUAL ALLOWANCES (VINTAGE 2013)-CAIR
EMISSIONS-US-EPA NOX ANNUAL ALLOWANCES (VINTAGE 2014)-CAIR
EMISSIONS-US-EPA NOX ANNUAL ALLOWANCES (VINTAGE 2015)-CAIR
EMISSIONS-US-OZONE SEASON NOX (VINTAGE 2013)-CAIR
EMISSIONS-US-OZONE SEASON NOX (VINTAGE 2014)-CAIR
EMISSIONS-US-OZONE SEASON NOX (VINTAGE 2015)-CAIR
EMISSIONS-US-REGIONAL GREENHOUSE GAS INITIATIVE (VINTAGE 2009)-ICE
EMISSIONS-US-REGIONAL GREENHOUSE GAS INITIATIVE (VINTAGE 2010)-ICE
EMISSIONS-US-REGIONAL GREENHOUSE GAS INITIATIVE (VINTAGE 2011)-ICE
EMISSIONS-US-REGIONAL GREENHOUSE GAS INITIATIVE (VINTAGE 2012)-ICE
EMISSIONS-US-REGIONAL GREENHOUSE GAS INITIATIVE (VINTAGE 2013)-ICE
EMISSIONS-US-REGIONAL GREENHOUSE GAS INITIATIVE (VINTAGE 2014)-ICE
EMISSIONS-US-REGIONAL GREENHOUSE GAS INITIATIVE (VINTAGE 2015)-ICE
EMISSIONS-US-REGIONAL GREENHOUSE GAS INITIATIVE (VINTAGE 2016)-ICE
EMISSIONS-US-REGIONAL GREENHOUSE GAS INITIATIVE (VINTAGE 2017)-ICE
EMISSIONS-US-REGIONAL GREENHOUSE GAS INITIATIVE (VINTAGE 2018)-ICE
EMISSIONS-US-REGIONAL GREENHOUSE GAS INITIATIVE (VINTAGE 2019)-ICE
EMISSIONS-US-SULFUR FINANCIAL INSTRUMENT (VINTAGE 2009)-ICE
EMISSIONS-US-SULFUR FINANCIAL INSTRUMENT (VINTAGE 2010)-ICE
EMISSIONS-US-SULFUR FINANCIAL INSTRUMENT (VINTAGE 2011)-ICE
EMISSIONS-US-SULFUR FINANCIAL INSTRUMENT (VINTAGE 2012)-ICE
EMISSIONS-US-SULFUR FINANCIAL INSTRUMENT (VINTAGE 2013)-ICE
EMISSIONS-US-SULFUR FINANCIAL INSTRUMENT (VINTAGE 2014)-ICE
EMISSIONS-US-SULFUR FINANCIAL INSTRUMENT (VINTAGE 2015)-ICE
ETFS 3X DAILY LONG COFFEE (3CFL)
ETFS 3X DAILY LONG COPPER (3CUL)
ETFS 3X DAILY LONG GOLD (3AUL)
ETFS 3X DAILY LONG NATURAL GAS (NG3L)
ETFS 3X DAILY LONG NICKEL (3NIL)
ETFS 3X DAILY LONG SILVER (SI3L)
ETFS 3X DAILY LONG SUGAR (3SUL)
ETFS 3X DAILY LONG WHEAT (3WHL)
ETFS 3X DAILY LONG WTI CRUDE OIL (3CRL)
ETFS 3X DAILY SHORT COFFEE (3CFS)
ETFS 3X DAILY SHORT COPPER (3CUS)
ETFS 3X DAILY SHORT GOLD (3AUS)
ETFS 3X DAILY SHORT NATURAL GAS (NG3S)
ETFS 3X DAILY SHORT NICKEL (3NIS)
ETFS 3X DAILY SHORT SILVER (3SLS)
ETFS 3X DAILY SHORT SUGAR (3SUS)
ETFS 3X DAILY SHORT WHEAT (3WHS)
ETFS 3X DAILY SHORT WTI CRUDE OIL (3CRS)
ETFS AGRICULTURE (AIGA)
ETFS ALL COMMODITIES (AIGC)
ETFS ALUMINIUM (ALUM)
ETFS BRENT CRUDE (BRNT)
ETFS BUCODE-HCSL (BUCODE)
ETFS BUCODP-HCSL (BUCODP)
ETFS COCOA (COCO)
ETFS COFFEE (COFF)
ETFS COPPER (COPA)
ETFS CORN (CORN)
ETFS COTTON (COTN)
ETFS DAILY 3X LONG WTI CRUDE
ETFS DAILY HEDGED ALL COMMODITIES (HSCL)
ETFS DAILY LEVERAGED AGRICULTURE (LAGR)
ETFS DAILY LEVERAGED ALL COMMODITIES (LALL)
ETFS DAILY LEVERAGED ALUMINIUM (LALU)
ETFS DAILY LEVERAGED BRENT CRUDE (LBRT)
ETFS DAILY LEVERAGED COCOA (LCOC)
ETFS DAILY LEVERAGED COFFEE (LCFE)
ETFS DAILY LEVERAGED COPPER (LCOP)
ETFS DAILY LEVERAGED CORN (LCOR)
ETFS DAILY LEVERAGED COTTON (LCCT)
ETFS DAILY LEVERAGED ENERGY (LNCE)
ETFS DAILY LEVERAGED GASOLINE (LGAS)
ETFS DAILY LEVERAGED GOLD (LBUL)
ETFS DAILY LEVERAGED GRAINS (LGRA)
ETFS DAILY LEVERAGED HEATING OIL (LHEA)
ETFS DAILY LEVERAGED INDUSTRIAL METAL (LIME)
ETFS DAILY LEVERAGED LEAD (LLEA)
ETFS DAILY LEVERAGED LEAN HOGS (LLHO)
ETFS DAILY LEVERAGED LIVE CATTLE (LLCT)
ETFS DAILY LEVERAGED LIVESTOCK (LLST)
ETFS DAILY LEVERAGED NATURAL GAS (LNGA)
ETFS DAILY LEVERAGED NICKEL (LNK)
ETFS DAILY LEVERAGED PETROLEUM (LPET)
ETFS DAILY LEVERAGED PLATINUM (LPLA)
ETFS DAILY LEVERAGED PRECIOUS METALS (LPMT)
ETFS DAILY LEVERAGED SOFTS (LSFT)
ETFS DAILY LEVERAGED SOYBEAN OIL (LSYO)
ETFS DAILY LEVERAGED SOYBEANS (LSOB)
ETFS DAILY LEVERAGED TIN (LTIM)
ETFS DAILY LEVERAGED WHEAT (LWEA)
ETFS DAILY LEVERAGED WTI CRUDE OIL (LOIL)
ETFS DAILY LEVERAGED ZINC (LZIC)
ETFS DAILY SHORT AGRICULTURE (SAGR)
ETFS DAILY SHORT ALL COMMODITIES (SALL)
ETFS DAILY SHORT ALUMINIUM (SALU)
ETFS DAILY SHORT BRENT CRUDE (SBRT)
ETFS DAILY SHORT COCOA (SCOC)
ETFS DAILY SHORT COFFEE (SCFE)
ETFS DAILY SHORT COPPER (SCOP)
ETFS DAILY SHORT CORN (SCOR)
ETFS DAILY SHORT COTTON (SCTO)
ETFS DAILY SHORT ENERGY (SNRG)
ETFS DAILY SHORT EX-ENERGY (SNEY)
ETFS DAILY SHORT GASOLINE (SGAS)
ETFS DAILY SHORT GOLD (SBUL)
ETFS DAILY SHORT GRAINS (SGRA)
ETFS DAILY SHORT HEATING OIL (SHEA)
ETFS DAILY SHORT INDUSTRIAL METALS (SIME)
ETFS DAILY SHORT LEAD (SLEA)
ETFS DAILY SHORT LEAN HOGS (SLHO)
ETFS DAILY SHORT LIVE CATTLE (SLCT)
ETFS DAILY SHORT LIVESTOCK (SLST)
ETFS DAILY SHORT NATURAL GAS (SNGA)
ETFS DAILY SHORT NICKEL (SNIK)
ETFS DAILY SHORT PETROLEUM (SPET)
ETFS DAILY SHORT PLATINUM (SPLA)
ETFS DAILY SHORT PRECIOUS METALS (SPMT)
ETFS DAILY SHORT SILVER (SSIL)
ETFS DAILY SHORT SOYBEAN OIL (SSYO)
ETFS DAILY SHORT SOYBEANS (SSOB)
ETFS DAILY SHORT SUGAR (SSUG)
ETFS DAILY SHORT TIN (STIM)
ETFS DAILY SHORT WHEAT (SWEA)
ETFS DAILY SHORT WTI CRUDE OIL (SOIL)
ETFS DAILY SHORT ZINC (SZIC)
ETFS DAILY LEVERAGED SILVER (LSIL)
ETFS DAILY LEVERAGED SUGAR (LSUG)
ETFS ENERGY (AIGE)
ETFS EUR DAILY HEDGED AGRICULTURE (EAGR)
ETFS EUR DAILY HEDGED ALL COMMODITIES (EALL)
ETFS EUR DAILY HEDGED ALUMINIUM (EALU)
ETFS EUR DAILY HEDGED BRENT CRUDE (EBRT)
ETFS EUR DAILY HEDGED COFFEE (ECOF)
ETFS EUR DAILY HEDGED COPPER (ECOP)
ETFS EUR DAILY HEDGED CORN (ECRN)
ETFS EUR DAILY HEDGED COTTON (ECTN)
ETFS EUR DAILY HEDGED ENERGY (EENR)
ETFS EUR DAILY HEDGED FORWARD AGRICULTURE DOW JONES-UBS (ED-F3SM)
ETFS EUR DAILY HEDGED GOLD (EBUL)
ETFS EUR DAILY HEDGED INDUSTRIAL METALS (EIMT)
ETFS EUR DAILY HEDGED INDUSTRIAL METALS DOW JONES-UBS (EDSM)
ETFS EUR DAILY HEDGED LONGER DATED AGRICULTURE (EFAG)
ETFS EUR DAILY HEDGED LONGER DATED ALL COMMODITIES (EFCM)
ETFS EUR DAILY HEDGED NATURAL GAS (ENGS)
ETFS EUR DAILY HEDGED NICKEL (ENIK)
ETFS EUR DAILY HEDGED PRECIOUS METALS (EPMT)
ETFS EUR DAILY HEDGED SILVER (ESVR)
ETFS EUR DAILY HEDGED SOYBEANS (ESOY)
ETFS EUR DAILY HEDGED SUGAR (ESUG)
ETFS EUR DAILY HEDGED WHEAT (EWAT)
ETFS EUR DAILY HEDGED WTI CRUDE OIL (ECRD)
ETFS EUR DAILY HEDGED ZINC (EZNC)
ETFS EX-AGRICULTURE AND LIVESTOCK (XFRM)
ETFS FORWARD EX-ENERGY DJ-UBSCI-F3
ETFS GASOLINE (UGAS)
ETFS GBP DAILY HEDGED AGRICULTURE (PAGR)
ETFS GBP DAILY HEDGED ALL COMMODITIES (PALL)
ETFS GBP DAILY HEDGED BRENT CRUDE (PBRT)
ETFS GBP DAILY HEDGED COPPER (PCOP)
ETFS GBP DAILY HEDGED ENERGY (PENR)
ETFS GBP DAILY HEDGED FORWARD ALL COMMODITIES DOW JONES-UBS (PD-F3SM)
ETFS GBP DAILY HEDGED GOLD (PBUL)
ETFS GBP DAILY HEDGED INDUSTRIAL METALS (PIMT)
ETFS GBP DAILY HEDGED LONGER DATED AGRICULTURE (PFAG)
ETFS GBP DAILY HEDGED LONGER DATED ALL COMMODITIES (PFCM)
ETFS GBP DAILY HEDGED LONGER DATED ENERGY (PFEN)
ETFS GBP DAILY HEDGED NATURAL GAS (PNGA)
ETFS GBP DAILY HEDGED PRECIOUS METALS (PPMT)
ETFS GBP DAILY HEDGED SILVER (PSVR)
ETFS GBP DAILY HEDGED WTI CRUDE OIL (PCRD)
ETFS GOLD (BULL)
ETFS GRAINS (AIGG)
ETFS HEATING OIL (HEAT)
ETFS INDUSTRIAL METALS (AIGI)
ETFS LEAD (LEED)
ETFS LEAN HOGS (HOGS)
ETFS LIVE CATTLE (CATL)
ETFS LIVESTOCK (AIGL)
ETFS LONGER DATED AGRICULTURE (FAGR)
ETFS LONGER DATED ALL COMMODITIES (FAIG)
ETFS LONGER DATED BRENT CRUDE (FBRT)
ETFS LONGER DATED ENERGY (ENEF)
ETFS LONGER DATED GRAINS (GRAF)
ETFS LONGER DATED HEATING OIL (HEAF)
ETFS LONGER DATED INDUSTRIAL METALS (FIND)
ETFS LONGER DATED LEAN HOGS (HOGF)
ETFS LONGER DATED LIVE CATTLE (CATF)
ETFS LONGER DATED LIVESTOCK (FLIV)
ETFS LONGER DATED NATURAL GAS (NGAF)
ETFS LONGER DATED PETROLEUM (FPET)
ETFS LONGER DATED SOFTS (SOFF)
ETFS LONGER DATED WTI CRUDE OIL (FCRU)
ETFS NATURAL GAS (NGAS)
ETFS NICKEL (NICK)
ETFS PETROLEUM (AIGO)
ETFS PLATINUM (PLTM)
ETFS PRECIOUS METALS (AIGP)
ETFS SHORT SOFTS DOW JONES (UBSCI)
ETFS SILVER (SLVR)
ETFS SOFTS (AIGS)
ETFS SOYBEAN OIL (SOYO)
ETFS SOYBEANS (SOYB)
ETFS SUGAR (SUGA)
ETFS TIN (TINM)
ETFS WHEAT (WEAT)
ETFS WTI CRUDE OIL (CRUD)
ETFS ZINC (ZINC)
ETHANOL-CBOT
ETHANOL-CBOT/GASOLINE-RBOB-NEW YORK-NYMEX
ETHANOL-CHICAGO PIPELINE-PLATTS U.S.
ETHANOL-CHICAGO PIPELINE-PLATTS U.S./GASOLINE-UNL 87 GULF COAST (PIPELINE)-PLATTS U.S.
ETHANOL-CHICAGO-OPIS
ETHANOL-LA CI 90.10 (ANY)-OPIS WEST COAST
ETHANOL-LA CI 90.10 (PROMPT)-OPIS
ETHANOL-NEW YORK (BARGE)-PLATTS U.S.
ETHANOL-NEW YORK-OPIS
ETHANOL-RINS 2013-ARGUS US PRODUCTS
ETHANOL-RINS 2013-OPIS
ETHANOL-RINS 2014-ARGUS US PRODUCTS
ETHANOL-RINS 2014-OPIS
ETHANOL-RINS 2015-ARGUS US PRODUCTS
ETHANOL-RINS 2016-ARGUS US PRODUCTS
ETHANOL-RINS 2016-OPIS
ETHANOL-RINS 2017-ARGUS US PRODUCTS
ETHANOL-T1 GERMAN-BARGES FOB ROTTERDAM-PLATTS EUROPEAN
ETHANOL-T2 GERMAN-BARGES FOB ROTTERDAM-PLATTS EUROPEAN
ETHANOL-T2-BARGES FOB ROTTERDAM-PLATTS EUROPEAN
ETHANOL-TODAYS US RIN VALUES-OPIS
ETHYLENE-CMAI
EUR COMPOSITE OF DJ UBS COMMODIT (CIDX_DJUBEUTR)
EUR COMPOSITE OF DJ UBS MAIN INDEX (CIDX_DJUBSEU)
EVERGREEN01-NA-SPOT (EVERGREEN01)
EXOTIC-COAL
EXOTIC-DAIRY
EXOTIC-EMMISIONS
EXOTIC-FORESTRY
EXOTIC-GRAINS OILSEED
EXOTIC-INTER ENERGY
EXOTIC-LIVESTOCK
EXOTIC-NATURAL GAS
EXOTIC-NGL
EXOTIC-NON PRECIOUS
EXOTIC-OIL
EXOTIC-POWER
EXOTIC-PRECIOUS
EXOTIC-SOFTS
EXOTIC-WEATHER
EXPERIMENTAL-DJ UBS EX. INDUSTRIES (CIDX_DJUBSXIM)
EXPERIMENTAL-DJ UBS EX. PRECIOUS (CIDX_DJUBSXPM)
FEEDER CATTLE-CME
FINE WOOL (19 MICRON)-SFE
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-44KT AG EAST ROUTE BLPG1
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-CAPESIZE INDEX ROUTE C10_03
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-CAPESIZE INDEX ROUTE C11_03
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-CAPESIZE INDEX ROUTE C12
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-CAPESIZE INDEX ROUTE C2
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-CAPESIZE INDEX ROUTE C3
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-CAPESIZE INDEX ROUTE C4
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-CAPESIZE INDEX ROUTE C5
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-CAPESIZE INDEX ROUTE C7
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-CAPESIZE INDEX ROUTE C8_03
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-CAPESIZE INDEX ROUTE C9_03
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-CAPESIZE INDEX TIME CHARTER 5TC AVERAGE ROUTES-CALCULATED DAILY AVERAGE
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-CAPESIZE INDEX TIME CHARTER AVERAGE ROUTES-CALCULATED DAILY AVERAGE
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-CAPESIZE INDEX TIME CHARTER AVERAGE ROUTES-CALCULATED MONTHLY AVERAGE
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-CAPESIZE INDEX TIME CHARTER AVERAGE ROUTES-PUBLISHED DAILY AVERAGE
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-CAPESIZE, PANAMAX, SUPRAMAX AND HANDYSIZE BULKERS-DRY FREIGHT INDEX TIME CHARTER AVERAGE ROUTES-CALCULATED DAILY AVERAGE
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-CLEAN TANKER INDEX ROUTE TC1
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-CLEAN TANKER INDEX ROUTE TC12
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-CLEAN TANKER INDEX ROUTE TC14
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-CLEAN TANKER INDEX ROUTE TC2_37
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-CLEAN TANKER INDEX ROUTE TC3_38
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-CLEAN TANKER INDEX ROUTE TC4
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-CLEAN TANKER INDEX ROUTE TC5
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-CLEAN TANKER INDEX ROUTE TC6
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-DIRTY TANKER INDEX ROUTE TD1
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-DIRTY TANKER INDEX ROUTE TD10
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-DIRTY TANKER INDEX ROUTE TD10D
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-DIRTY TANKER INDEX ROUTE TD11
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-DIRTY TANKER INDEX ROUTE TD12
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-DIRTY TANKER INDEX ROUTE TD17
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-DIRTY TANKER INDEX ROUTE TD19
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-DIRTY TANKER INDEX ROUTE TD2
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-DIRTY TANKER INDEX ROUTE TD20 (WEST AFRICA-UK CONTINENT)
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-DIRTY TANKER INDEX ROUTE TD3
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-DIRTY TANKER INDEX ROUTE TD4
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-DIRTY TANKER INDEX ROUTE TD5
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-DIRTY TANKER INDEX ROUTE TD6
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-DIRTY TANKER INDEX ROUTE TD7
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-DIRTY TANKER INDEX ROUTE TD8
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-DIRTY TANKER INDEX ROUTE TD9
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-HANDYMAX INDEX ROUTE M1A
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-HANDYMAX INDEX ROUTE M1B
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-HANDYMAX INDEX ROUTE M2
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-HANDYMAX INDEX ROUTE M3
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-HANDYMAX INDEX ROUTE M4A
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-HANDYMAX INDEX ROUTE M4B
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-HANDYMAX WEIGHTED INDEX AVERAGE ROUTES - CALCULATED DAILY AVERAGE
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-HANDYSIZE TIME CHARTER AVERAGE ROUTES - PUBLISHED DAILY AVERAGE
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-MIDDLE EAST GULF TO EAST 44,000 MT LPG BLGP
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-PANAMAX INDEX ROUTE P1
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-PANAMAX INDEX ROUTE P1A_03
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-PANAMAX INDEX ROUTE P2
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-PANAMAX INDEX ROUTE P2A_03
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-PANAMAX INDEX ROUTE P3
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-PANAMAX INDEX ROUTE P3A_03
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-PANAMAX INDEX ROUTE P4_03
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-PANAMAX INDEX TIME CHARTER AVERAGE ROUTES - PUBLISHED DAILY AVERAGE
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-PANAMAX TIME CHARTER INDEX AVERAGE ROUTES - CALCULATED DAILY AVERAGE
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-ROUTE TD3 (ARABIAN GULF TO JAPAN)
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-SUPRAMAX TIME CHARTER AVERAGE ROUTES - PUBLISHED DAILY AVERAGE
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-TC12 FFA WEST COAST INDIA TO JAPAN
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-TC14 FFA USGC TO CONTINENT
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-TC15 FFA MED TO FAR EAST
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-TC2 37 FFA TRIANGULATION WITH TC14 (CPP/UNL CONTINENT TO USAC)
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-TC2 37 FFA TRIANGULATION WITH TC14 (CPP/UNL CONTINENT TO USAC)
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-TC2 NORTHWEST EUROPE TO US ATLANTIC COAST
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-TC2 NORTHWEST EUROPE TO USAC
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-TC2 ROTTERDAM TO NEW YORK
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-TC4 FFA SINGAPORE TO JAPAN
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-TC5 FFA ARABIAN GULF TO JAPAN
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-TC6 FFA SKIKDA TO LAVERA (CROSS MED)
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-TC7 SINGAPORE TO EC AUSTRALIA
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-TC9 FFA BALTIC TO UK CONTINENT
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-TD3C FFA (MIDDLE EAST GULF TO CHINA)
FREIGHT-BALTIC EXCHANGE-TD8 FFA (KUWAIT TO SINGAPORE)
FREIGHT-PLATTS CLEAN TANKERWIRE INDEX- ROUTE TC5 FFA (ARABIAN GULF-JAPAN)
FREIGHT-PLATTS CLEAN TANKERWIRE INDEX-ROUTE TC1 (RAS TANURA-YOKOHAMA)
FREIGHT-PLATTS CLEAN TANKERWIRE INDEX-ROUTE TC2_37 (ROTTERDAM-NY)
FREIGHT-PLATTS CLEAN TANKERWIRE INDEX-ROUTE TC3_30 (ARUBA-NEW YORK)
FREIGHT-PLATTS CLEAN TANKERWIRE INDEX-ROUTE TC4 (SINGAPORE-CHIBA)
FREIGHT-PLATTS CLEAN TANKERWIRE INDEX-ROUTE TC4 FFA (SINGAPORE-JAPAN)
FREIGHT-PLATTS CLEAN TANKERWIRE INDEX-ROUTE TC5 (RAS TANURA-YOKOHAMA)
FREIGHT-PLATTS DIRTY TANKERWIRE INDEX-ROUTE TC6 (ALGERIA-EUROMED)
FREIGHT-PLATTS DIRTY TANKERWIRE INDEX-ROUTE TC7 (SINGAPORE-EUROPEAUSTRALIA)
FREIGHT-PLATTS DIRTY TANKERWIRE INDEX-ROUTE TD1_270 (RAS TANURA-LOOP)
FREIGHT-PLATTS DIRTY TANKERWIRE INDEX-ROUTE TD10 (ARUBA-NEW YORK)
FREIGHT-PLATTS DIRTY TANKERWIRE INDEX-ROUTE TD11 (BANIAS-LAVERA)
FREIGHT-PLATTS DIRTY TANKERWIRE INDEX-ROUTE TD12 (ANTWERP-HOUSTON)
FREIGHT-PLATTS DIRTY TANKERWIRE INDEX-ROUTE TD14 (DUMAI-CHIBA)
FREIGHT-PLATTS DIRTY TANKERWIRE INDEX-ROUTE TD2 (RAS TANURA-SINGAPORE)
FREIGHT-PLATTS DIRTY TANKERWIRE INDEX-ROUTE TD3_250 (RAS TANURA-CHIBA)
FREIGHT-PLATTS DIRTY TANKERWIRE INDEX-ROUTE TD4 (O.S BONNY-LOOP)
FREIGHT-PLATTS DIRTY TANKERWIRE INDEX-ROUTE TD5 (O.S BONNY-PHILADELPHIA)
FREIGHT-PLATTS DIRTY TANKERWIRE INDEX-ROUTE TD6 (NOVOROSSIYK-AUGUSTA)
FREIGHT-PLATTS DIRTY TANKERWIRE INDEX-ROUTE TD7 (SULLOM VOE-WILHELMSHAVEN)
FREIGHT-PLATTS DIRTY TANKERWIRE INDEX-ROUTE TD8 (MENA AL AHMADI-SINGAPORE)
FREIGHT-PLATTS DIRTY TANKERWIRE INDEX-ROUTE TD9 (PUERTO LAS CRUZ-CORPUS CHRISTI)
FROZEN CONCENTRATED ORANGE JUICE NO. 1-NYBOT
FUEL OIL-1 PERCENT NWE (CARGOES FOB)-PLATT'S EUROPEAN
FUEL OIL-1 PERCENT NWE (CARGOES FOB)-PLATT'S EUROPEAN/FUEL OIL-3 PERCENT NWE (CARGOES FOB)-PLATT'S EUROPEAN
FUEL OIL-1 PERCENT NWE (CARGOES FOB)-PLATT'S EUROPEAN/OIL-3.5 PERCENT-BARGES FOB ROTTERDAM-HIGH QUOTATION-PLATTS EUROPEAN
FUEL OIL-1 PERCENT-BARGES FOB ROTTERDAM-LOW QUOTATION-PLATTS EUROPEAN
FUEL OIL-1 PERCENT-BARGES FOB ROTTERDAM-PLATTS EUROPEAN/FUEL OIL-1 PERCENT-CARGOES NWE/BASIS ARA-HIGH QUOTATION-PLATTS EUROPEAN
FUEL OIL-1 PERCENT-CARGOES CIF NWE
FUEL OIL-1 PERCENT-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-HIGH QUOTATION-PLATTS EUROPEAN
FUEL OIL-1 PERCENT-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-LOW QUOTATION-PLATTS EUROPEAN
FUEL OIL - 1 PERCENT-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-PLATTS EUROPEAN
FUEL OIL - 1 PERCENT-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-PLATTS EUROPEAN/FUEL OIL-1 PERCENT-CARGOES FOB NWE-PLATTS EUROPEAN
FUEL OIL - 1 PERCENT-CARGOES FOB NWE-HIGH QUOTATION-PLATTS EUROPEAN
FUEL OIL - 1 PERCENT-CARGOES FOB NWE-LOW QUOTATION-PLATTS EUROPEAN
FUEL OIL - 1 PERCENT-CARGOES FOB NWE-PLATTS EUROPEAN
FUEL OIL - 1 PERCENT-CARGOES FOB NWE-PLATTS EUROPEAN/FUEL OIL-3.5 PERCENT-BARGES FOB ROTTERDAM-PLATTS EUROPEAN
FUEL OIL - 1 PERCENT-CARGOES FOB NWE-PLATTS EUROPEAN/FUEL OIL-3.5 PERCENT-FOB MED (ITALY)-PLATTS EUROPEAN
FUEL OIL - 1 PERCENT-CIF MED (GENOVA/LAVERA)-HIGH QUOTATION-PLATTS EUROPEAN
FUEL OIL - 1 PERCENT-CIF MED (GENOVA/LAVERA)-LOW QUOTATION-PLATTS EUROPEAN
FUEL OIL - 1 PERCENT-CIF MED (GENOVA/LAVERA)-PLATTS EUROPEAN
FUEL OIL - 1 PERCENT-CIF MED (GENOVA/LAVERA)-PLATTS EUROPEAN/FUEL OIL-1 PERCENT-CARGOES FOB NWE-PLATTS EUROPEAN
FUEL OIL - 1 PERCENT-CIF MED (GENOVA/LAVERA)-PLATTS EUROPEAN/FUEL OIL-1 PERCENT-FOB MED (ITALY)-PLATTS EUROPEAN
FUEL OIL - 1 PERCENT-FOB MED (ITALY)-HIGH QUOTATION-PLATTS EUROPEAN
FUEL OIL - 1 PERCENT-FOB MED (ITALY)-LOW QUOTATION-PLATTS EUROPEAN
FUEL OIL - 1 PERCENT-FOB MED (ITALY)-PLATTS EUROPEAN
FUEL OIL - 1 PERCENT-FOB MED (ITALY)-PLATTS EUROPEAN/FUEL OIL-1 PERCENT-CARGOES FOB NWE-PLATTS EUROPEAN
FUEL OIL - 1 PERCENT-FOB MED (ITALY)-PLATTS EUROPEAN/FUEL OIL-3.5 PERCENT-FOB MED (ITALY)-PLATTS EUROPEAN
FUEL OIL - 3 PERCENT-HI SULFUR RESID FUEL OIL (US GULF)-PLATTS U.S.
FUEL OIL - 3 PERCENT-HI SULFUR RESID FUEL OIL (US GULF)-PLATTS U.S./FUEL OIL-3.5 PERCENT-BARGES FOB ROTTERDAM-PLATTS EUROPEAN
FUEL OIL - 3.5 PERCENT 500 CST-BARGES FOB ROTTERDAM-PLATTS EUROPEAN
FUEL OIL - 3.5 PERCENT-BARGES FOB ROTTERDAM-HIGH QUOTATION-PLATTS EUROPEAN
FUEL OIL - 3.5 PERCENT-BARGES FOB ROTTERDAM-LOW QUOTATION-PLATTS EUROPEAN
FUEL OIL - 3.5 PERCENT-BARGES FOB ROTTERDAM-PLATTS EUROPEAN
FUEL OIL - 3.5 PERCENT-BARGES FOB ROTTERDAM-PLATTS EUROPEAN/FUEL OIL-3.5 PERCENT-BARGES FOB ROTTERDAM-PLATTS EUROPEAN
FUEL OIL - 3.5 PERCENT-BARGES FOB ROTTERDAM-PLATTS EUROPEAN/LOW SULPHUR GAS OIL-ICE
FUEL OIL - 3.5 PERCENT-BARGES FOB ROTTERDAM-PLATTS EUROPEAN/OIL-BRENT (DTD)-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
FUEL OIL - 3.5 PERCENT-BARGES FOB ROTTERDAM-PLATTS EUROPEAN/OIL-BRENT-ICE
FUEL OIL - 3.5 PERCENT-CARGOES CIF NWE
FUEL OIL - 3.5 PERCENT-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-HIGH QUOTATION-PLATTS
EUROPEAN

FUEL OIL-3.5 PERCENT-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-LOW QUOTATION-PLATTS EUROPEAN
FUEL OIL-3.5 PERCENT-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-PLATTS EUROPEAN
FUEL OIL-3.5 PERCENT-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-PLATTS EUROPEAN/OIL-BRENT-ICE
FUEL OIL-3.5 PERCENT-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-PLATTS EUROPEAN/OIL-DUBAI-
PLATTS MARKETWIRE
FUEL OIL-3.5 PERCENT-CARGOES FOB NWE-HIGH QUOTATION-PLATTS EUROPEAN
FUEL OIL-3.5 PERCENT-CARGOES FOB NWE-LOW QUOTATION-PLATTS EUROPEAN
FUEL OIL-3.5 PERCENT-CARGOES FOB NWE-PLATTS EUROPEAN
FUEL OIL-3.5 PERCENT-CIF MED (GENOVA/LAVERA)-HIGH QUOTATION-PLATTS EUROPEAN
FUEL OIL-3.5 PERCENT-CIF MED (GENOVA/LAVERA)-PLATTS EUROPEAN
FUEL OIL-3.5 PERCENT-CIF MED (GENOVA/LAVERA)-PLATTS EUROPEAN/FUEL OIL-3.5
PERCENT-FOB MED (ITALY)-PLATTS EUROPEAN
FUEL OIL-3.5 PERCENT-FOB MED (ITALY)-HIGH QUOTATION-PLATTS EUROPEAN
FUEL OIL-3.5 PERCENT-FOB MED (ITALY)-PLATTS EUROPEAN
FUEL OIL-3.5 PERCENT-FOB MED (ITALY)-PLATTS EUROPEAN/FUEL OIL-3.5 PERCENT-
BARGES FOB ROTTERDAM-PLATTS EUROPEAN
FUEL OIL-3.5 PERCENT-FOB MED (ITALY)-PLATTS EUROPEAN/OIL-BRENT-ICE
FUEL OIL-380 CST DAILY PRICE ASSESSMENTS CRISTOBAL (EX-WHARF)-PLATTS OILGRAM
BUNKERWIRE
FUEL OIL-380 CST FUJAIRAH (IFO)-PLATTS OILGRAM BUNKERWIRE
FUEL OIL-380 CST HOUSTON (EX-WHARF)-PLATTS OILGRAM BUNKERWIRE
FUEL OIL-380 CST ROTTERDAM (IFO)-PLATTS OILGRAM BUNKERWIRE
FUEL OIL-380 CST SINGAPORE (CARGOES)-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC
FUEL OIL-380 CST SINGAPORE (CARGOES)-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC/FUEL OIL-3.5 PERCENT-
BARGES FOB ROTTERDAM-PLATTS EUROPEAN
FUEL OIL-380 CST SINGAPORE (CARGOES)-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC/FUEL OIL-NO. 6 3.0
PERCENT GULF COAST (WATERBORNE)-PLATTS U.S.
FUEL OIL-380 CST SINGAPORE (CARGOES)-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC/OIL-DUBAI-PLATTS
MARKETWIRE
FUEL OIL-380 CST SINGAPORE (NON-CARGOES)-PLATTS OILGRAM BUNKERWIRE
FUEL OIL-380 CST SINGAPORE-PLATTS OILGRAM BUNKERWIRE
FUEL OIL-AFO 0.1 PERCENT WATERBORNE SPOT TOKYO BAY-RIM INTELLIGENCE
PRODUCTS
FUEL OIL-AFO 1.0 PERCENT WATERBORNE SPOT TOKYO BAY-RIM INTELLIGENCE
PRODUCTS
FUEL OIL-HSCFO 3.0 PERCENT WATERBORNE SPOT TOKYO BAY-RIM INTELLIGENCE
PRODUCTS
FUEL OIL-HSFO 180 CST FOB ARAB GULF-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC
FUEL OIL-HSFO 180 CST SINGAPORE (CARGOES)-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC
FUEL OIL-HSFO 180 CST SINGAPORE (CARGOES)-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC/FUEL OIL-3.5
PERCENT-BARGES FOB ROTTERDAM-PLATTS EUROPEAN
FUEL OIL-HSFO 180 CST SINGAPORE (CARGOES)-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC/FUEL OIL-380 CST SINGAPORE (CARGOES)-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC
FUEL OIL-HSFO 180 CST SINGAPORE (CARGOES)-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC/FUEL OIL NO. 6 3.0 PERCENT GULF COAST (WATERBORNE)-PLATTS U.S.
FUEL OIL-HSFO 180 CST SINGAPORE (CARGOES)-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC/NAPHTHA JAPAN (C+F)-PLATTS-ASIA-PACIFIC
FUEL OIL-HSFO 180 CST SINGAPORE (CARGOES)-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC/OIL-BRENT-ICE
FUEL OIL-HSFO 180 CST SINGAPORE (CARGOES)-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC/OIL-DUBAI-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
FUEL OIL-HSFO 180 CST FOB ARAB GULF-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC/FUEL OIL-HSFO 180 CST SINGAPORE (CARGOES)-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC
FUEL OIL-HSFO 380 CST FOB ARAB GULF-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC
FUEL OIL-HSFO 380 CST SINGAPORE (CARGOES)-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC
FUEL OIL-HSFO 380 CST SINGAPORE (CARGOES)-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC/OIL-BRENT-ICE
FUEL OIL-IFO 180 CST DELIVERED HONG KONG (EAST ASIA)-PLATTS OILGRAM BUNKERWIRE
FUEL OIL-LSCFO 0.3 PERCENT WATERBORNE SPOT TOKYO BAY-RIM INTELLIGENCE
PRODUCTS
FUEL OIL-NO. 6 0.3 PERCENT HP NEW YORK (CARGO)-PLATTS U.S.
FUEL OIL-NO. 6 0.3 PERCENT HP NEW YORK (CARGO)-PLATTS U.S./FUEL OIL-NO. 6 1.0 PERCENT NEW YORK (CARGO)-PLATTS U.S.
FUEL OIL-NO. 6 0.3 PERCENT LP NEW YORK (CARGO)-PLATTS U.S.
FUEL OIL-NO. 6 0.7 PERCENT NEW YORK (CARGO)-PLATTS U.S.
FUEL OIL-NO. 6 0.7 PERCENT NEW YORK (CARGO)-PLATTS U.S./FUEL OIL-NO. 6 1.0 PERCENT NEW YORK (CARGO)-PLATTS U.S.
FUEL OIL-NO. 6 1.0 PERCENT NEW YORK (CARGO)-PLATTS U.S.
FUEL OIL-NO. 6 1.0 PERCENT NEW YORK (CARGO)-PLATTS U.S./FUEL OIL-1 PERCENT-CARGOES FOB NWE-PLATTS EUROPEAN
FUEL OIL-NO. 6 1.0 PERCENT NEW YORK (CARGO)-PLATTS U.S./FUEL OIL-NO. 6 3.0 PERCENT GULF COAST (WATERBORNE)-PLATTS U.S.
FUEL OIL-NO. 6 1.0 PERCENT NEW YORK (CARGO)-PLATTS U.S./OIL-WTI-NYMEX
FUEL OIL-NO. 6 1.0 PERCENT NEW YORK (CARGO)-PLATTS U.S./OIL-WTI-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
FUEL OIL-NO. 6 2.2 PERCENT RESIDUAL (CARGO)-PLATTS U.S.
FUEL OIL-NO. 6 2.2 PERCENT RESIDUAL (CARGO)-PLATTS U.S./FUEL OIL-NO. 6 3.0 PERCENT GULF COAST (WATERBORNE)-PLATTS U.S.
FUEL OIL-NO. 6 2.2 PERCENT RESIDUAL (CARGO)-PLATTS U.S./OIL-WTI-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
FUEL OIL-NO. 6 3.0 PERCENT GULF COAST (HOUSTON)-PLATTS U.S.
FUEL OIL-NO. 6 3.0 PERCENT GULF COAST (HOUSTON)-PLATTS U.S./FUEL OIL-3.5 PERCENT-BARGES FOB ROTTERDAM-PLATTS EUROPEAN
FUEL OIL-NO. 6 3.0 PERCENT GULF COAST (HOUSTON)-PLATTS U.S./OIL-BRENT-ICE
FUEL OIL-NO. 6 3.0 PERCENT GULF COAST (WATERBORNE)-PLATTS U.S.
FUEL OIL-NO. 6 3.0 PERCENT GULF COAST (WATERBORNE)-PLATTS U.S./FUEL OIL-3.5 PERCENT-BARGES FOB ROTTERDAM-PLATTS EUROPEAN
FUEL OIL-NO. 6 3.0 PERCENT GULF COAST (WATERBORNE)-PLATTS U.S./OIL-BRENT-ICE
FUEL OIL-NO. 6 3.0 PERCENT GULF COAST (WATERBORNE)-PLATTS U.S./OIL-WTI-NYMEX
FUEL OIL-NO. 6 3.0 PERCENT NEW YORK (CARGO)-PLATTS U.S.
FUEL OIL-NO. 6 3.0 PERCENT NEW YORK (CARGO)-PLATTS U.S./FUEL OIL-HSFO RMG 380 3.5 PERCENT (GULF COAST)-PLATTS U.S.
FUEL OIL-RMG 380 US GULF COAST (WATERBORNE)-PLATTS U.S.
FUEL OIL-STRAIGHT RUN 0.5-0.7 PERCENT-CARGOES FOB NWE-PLATTS EUROPEAN
FX-U.S. DOLLAR INDEX-ICE
GAS OIL-0.05 PERCENT-ARAB GULF (FOB)-PLATTS EUROPEAN
GAS OIL-0.25 PERCENT-ARAB GULF (FOB)-PLATTS EUROPEAN
GAS OIL-0.001 PERCENT WATERBORNE SPOT TOKYO BAY-RIM INTELLIGENCE PRODUCTS
GAS OIL-0.005 SINGAPORE-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC
GAS OIL-0.005 SINGAPORE-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC/OIL-BRENT-ICE
GAS OIL-0.05 SINGAPORE-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC
GAS OIL-0.05 SINGAPORE-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC/FUEL OIL-380 CST SINGAPORE (CARGOES)-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC
GAS OIL-0.05 SINGAPORE-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC/FUEL OIL-HSFO 180 CST SINGAPORE (CARGOES)-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC
GAS OIL-0.05 SINGAPORE-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC/GAS OIL-0.05 SINGAPORE-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC
GAS OIL-0.05 SINGAPORE-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC/GAS OIL-ICE
GAS OIL-0.05 SINGAPORE-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC/LOW SULPHUR GAS OIL-ICE
GAS OIL-0.05 SINGAPORE-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC/OIL-BRENT (DTD)-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
GAS OIL-0.05 SINGAPORE-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC/OIL-BRENT-ICE
GAS OIL-0.05 SINGAPORE-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC/OIL-DUBAI-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
GAS OIL-0.1 PERCENT CIF MED (GENOVA/LAVERA)-PLATTS EUROPEAN
GAS OIL-0.1 PERCENT CIF MED (GENOVA/LAVERA)-PLATTS EUROPEAN/LOW SULPHUR GAS OIL-ICE
GAS OIL-0.1 PERCENT-BARGES FOB ROTTERDAM-HIGH QUOTATION-PLATTS EUROPEAN
GAS OIL-0.1 PERCENT-BARGES FOB ROTTERDAM-PLATTS EUROPEAN
GAS OIL-0.1 PERCENT-BARGES FOB ROTTERDAM-PLATTS EUROPEAN/FUEL OIL-3.5 PERCENT-BARGES FOB ROTTERDAM-PLATTS EUROPEAN
GAS OIL-0.1 PERCENT-BARGES FOB ROTTERDAM-PLATTS EUROPEAN/GAS OIL-ICE
GAS OIL-0.1 PERCENT-BARGES FOB ROTTERDAM-PLATTS EUROPEAN/LOW SULPHUR GAS OIL-ICE
GAS OIL-0.1 PERCENT-BARGES FOB ROTTERDAM-PLATTS EUROPEAN/OIL-BRENT-ICE
GAS OIL-0.1 PERCENT-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-HIGH QUOTATION-PLATTS EUROPEAN
GAS OIL-0.1 PERCENT-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-LOW QUOTATION-PLATTS EUROPEAN
GAS OIL-0.1 PERCENT-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-PLATTS EUROPEAN
GAS OIL-0.1 PERCENT-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-PLATTS EUROPEAN/GAS OIL-ICE
GAS OIL-0.1 PERCENT-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-PLATTS EUROPEAN/OIL-BRENT-ICE
GAS OIL-0.1 PERCENT-CIF MED (GENOVA/LAVERA)-HIGH QUOTATION-PLATTS EUROPEAN
GAS OIL-0.1 PERCENT-CIF MED (GENOVA/LAVERA)-PLATTS EUROPEAN
GAS OIL-0.1 PERCENT-CIF MED (GENOVA/LAVERA)-PLATTS EUROPEAN/GAS OIL-0.1
PERCENT-FOB MED (ITALY)-PLATTS EUROPEAN
GAS OIL-0.1 PERCENT-CIF MED (GENOVA/LAVERA)-PLATTS EUROPEAN/GAS OIL-ICE
GAS OIL-0.1 PERCENT-CIF MED (GENOVA/LAVERA)-PLATTS EUROPEAN/LOW SULPHUR GAS OIL-ICE
GAS OIL-0.1 PERCENT-FOB MED (ITALY)-HIGH QUOTATION-PLATTS EUROPEAN
GAS OIL-0.1 PERCENT-FOB MED (ITALY)-PLATTS EUROPEAN
GAS OIL-0.1 PERCENT-FOB MED (ITALY)-PLATTS EUROPEAN/GAS OIL-ICE
GAS OIL-0.1 PERCENT-FOB MED (ITALY)-PLATTS EUROPEAN/LOW SULPHUR GAS OIL-ICE
GAS OIL-0.1 PERCENT-FOB MED (ITALY)-PLATTS EUROPEAN/OIL-BRENT (DTD)-PLATTS
MARKETWIRE
GAS OIL-0.2 PERCENT-BARGES FOB ROTTERDAM-PLATTS EUROPEAN
GAS OIL-0.2 PERCENT-BARGES FOB ROTTERDAM-PLATTS EUROPEAN/GAS OIL-ICE
GAS OIL-0.2 PERCENT-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-PLATTS EUROPEAN
GAS OIL-0.2 PERCENT-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-PLATTS EUROPEAN/GAS OIL-ICE
GAS OIL-0.2 PERCENT-CIF MED (GENOVA/LAVERA)-PLATTS EUROPEAN
GAS OIL-0.2 PERCENT-CIF MED (GENOVA/LAVERA)-PLATTS EUROPEAN/GAS OIL-0.2
PERCENT-FOB MED (ITALY)-PLATTS EUROPEAN
GAS OIL-0.2 PERCENT-CIF MED (GENOVA/LAVERA)-PLATTS EUROPEAN/GAS OIL-ICE
GAS OIL-0.2 PERCENT-CIF MED (ITALY)-PLATTS EUROPEAN
GAS OIL-0.25 FOB SINGAPORE-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC
GAS OIL-0.5 SINGAPORE-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC
GAS OIL-0.5 SINGAPORE-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC/GAS OIL-ICE
GAS OIL-0.5 SINGAPORE-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC/HEATING OIL-NEW YORK-NYMEX
GAS OIL-0.5 SINGAPORE-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC/OIL-DUBAI-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
GAS OIL-10PPM SINGAPORE-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC
GAS OIL-10PPM SINGAPORE-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC/GAS OIL-0.05 SINGAPORE-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC
GAS OIL-10PPM SINGAPORE-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC/GAS OIL-0.5 SINGAPORE-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC
GAS OIL - 50PPM BARGES FOB ROTTERDAM - HIGH QUOTATION - PLATTS EUROPEAN
GAS OIL - 50PPM FOB SINGAPORE - HIGH QUOTATION - PLATTS ASIA - PACIFIC
GAS OIL - 50PPM FOB SINGAPORE - LOW QUOTATION - PLATTS ASIA - PACIFIC
GAS OIL - 50PPM FOB SINGAPORE - PLATTS ASIA - PACIFIC
GAS OIL - 50PPM - BARGES FOB ROTTERDAM - PLATTS EUROPEAN
GAS OIL - 50PPM - BARGES FOB ROTTERDAM - PLATTS EUROPEAN/GAS OIL-ICE
GAS OIL - AFTERNOON MARKER (ONE MINUTE) - ICE
GAS OIL - ARAB GULF (FOB) - PLATTS EUROPEAN
GAS OIL - ARGUS EUROBOB OXY - BARGES - FOB ROTTERDAM
GAS OIL - ASIA PRODUCTS, SINGAPORE (FOB SINGAPORE) - PLATTS - ASIA PACIFIC/LOW SULPHUR GAS OIL-ICE
GAS OIL - EN590 MED G/L (CARGOES CIF) - PLATTS EUROPEAN
GAS OIL - EN590 MED G/L (CARGOES CIF) - PLATTS EUROPEAN/GAS OIL-ICE
GAS OIL - EN590 NWE (CARGOES CIF) - PLATTS EUROPEAN
GAS OIL - EN590 NWE (CARGOES CIF) - PLATTS EUROPEAN/GAS OIL-ICE
GAS OIL - EN590 ROTTERDAM (BARGES FOB) - PLATTS EUROPEAN
GAS OIL - EN590 ROTTERDAM (BARGES FOB) - PLATTS EUROPEAN/GAS OIL-ICE
GAS OIL - FOB SINGAPORE - PLATTS ASIA - PACIFIC
GAS OIL - ICE
GAS OIL - ICE/OIL-BRENT-ICE
GASOLINE-83.7 RBOB DEAD PROMPT - ATLANTIC COAST (NEW YORK BARGE) - ARGUS US PRODUCTS
GASOLINE-83.7 RBOB DEAD PROMPT - ATLANTIC COAST (NEW YORK BARGE) - ARGUS US PRODUCTS/GASOLINE-RBOB-NEW YORK-NYMEX
GASOLINE-83.7 RBOB-COLONIAL-ARGUS US PRODUCTS
GASOLINE-84.6 RBOB-CHICAGO-ARGUS US PRODUCTS
GASOLINE-85 A CBOB-COLONIAL-ARGUS US PRODUCTS
GASOLINE-85 CBOB-9.0 RVP SUPPLEMENTAL-COLONIAL-ARGUS US PRODUCTS
GASOLINE-85 CBOB-CHICAGO-ARGUS US PRODUCTS
GASOLINE-85 S CBOB-COLONIAL-ARGUS US PRODUCTS
GASOLINE-85 UNLEADED-9.0 RVP ARGUS US PRODUCTS [PLUS AVG MEAN] GASOLINE-LINE 01-ARGUS PRODUCTS
GASOLINE-87 CONV-CHICAGO-ARGUS US PRODUCTS
GASOLINE-87 M GULF COAST (WATERBORNE) - ARGUS US PRODUCTS
GASOLINE-87 M-9.0 RVP SUPPLEMENTAL-COLONIAL-ARGUS US PRODUCTS
GASOLINE-87 M-COLONIAL-ARGUS US PRODUCTS
GASOLINE-87 M-COLONIAL-ARGUS US PRODUCTS/GASOLINE-RBOB-NEW YORK-NYMEX
GASOLINE-87 M-COLONIAL-ARGUS US PRODUCTS/OIL-WTI-NYMEX
GASOLINE-87M USGC-ARGUS US PRODUCTS
GASOLINE-87M USGC-ARGUS US PRODUCTS/GASOLINE-RBOB-NEW YORK-NYMEX
GASOLINE-90 CBOB-COLONIAL-ARGUS US PRODUCTS
GASOLINE-90 D-9.0 RVP SUPPLEMENTAL-COLONIAL-ARGUS US PRODUCTS
GASOLINE-91 CONV PROMPT-CHICAGO (MIDCONTINENT)-ARGUS US PRODUCTS
GASOLINE-91.0 RBOB-CHICAGO-ARGUS US PRODUCTS
GASOLINE-91.3 RBOB-CHICAGO-ARGUS US PRODUCTS
GASOLINE-91.3 RBOB-COLONIAL-ARGUS US PRODUCTS
GASOLINE-93 V GULF COAST (WATERBBORNE)-ARGUS US PRODUCTS
GASOLINE-93 V-9.0 RVP SUPPLEMENTAL-COLONIAL-ARGUS US PRODUCTS
GASOLINE-93 V-COLONIAL-ARGUS US PRODUCTS
GASOLINE-ALKYLATE-HOUSTON-ARGUS US PRODUCTS
GASOLINE-ATL CBOB GULF COAST (PIPELINE)-PLATTS U.S.
GASOLINE-ATL PREM CBOB GULF COAST (PIPELINE)-PLATTS U.S.
GASOLINE-ATLANTIC COAST-83.5 CBOB (14.5 RVP)-NY BARGE-ARGUS US PRODUCTS
GASOLINE-ATLANTIC COAST-CBOB (NEW YORK HARBOR)-PLATTS U.S.
GASOLINE-ATLANTIC COAST-PREM CBOB (NEW YORK HARBOR)-PLATTS U.S.
GASOLINE-ATLANTIC COAST-UNL 87 PROMPT NEW YORK (BARGE)-ARGUS US PRODUCTS
GASOLINE-ATLANTIC COAST-UNL 87 PROMPT NEW YORK (BARGE)-ARGUS US PRODUCTS/GASOLINE-RBOB-NEW YORK-NYMEX
GASOLINE-CARBOB-P LOS ANGELES (PIPELINE)-OPIS WEST COAST
GASOLINE-CARBOB-R BAY AREA (PIPELINE)-OPIS WEST COAST
GASOLINE-CARBOB-R LOS ANGELES (PIPELINE)-OPIS WEST COAST
GASOLINE-CARBOB-R LOS ANGELES (PIPELINE)-OPIS WEST COAST/GASOLINE-NEW YORK-NYMEX
GASOLINE-CARBOB-R LOS ANGELES (PIPELINE)-OPIS WEST COAST/GASOLINE-RBOB-NEW YORK-NYMEX
GASOLINE-CARBOB-R LOS ANGELES (PIPELINE)-OPIS WEST COAST/HEATING OIL-NEW YORK-NYMEX
GASOLINE-CBOB (7.8 RVP)-NY BARGE-ARGUS US PRODUCTS
GASOLINE-CBOB 87 GULF COAST (PIPELINE)-PLATTS U.S.
GASOLINE-CBOB 87 GULF COAST (PIPELINE)-PLATTS U.S./GASOLINE-RBOB-NEW YORK-NYMEX
GASOLINE-CBOB 87-SUPPLEMENTAL-GULF COAST (PIPELINE)-PLATTS U.S.
GASOLINE-CBOB 91 GULF COAST (PIPELINE)-ARGUS US PRODUCTS
GASOLINE-CBOB 93 GULF COAST (PIPELINE)-PLATTS U.S.
GASOLINE-CBOB CHICAGO-PLATTS U.S.
GASOLINE-EUROBOB OXY-BARGES-ARGUS EUROPEAN PRODUCTS REPORT
GASOLINE-PREMIUM .15-FOB MED (ITALY)-PLATTS EUROPEAN
GASOLINE-PREMIUM 91 MIDWEST: CHICAGO (PIPELINE)-PLATTS U.S.
GASOLINE-PREMIUM UNL 10PPM-FOB MED (ITALY)-PLATTS EUROPEAN
GASOLINE-PREMIUM UNL 10PPM-FOB MED (ITALY)-PLATTS EUROPEAN/GASOLINE-EUROBOB
OXY-BARGES-ARGUS EUROPEAN PRODUCTS REPORT
GASOLINE-PREMIUM UNL 10PPM-FOB MED (ITALY)-PLATTS EUROPEAN/GASOLINE-MOGAS 95 R UNL 10PPM-BARGES-ARGUS EUROPEAN PRODUCTS REPORT
GASOLINE-PREMIUM UNL 10PPM-FOB MED (ITALY)-PLATTS EUROPEAN/OIL-BRENT-ICE
GASOLINE-PREMIUM UNL-10PPM-CIF MED (GENOVA/LAVERA)-HIGH QUOTATION-PLATTS EUROPEAN
GASOLINE-PREMIUM UNL-10PPM-CIF MED (GENOVA/LAVERA)-LOW QUOTATION-PLATTS EUROPEAN
GASOLINE-PREMIUM UNL-10PPM-CIF MED (GENOVA/LAVERA)-PLATTS EUROPEAN
GASOLINE-PREMIUM UNL-50PPM-CIF MED (GENOVA/LAVERA)-PLATTS EUROPEAN
GASOLINE-PREMIUM UNL-BARGES FOB ROTTERDAM-PLATTS EUROPEAN
GASOLINE-PREMIUM UNL-BARGES FOB ROTTERDAM-PLATTS EUROPEAN/GAS OIL-ICE
GASOLINE-PREMIUM UNL-BARGES FOB ROTTERDAM-PLATTS EUROPEAN/GASOLINE-EUROBOB OXY-BARGES-ARGUS EUROPEAN PRODUCTS REPORT
GASOLINE-PREMIUM UNL-BARGES FOB ROTTERDAM-PLATTS EUROPEAN/OIL-BRENT-ICE
GASOLINE-PREMIUM UNL-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-HIGH QUOTATION-PLATTS EUROPEAN
GASOLINE-PREMIUM UNL-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-PLATTS EUROPEAN
GASOLINE-PREMIUM UNL-FOB MED (ITALY)-PLATTS EUROPEAN
GASOLINE-PREMIUM UNL-FOB MED (ITALY)-PLATTS EUROPEAN/GASOLINE-EUROBOB OXY-BARGES-ARGUS EUROPEAN PRODUCTS REPORT
GASOLINE-PREMIUM UNL-FOB MED (ITALY)-PLATTS EUROPEAN/GASOLINE-MOGAS 95 R UNL 10PPM-BARGES-ARGUS EUROPEAN PRODUCTS REPORT
GASOLINE-PREMIUM UNL-FOB MED (ITALY)-PLATTS EUROPEAN/GASOLINE-MOGAS 95 R UNL 50PPM-BARGES-ARGUS EUROPEAN PRODUCTS REPORT
GASOLINE-RBOB CHICAGO-PLATTS U.S.
GASOLINE-RBOB HOUSTON, GULF COAST (PIPELINE)-PLATTS U.S.
GASOLINE-RBOB HOUSTON, GULF COAST (PIPELINE)-PLATTS U.S./GASOLINE-RBOB-NEW YORK-NYMEX
GASOLINE-RBOB-ICE
GASOLINE-RBOB-ICE/GASOLINE-EUROBOB OXY-BARGES-ARGUS EUROPEAN PRODUCTS REPORT
GASOLINE-RBOB-NEW YORK (SECOND MONTH)-NYMEX
GASOLINE-RBOB-NEW YORK-ARGUS US PRODUCTS
GASOLINE-RBOB-NEW YORK-NYMEX
GASOLINE-RBOB-NEW YORK-NYMEX (3:15 PM ET)-PLATTS U.S.
GASOLINE-RBOB-NEW YORK-NYMEX/GASOLINE-EUROBOB OXY-BARGES-ARGUS EUROPEAN
PRODUCTS REPORT

GASOLINE-RBOB-NEW YORK-NYMEX/GASOLINE-MOGAS 95 R UNL 10PPM-BARGES-ARGUS
EUROPEAN PRODUCTS REPORT

GASOLINE-RBOB-NEW YORK-NYMEX/GASOLINE-NEW YORK-NYMEX
GASOLINE-RBOB-NEW YORK-NYMEX/GASOLINE-RBOB-NEW YORK-NYMEX ARGUS US PRODUCTS
GASOLINE-RBOB-NEW YORK-NYMEX/GASOLINE-RBOB-NEW YORK-NYMEX
GASOLINE-RBOB-NEW YORK-NYMEX/GASOLINE-RBOB-NEW YORK-NYMEX (3:15 PM ET)-PLATTS U.S.
GASOLINE-RBOB-NEW YORK-NYMEX/HEATING OIL-NEW YORK-NYMEX
GASOLINE-RBOB-NEW YORK-NYMEX/OIL-BRENT-ICE
GASOLINE-RBOB-NEW YORK-NYMEX/OIL-WTI-NYMEX
GASOLINE-REG CBOB ETHANOL 10 PERCENT-SALT LAKE CITY (AVG NET RACK PRICE)-OPIS
RACK REPORT

GASOLINE-REG CBOB-CHICAGO (MIDCONTINENT)-ARGUS US PRODUCTS
GASOLINE-REGULAR (U.S.)-ENERGY INFORMATION ADMINISTRATION
GASOLINE-SUB OCTANE GROUP 3-PLATTS U.S.
GASOLINE-SUB OCTANE GROUP 3-PLATTS U.S./GASOLINE-NEW YORK-NYMEX
GASOLINE-SUB OCTANE GROUP 3-PLATTS U.S./GASOLINE-RBOB-ICE
GASOLINE-SUB-OCT PRE LOS ANGELES AREA (PIPELINE)-OPIS WEST COAST
GASOLINE-SUB-OCT REG 9.0, GROUP 3 PROMPT PRICES (OPIS U.S. MIDWEST SPOT GASOLINE PRICES)-OPIS/GASOLINE-RBOB-NEW YORK-NYMEX
GASOLINE-SUB-OCT REG LOS ANGELES AREA (PIPELINE)-OPIS WEST COAST
GASOLINE-U.S.ATLANTIC COAST NYH (BARGE) UNL 87 RFG-PLATT’S OILGRAM
GASOLINE-U.S.ATLANTIC COAST NYH (BARGE) UNL 87 RFG-PLATT’S OILGRAM/GASOLINE-NEW YORK-NYMEX
GASOLINE-U.S.ATLANTIC COAST NYH (BARGE) UNL 87 RFG-PLATT’S OILGRAM/RBOB
GASOLINE-NEW YORK-NYMEX

GASOLINE-UNL 83.7 NEW YORK (BARGE)-PLATTS U.S
GASOLINE-UNL 83.7 RBOB NEW YORK (WATERBORNE)-PLATTS U.S
GASOLINE-UNL 87 CHICAGO-PLATTS U.S.
GASOLINE-UNL 87 CHICAGO-PLATTS U.S./GASOLINE-RBOB-NEW YORK-NYMEX
GASOLINE-UNL 87 CHICAGO-PLATTS U.S./OIL-WTI-NYMEX
GASOLINE-UNL 87 GROUP 3-PLATTS U.S.
GASOLINE-UNL 87 GROUP 3-PLATTS U.S./OIL-WTI-NYMEX
GASOLINE-UNL 87 GULF COAST (PIPELINE)-M2 9.0 RVP SUPPLEMENTAL-PLATTS U.S.
GASOLINE-UNL 87 GULF COAST (PIPELINE)-M2 9.0 RVP SUPPLEMENTAL-PLATTS U.S./GASOLINE-RBOB-NEW YORK-NYMEX
GASOLINE-UNL 87 GULF COAST (PIPELINE)-PLATTS U.S.
GASOLINE-UNL 87 GULF COAST (PIPELINE)-PLATTS U.S./GASOLINE-RBOB-NEW YORK-NYMEX
GASOLINE-UNL 87 GULF COAST (PIPELINE)-PLATTS U.S./HEATING OIL-NEW YORK-NYMEX
GASOLINE-UNL 87 GULF COAST (PIPELINE)-PLATTS U.S./HEATING OIL-NO. 2 GULF COAST (PIPELINE)-PLATTS U.S.
GASOLINE-UNL 87 GULF COAST (PIPELINE)-PLATTS U.S./JET FUEL-JET 54 GULF COAST (PIPELINE)-PLATTS U.S.
GASOLINE-UNL 87 GULF COAST (PIPELINE)-PLATTS U.S./OIL-BRENT-ICE
GASOLINE-UNL 87 GULF COAST (PIPELINE)-PLATTS U.S./OIL-WTI-NYMEX
GASOLINE-UNL 87 GULF COAST (WATERBORNE)-PLATTS U.S./GASOLINE-RBOB-NEW YORK-NYMEX
GASOLINE-UNL 87 GULF COAST (WATERBORNE)-PLATTS U.S./OIL-WTI-NYMEX
GASOLINE-UNL 87 NEW YORK (BARGE)-PLATTS U.S.
GASOLINE-UNL 87 NEW YORK (BARGE)-PLATTS U.S./GASOLINE-NEW YORK-NYMEX
GASOLINE-UNL 87 NEW YORK (BARGE)-PLATTS U.S./GASOLINE-RBOB-NEW YORK-NYMEX
GASOLINE-UNL 87 NEW YORK (CARGO)-PLATTS U.S.
GASOLINE-UNL 87-SUPPLEMENTAL-U.S.GULF COAST (PIPELINE)-PLATTS'S U.S.
GASOLINE-UNL 92 SINGAPORE (MOGAS)-PLATTS ASIA PACIFIC
GASOLINE-UNL 92 SINGAPORE (MOGAS)-PLATTS ASIA PACIFIC/FUEL OIL-HSFO CST SINGAPORE (CARGOES)-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC
GASOLINE-UNL 92 SINGAPORE (MOGAS)-PLATTS ASIA PACIFIC/GAS OIL-0.05 SINGAPORE-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC
GASOLINE-UNL 92 SINGAPORE (MOGAS)-PLATTS ASIA PACIFIC/GASOLINE-EUROBOB OXY-BARGES-ARGUS EUROPEAN PRODUCTS REPORT
GASOLINE-UNL 92 SINGAPORE (MOGAS)-PLATTS ASIA PACIFIC/NAPHTHA SINGAPORE-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC
GASOLINE-UNL 92 SINGAPORE (MOGAS)-PLATTS ASIA PACIFIC/OIL-BRENT-ICE
GASOLINE-UNL 92 SINGAPORE (MOGAS)-PLATTS ASIA PACIFIC/OIL-DUBAI-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
GASOLINE-UNL 93 GULF COAST (PIPELINE)-PLATTS U.S.
GASOLINE-UNL 93 GULF COAST (WATERBORNE)-PLATTS U.S.
GASOLINE-UNL 93 GULF COAST (WATERBORNE)-PLATTS U.S./GASOLINE-RBOB-NEW YORK-NYMEX
GASOLINE-UNL 93-SUPPLEMENTAL-U.S.GULF COAST (PIPELINE)-PLATTS'S U.S.
GASOLINE-UNL 95 SINGAPORE (MOGAS)-PLATTS ASIA PACIFIC
GASOLINE-UNL 95 SINGAPORE (MOGAS)-PLATTS ASIA PACIFIC/GASOLINE-UNL 92 SINGAPORE (MOGAS)-PLATTS ASIA PACIFIC
GASOLINE-UNL 95 SINGAPORE (MOGAS)-PLATTS ASIA PACIFIC/OIL-DUBAI-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
GASOLINE-UNL 97 SINGAPORE (MOGAS)-PLATTS ASIA PACIFIC
GASOLINE-UNL 97 SINGAPORE (MOGAS)-PLATTS ASIA PACIFIC/OIL-DUBAI-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
GASOLINE-UNL GROUP THREE-PLATTS U.S.
GASOLINE-UNL GROUP THREE-PLATTS U.S./GASOLINE-RBOB-NEW YORK-NYMEX
GASOLINE-UNL RBOB GULF COAST (PIPELINE)-PLATTS U.S.
GASOLINE-UNLEADED REGULAR-CARGOES FOB NWE-PLATTS EUROPEAN
GASOLINE-WATERBORNE SPOT TOKYO BAY-RIM INTELLIGENCE PRODUCTS
GGLD-NA-SPOT (GGLD)
GOLD
GOLD (100 OZ)
GOLD GDF
GOLD-A.M. FIX
GOLD-A.M. FIX+GOLD-P.M. FIX
GOLD-COMEX
GOLD-LOCO ZURICH
GOLD-P.M. FIX
GREASY WOOL (21 MICRON)-SFE
GRIIV
GSAG ER
GSAG TR
GSCI ER
GSCI TR
GSPTER-NA-SPOT (SPGCPTP)
HEATING OIL-ATLANTIC COAST NEW YORK BARGE (ULS HEATING OIL)-ARGUS US PRODUCTS
HEATING OIL-ATLANTIC COAST NEW YORK BARGE (ULS HEATING OIL)-ARGUS US PRODUCTS/HEATING OIL NO. 2-ICE
HEATING OIL-COLONIAL-ARGUS US PRODUCTS
HEATING OIL-COLONIAL-ARGUS US PRODUCTS/HEATING OIL-NEW YORK-NYMEX
HEATING OIL-GROUP 3 (3:15PM ET)-PLATTS U.S.
HEATING OIL-GROUP 3 (3:15PM ET)-PLATTS U.S./HEATING OIL-NEW YORK-NYMEX
HEATING OIL-GROUP 3-PLATTS U.S.
HEATING OIL-GROUP 3-PLATTS U.S./HEATING OIL-NEW YORK-NYMEX
HEATING OIL-GROUP 3-PLATTS U.S./OIL-WTI-NYMEX
HEATING OIL-NEW YORK
HEATING OIL-NEW YORK (2:30 PM ET)-NYMEX
HEATING OIL-NEW YORK (2:30 PM ET)-NYMEX/GASOLINE-RBOB-NEW YORK HARBOR (3:15 PM ET) SECOND MONTH-PLATTS U.S.
HEATING OIL-NEW YORK (2:30 PM ET)-NYMEX/GASOLINE-RBOB-NEW YORK-NYMEX (3:15 PM ET)-PLATTS U.S.
HEATING OIL-NEW YORK (BARGE)-PLATTS U.S.
HEATING OIL-NEW YORK (BARGE)-PLATTS U.S./HEATING OIL-NEW YORK-NYMEX
HEATING OIL-NEW YORK (CARGO)-PLATTS U.S.
HEATING OIL-NEW YORK (CARGO)-PLATTS U.S./HEATING OIL-NEW YORK-NYMEX
HEATING OIL-NEW YORK BARGES-ARGUS US PRODUCTS
HEATING OIL-NEW YORK BARGES-ARGUS US PRODUCTS/HEATING OIL-NEW YORK-NYMEX
HEATING OIL-NEW YORK/BOSTON NO. 2 (BARGE)-PLATTS OILGRAM
HEATING OIL-NEW YORK/BOSTON NO. 2 (BARGE)-PLATTS OILGRAM/ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-NEW YORK HARBOR-PLATTS OILGRAM
HEATING OIL-NEW YORK/BOSTON NO. 2 (BARGE)-PLATTS OILGRAM/ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-NY HARBOR-NYMEX
HEATING OIL-NEW YORK-NYMEX
HEATING OIL-NEW YORK-NYMEX/GAS OIL-ICE
HEATING OIL-NEW YORK-NYMEX/HEATING OIL-NEW YORK-NYMEX (3:15 PM ET)-PLATTS U.S.
HEATING OIL-NEW YORK-NYMEX/LOW SULPHUR GAS OIL-ICE
HEATING OIL-NEW YORK-NYMEX/OIL-BRENT-ICE
HEATING OIL-NEW YORK-NYMEX/OIL-WTI-NYMEX
HEATING OIL-NO 2 GULF COAST (PIPELINE)-PLATTS U.S./OIL-BRENT-ICE
HEATING OIL-NO. 2 CHICAGO (PIPELINE)-PLATTS U.S.
HEATING OIL-NO. 2 CHICAGO (PIPELINE)-PLATTS U.S./OIL-WTI-NYMEX
HEATING OIL-NO. 2 GULF COAST (PIPELINE)-PLATTS U.S.
HEATING OIL-NO. 2 GULF COAST (PIPELINE)-PLATTS U.S./HEATING OIL-NEW YORK-NYMEX
HEATING OIL-NO. 2 GULF COAST (PIPELINE)-PLATTS U.S./OIL-WTI-NYMEX
HEATING OIL-NO. 2 GULF COAST (PIPELINE)-PLATTS U.S./ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-NY HARBOR-NYMEX
HEATING OIL-NO. 2 GULF COAST (WATERBORNE)-PLATTS U.S.
HEATING OIL-NO. 2 GULF COAST (WATERBORNE)-PLATTS U.S./OIL-WTI-NYMEX
HEATING OIL-NO. 2-ICE
HEATING OIL-NO. 2-ICE/GAS OIL-ICE
HEATING OIL-NO. 2-ICE/LOW SULPHUR GAS OIL-ICE
HOT ROLLED STEEL
HOT ROLLED STEEL-CME
Houston Pipe Line - Carthage
IRIDIUM-COMDAQ
IRIDIUM-COMDAQ (EUR)
IRIDIUM-COMDAQ (GBP)
IRIDIUM-COMDAQ (JPY)
IRIDIUM-HERAEUS
IRIDIUM-JOHNSON MATTHEY
IRON ORE-FINES 62 PERCENT FE CFR CHINA PORT-THE STEEL INDEX
IRON ORE-FINES 62 PERCENT FE CFR NORTH CHINA-PLATTS STEEL MARKETS DAILY
IRON ORE-LME CASH
IRON ORE-SGX
JET FUEL-ASIA-PACIFIC (KERO)-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC
JET FUEL-ASIA-PACIFIC (KERO)-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC/FUEL OIL-HSFO 180 CST SINGAPORE
(JOBOUGES)-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC
JET FUEL-ASIA-PACIFIC (KERO)-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC/GAS OIL-0.05 SINGAPORE-PLATTS
ASIA-PACIFIC
JET FUEL-ASIA-PACIFIC (KERO)-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC/GAS OIL-0.5 SINGAPORE-PLATTS ASIA-
PACIFIC
JET FUEL-ASIA-PACIFIC (KERO)-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC/GAS OIL-ICE
JET FUEL-ASIA-PACIFIC (KERO)-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC/JET FUEL-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS
ARA-PLATTS EUROPEAN
JET FUEL-ASIA-PACIFIC (KERO)-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC/OIL-BRENT-ICE
JET FUEL-ASIA-PACIFIC (KERO)-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC/OIL-DUBAI-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
JET FUEL-ASIA-PACIFIC (KERO)-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC/OIL-WTI-NYMEX
JET FUEL-BARGES FOB ROTTERDAM-HIGH QUOTATION-PLATTS EUROPEAN
JET FUEL-BARGES FOB ROTTERDAM-PLATTS EUROPEAN
JET FUEL-BARGES FOB ROTTERDAM-PLATTS EUROPEAN/GAS OIL-ICE
JET FUEL-BARGES FOB ROTTERDAM-PLATTS EUROPEAN/JET FUEL-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-
PLATTS EUROPEAN
JET FUEL-BARGES FOB ROTTERDAM-PLATTS EUROPEAN/LOW SULPHUR GAS OIL-ICE
JET FUEL-BARGES FOB ROTTERDAM-PLATTS EUROPEAN/OIL-BRENT-ICE
JET FUEL-BAY AREA (PIPELINE)-OPIS WEST COAST
JET FUEL-BUCKEYE-PLATTS U.S.
JET FUEL-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-HIGH QUOTATION-PLATTS EUROPEAN
JET FUEL-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-HIGH QUOTATION-PLATTS EUROPEAN/JET FUEL-
CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-HIGH QUOTATION-PLATTS EUROPEAN
JET FUEL-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-PLATTS EUROPEAN
JET FUEL-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-PLATTS EUROPEAN/GAS OIL-ICE
JET FUEL-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-PLATTS EUROPEAN/JET FUEL-CARGOES CIF
NWE/BASIS ARA-PLATTS EUROPEAN
JET FUEL-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-PLATTS EUROPEAN/JET FUEL-FOB MED (ITALY)-
PLATTS EUROPEAN
JET FUEL-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-PLATTS EUROPEAN/JET FUEL-JET 54 GULF COAST
(PIPELINE)-PLATTS U.S.
JET FUEL-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-PLATTS EUROPEAN/LOW SULPHUR GAS OIL-ICE
JET FUEL-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-PLATTS EUROPEAN/NAPHTHA PHYSICAL-
CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-PLATTS EUROPEAN
JET FUEL-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-PLATTS EUROPEAN/OIL-BRENT (DTD)-PLATTS
MARKETWIRE
  JET FUEL-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-PLATTS EUROPEAN/OIL-BRENT-ICE
  JET FUEL-CARGOES FOB NWE-PLATTS EUROPEAN
  JET FUEL-CHICAGO-ARGUS US PRODUCTS
  JET FUEL-FOB ARAB GULF (KERO)-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC
  JET FUEL-FOB MED (ITALY)-HIGH QUOTATION-PLATTS EUROPEAN
  JET FUEL-FOB MED (ITALY)-HIGH QUOTATION-PLATTS EUROPEAN/JET FUEL-CARGOES CIF
NWE/BASIS ARA-HIGH QUOTATION-PLATTS EUROPEAN
  JET FUEL-FOB MED (ITALY)-PLATTS EUROPEAN
  JET FUEL-FOB MED (ITALY)-PLATTS EUROPEAN/GAS OIL-ICE
  JET FUEL-FOB MED (ITALY)-PLATTS EUROPEAN/JET FUEL-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-
PLATTS EUROPEAN
  JET FUEL-FOB MED (ITALY)-PLATTS EUROPEAN/LOW SULPHUR GAS OIL-ICE
  JET FUEL-JET 54 BUCKEYE-ARGUS US PRODUCTS/HEATING OIL-NO. 2. ICE
  JET FUEL-JET 54 GULF COAST (HOUSTON & PROMPT PIPELINE)-PLATTS U.S./ULTRA LOW
SULPHUR DIESEL-NY HARBOR-NYMEX
  JET FUEL-JET 54 GULF COAST (PIPELINE)-PLATTS U.S.
  JET FUEL-JET 54 GULF COAST (PIPELINE)-PLATTS U.S./HEATING OIL-NEW YORK-NYMEX
  JET FUEL-JET 54 GULF COAST (PIPELINE)-PLATTS U.S./HEATING OIL-NO. 2 GULF COAST
(PIPELINE)-PLATTS U.S.
  JET FUEL-JET 54 GULF COAST (PIPELINE)-PLATTS U.S./OIL-BRENT NX-ICE
  JET FUEL-JET 54 GULF COAST (PIPELINE)-PLATTS U.S./OIL-WTI-NYMEX
  JET FUEL-JET 54 GULF COAST (WATERBORNE)-PLATTS U.S.
  JET FUEL-JET 54 GULF COAST (WATERBORNE)-PLATTS U.S./OIL-WTI-NYMEX
  JET FUEL-JET 54 NEW YORK (BARGE)-PLATTS U.S.
  JET FUEL-JET 54 NEW YORK (BARGE)-PLATTS U.S./HEATING OIL-NEW YORK-NYMEX
  JET FUEL-JET 54-BUCKEYE-ARGUS US PRODUCTS
  JET FUEL-JET 54-BUCKEYE-ARGUS US PRODUCTS/ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-BUCKEYE-
ARGUS US PRODUCTS
  JET FUEL-JET 54-COLONIAL-ARGUS US PRODUCTS
  JET FUEL-JET 54-COLONIAL-ARGUS US PRODUCTS/HEATING OIL-NEW YORK-NYMEX
  JET FUEL-KEROSENE (FOB SINGAPORE)-PLATTS ASIA PACIFIC/ARAB GULF MARKETSCAN
  JET FUEL-KEROSENE (FOB SINGAPORE)-PLATTS ASIA PACIFIC/ARAB GULF MARKETSCAN/NAPHTHA JAPAN (C+F)-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC
  JET FUEL-KEROSENE WATERBORNE SPOT TOKYO BAY-RIM INTELLIGENCE PRODUCTS
  JET FUEL-LOS ANGELES (PIPELINE)-OPIS WEST COAST
  JET FUEL-LOS ANGELES (PIPELINE)-OPIS WEST COAST/HEATING OIL-NEW YORK-NYMEX
  JET FUEL-NEW YORK/BOSTON (BARGE)-PLATTS OILGRAM
  JET FUEL-NWE (CARGOES CIF)-PLATTS EUROPEAN
MILK-CLASS III-CME
MILK-CLASS IV-CME
MILK-NONFAT-DRY-CME
MILLING WHEAT-EURONEXT LIFFE
ML ENHANCED BENCHMARK A 01 EXCES (CIDX_MLCXA01E)
MLBX2WKTR-NA-SPO T (MLBX2WK)
MLBX3MSER-NA-SPO T
MLBX4SX6LSER-NA-SPO T (MLBX4SX6)
MLBX4UCCER-NA-SPO T (MLBX4UCC)
MLBX5DCCER-NA-SPO T (MLBX5DCC)
MLBX5UDCLSER-NA-SPO T (MLBX5UDC)
MLBX72CDER-NA-SPO T
MLBX73C0LSER-NA-SPO T (MLBX73C0)
MLBX73CDLSER-NA-SPO T (MLBX73CD)
MLBXA3CRER-NA-SPO T (MLBXA3CR)
MLBXACMAER-NA-SPO T (MLBXACMA)
MLBXA45ER-NA-SPO T (MLBXA45)
MLBXA50ER-NA-SPO T (MLBXA50)
MLBXA60ER-NA-SPO T
MLXB60ER-NA-SPO T
MLXBIAER-NA-SPO T (MLXBIAE)
MLXBIAE-NA-SPO T (MLXBIAE)
MLXBIAER-NA-SPO T (MLXBIAE)
MLXBIBER-NA-SPO T (MLXBIBE)
MLXBIBER-NA-SPO T (MLXBIBE)
MLXBIBER-NA-SPO T (MLXBIBE)
MLXBIBER-NA-SPO T (MLXBIBE)
MLXBIBER-NA-SPO T (MLXBIBE)
MLXBIBER-NA-SPO T (MLXBIBE)
MLXBIBER-NA-SPO T (MLXBIBE)
MLXBIBER-NA-SPO T (MLXBIBE)
MLXBIBER-NA-SPO T (MLXBIBE)
MLXCI1ER-NA-SPO T
MLXCI1-NA-SPO T (MLXCI1)
MLXCI3ER-NA-SPO T
MLBXCILSER-NA-SPOT
MLBCIS1ER-NA-SPOT
MLBCLXMER-NA-SPOT (MLBCLXMX)
MLBCLZ0ER-NA-SPOT (MLBCLZ0)
MLBCLZ1ER-NA-SPOT (MLBCLZ1)
MLBCLZ6ER-NA-SPOT (MLBCLZ6)
MLBCLZ7ER-NA-SPOT (MLBCLZ7)
MLBCLZ8ER-NA-SPOT (MLBCLZ8)
MLBCLZ9ER-NA-SPOT (MLBCLZ9)
MLBCOZ0ER-NA-SPOT (MLBCOZ0)
MLBCOZ1ER-NA-SPOT (MLBCOZ1)
MLBCOZ6ER-NA-SPOT (MLBCOZ6)
MLBCOZ7ER-NA-SPOT (MLBCOZ7)
MLBCOZ8ER-NA-SPOT (MLBCOZ8)
MLBCOZ9ER-NA-SPOT (MLBCOZ9)
MLBDL2LER-NA-SPOT (MLBDL2L)
MLBDL2SER-NA-SPOT (MLBDL2S)
MLBDW3HER-NA-SPOT (MLBDW3H)
MLBF3XGTR-NA-SPOT (MLBF3XG)
MLBFC1LER-NA-SPOT
MLBFCTM-NA-SPOT (MLBFCTM)
MLBFCKSAER-NA-SPOT (MLBFCKSA)
MLBFKXHER-NA-SPOT (MLBFKXH)
MLBFMR2ER-NA-SPOT (MLBFMR2)
MLBFSY6LSER-NA-SPOT (MLBFSY6)
MLBKSLZ-NA-SPOT (MLBKSLZ)
MLBKSP9ER-NA-SPOT (MLBKSP9)
MLBXDL5TR-NA-SPOT (MLBXDL5T)
MLBXLXTMER-NA-SPOT (MLBXLXTM)
MLBXC3C0-NA-SPOT (MLBXC3C0)
MLBXC6ER-NA-SPOT (MLBXC6E)
MLBXP02TR-NA-SPOT (MLBXP02)
MLBXP2KSER-NA-SPOT (MLBXP2KS)
MLBXP3C0LSER-NA-SPOT (MLBXP3C0)
MLBXP7C0ER-NA-SPOT (MLBXP7C0)
MLBPCASER-NA-SPOT (MLBPCAS)
MLBPCAS-NA-SPOT (MLBPCAS)
MOLYBDENUM MW DEALER OXIDE-PLATTS METALS WEEK
MOLYBDENUM-PLATTS METALS WEEK
MOP-BASIS CFR BRAZIL-FMB
MOP-BASIS CFR NW EUROPE-FMB
MOP-BASIS CFR SE ASIA-FMB
MOP-BASIS FOB FSU-FMB
MOP-BASIS FOB VANCOUVER-FMB
MRUBCTE1
MRUBHOE1
MTBE-FOB NWE BARGES ROTTERDAM-PLATTS EUROPEAN
MTBE-FOB NWE BARGES ROTTERDAM-PLATTS EUROPEAN/GASOLINE-EUROBOB OXY-
BARGES-ARGUS EUROPEAN PRODUCTS REPORT
MTBE-GULF COAST (WATERBORNE)-PLATTS U.S.
NAPHTHA JAPAN (C+F) 2ND HALF APR-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC
NAPHTHA JAPAN (C+F) 2ND HALF APR-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC/NAPHTHA JAPAN (C+F) 2ND
HALF APR-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC
NAPHTHA JAPAN (C+F)-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC
NAPHTHA JAPAN (C+F)-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC/NAPHTHA JAPAN (C+F)-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC
NAPHTHA JAPAN (C+F)-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC/NAPHTHA PHYSICAL-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS
ARA-PLATTS EUROPEAN
NAPHTHA JAPAN (C+F)-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC/OIL-BRENT (DTD)-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
NAPHTHA JAPAN (C+F)-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC/OIL-BRENT-ICE
NAPHTHA JAPAN (C+F)-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC/OIL-DUBAI-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
NAPHTHA JAPAN CIF (9-KETA)-MINISTRY OF FINANCE
NAPHTHA PHYSICAL-BARGES FOB ROTTERDAM-PLATTS EUROPEAN
NAPHTHA PHYSICAL-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-HIGH QUOTATION-PLATTS EUROPEAN
NAPHTHA PHYSICAL-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-PLATTS EUROPEAN
NAPHTHA PHYSICAL-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-PLATTS EUROPEAN//OIL-BRENT NX-ICE
NAPHTHA PHYSICAL-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-PLATTS EUROPEAN/GAS OIL-ICE
NAPHTHA PHYSICAL-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-PLATTS EUROPEAN/GASOLINE-RBOB-
NEW YORK-NYMEX
NAPHTHA PHYSICAL-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-PLATTS EUROPEAN/NAPHTHA
PHYSICAL-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-PLATTS EUROPEAN
NAPHTHA PHYSICAL-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-PLATTS EUROPEAN/OIL-BRENT (DTD)-
PLATTS MARKETWIRE
NAPHTHA PHYSICAL-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-PLATTS EUROPEAN/OIL-BRENT NX-ICE
NAPHTHA PHYSICAL-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-PLATTS EUROPEAN/OIL-BRENT-ICE
NAPHTHA SINGAPORE-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC
NAPHTHA SINGAPORE-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC/OIL-BRENT (DTD)-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
NAPHTHA SINGAPORE-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC/OIL-BRENT-ICE
NAPHTHA SINGAPORE-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC/OIL-DUBAI-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
NAPHTHA-ARAB GULF (FOB)-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC/ARAB GULF MARKETSCAN
NAPHTHA-CIF MED (GENOVA/LAVERA)-PLATTS EUROPEAN
NAPHTHA-FOB MED (ITALY)-PLATTS EUROPEAN MARKETSCAN
NASAAC
NASAAC-LME 15 MONTH
NASAAC-LME 27 MONTH
NASAAC-LME 3 MONTH
NASAAC-LME CASH
NATURAL GAS-APPALACHIA (COLUMBIA GAS NON-IPP)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-APPALACHIA (COLUMBIA GAS)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-APPALACHIA (COLUMBIA GAS, APP. NON-IPP)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-APPALACHIA (COLUMBIA GAS, APP.)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-APPALACHIA (DOMINION, APPALACHIA)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-APPALACHIA (DOMINION, NORTH POINT)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-APPALACHIA (DOMINION, SOUTH POINT)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-APPALACHIA (LEBANON HUB)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-APPALACHIA (LEBANON HUB)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-APPALACHIA (LEIDY HUB)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-APPALACHIA (MILLENIUM, EAST RECEIPTS)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-APPALACHIA (MILLENIUM, EAST RECEIPTS)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-APPALACHIA (REX, CLARINGTON OHIO)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-APPALACHIA (REX, CLARINGTON OHIO)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-APPALACHIA (TENN, ZONE 4 OHIO)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-APPALACHIA (TENN, ZONE 4-200 leg)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-APPALACHIA (TENN, ZONE 4-300 leg)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-APPALACHIA (TENN, ZONE 4-313 POOL)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-APPALACHIA (TENNESSEE, ZONE 4-200 LEG)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-APPALACHIA (TENNESSEE, ZONE 4-300 LEG)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-APPALACHIA (TENNESSEE, ZONE 4-313 POOL)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-APPALACHIA (TENNESSEE, ZONE 4-OHIO)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-APPALACHIA (TEXAS EASTERN, M-2 RECEIPTS)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-APPALACHIA (TEXAS EASTERN, M-2 RECEIPTS)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-APPALACHIA (TRANSCO, LEIDY LINE RECEIPTS)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-APPALACHIA (TRANSCO, LEIDY LINE RECEIPTS)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-ARIZONA/NEVADA (EL PASO S. MAINLINE/N.BAJA-KERN DELIVERY)-NGI
NATURAL GAS-ATVP-DAY AHEAD INDEX-HEREN
NATURAL GAS-AVTP-DAY AHEAD INDEX-HEREN
NATURAL GAS-BELGIAN ZTP DAILY GAS-ICE ENDEX
NATURAL GAS-BELGIAN ZTP GAS SPOT (0600 TO 0800)-ICE ENDEX
NATURAL GAS-BELGIAN ZTP GAS-ICE ENDEX
NATURAL GAS-CALIFORNIA (MALIN)-NGI
NATURAL GAS-CALIFORNIA (PG&E CITYGATE)-NGI
NATURAL GAS-CALIFORNIA (SOCAL CITYGATE)-NGI
NATURAL GAS-CALIFORNIA (SOUTHERN BORDER, PG&E)-NGI
NATURAL GAS-CALIFORNIA (SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA BDR. AVG.)-NGI
NATURAL GAS-CHICAGO CITYGATES-ARGUS NATURAL GAS AMERICAS
NATURAL GAS-CITYGATES (TENNESSEE, ZONE 6 200 LEG DEL)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-CONDENSATE (TAILGATE)-HILIGHT FACILITY
NATURAL GAS-DAILY SPOT GAS PRICE AT EMPRESS (AVG.)-CANADIAN GAS PRICE
REPORTER
NATURAL GAS-DAILY-ipe
NATURAL GAS-DES JAPAN/KOREA MARKER-PLATTS LNG DAILY
NATURAL GAS-DUTCH TTF (TAS)-ICE ENDEX
NATURAL GAS-DUTCH TTF GAS STORAGE-GASTERRA GSM (GAS-IN-STORAGE)-ICE ENDEX
NATURAL GAS-DUTCH TTF GAS STORAGE-GASTERRA GSM (INJECTION CAPACITY)-ICE ENDEX
NATURAL GAS-DUTCH TTF GAS STORAGE-GASTERRA GSM (SBU)-ICE ENDEX
NATURAL GAS-DUTCH TTF GAS STORAGE-GASTERRA GSM (WITHDRAW CAPACITY)-ICE ENDEX
NATURAL GAS-E. TEXAS (AGUA DULCE HUB)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-E. TEXAS (FLORIDA GAS, ZONE 1)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-E. TEXAS (FLORIDA GAS, ZONE 1)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-E. TEXAS (HOUSTON SHIP CHANNEL)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-E. TEXAS (HOUSTON SHIP CHANNEL)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-E. TEXAS (KATY)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-E. TEXAS (KATY)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-E. TEXAS (NGPL, STX)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-E. TEXAS (NGPL, STX)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-E. TEXAS (NGPL, TEXOK ZONE)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-E. TEXAS (TENNESSEE, ZONE 0)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-E. TEXAS (TENNESSEE, ZONE 0)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-E. TEXAS (TEXAS EASTERN, ETX)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-E. TEXAS (TEXAS EASTERN, STX)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-E. TEXAS (TRANS-Co, ZONE 1)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-E. TEXAS (TRANS-Co, ZONE 1)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-E. TEXAS (TRANS-Co, ZONE 2)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-E. TEXAS (TRANS-Co, ZONE 2)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-E. TEXAS (TX. EASTERN, STX)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-EAST TEXAS (CARTHAGE)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-EAST TEXAS (NGPL TEXOK)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-EAST TEXAS (TEXAS EASTERN ETX)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-EMPRESS-AECO-NIT BIDWEEK SPOT-CANADIAN GAS PRICE REPORTER
NATURAL GAS-EMPRESS-AECO-NIT ONE-MONTH SPOT-CANADIAN GAS PRICE REPORTER
NATURAL GAS-GASPOOL NATURAL GAS DAILY-ICE
NATURAL GAS-GASPOOL NATURAL GAS INDEX-ICE
NATURAL GAS-GASPOOL-DAILY VALUE-EXX
NATURAL GAS-GASPOOL-DAY AHEAD
NATURAL GAS-GASPOOL-DAY AHEAD AND WEEKEND UNWEIGHTED AVERAGE PRICE-HEREN
NATURAL GAS-GASPOOL-MONTHLY AVERAGE-EXX
NATURAL GAS-GULF TEXAS (HOUSTON SHIP CHANNEL)-ICE DAY AHEAD
NATURAL GAS-IPE-NBP NATURAL GAS INDEX-IPE
NATURAL GAS-LEBA TTF-DAY AHEAD AND WEEKEND INDEX-LEBA
NATURAL GAS-LEBA TTF-DAY AHEAD WINDOW AND WEEKEND WINDOW-LEBA
NATURAL GAS-LOUISIANA (FLORIDA GAS ZONE 1)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-LOUISIANA (NGPL)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-LOUISIANA (TRANS-Co ZONE 2)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-LOUISIANA/SOUTHEAST (ANR, LA.)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-LOUISIANA/SOUTHEAST (ANR, LOUISIANA)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-LOUISIANA/SOUTHEAST (COLUMBIA GULF, LA.)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-LOUISIANA/SOUTHEAST (COLUMBIA GULF, LOUISIANA)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-LOUISIANA/SOUTHEAST (COLUMBIA GULF, MAINLINE)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-LOUISIANA/SOUTHEAST (COLUMBIA GULF, MAINLINE)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-LOUISIANA/SOUTHEAST (FLORIDA CITY-GATES)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-LOUISIANA/SOUTHEAST (FLORIDA GAS, ZONE 2)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-LOUISIANA/SOUTHEAST (FLORIDA GAS, ZONE 2)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-LOUISIANA/SOUTHEAST (FLORIDA GAS, ZONE 3)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-LOUISIANA/SOUTHEAST (FLORIDA GAS, ZONE 3)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-LOUISIANA/SOUTHEAST (HENRY HUB)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-LOUISIANA/SOUTHEAST (HENRY HUB)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-LOUISIANA/SOUTHEAST (SOUTHERN NATURAL GAS, LOUISIANA)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-LOUISIANA/SOUTHEAST (SOUTHERN NATURAL, LA.)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-LOUISIANA/SOUTHEAST (TENNESSEE, 500 LEG)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-LOUISIANA/SOUTHEAST (TENNESSEE, 800 LEG)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-LOUISIANA/SOUTHEAST (TENNESSEE, LOUISIANA, 500 LEG)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-LOUISIANA/SOUTHEAST (TENNESSEE, LOUISIANA, 800 LEG)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-LOUISIANA/SOUTHEAST (TEXAS EASTERN, ELA)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-LOUISIANA/SOUTHEAST (TEXAS EASTERN, M-1 30-IN)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-LOUISIANA/SOUTHEAST (TEXAS EASTERN, WLA)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-LOUISIANA/SOUTHEAST (TEXAS GAS, ZONE 1)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-LOUISIANA/SOUTHEAST (TEXAS GAS, ZONE SL)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-LOUISIANA/SOUTHEAST (TRANSCO, ZONE 3)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-LOUISIANA/SOUTHEAST (TRANSCO, ZONE 3)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-LOUISIANA/SOUTHEAST (TRANSCO, ZONE 4)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-LOUISIANA/SOUTHEAST (TRANSCO, ZONE 4)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-LOUISIANA/SOUTHEAST (TRUNKLINE, ELA)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-LOUISIANA/SOUTHEAST (TRUNKLINE, LOUISIANA)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-LOUISIANA/SOUTHEAST (TRUNKLINE, WLA)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-LOUISIANA/SOUTHEAST (TRUNKLINE, ZONE 1A)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-LOUISIANA/SOUTHEAST (TRUNKLINE, ZONE 1A)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-LOUISIANA/SOUTHEAST (TX. EASTERN, ELA)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-LOUISIANA/SOUTHEAST (TX. EASTERN, M-1 30-IN)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-LOUISIANA/SOUTHEAST (TX. EASTERN, WLA)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-LOUISIANA/SOUTHEAST (TX. GAS, ZONE 1)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-LOUISIANA/SOUTHEAST (TX. GAS, ZONE SL)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-LOUISIANA/SOUTHEAST (WESTCOAST, STATION 2)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-MIDCONTINENT (ANR, OKLA.)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-MIDCONTINENT (ANR, OKLAHOMA)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-MIDCONTINENT (ENABLE GAS, EAST)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-MIDCONTINENT (ENABLE GAS, EAST)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-MIDCONTINENT (NGPL, MIDCONTINENT)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-MIDCONTINENT (NGPL, MIDCONTINENT)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-MIDCONTINENT (ONEOK, OKLA.)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-MIDCONTINENT (ONEOK, OKLAHOMA)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-MIDCONTINENT (PANHANDLE, TEXAS-OKLAHOMA)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-MIDCONTINENT (PANHANDLE, TX.-OKLA.)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-MIDCONTINENT (SOUTHERN STAR)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-MIDCONTINENT (SOUTHERN STAR)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-MIDCONTINENT (TX. EASTERN, M-1 24-IN.)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-MIDCONTINENT(NGPL, AMARILLO RECEIPT)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-MIDWEST (CHICAGO CITYGATE)-NGI
NATURAL GAS-MONTHLY- IPE
NATURAL GAS-NBP MONTHLY-HEREN
NATURAL GAS-NBP-DAY AHEAD AND WEEKEND UNWEIGHTED AVERAGE PRICE- ARGUS NAT GAS
NATURAL GAS-NBP-DAY AHEAD AND WEEKEND UNWEIGHTED AVERAGE PRICE-HEREN
NATURAL GAS-NBP-DAY AHEAD INDEX-HEREN
NATURAL GAS-NBP-DAY AHEAD OFFER-HEREN
NATURAL GAS-NBP-DAY AHEAD-ARGUS NAT GAS
NATURAL GAS-NBP-MONTH AHEAD UNWEIGHTED AVERAGE PRICE-ARGUS NAT GAS
NATURAL GAS-NBP-PLATTS ENGR
NATURAL GAS-NCG NATURAL GAS DAILY-ICE
NATURAL GAS-NCG NATURAL GAS INDEX-ICE
NATURAL GAS-NCG-DAILY VALUE-EEX
NATURAL GAS-NCG-DAY AHEAD AND WEEKEND UNWEIGHTED AVERAGE PRICE-HEREN
NATURAL GAS-NCG-DAY AHEAD INDEX-HEREN
NATURAL GAS-NCG-DAY AHEAD-LEBA EUROPEAN GAS
NATURAL GAS-NCG-DAY AHEAD-PLATTS EUROPEAN GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-NCG-MONTH AHEAD UNWEIGHTED AVERAGE PRICE-HEREN
NATURAL GAS-NCG-MONTH AHEAD-PLATTS EUROPEAN GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-NCG-MONTHLY AVERAGE-EEX
NATURAL GAS-NGPL (LOUISIANA)- INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-NGX AB-NIT BIDWEEK INDEX-CANADIAN GAS PRICE REPORTER
NATURAL GAS-NGX AB-NIT DAY AHEAD INDEX-CANADIAN GAS PRICE REPORTER
NATURAL GAS-NGX AB-NIT MONTH AHEAD INDEX (7A)-CANADIAN GAS PRICE REPORTER
NATURAL GAS-NGX AB-NIT SAME DAY INDEX (2A ARITHMETIC AVG FOR MONTH)- CANADIAN GAS PRICE REPORTER
NATURAL GAS-NGX AB-NIT SAME DAY INDEX (2A)-CANADIAN GAS PRICE REPORTER
NATURAL GAS-NGX AB-NIT SAME DAY INDEX (4A)-CANADIAN GAS PRICE REPORTER
NATURAL GAS-NGX AB-NIT SAME DAY INDEX (5A ARITHMETIC AVG FOR MONTH)- CANADIAN GAS PRICE REPORTER
NATURAL GAS-NGX AB-NIT SAME DAY INDEX (5A WEIGHTED AVG FOR MONTH)- CANADIAN GAS PRICE REPORTER
NATURAL GAS-NGX AB-NIT SAME DAY INDEX (5A)-CANADIAN GAS PRICE REPORTER
NATURAL GAS-NGX APC-ATP (2A) INDEX-CANADIAN GAS PRICE REPORTER
NATURAL GAS-NGX APC-ATP (7A) INDEX-CANADIAN GAS PRICE REPORTER
NATURAL GAS-NGX APC-ATP/AB-NIT INDEX-CANADIAN GAS PRICE REPORTER
NATURAL GAS-NGX APC-ATP-DAY AHEAD INDEX-CANADIAN GAS PRICE REPORTER
NATURAL GAS-NGX APC-ATP-SAME DAY INDEX-CANADIAN GAS PRICE REPORTER
NATURAL GAS-NGX APC-CREC SAME DAY INDEX (4A)-CANADIAN GAS PRICE REPORTER
NATURAL GAS-NGX SPECTRA ST 2 DAY AHEAD INDEX-CANADIAN GAS PRICE REPORTER
NATURAL GAS-NGX TCPL EMERSON GL DAY AHEAD INDEX-CANADIAN GAS PRICE REPORTER
NATURAL GAS-NGX UNION DAWN DAY AHEAD INDEX-CANADIAN GAS PRICE REPORTER
NATURAL GAS-NGX UNION-DAWN DAY AHEAD INDEX-NGX
NATURAL GAS-NORTHEAST (ALGONQUIN CITY-GATE)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-NORTHEAST (ALGONQUIN, CITY-GATES)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-NORTHEAST (ALGONQUIN, RECEIPTS)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-NORTHEAST (DRACUT, MASS.)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-NORTHEAST (IROQUOIS ZONE 2)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-NORTHEAST (IROQUOIS, RECEIPTS)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-NORTHEAST (IROQUOIS, ZONE 2)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-NORTHEAST (LEIDY HUB)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-NORTHEAST (NIAGARA)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-NORTHEAST (NIAGARA)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-NORTHEAST (REX CLARINGTON)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-NORTHEAST (TENNESSEE ZONE 6 DELIVERED)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-NORTHEAST (TENNESSEE, ZONE 6 300 LEG DEL.)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-NORTHEAST (TENNESSEE, ZONE 6 DEL.)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-NORTHEAST (TEXAS EASTERN ZONE M-3)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-NORTHEAST (TRANSCO ZONE 5 DELIVERED)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-NORTHEAST (TRANSCO ZONE 6 N.Y.)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-NORTHEAST (TRANSCO ZONE 6 NON-N.Y. NORTH)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-NORTHEAST (TRANSCO ZONE 6 NON-N.Y. SOUTH)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-NORTHEAST (TRANSCO ZONE 6 NON-N.Y.)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-NORTHEAST (TRANSCO, ZONE 5 DEL. NORTH)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-NORTHEAST (TRANSCO, ZONE 5 DEL. SOUTH)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-NORTHEAST (TRANSCO, ZONE 5 DEL.)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-NORTHEAST (TRANSCO, ZONE 6 N.Y.)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-NORTHEAST (TRANSCO, ZONE 6 NON-N.Y. NORTH)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-NORTHEAST (TRANSCO, ZONE 6 NON-N.Y. SOUTH)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-NORTHEAST (TRANSCO, ZONE 6 NON-N.Y.)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-NORTHEAST (TX. EASTERN ZONE M-3)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-NORTHEAST-(IROQUOIS, RECEIPTS)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-NWPL (CANADIAN BORDER)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-NWPL (ROCKY MOUNTAINS)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-NYMEX
NATURAL GAS-NYMEX NEXT DAY
NATURAL GAS-NYMEX SAME DAY
NATURAL GAS-OKLAHOMA (NGPL)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-PEG NORD-DAY AHEAD AND WEEKEND UNWEIGHTED AVERAGE PRICE-HEREN
NATURAL GAS-PEG NORD-DAY AHEAD INDEX-HEREN
NATURAL GAS-PEG NORD-DAY AHEAD-ARGUS EUROPEAN NATURAL GAS
NATURAL GAS-PEG NORTH-DAY AHEAD-LEBA EUROPEAN GAS
NATURAL GAS-PEGS-NORD DAY AHEAD UNWEIGHTED AVERAGE PRICE-HEREN
NATURAL GAS-PSV-DAY AHEAD INDEX-HEREN
NATURAL GAS-PSV-ICE ENDEX
NATURAL GAS-QUESTAR (ROCKY MOUNTAINS)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-RESIDUE GAS (TAILGATE)-GRANGER FACILITY
NATURAL GAS-RESIDUE GAS (TAILGATE)-HILIGHT FACILITY
NATURAL GAS-RESIDUE GAS (TAILGATE)-HUGOTON FACILITY
NATURAL GAS-RESIDUE GAS (TAILGATE)-MGR FACILITY
NATURAL GAS-RESIDUE GAS (TAILGATE)-NEWCASTLE FACILITY
NATURAL GAS-RESIDUE GAS (TAILGATE)-WATTENBERG FACILITY
NATURAL GAS-REX (E ANR)-ICE DAY AHEAD
NATURAL GAS-ROCKIES/NORTHWEST (TCPL ALBERTA, AECO-C#)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-ROCKIES/NW (AECO-C)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-ROCKIES/NW (CHEYENNE HUB)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-ROCKIES/NW (CHEYENNE HUB)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-ROCKIES/NW (CIG, ROCKIES)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-ROCKIES/NW (CIG, ROCKIES)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-ROCKIES/NW (GTN, KINGSGATE)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-ROCKIES/NW (KERN RIVER, OPAL)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-ROCKIES/NW (KERN RIVER, WYOMING)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-ROCKIES/NW (NORTHWEST, CANADIAN BORDER SUMAS)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-ROCKIES/NW (NORTHWEST, CANADIAN BORDER, SUMAS)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-ROCKIES/NW (NORTHWEST, ROCKY MOUNTAINS)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-ROCKIES/NW (NORTHWEST, S. OF GREEN RIVER)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-ROCKIES/NW (NORTHWEST, WYO. POOL)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-ROCKIES/NW (PG&E, MALIN)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-ROCKIES/NW (PG&E, MALIN)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-ROCKIES/NW (QUESTAR, ROCKIES)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-ROCKIES/NW (STANFIELD)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-ROCKIES/NW (STANFIELD, ORE.)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-ROCKIES/NW (TCPL ALBERTA, AECO)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-ROCKIES/NW (WESTCOAST, STATION 2)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-SOCAL (CITYGATE)-ICE DAY AHEAD
NATURAL GAS-SOCAL (EHRENBERG)-ICE DAY AHEAD
NATURAL GAS-SOCAL (KRS)-ICE DAY AHEAD
NATURAL GAS-SOCAL (NEEDLES)-ICE DAY AHEAD
NATURAL GAS-SOUTHWEST (EL PASO, BONDAD)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-SOUTHWEST (EL PASO, PERMIAN BASIN)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-SOUTHWEST (EL PASO, PERMIAN)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-SOUTHWEST (EL PASO, SAN JUAN)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-SOUTHWEST (EL PASO, SAN JUAN)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-SOUTHWEST (EL PASO, SOUTH MAINLINE)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-SOUTHWEST (KERN RIVER, DELIVERED)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-SOUTHWEST (PG&E CITY-GATE)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-SOUTHWEST (PG&E CITY-GATE)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-SOUTHWEST (PG&E, SOUTH)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-SOUTHWEST (PG&E, SOUTH)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-SOUTHWEST (SOCAL CITY-GATE)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-SOUTHWEST (SOCAL GAS)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-SOUTHWEST (SOCAL GAS)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-SOUTHWEST (SOCIAL GAS, CITY-GATE)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-SOUTHWEST (TRANSWESTERN, PERMIAN BASIN)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-SOUTHWEST (TRANSWESTERN, PERMIAN)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-SOUTHWEST (TRANSWESTERN, SAN JUAN BASIN)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-SOUTHWEST (TRANSWESTERN, SAN JUAN)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-SOUTHWEST (WAHA)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-SOUTHWEST (WAHA)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-ST FERGUS-DAY AHEAD-ARGUS EUROPEAN NATURAL GAS
NATURAL GAS-TCPL-EMPRESS TRANSPORT-DAY AHEAD INDEX
NATURAL GAS-TENNESSEE (LOUISIANA, 500 LEG)-ICE DAY AHEAD
NATURAL GAS-TENNESSEE (ZONE 4 MARCELLUS)-ICE DAY AHEAD
NATURAL GAS-TENNESSEE GAS PIPELINE CO. (Z4, STA 219 POOL)-ICE DAY AHEAD
NATURAL GAS-TENNESSEE GAS PIPELINE CO. (Z4, STA 313 POOL)-ICE DAY AHEAD
NATURAL GAS-TX EASTERN (M3)-ICE DAY AHEAD
NATURAL GAS-TIGF-DAY AHEAD INDEX-HEREN
NATURAL GAS-TRANS CO (LEIDY)-ICE DAY AHEAD
NATURAL GAS-TRANS CO ZONE 6 (NON-NY NORTH)-ICE DAY AHEAD
NATURAL GAS-TRS DA-POWERNEXT
NATURAL GAS-TRS DAY AHEAD AND WEEKEND UNWEIGHTED AVERAGE PRICE-HEREN
NATURAL GAS-TRS DAY AHEAD UNWEIGHTED AVERAGE PRICE-HEREN
NATURAL GAS-TRS SAT-POWERNEXT
NATURAL GAS-TRS SUN-POWERNEXT
NATURAL GAS-TRS WD-POWERNEXT
NATURAL GAS-TRS WE-POWERNEXT
NATURAL GAS-TTF DAILY-ICE
NATURAL GAS-TTF-CUMULATIVE MONTH INDEX-HEREN
NATURAL GAS-TTF-DAY AHEAD AND WEEKEND UNWEIGHTED AVERAGE PRICE-HEREN
NATURAL GAS-TTF-DAY AHEAD INDEX-HEREN
NATURAL GAS-TTF-DAY AHEAD-ARGUS EUROPEAN NATURAL GAS
NATURAL GAS-TTF-ICE
NATURAL GAS-TTF-MONTH AHEAD INDEX-HEREN
NATURAL GAS-TTF-MONTH AHEAD UNWEIGHTED AVERAGE PRICE-ARGUS NAT GAS
NATURAL GAS-TTF-MONTH AHEAD UNWEIGHTED AVERAGE PRICE-HEREN
NATURAL GAS-UK OCM GAS (LOCATIONAL DAY)-ICE
NATURAL GAS-UK OCM GAS (LOCATIONAL FIVE DAY)-ICE
NATURAL GAS-UK OCM GAS (LOCATIONAL FOUR DAY)-ICE
NATURAL GAS-UK OCM GAS (LOCATIONAL PHYSICAL DAY)-ICE
NATURAL GAS-UK OCM GAS (LOCATIONAL SEVEN DAY)-ICE
NATURAL GAS-UK OCM GAS (LOCATIONAL SIX DAY)-ICE
NATURAL GAS-UK OCM GAS (LOCATIONAL THREE DAY)-ICE
NATURAL GAS-UK OCM GAS (LOCATIONAL TITLE DAY)-ICE
NATURAL GAS-UK OCM GAS (LOCATIONAL TWO DAY)-ICE
NATURAL GAS-UPPER MIDWEST (ALLIANCE, INTO INTERSTATES)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-UPPER MIDWEST (ANR ML 7)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-UPPER MIDWEST (ANR, ML 7)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-UPPER MIDWEST (CHICAGO CITY-GATES)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-UPPER MIDWEST (CHICAGO CITY-GATES)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-UPPER MIDWEST (CHICAGO-NICOR)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-UPPER MIDWEST (CHICAGO-NICOR)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-UPPER MIDWEST (CHICAGO-NIPSCO)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-UPPER MIDWEST (CHICAGO-NIPSCO)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-UPPER MIDWEST (CHICAGO-PEOPLES)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-UPPER MIDWEST (CHICAGO-PEOPLES)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-UPPER MIDWEST (CONSUMERS ENERGY CITY-GATES)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-UPPER MIDWEST (CONSUMERS ENERGY CITY-GATES)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-UPPER MIDWEST (DAWN ONTARIO)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-UPPER MIDWEST (DAWN, ONTARIO)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-UPPER MIDWEST (EMERSON, VIKING GL)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-UPPER MIDWEST (EMERSON, VIKING GL)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-UPPER MIDWEST (MICH CON CITY-GATE)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-UPPER MIDWEST (MICH CON CITY-GATE)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-UPPER MIDWEST (NORTHERN BDR., VENTURA TP)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-UPPER MIDWEST (NORTHERN BORDER, VENTURA TP)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-UPPER MIDWEST (NORTHERN, DEMARC)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-UPPER MIDWEST (NORTHERN, DEMARCATION)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-UPPER MIDWEST (NORTHERN, VENTURA)-GAS DAILY
NATURAL GAS-UPPER MIDWEST (NORTHERN, VENTURA)-INSIDE FERC
NATURAL GAS-VTP-DAY AHEAD AND WEEKEND UNWEIGHTED AVERAGE PRICE-HEREN
NATURAL GAS-VTP-DAY AHEAD AND WEEKEND UNWEIGHTED AVERAGE PRICE-HEREN
NATURAL GAS-ZEEBRUGGE HUB-MONTH AHEAD UNWEIGHTED AVERAGE PRICE-ARGUS NAT GAS
NATURAL GAS-ZEEBRUGGE-DAY AHEAD AND WEEKEND UNWEIGHTED AVERAGE PRICE-ARGUS NAT GAS
NATURAL GAS-ZEEBRUGGE-DAY AHEAD AND WEEKEND UNWEIGHTED AVERAGE PRICE-HEREN
NATURAL GAS-ZEEBRUGGE-DAY AHEAD BASE INDEX-DOW JONES NAT GAS
NATURAL GAS-ZEEBRUGGE-MONTH AHEAD UNWEIGHTED AVERAGE PRICE-HEREN
NATURAL GAS-ZEEBRUGGE-WEEKEND BASE INDEX-DOW JONES NAT GAS
NATURAL GAS-ZIG INDEX-DOW JONES NAT GAS
NGL-BENZENE (FOB KOREA)-PLATTS ASIAN PETROCHEMICALSCAN
NGL-BENZENE (FOB KOREA)-PLATTS ASIAN PETROCHEMICALSCAN/NAPHTHA JAPAN (C+F)-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC
NGL-BENZENE (FOB KOREA-H1)-PLATTS ASIAN PETROCHEMICALSCAN
NGL-BENZENE (FOB KOREA-H2)-PLATTS ASIAN PETROCHEMICALSCAN
NGL-BENZENE CIF ARA M1-PLATTS EUROPE & AMERICAS PETROCHEMICAL SCAN
NGL-BENZENE CIF ARA-EUROPE & AMERICAS PETROCHEMICAL SCAN
NGL-BENZENE CIF NWE/BASIS ARA (SPOT BARGES)-PLATTS EUROPE & AMERICAS PETROCHEMICALSCAN
NGL-BUSHTON PROPANE (KM)-OPIS
NGL-BUTANE (ASIA-PACIFIC REFRIGERATED CARGOES)-ARGUS LPG
NGL-BUTANE (EUROPE)-ARGUS LPG
NGL-BUTANE (EUROPE: CIF ARA LARGE CARGOES)-ARGUS LPG
NGL-BUTANE (EUROPEAN LPG: NWE FOB SEAGOING)-PLATTS LPGASWIRE
NGL-BUTANE (FAR EAST INDEX)-ARGUS LPG
NGL-BUTANE (INTERNATIONAL COMPARISONS: NORTH SEA INDEX, ANSI)-ARGUS LPG
NGL-BUTANE (SAUDI ARAMCO)-ARGUS LPG
NGL-CANADIAN ISOBUTANE (SARNIA)-OPIS
NGL-CANADIAN N. BUTANE (EDMONTON)-OPIS
NGL-CANADIAN N. BUTANE (SARNIA)-OPIS
NGL-CANADIAN PROPANE (EDMONTON)-OPIS
NGL-CANADIAN PROPANE (SARNIA)-OPIS
NGL-CIF ARA PROPANE (TOT CARGOES)-OPIS EUROPE LPG
NGL-CONDENSATE (TAILGATE)-GRANGER FACILITY
NGL-CONDENSATE (TAILGATE)-HILIGHT FACILITY
NGL-CONDENSATE (TAILGATE)-HUGOTON FACILITY
NGL-CONDENSATE (TAILGATE)-MGR FACILITY
NGL-CONDENSATE (TAILGATE)-NEWCASTLE FACILITY
NGL-CONDENSATE (TAILGATE)-WATTENBERG FACILITY
NGL-CONWAY ETHANE (IN-LINE)-OPIS
NGL-CONWAY ETHANE (IN-WELL)-OPIS
NGL-CONWAY ETHANE EP (IN-LINE)-OPIS
NGL-CONWAY ETHANE EP (IN-WELL)-OPIS
NGL-CONWAY ETHANE IN E-P (IN-WELL)-OPIS
NGL-CONWAY ISOBUTANE (IN-LINE)-OPIS
NGL-CONWAY ISOBUTANE (IN-WELL)-OPIS
NGL-CONWAY N. BUTANE (IN-LINE)-OPIS
NGL-CONWAY N. BUTANE (IN-WELL)-OPIS
NGL-CONWAY N. GAS (IN-LINE)-OPIS
NGL-CONWAY N. GAS (IN-WELL)-OPIS
NGL-CONWAY PROPANE (IN-LINE)-OPIS
NGL-CONWAY PROPANE (IN-WELL)-OPIS
NGL-CONWAY/GROUP 140 PROPANE-OPIS
NGL-ETHANE (TAILGATE)-GRANGER FACILITY
NGL-ETHANE (TAILGATE)-HIGHLIGHT FACILITY
NGL-ETHANE (TAILGATE)-HUGOTON FACILITY
NGL-ETHANE (TAILGATE)-MGR FACILITY
NGL-ETHANE (TAILGATE)-NEWCASTLE FACILITY
NGL-ETHANE (TAILGATE)-WATTENBERG FACILITY
NGL-ETHANE/N. BUTANE MIX-OPIS
NGL-ETHANE/N. GASOLINE MIX-OPIS
NGL-EUROPEAN LPG PROPANE (NORTHWEST EUROPE: CIF 7000 + MT)-PLATTS LPGASWIRE
NGL-EUROPEAN LPG PROPANE (NORTHWEST EUROPE: FOB ARA)-PLATTS LPGASWIRE
NGL-HATTSBURG PROPANE (IN-LINE)-OPIS
NGL-ISOBUTANE (TAILGATE)-GRANGER FACILITY
NGL-ISOBUTANE (TAILGATE)-HIGHLIGHT FACILITY
NGL-ISOBUTANE (TAILGATE)-HUGOTON FACILITY
NGL-ISOBUTANE (TAILGATE)-MGR FACILITY
NGL-ISOBUTANE (TAILGATE)-NEWCASTLE FACILITY
NGL-ISOBUTANE (TAILGATE)-WATTENBERG FACILITY
NGL-ISOM GRADEL ISOBUTANE-OPIS
NGL-ISOM GRADEL N. BUTANE
NGL-ISOM GRADEL N. BUTANE/ISOBUTANE-OPIS
NGL-ISOM GRADEL N. BUTANE-OPIS
NGL-MONT BELVIEU EP MIX-OPIS
NGL-MONT BELVIEU ETHYLENE (WILLIAMS)-OPIS
NGL-MONT BELVIEU ISOBUTANE (NON-TET)-OPIS
NGL-MONT BELVIEU ISOBUTANE (TET)-OPIS
NGL-MONT BELVIEU N. BUTANE (NON-TET)-OPIS
NGL-MONT BELVIEU N. BUTANE (NON-TET)-OPIS/OIL-WTI-NYMEX
NGL-MONT BELVIEU N. BUTANE (TET)-OPIS
NGL-MONT BELVIEU N. GAS (NON-TET)-OPIS
NGL-MONT BELVIEU N. GAS (NON-TET)-OPIS/NAPHTHA PHYSICAL-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS
ARA-PLATTS EUROPEAN
NGL-MONT BELVIEU N. GAS (NON-TET)-OPIS/OIL-WTI-NYMEX
NGL-MONT BELVIEU N. GAS (TET)-OPIS
NGL-MONT BELVIEU NATURAL GASOLINE (PENTANE)-PLATTS U.S.
NGL-MONT BELVIEU PROPANE (NON-TET)-OPIS
NGL-MONT BELVIEU PROPANE (NON-TET)-OPIS/GASOLINE-RBOB-NEW YORK-NYMEX
NGL-MONT BELVIEU PROPANE (NON-TET)-OPIS/NAPHTHA JAPAN (C+F)-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC
NGL-MONT BELVIEU PROPANE (NON-TET)-OPIS/NGL-PROPANE (EUROPE: CIF ARA LARGE CARGOES)-ARGUS LPG
NGL-MONT BELVIEU PROPANE (NON-TET)-OPIS/OIL-WTI-NYMEX
NGL-MONT BELVIEU PROPANE (OTHER NON-TET)-OPIS
NGL-MONT BELVIEU PROPANE (TET)-OPIS
NGL-MONT BELVIEU PROPANE (TET)-OPIS/GASOLINE-RBOB-NEW YORK-NYMEX
NGL-MONT BELVIEU PROPANE (TET)-OPIS/NGL-PROPANE (EUROPE)-ARGUS LPG
NGL-MONT BELVIEU PROPANE (TET)-OPIS/NGL-PROPANE (EUROPE: CIF ARA LARGE CARGOES)-ARGUS LPG
NGL-MONT BELVIEU PROPANE (TET)-OPIS/NGL-PROPANE (FAR EAST INDEX)-ARGUS LPG
NGL-MONT BELVIEU PURITY ETHANE (NON-TET)-OPIS
NGL-MONT BELVIEU PURITY ETHANE-OPIS
NGL-MONT BELVIEU PURITY ETHANE-OPIS/NGL-MONT BELVIEU PURITY ETHYLENE (WILLIAMS)-PETROCHEM WIRE CALENDAR AVERAGE
NGL-MONT BELVIEU PURITY ETHYLENE (WILLIAMS)-PETROCHEM WIRE CALENDAR AVERAGE
NGL-MONT BELVIEU RIVER N. GAS-OPIS
NGL-N. BUTANE (TAILGATE)-GRANGER FACILITY
NGL-N. BUTANE (TAILGATE)-HILIGHT FACILITY
NGL-N. BUTANE (TAILGATE)-HUGOTON FACILITY
NGL-N. BUTANE (TAILGATE)-MGR FACILITY
NGL-N. BUTANE (TAILGATE)-NEWCASTLE FACILITY
NGL-N. BUTANE (TAILGATE)-WATTENBERG FACILITY
NGL-N. BUTANE/N. GASOLINE MIX-OPIS
NGL-N. BUTANE/PROPANE MIX-OPIS
NGL-N. GASOLINE
NGL-N. GASOLINE (TAILGATE)-GRANGER FACILITY
NGL-N. GASOLINE (TAILGATE)-HILIGHT FACILITY
NGL-N. GASOLINE (TAILGATE)-HUGOTON FACILITY
NGL-N. GASOLINE (TAILGATE)-MGR FACILITY
NGL-N. GASOLINE (TAILGATE)-NEWCASTLE FACILITY
NGL-N. GASOLINE (TAILGATE)-WATTENBERG FACILITY
NGL-N. GASOLINE NON TARGA (MONT BELVIEU)-PLATTS U.S.
NGL-N. GASOLINE/N. BUTANE MIX-OPIS
NGL-NAPOLEONVILLE ETHANE (in E-P)-OPIS
NGL-NAPOLEONVILLE ISOBUTANE-OPIS
NGL-NAPOLEONVILLE N. BUTANE-OPIS
NGL-NAPOLEONVILLE N. GASOLINE-OPIS
NGL-NAPOLEONVILLE PROPANE-OPIS
NGL-NAPOLEONVILLE PURITY ETHANE-OPIS
NGL-NON LST MONT BELVIEU N. GAS (NON TARGA)-PLATTS MARKETSCAN
NGL-PROPANE (EUROPE)-ARGUS LPG
NGL-PROPANE (EUROPE)-ARGUS LPG/GASOLINE-EUROBOB OXY-BARGES-ARGUS
EUROPEAN PRODUCTS REPORT
NGL-PROPANE (EUROPE)-ARGUS LPG/NAPHTHA PHYSICAL-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-PLATTS EUROPEAN
NGL-PROPANE (EUROPEAN LPG: NWE FOB SEAGOING)-PLATTS LPGASWIRE
NGL-PROPANE (FAR EAST INDEX)-ARGUS LPG
NGL-PROPANE (FAR EAST INDEX)-ARGUS LPG/NAPHTHA JAPAN (C+F)-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC
NGL-PROPANE (FAR EAST INDEX)-ARGUS LPG/NGL-PROPANE (EUROPE)-ARGUS LPG
NGL-PROPANE (INTERNATIONAL COMPARISONS: NORTH SEA INDEX, ANSI)-ARGUS LPG
NGL-PROPANE (INTERNATIONAL COMPARISONS: SONATRACH FOB BETHIOUA)-ARGUS LPG
NGL-PROPANE (NORTH SEA BP)-ARGUS LPG
NGL-PROPANE (SAUDI ARAMCO)-ARGUS LPG
NGL-PROPANE (SAUDI ARAMCO)-ARGUS LPG/NAPHTHA JAPAN (C+F)-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC
NGL-PROPANE (SAUDI ARAMCO)-ARGUS LPG/OIL-DUBAI-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
NGL-PROPANE (TAILGATE)-GRANGER FACILITY
NGL-PROPANE (TAILGATE)-HIGHLIGHT FACILITY
NGL-PROPANE (TAILGATE)-HUGOTON FACILITY
NGL-PROPANE (TAILGATE)-MGR FACILITY
NGL-PROPANE (TAILGATE)-NEWCASTLE FACILITY
NGL-PROPANE (TAILGATE)-WATTENBERG FACILITY
NGL-PROPANE/N. GASOLINE MIX-OPIS
NGL-REFINERY GRADE N. BUTANE-OPIS
NICKEL
NICKEL-LME 15 MONTH
NICKEL-LME 27 MONTH
NICKEL-LME 3 MONTH
NICKEL-LME CASH
OATS-CBOT
OFF ROAD DIESEL-COLONIAL-ARGUS US PRODUCTS
OIL- BRENT URAL (MED)-PLATT'S MARKETWIRE/OIL-BRENT (MED DTD)-PLATT'S OILGRAM
OIL-[WEIGHTED AVERAGE] OIL-WCS-NGX [AND] OIL-WCS-NET ENERGY
OIL-AMERICAS (MAYA TO USG)-PLATTS LATIN AMERICAN WIRE
OIL-AMERICAS (MAYA TO USG)-PLATTS LATIN AMERICAN WIRE/OIL-WTI-NYMEX
OIL-ANS-ARGUS
OIL-ANS-ARGUS/OIL-BRENT-ICE
OIL-ANS-ARGUS/OIL-WTI-NYMEX
OIL-ANS-PLATTS
OIL-ANS-PLATTS OILGRAM
OIL-ANS-PLATTS OILGRAM/OIL-WTI-NYMEX
OIL-ASCI (DIFF)-ARGUS
OIL-ASCI (DIFF)-ARGUS/OIL-WTI-NYMEX
OIL-ASCI (WEIGHTED AVERAGE)-ARGUS
OIL-ASCI (WEIGHTED AVERAGE)-ARGUS/OIL-WTI-NYMEX
OIL-ASCI-ARGUS
OIL-ASCI-ARGUS/OIL-BRENT (FIRST MONTH)-ICE
OIL-ASCI-ARGUS/OIL-WTI-ICE
OIL-ASCI-ICE
OIL-ASIA (MAYA)-PLATTS LATIN AMERICAN WIRE
OIL-ASIA (MAYA)-PLATTS LATIN AMERICAN WIRE/OIL-WTI-NYMEX
OIL-BAKKEN (US GULF COAST AND MIDCONTINENT PIPELINE) DIFF LOW AND DIFF HIGH-ARGUS CRUDE
OIL-BAKKEN (US GULF COAST AND MIDCONTINENT PIPELINE) DIFF LOW AND DIFF HIGH-ARGUS CRUDE/OIL-WTI-ICE
OIL-BAKKEN SWEET (CLEARBROOK, MINNESOTA)-NET ENERGY CANADIAN MONTHLY INDEX/OIL-WTI (CALENDAR MONTH AVG)-NYMEX
OIL-BLACK SEA CPC BLEND CIF (MED SPOT)-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
OIL-BLACK SEA CPC BLEND CIF (MED SPOT)-PLATTS MARKETWIRE/OIL-MED DTD STRIP (FORWARD DTD BRENT)-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
OIL-BONITO-ARGUS
OIL-BOW RIVER HARDISTY-CENOVUS
OIL-BRENT
OIL-BRENT (DTD NORTH SEA)-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
OIL-BRENT (DTD NORTH SEA)-PLATTS MARKETWIRE/OIL-BRENT (DTD NORTH SEA)-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
OIL-BRENT (DTD)-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
OIL-BRENT (DTD)-PLATTS MARKETWIRE/BFOE (PLATTS) FOURTH MONTH
OIL-BRENT (DTD)-PLATTS MARKETWIRE/GAS OIL-0.05 SINGAPORE-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC
OIL-BRENT (DTD)-PLATTS MARKETWIRE/OIL-ARDJUNA-RIM INTELLIGENCE CRUDE
OIL-BRENT (DTD)-PLATTS MARKETWIRE/OIL-BRENT (APR)-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
OIL-BRENT (SAME DAY)-ICE
OIL-BRENT (SECOND MONTH)-ICE
OIL-BRENT (SECOND MONTH)-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
OIL-BRENT (THIRD MONTH)-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
OIL-BRENT (WEIGHTED AVERAGE)-ICE
OIL-BRENT AFTERNOON MARKER (ONE MINUTE)-ICE
OIL-BRENT AFTERNOON MARKER (ONE MINUTE)-ICE/OIL-DURI (HEAVY CRUDE)-PLATTS
ASIA-PACIFIC/ARAB GULF MARKETSCAN
OIL-BRENT AFTERNOON MARKER (ONE MINUTE)-ICE/OIL-MINAS-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
OIL-BRENT AFTERNOON MARKER (ONE MINUTE)-ICE/OIL-SUMATRAN LIGHT-APPI
OIL-BRENT NX AFTERNOON MARKER (ONE MINUTE)-ICE
OIL-BRENT NX-ICE
OIL-BRENT NX-ICE/OIL-DUBAI-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
OIL-BRENT ONE MINUTE MARKER (THIRD MONTH)-ICE
OIL-BRENT ONE MINUTE MARKER (THIRD MONTH)-ICE/OIL-BRENT-ICE
OIL-BRENT SING AFTERNOON MARKER (ONE MINUTE)-ICE
OIL-BRENT SING AFTERNOON MARKER (ONE MINUTE)-ICE/OIL-SENIPAH CON-RIM
INTELLIGENCE CRUDE
OIL-BRENT SING AFTERNOON MARKER (ONE MINUTE)-ICE/OIL-SUMATRA LIGHT-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
OIL-BRENT URAL (MED)-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
OIL-BRENT/BFOE-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
OIL-BRENT/BFOE-PLATTS MARKETWIRE/OIL-WEEKLY BRENT (DTD)-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
OIL-BRENT-ICE
OIL-BRENT-ICE/DIESEL FUEL-GULF COAST LOW SULFUR (PIPELINE)-PLATTS U.S.
OIL-BRENT-ICE/GAS OIL-0.05 SINGAPORE-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC
OIL-BRENT-ICE/NGL-MONT BELVIEU N. GAS (NON-TET)-OPIS
OIL-BRENT-ICE/OIL-BRENT (WEIGHTED AVERAGE)-ICE
OIL-BRENT-ICE/OIL-DAILY BRENT (DTD)-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
OIL-BRENT-ICE/OIL-DUBAI-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
OIL-BRENT-ICE/OIL-SUMATRAN LIGHT (50% OIL-MINAS-RIM INTELLIGENCE + 50% OIL-MINAS-PLATTS MARKETWIRE)-ICP
OIL-BRENT-ICE/OIL-WTI-ICE
OIL-BRENT-PLATTS MARKETWIRE, TRADE DATE
OIL-BRENT-PLATTS MARKETWIRE, TRADE DATE/OIL-BRENT (APR)-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
OIL-BRENT-PLATTS MARKETWIRE, TRADE DATE/OIL-BRENT (AUG)-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
OIL-BRENT-PLATTS MARKETWIRE, TRADE DATE/OIL-BRENT (DEC)-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
OIL-BRENT-PLATTS MARKETWIRE, TRADE DATE/OIL-BRENT (FEB)-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
OIL-BRENT-PLATTS MARKETWIRE, TRADE DATE/OIL-BRENT (JAN)-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
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OIL-BRENT-PLATTS MARKETWIRE, TRADE DATE/OIL-BRENT (JUL)-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
OIL-BRENT-PLATTS MARKETWIRE, TRADE DATE/OIL-BRENT (JUN)-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
OIL-BRENT-PLATTS MARKETWIRE, TRADE DATE/OIL-BRENT (MAR)-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
OIL-BRENT-PLATTS MARKETWIRE, TRADE DATE/OIL-BRENT (MAY)-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
OIL-BRENT-PLATTS MARKETWIRE, TRADE DATE/OIL-BRENT (NOV)-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
OIL-BRENT-PLATTS MARKETWIRE, TRADE DATE/OIL-BRENT (OCT)-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
OIL-BRENT-PLATTS MARKETWIRE, TRADE DATE/OIL-BRENT (SEP)-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
OIL-CANADIAN HEAVY CRUDE OIL-NET ENERGY
OIL-CANADIAN HEAVY CRUDE OIL-NET ENERGY/OIL-WCC-NYMEX
OIL-CDI-NET ENERGY
OIL-CDI-NET ENERGY/OIL-WTI (DIFF CMA AVG)-NYMEX
OIL-DAILY BRENT (DTD)-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
OIL-DAILY BRENT (DTD)-PLATTS MARKETWIRE/OIL-BRENT-ICE
OIL-DAILY BRENT-ICE
OIL-DUBAI-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
OIL-DUBAI-PLATTS MARKETWIRE/OIL-ARDJUNA-RIM INTELLIGENCE CRUDE
OIL-DUBAI-PLATTS MARKETWIRE/OIL-DUBAI-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
OIL-DUBAI-PLATTS MARKETWIRE/OIL-MURBAN-OMAN MINISTRY OF GAS OFFICIAL PRICE
OIL-DUBAI-PLATTS MARKETWIRE/OIL-SENIPAH CON-RIM INTELLIGENCE CRUDE
OIL-ESPO BLEND (DIFF)-ARGUS
OIL-ESPO BLEND (DIFF)-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
OIL-ESPO BLEND-ARGUS
OIL-ESPO BLEND-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
OIL-EUGENE ISLAND-ARGUS
OIL-EUGENE ISLAND-PLATTS OILGRAM
OIL-EUGENE ISLAND-PLATTS OILGRAM/OIL-WTI-PLATTS OILGRAM
OIL-EUROPE (MAYA)-PLATTS LATIN AMERICAN WIRE
OIL-EUROPE (MAYA)-PLATTS LATIN AMERICAN WIRE/OIL-WTI-NYMEX
OIL-HLS-ARGUS
OIL-JCC-9 DIGIT PROVISIONAL
OIL-JCC-9 DIGIT PROVISIONAL (TRADE STATISTICS REFERENCE ROOM)-JAPANESE MINISTRY OF FINANCE
OIL-JCC-9 DIGIT PROVISIONAL-USD
OIL-JCC-DETAILED
OIL-JCC-DETAILED FIXED (TRADE STATISTICS REFERENCE ROOM)-JAPANESE MINISTRY OF FINANCE
OIL-JCC-DETAILED PROVISIONAL (TRADE STATISTICS REFERENCE ROOM)-JAPANESE MINISTRY OF FINANCE
OIL-OMAN-DME
OIL-OMAN-DME/OIL-DUBAI-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
OIL-OMAN-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
OIL-OMAN-PLATTS MARKETWIRE/OIL-DUBAI-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
OIL-PAR EDMONTON-IMPERIAL OIL
OIL-PAR EDMONTON-IMPERIAL OIL/OIL-LIGHT SWEET EDMONTON-SHELL CANADA/OIL-LIGHT SWEET EDMONTON-SUNCOR ENERGY
OIL-POSEIDON-ARGUS
OIL-SERIA LIGHT-OSP
OIL-SERIA LIGHT-OSP/OIL-TAPIS-APPI
OIL-SOUTHERN GREEN CANYON-ARGUS
OIL-Spread vs DTD Brent (URAL MED)-PLATT'S MARKETWIRE
OIL-SUMATRAN LIGHT (50% OIL-MINAS-APPI + 50% OIL-MINAS-PLATTS MARKETWIRE)-APPI + PLATTS
OIL-SUMATRAN LIGHT-APPI
OIL-TAPIS-APPI
OIL-TAPIS-APPI/OIL-BRENT-ICE
OIL-TAPIS-APPI/OIL-DUBAI-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
OIL-TAPIS-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
OIL-THUNDERHORSE-ARGUS
OIL-TMX C5 (1A)-NGX
OIL-TMX C5 (1A)-NGX/OIL-WTI-DIFF CMA NYM (WTD AVG)-ARGUS
OIL-TMX C5 (1B)-NGX
OIL-TMX C5 (1B)-NGX/OIL-WTI-DIFF CMA NYM (WTD AVG)-ARGUS
OIL-TMX LSB (1A)-NGX
OIL-TMX SW (1A)-NGX
OIL-TMX SW (1A)-NGX/OIL-WTI-NYMEX
OIL-TMX SYN (1A)-NGX
OIL-TMX SYN (1A)-NGX/OIL-WTI-DIFF CMA NYM (WTD AVG)-ARGUS
OIL-TMX SYN (1B)-NGX
OIL-TMX SYN (1B)-NGX/OIL-WTI-DIFF CMA NYM (WTD AVG)-ARGUS
OIL-TMX UHC (1A)-NGX/OIL-WTI-NYMEX
OIL-TMX UHC (1B)-NGX
OIL-TMX WCS (1A)-NGX
OIL-TMX WCS (1B)-NGX
OIL-TMX WCS (1B)-NGX/OIL-WTI-DIFF CMA NYM (WTD AVG)-ARGUS
OIL-UPPER ZAKUM-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
OIL-URALS RCMB
OIL-URALS RCMB/OIL-BRENT (DTD)-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
OIL-URALS RCMB-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
OIL-URALS RCMB-PLATTS MARKETWIRE/OIL-BRENT (DTD)-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
OIL-URALS ROTTERDAM (SPREAD VS FWD DTD BRENT)-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
OIL-URALS ROTTERDAM-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
OIL-URALS ROTTERDAM-PLATTS MARKETWIRE/OIL-BRENT (MED DTD STRIP)-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
OIL-WCS CUSHING (US GULF COAST AND MIDCONTINENT PIPELINE)-ARGUS US PRODUCTS
OIL-WCS CUSHING (US GULF COAST AND MIDCONTINENT PIPELINE)-ARGUS US PRODUCTS/OIL-WTI-NYMEX
OIL-WCS-NYMEX
OIL-WCS-NYMEX/OIL-WTI-NYMEX
OIL-WEEKLY BRENT (DTD)-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
OIL-WEEKLY BRENT (DTD)-PLATTS MARKETWIRE/OIL-BRENT/BFOE (FIRST MONTH)-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
OIL-WEEKLY BRENT (DTD)-PLATTS MARKETWIRE/OIL-BRENT/BFOE (THIRD MONTH)-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
OIL-WTI (HOUSTON, DIFF WTD AVG)-ARGUS
OIL-WTI (NON-COMMODITY/PRECEDING BUSINESS DAYS)-NYMEX
OIL-WTI (SAME DAY)-NYMEX
OIL-WTI FORMULA BASIS-ARGUS
OIL-WTI FORMULA BASIS-ARGUS/OIL-WTI-NYMEX
OIL-WTI HOUSTON-ARGUS
OIL-WTI MIDLAND (DIFF WTD AVG)-ARGUS
OIL-WTI MIDLAND (DIFF WTD AVG)-ARGUS/OIL-WTI-FORMULA BASIS-ARGUS
OIL-WTI MIDLAND (WTD AVG)-ARGUS
OIL-WTI MIDLAND (WTD AVG)-ARGUS/OIL-WTI-ICE
OIL-WTI MIDLAND (WTD AVG)-ARGUS/OIL-WTI-NYMEX
OIL-WTI MIDLAND (WTD AVG)-ARGUS/OIL-WTS (WTD AVG)-ARGUS
OIL-WTI MIDLAND-ARGUS
OIL-WTI MIDLAND-ARGUS/OIL-WTI-ARGUS
OIL-WTI-ARGUS
OIL-WTI-DIFF CMA NYM (WTD AVG)-ARGUS
OIL-WTI-FORMULA BASIS-ARGUS
OIL-WTI-ICE
OIL-WTI-ICE/OIL-BRENT NX-ICE
OIL-WTI-NYMEX
OIL-WTI-NYMEX, TRADE DATE, DELIVERY MONTH
OIL-WTI-NYMEX/BLEND NGX-NE.SPR.WTI.EDMONTON.DIFF.AB
OIL-WTI-NYMEX/BLEND NGX-NE.SPR.WTI.EDMONTON.DIFF.FL.WA
OIL-WTI-NYMEX/OIL-ASCI-ARGUS
OIL-WTI-NYMEX/OIL-BRENT (DTD)-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
OIL-WTI-NYMEX/OIL-BRENT-ICE
OIL-WTI-NYMEX/OIL-CAL-NGX/OIL-CAL-NET ENERGY
OIL-WTI-NYMEX/OIL-COND WADF-ENBRIDGE/OIL-COND WADF-DRAYTON VALLEY/OIL-COND-NGX/OIL-COND-NET ENERGY
OIL-WTI-NYMEX/OIL-COND WADF-ENBRIDGE/OIL-COND WADF-FORT SASK
OIL-WTI-NYMEX/OIL-COND WADF-ENBRIDGE/OIL-COND WADF-FORT SASK/OIL-COND-NGX
OIL-WTI-NYMEX/OIL-COND WADF-ENBRIDGE/OIL-COND WADF-FORT SASK/OIL-COND-NGX/OIL-COND-NET ENERGY
OIL-WTI-NYMEX/OIL-COND WADF-ENBRIDGE/OIL-COND WADF-PEACE
OIL-WTI-NYMEX/OIL-COND WADF-ENBRIDGE/OIL-COND WADF-PEACE/OIL-COND-NGX
OIL-WTI-NYMEX/OIL-COND WADF-ENBRIDGE/OIL-COND WADF-PEACE/OIL-COND-NGX/OIL-COND-NET ENERGY
OIL-WTI-NYMEX/OIL-COND WADF-ENBRIDGE/OIL-COND WADF-RAINBOW/OIL-COND-NGX
OIL-WTI-NYMEX/OIL-COND WADF-ENBRIDGE/OIL-COND WADF-RANGE/OIL-COND-NGX/OIL-COND-NET ENERGY
OIL-WTI-NYMEX/OIL-COND-NGX/OIL-COND-NET ENERGY
OIL-WTI-NYMEX/OIL-DUBAI-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
OIL-WTI-NYMEX/OIL-KOCH-NGX/OIL-KOCH-NET ENERGY
OIL-WTI-NYMEX/OIL-LSB WADF-ENBRIDGE/OIL-LSB WADF-ENBRIDGE WESTSPUR
OIL-WTI-NYMEX/OIL-LSB WADF-ENBRIDGE/OIL-LSB WADF-ENBRIDGE WESTSPUR/OIL-LSB-NGX/OIL-LSB-NET ENERGY
OIL-WTI-NYMEX/OIL-LSB-NGX/OIL-LSB NET ENERGY
OIL-WTI-NYMEX/OIL-MIDALE WADF-ENBRIDGE/OIL-BONNIE GLEN WADF-BONNIE GLEN
OIL-WTI-NYMEX/OIL-MIDALE WADF-ENBRIDGE/OIL-MIDALE WADF-ENBRIDGE WESTSPUR
OIL-WTI-NYMEX/OIL-MIDALE WADF-ENBRIDGE/OIL-MIDALE WADF-ENBRIDGE WESTSPUR/OIL-MIDALE-NGX/OIL-MIDALE-NET ENERGY
OIL-WTI-NYMEX/OIL-MIDALE WADF-ENBRIDGE/OIL-RAINBOW WADF-RAINBOW
OIL-WTI-NYMEX/OIL-MIDALE-NGX/OIL-MIDALE-NET ENERGY
OIL-WTI-NYMEX/OIL-MSW WADF-ENBRIDGE/OIL-COND WADF-PEACE
OIL-WTI-NYMEX/OIL-MSW WADF-ENBRIDGE/OIL-MSW WADF-MID SASK/OIL-MSW-NET ENERGY
OIL-WTI-NYMEX/OIL-MSW WADF-ENBRIDGE/OIL-PEACE WADF-PEACE
OIL-WTI-NYMEX/OIL-MSW WADF-ENBRIDGE/OIL-PEACE WADF-PEACE/OIL-MSW-NGX
OIL-WTI-NYMEX/OIL-MSW WADF-ENBRIDGE/OIL-PEACE WADF-PEACE/OIL-MSW-NGX/OIL-
MSW-NET ENERGY

OIL-WTI-NYMEX/OIL-MSW WADF-ENBRIDGE/OIL-PEMBINA WADF-DRAYTON VALLEY
OIL-WTI-NYMEX/OIL-MSW WADF-ENBRIDGE/OIL-PEMBINA WADF-DRAYTON VALLEY/OIL-MSW-
NGX
OIL-WTI-NYMEX/OIL-MSW WADF-ENBRIDGE/OIL-PEMBINA WADF-SYNRUDE
OIL-WTI-NYMEX/OIL-MSW WADF-ENBRIDGE/OIL-RAINBOW WADF-RAINBOW
OIL-WTI-NYMEX/OIL-MSW WADF-ENBRIDGE/OIL-RAINBOW WADF-RAINBOW/OIL-MSW-
NGX/OIL-MSW-NET ENERGY
OIL-WTI-NYMEX/OIL-MSW WADF-ENBRIDGE/OIL-SWAN HILLS WADF-SWAN HILLS
OIL-WTI-NYMEX/OIL-MSW WADF-ENBRIDGE/OIL-SWAN HILLS WADF-SWAN HILLS/OIL-MSW-
NGX/OIL-MSW-NET ENERGY
OIL-WTI-NYMEX/OIL-MSW WADF-TRANSMOUNTAIN/OIL-MSW WADF-ENBRIDGE
OIL-WTI-NYMEX/OIL-NGX BLENDED DIFF-CLEARBROOK, MN UHC-NET ENERGY/OIL-NE2-NGX
DIFF
OIL-WTI-NYMEX/OIL-NGX BLENDED DIFF-HARDISTY, AB CLK-NET ENERGY/OIL-ENBRIDGE-
DELTA EDMONTON TARIFF, AB HARDISTY-AB CLK-NGX DIFF
OIL-WTI-NYMEX/OIL-NORTH DAKOTA SWEET-NGX/OIL-NORTH DAKOTA SWEET-NET ENERGY
(WTD AVG)
OIL-WTI-NYMEX/OIL-PEACE-NGX/OIL-PEACE-NET ENERGY
OIL-WTI-NYMEX/OIL-SYNRUDE-NET ENERGY
OIL-WTI-NYMEX/OIL-SYNRUDE-NGX
OIL-WTI-NYMEX/OIL-SYNRUDE-NGX/OIL-SYNRUDE-NET ENERGY
OIL-WTI-NYMEX/OIL-SYNRUDE-NGX/OIL-SYNRUDE-NET ENERGY/OIL-TRANS ADJ-
EDMONTON HARDISTY-ENBRIDGE
OIL-WTI-NYMEX/OIL-WCS-NET ENERGY
OIL-WTI-NYMEX/OIL-WCS-NGX
OIL-WTI-NYMEX/OIL-WCS-NGX/OIL-COLDLAKE-NGX
OIL-WTI-NYMEX/OIL-WCS-NGX/OIL-WCS-NET ENERGY
OIL-WTI-NYMEX/OIL-WTI (SECOND MONTH)-NYMEX
OIL-WTI-PHILLIPS 66
OIL-WTI-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
OIL-WTS-ARGUS
OIL-WTS-ARGUS/OIL-BRENT-ICE
OIL-WTS-ARGUS/OIL-WTI-ARGUS
OIL-WTS-ARGUS/OIL-WTI-FORMULA BASIS-ARGUS
OIL-WTS-ARGUS/OIL-WTI-NYMEX
OIL-WTS-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
OIL-WTS-PLATTS MARKETWIRE/OIL-WTI-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
PACITR
PALLADIUM
PALLADIUM GDF
PALLADIUM SPONGE
PALLADIUM-A.M. FIX
PALLADIUM-COMEX
PALLADIUM-LOCO ZURICH
PALLADIUM-NYMEX
PALLADIUM-P.M. FIX
PARAXYLENE-CMAI
PETROCHEMICAL-ASIA PACIFIC CFR CHINA SPOT TOLUENE-LB-CMAI
PETROCHEMICAL-ASIA PACIFIC CFR CHINA SPOT TOLUENE-TON-CMAI
PETROCHEMICAL-ASIA PACIFIC FOB KOREA SPOT TOLUENE-LB-CMAI
PETROCHEMICAL-ASIA PACIFIC FOB KOREA SPOT TOLUENE-TON-CMAI
PETROCHEMICAL-CFR ASIA PARAXYLENE-ICIS
PETROCHEMICAL-CFR TAIWAN
PETROCHEMICAL-CFR TAIWAN/CHINA PARAXYLENE-PLATTS ASIAN PETROCHEMICALSCAN
PETROCHEMICAL-CFR TAIWAN/CHINA PARAXYLENE-PLATTS ASIAN PETROCHEMICALSCAN/NAPHTHA JAPAN (C+F)-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC
PETROCHEMICAL-HDPE BMLDG POLYETHYLENE BMLDG (FRANCE)-PLATTS POLYMERSCAN
PETROCHEMICAL-HIGH DENSITY POLYETHYLENE (BLOW MOLDING, COPOLYMER CONTRACT MKT, HC BULK, EX DISCOUNTS, RE)-LB-CMAI GLOBAL PLASTICS AND POLYMERS REPORT
PETROCHEMICAL-HIGH DENSITY POLYETHYLENE (BLOW MOULDING FD EU)-LOW QUOTATION-ICIS
PETROCHEMICAL-HIGH DENSITY POLYETHYLENE RESIN (GP, HIC, BLOW MOLDING, HC, FRT ALLD)-CDI
PETROCHEMICAL-HIGH DENSITY POLYPROPYLENE (BLOW MOLDING, COPOLYMER CONTRACT MKT, HC BULK, EX DISCOUNTS, RE)-LB-CMAI GLOBAL PLASTICS AND POLYMERS REPORT
PETROCHEMICAL-LDPE GP FILM POLYETHYLENE (FD NWE)-HIGH QUOTATION-ICIS
PETROCHEMICAL-LDPE GP FILM POLYETHYLENE (FD NWE)-LOW QUOTATION-ICIS
PETROCHEMICAL-LDPE GP FILM POLYETHYLENE (FD NWE)-MEAN QUOTATION-ICIS
PETROCHEMICAL-LINEAR LOW DENSITY POLYETHYLENE, BUTANE 1 (GP FILM LINER, HC, FRT ALLD)-CDI
PETROCHEMICAL-LOW DENSITY POLYETHYLENE FILM (FOB HOUSTON)-PETROCHEM WIRE
PETROCHEMICAL-MONOETHYLENE GLYCOL (CFR CHINA ASSESSMENT MAIN PORT)-WEEKLY MEAN QUOTATION-ICIS
PETROCHEMICAL-WEST EUROPE CONTRACT PARAXYLENE-TON-IHS
PETROCHEMICAL-WEST EUROPE SPOT PARAXYLENE-LB-CMAI
PETROCHEMICAL-WEST EUROPE SPOT PARAXYLENE-TON-CMAI
PETROCHEMICAL-WEST EUROPE SPOT TOLUENE NIT-LB-CMAI
PETROCHEMICAL-WEST EUROPE SPOT TOLUENE NIT-TON-CMAI
PLATINUM
PLATINUM GDF
PLATINUM SPONGE
PLATINUM-A.M. FIX
PLATINUM-COMEX
PLATINUM-LOCO ZURICH
PLATINUM-NYMEX
PLATINUM-P.M. FIX
PMCODGTR
PMCOGSTR
PMCOTR
PMYIV
RAPESEED-EURONEXT LIFFE
RENEWABLE VOLUME OBLIGATION-RINS 2013-ARGUS US PRODUCTS
RENEWABLE VOLUME OBLIGATION-RINS 2014-ARGUS US PRODUCTS
RENEWABLE VOLUME OBLIGATION-RINS 2015-ARGUS US PRODUCTS
RENEWABLE VOLUME OBLIGATION-RINS 2016-ARGUS US PRODUCTS
RHODIUM SPONGE
RHODIUM-COMDAQ
RHODIUM-HERAEUS
RHODIUM-JOHNSON MATTHEY
RICE-CBOT
RICIAGER
RICIAGTR
RICIENER
RICIENTR
RICIGLER
RICIGLTR
RICIIMER
RICIIMTR
RICIMEER
RICIMETR
STEEL-BILLET-LME CASH
STEEL-CHINA DOMESTIC HOT ROLLED RIBBED BAR-CCSI
STEEL-CHINA HOT ROLLED COIL-CCSI
STEEL-COLD ROLLED-PLATTS
STEEL-FAR EAST-LME
STEEL-FOB BLACK SEA-PLATTS
STEEL-HOT ROLLED-PLATTS
STEEL-HRC-USA-MIDWEST-CRU (MONTHLY AVERAGE)
STEEL-LME 3 MONTH
STEEL-MEDITERRANEAN-LME
STEEL-MONTHLY-BILLET-CIS EXPORT FOB BLACK SEA-CRU LONG
STEEL-MONTHLY-CRC-GERMANY (EUR)-CNU
STEEL-MONTHLY-CRC-GERMANY (USD)-CNU
STEEL-MONTHLY-CRC-USA-MIDWEST-CRU
STEEL-MONTHLY-HRC-GERMANY (EUR)-CNU
STEEL-MONTHLY-HRC-GERMANY (USD)-CNU
STEEL-MONTHLY-HRC-USA-MIDWEST-CRU
STEEL-MONTHLY-SLAB-EUROPE-CIS-EXPORT-BLACK SEA PORT-CRU
STEEL-MONTHLY-SLAB-LATIN AMERICA-BRAZIL-EXPORT-CRU
STEEL-N. EUROPE (CRC)-THE STEEL INDEX
STEEL-N. EUROPE (HRC)-THE STEEL INDEX
STEEL-S. EUROPE (CRC)-THE STEEL INDEX
STEEL-S. EUROPE (HRC)-THE STEEL INDEX
STEEL-USA (CRC)-THE STEEL INDEX
STEEL-USA (HRC)-THE STEEL INDEX
SUGAR # 11 (WORLD)-NYBOT
SUGAR # 14 (US)-NYBOT
SUGAR-NO. 16-ICE FUTURES
SUISSE MF MILLING WHEAT INDEX EXCESS RETURN (CSMFCAER)
SULPHUR-BASIS CFR CHINA-FMB
SULPHUR-BASIS CFR INDIA-FMB
SULPHUR-BASIS FOB BLACK SEA-FMB
SULPHUR-BASIS FOB MIDDLE EAST-FMB
SULPHUR-BASIS FOB VANCOUVER-FMB
SUNFLOWER SEEDS-SAFEX
SWISS FRANC DAILY HEDGED ALUMINIUM (CALU)
SWISS FRANC DAILY HEDGED BRENT CRUDE (CBRT)
SWISS FRANC DAILY HEDGED COCOA (CCOC)
SWISS FRANC DAILY HEDGED COFFEE (CCOF)
SWISS FRANC DAILY HEDGED COPPER (CCPP)
SWISS FRANC DAILY HEDGED CORN (CCOR)
SWISS FRANC DAILY HEDGED COTTON (CCTN)
SWISS FRANC DAILY HEDGED ENERGY (CEGY)
SWISS FRANC DAILY HEDGED GOLD (CBUL)
SWISS FRANC DAILY HEDGED GRAINS (CGRN)
SWISS FRANC DAILY HEDGED INDUSTRIAL METALS (FDSM)
SWISS FRANC DAILY HEDGED LEAD (CLEA)
SWISS FRANC DAILY HEDGED LONGER DATED AGRICULTURE (CFAG)
SWISS FRANC DAILY HEDGED LONGER DATED ALL COMMODITIES
SWISS FRANC DAILY HEDGED LONGER DATED ENERGY (CFEN)
SWISS FRANC DAILY HEDGED NATURAL GAS (CNGA)
SWISS FRANC DAILY HEDGED NICKEL (CNIK)
SWISS FRANC DAILY HEDGED PLATINUM (CPLT)
SWISS FRANC DAILY HEDGED PRECIOUS METALS DJ UBS FDSM (CPMT)
SWISS FRANC DAILY HEDGED SILVER (CSVR)
SWISS FRANC DAILY HEDGED SOFTS (CSFT)
SWISS FRANC DAILY HEDGED SOYBEANS (COSY)
SWISS FRANC DAILY HEDGED SUGAR (CSUG)
SWISS FRANC DAILY HEDGED TIN (CTIN)
SWISS FRANC DAILY HEDGED WHEAT (CWAT)
SWISS FRANC DAILY HEDGED WTI CRUDE OIL (CCRD)
SWISS FRANC DAILY HEDGED ZINC (CZNC)
TIN
TIN-LME 15 MONTH
TIN-LME 3 MONTH
TIN-LME CASH
TOLUENE-FOB KOREA-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC
TOLUENE-FOB KOREA-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC/NAPHTHA JAPAN (C+F)-PLATTS ASIA-PACIFIC
TOLUENE-CMAI
TURKISH STEEL SCRAP-LME CASH
UAN-30PC BASIS FOT ROUEN-FERTILIZER INDEX
UAN-32PC BASIS FOB NOLA-FMB
UAN-32PC CFR EAST COAST US-FERTILIZER INDEX
UAN-BASIS FOB BARGE NOLA-FERTILIZER INDEX
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL 62-COLONIAL-ARGUS US PRODUCTS
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-10PPM FOB NWE-CARGOES-HIGH QUOTATION-PLATTS EUROPEAN
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-10PPM FOB NWE-CARGOES-LOW QUOTATION-PLATTS EUROPEAN
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-10PPM FOB NWE-CARGOES-PLATTS EUROPEAN
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-10PPM FOB NWE-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-PLATTS EUROPEAN
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-10PPM FOB NWE-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-HIGH QUOTATION-PLATTS EUROPEAN
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-10PPM FOB NWE-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-LOW QUOTATION-PLATTS EUROPEAN
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-10PPM NWE-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-PLATTS EUROPEAN
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-10PPM NWE-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-PLATTS EUROPEAN/GAS OIL-ICE
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-10PPM NWE-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-PLATTS EUROPEAN/JET FUEL-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-PLATTS EUROPEAN
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-10PPM NWE-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-PLATTS EUROPEAN/LOW SULPHUR GAS OIL-ICE
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-10PPM NWE-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-PLATTS EUROPEAN/OIL-BRENT (DTD)-PLATTS MARKETWIRE
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-10PPM NWE-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-PLATTS EUROPEAN/OIL-BRENT-ICE
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-10PPM NWE-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-PLATTS EUROPEAN/ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-NEW YORK HARBOR-ICE
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-10PPM UK-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-HIGH QUOTATION-PLATTS EUROPEAN
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-10PPM UK-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-PLATTS EUROPEAN/BIOFUELS-FAME (RED)-10 FOB ARA NWE-MEAN QUOTATION-PLATTS BIOFUELSSCAN
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-10PPM UK-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-PLATTS EUROPEAN/GAS OIL-ICE
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-10PPM UK-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-PLATTS EUROPEAN/LOW SULPHUR GAS OIL-ICE
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-10PPM-BARGES FOB ROTTERDAM-HIGH QUOTATION-PLATTS EUROPEAN
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-10PPM-BARGES FOB ROTTERDAM-PLATTS EUROPEAN/GAS OIL-ICE
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-10PPM-BARGES FOB ROTTERDAM-PLATTS EUROPEAN/LOW SULPHUR GAS OIL-ICE
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-10PPM-BARGES FOB ROTTERDAM-PLATTS EUROPEAN/OIL-BRENT-ICE
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-10PPM-BARGES FOB ROTTERDAM-PLATTS EUROPEAN/ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-10PPM-BARGES FOB ROTTERDAM-PLATTS EUROPEAN
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-10PPM-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-PLATTS EUROPEAN
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-10PPM-BARGES FOB ROTTERDAM-PLATTS EUROPEAN/ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-NEW YORK HARBOR-ICE
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-10PPM-Cargoes CIF NWE
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-10PPM-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-HIGH QUOTATION-PLATTS EUROPEAN
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-10PPM-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-LOW QUOTATION-PLATTS EUROPEAN
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-10PPM-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-MEAN QUOTATION-PLATTS EUROPEAN
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-10PPM-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-PLATTS EUROPEAN/GAS OIL-ICE
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-10PPM-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-PLATTS EUROPEAN/LOW SULPHUR GAS OIL-ICE
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-10PPM-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-PLATTS EUROPEAN/ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-10PPM-BARGES FOB ROTTERDAM-PLATTS EUROPEAN
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-10PPM-CIF MED (GENOVA)
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-10PPM-CIF MED (GENOVA/LAVERA)-HIGH QUOTATION-PLATTS EUROPEAN
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-10PPM-CIF MED (GENOVA/LAVERA)-LOW QUOTATION-PLATTS EUROPEAN/GAS OIL-ICE
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-10PPM-CIF MED (GENOVA/LAVERA)-PLATTS EUROPEAN/LOW SULPHUR GAS OIL-ICE
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-10PPM-CIF MED (GENOVA/LAVERA)-PLATTS EUROPEAN/ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-NEW YORK HARBOR-ICE
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-10PPM-FOB MED (ITALY)-HIGH QUOTATION-PLATTS EUROPEAN
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-10PPM-FOB MED (ITALY)-LOW QUOTATION-PLATTS EUROPEAN/GAS OIL-ICE
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-10PPM-FOB MED (ITALY)-PLATTS EUROPEAN
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-10PPM-FOB MED (ITALY)-PLATTS EUROPEAN/GAS OIL-ICE
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-10PPM-FOB MED (ITALY)-PLATTS EUROPEAN/LOW SULPHUR GAS OIL-ICE
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-10PPM-FOB MED (ITALY)-PLATTS EUROPEAN/OIL-BRENT-ICE
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-10PPM-FOB MED (ITALY)-PLATTS EUROPEAN/ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-10PPM CIF MED (GENOVA/LAVERA)-PLATTS EUROPEAN
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-50PPM FRENCH-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-PLATTS EUROPEAN
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-50PPM FRENCH-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-PLATTS EUROPEAN/GAS OIL-ICE
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-50PPM UK-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-PLATTS EUROPEAN
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-50PPM UK-CARGOES CIF NWE/BASIS ARA-PLATTS EUROPEAN/GAS OIL-ICE
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-50PPM-CIF MED (GENOVA/LAVERA)-PLATTS EUROPEAN
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-50PPM-CIF MED (GENOVA/LAVERA)-PLATTS EUROPEAN/GAS OIL-ICE
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-50PPM-CIF MED (GENOVA/LAVERA)-PLATTS EUROPEAN/ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-50PPM FRENCH-ARGUS US PRODUCTS/HEATING OIL-NO. 2-ICE
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-ATLANTIC COAST NEW YORK BARGE (ULS DIESEL PROMPT)-ARGUS US PRODUCTS
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-ATLANTIC COAST NEW YORK BARGE (ULS DIESEL PROMPT)-ARGUS US PRODUCTS/HEATING OIL-NO. 2-ICE
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-ATLANTIC COAST NYH (CPL LINDEN)-PLATTS U.S./HEATING OIL-NEW YORK-NYMEX
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-CHICAGO-ARGUS US PRODUCTS
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-CHICAGO-PLATTS U.S.
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-COLONIAL-ARGUS US PRODUCTS
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-COLONIAL-ARGUS US PRODUCTS/HEATING OIL-NEW YORK-NYMEX
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-GC-ULSD 62 (CPL)-ARGUS US PRODUCTS [PLUS AVG MEAN]
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-GC-DIST LINE 02 (CPL LINE SP)-ARGUS US PRODUCTS
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-GROUP 3 (3:15PM ET)-PLATTS U.S.
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-GROUP 3 (3:15PM ET)-PLATTS U.S./HEATING OIL-NEW YORK-NYMEX
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-GROUP 3-PLATTS U.S.
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-GROUP 3-PLATTS U.S./OIL-WTI-NYMEX
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL - GULF COAST (HOUSTON & PROMPT PIPELINE) ULS HEATING OIL - PLATTS U.S.
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL - GULF COAST (HOUSTON & PROMPT PIPELINE) ULS HEATING OIL - NO. 2 - ICE
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL - GULF COAST (HOUSTON) - PLATTS U.S.
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL - GULF COAST (HOUSTON) - PLATTS U.S./JET FUEL - JET 54 GULF COAST (PIPELINE) - PLATTS U.S.
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL - GULF COAST (PIPELINE) - PLATTS U.S.
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL - GULF COAST (PIPELINE) - PLATTS U.S./DIESEL FUEL-ON HIGHWAY ALL TYPES (U.S.) - ENERGY INFORMATION ADMINISTRATION
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL - GULF COAST (PIPELINE) - PLATTS U.S./HEATING OIL - NEW YORK - NYMEX
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL - GULF COAST (PIPELINE) - PLATTS U.S./OIL-WTI-NYMEX
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL - GULF COAST (PIPELINE) - PLATTS U.S./ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL - GULF COAST (WATERBORNE) - PLATTS U.S.
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL - GULF COAST (WATERBORNE) - PLATTS U.S.
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL - GULF COAST (WATERBORNE) - PLATTS U.S./OIL-WTI-NYMEX
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL - NEW YORK (BARGES) - ARGUS US PRODUCTS
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL - NEW YORK (BARGES) - ARGUS US PRODUCTS/HEATING OIL - NEW YORK - NYMEX
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL - NEW YORK (BARGES) - ARGUS US PRODUCTS/ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL - NEW YORK (HARBOR) - ARGUS US PRODUCTS
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL - NEW YORK (HARBOR) - ARGUS US PRODUCTS/ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL - NY HARBOR - NYMEX
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL - NEW YORK (BARGES) - MEAN QUOTATION - ARGUS US PRODUCTS
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL - NEW YORK (BARGES) - PLATTS U.S.
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL - NEW YORK (HARBOR) - ARGUS US PRODUCTS
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL - NEW YORK (HARBOR) - ARGUS US PRODUCTS/HEATING OIL - NEW YORK - NYMEX
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL - NEW YORK HARBOR (FOB BARGE) - PLATTS U.S.
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL - NEW YORK HARBOR (FOB BARGE) - PLATTS U.S./HEATING OIL - NEW YORK - NYMEX
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL - NEW YORK HARBOR - PLATTS OILGRAM
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL - NEW YORK - NYMEX
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL - NEW YORK - NYMEX/OIL-BRENT-ICE
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL - NY HARBOR - NYMEX
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL - NY HARBOR - NYMEX/Low SULPHUR GAS OIL - ICE
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL - NY HARBOR - NYMEX/OIL-BRENT-ICE
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL - NY HARBOR - NYMEX/OIL-WTI-ICE
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL - RENEWABLE - GULF COAST (PIPELINE) - PLATTS U.S.
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-USGC-ARGUS US PRODUCTS
ULTRA LOW SULPHUR DIESEL-USGC-ARGUS US PRODUCTS/HEATING OIL-NEW YORK-NYMEX
URANIUM-U308 SPOT-TRADE TECH
URANIUM-U308 SPOT-UXC
UREA-GRANULAR UREA BASIS ARAB GULF FOB NON US-ICIS
UREA-GRANULAR UREA BASIS BARGE US GULF-FMB
UREA-GRANULAR UREA BASIS FOB BULK EGYPT-FERTILIZER INDEX
UREA-GRANULAR UREA BASIS MIDDLE EAST-FERTILIZER INDEX
UREA-NEW ORLEANS-FERTILIZER INDEX
UREA-PRILLED UREA BASIS FOB BALITC SEA-FMB
UREA-PRILLED UREA BASIS FOB CHINA-FERTILIZER INDEX
UREA-PRILLED UREA BASIS FOB INDONESIA-FMB
UREA-PRILLED UREA BASIS FOB YUZHNYY-FERTILIZER INDEX
UREA-PRILLED UREA BASIS FOB YUZHNYY-FMB
USD.Bitstamp Price - Ripple Consensus Ledger (RCL) Exchange
VACUUM GAS OIL-1.6 PERCENT-CIF NWE FUEL OIL AND VGO-ARGUS EUROPEAN PRODUCTS REPORT
VACUUM GAS OIL-1.6 PERCENT-FOB NWE FUEL OIL AND VGO-ARGUS EUROPEAN PRODUCTS REPORT
WEATHER-COOLING DEGREE DAYS-ATLANTA-CME
WEATHER-COOLING DEGREE DAYS-BALTIMORE-CME
WEATHER-COOLING DEGREE DAYS-BOSTON-CME
WEATHER-COOLING DEGREE DAYS-CHICAGO-CME
WEATHER-COOLING DEGREE DAYS-CINCINNATI-CME
WEATHER-COOLING DEGREE DAYS-COLORADO SPRINGS-CME
WEATHER-COOLING DEGREE DAYS-DALLAS-CME
WEATHER-COOLING DEGREE DAYS-DES MOINES-CME
WEATHER-COOLING DEGREE DAYS-DETROIT-CME
WEATHER-COOLING DEGREE DAYS-HOUSTON-CME
WEATHER-COOLING DEGREE DAYS-JACKSONVILLE-CME
WEATHER-COOLING DEGREE DAYS-KANSAS CITY-CME
WEATHER-COOLING DEGREE DAYS-LAS VEGAS-CME
WEATHER-COOLING DEGREE DAYS-LITTLE ROCK-CME
WEATHER-COOLING DEGREE DAYS-LOS ANGELES-CME
WEATHER-COOLING DEGREE DAYS-MINNEAPOLIS-CME
WEATHER-COOLING DEGREE DAYS-NEW YORK-CME
WEATHER-COOLING DEGREE DAYS-PHILADELPHIA-CME
WHEAT FEED-NYSE LIFFE
WHEAT HRW-KCBOT
WHEAT NSW-ASX
WHEAT RED SPRING-MGE
WHEAT-ASX
WHEAT-CBOT
WHEY-NATIONAL DAIRY PRODUCTS SALE REPORT
WHITE MAIZE GRADE 2-SAFEX
WHITE MAIZE-SAFEX
WHITE SUGAR-EURONEXT LIFFE
YELLOW MAIZE GRADE 2-SAFEX
YELLOW MAIZE-SAFEX
ZINC
ZINC-LME 15 MONTH
ZINC-LME 27 MONTH
ZINC-LME 3 MONTH
ZINC-LME CASH
ZINC-SFE CASH

Credit:
21ST CENTURY FOX AMERICA, INC.
ACCOR
ACE INA HOLDINGS INC.
ACE LIMITED
ADECCO GROUP AG
ADECCO S.A.
ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES, INC.
AEGON N.V.
AETNA INC.
AIRBUS GROUP N.V.
AIRBUS GROUP SE
AK STEEL CORPORATION
AKTIEBOLAGET ELECTROLUX
AKTIEBOLAGET VOLVO
AKZO NOBEL N.V.
ALCATEL LUCENT
ALCOA INC.
ALLIANZ SE
ALLY FINANCIAL INC.
ALSTOM
ALTADIS SA
ALTRIA GROUP, INC.
AMERICAN AXLE & MANUFACTURING, INC.
AMERICAN ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY, INC.
AMERICAN EXPRESS COMPANY
AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP, INC.
AMGEN INC.
AMKOR TECHNOLOGY, INC.
ANADARKO PETROLEUM CORPORATION
ANGLO AMERICAN PLC
ANHEUSER-BUSCH INBEV
APACHE CORPORATION
ARCELORMITTAL
ARDAGH PACKAGING FINANCE PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY
ARGENTINE REPUBLIC
ARROW ELECTRONICS, INC.
ASSICURAZIONI GENERALI - SOCIETA PER AZIONI
ASSURED GUARANTY MUNICIPAL CORP.
ASTALDI SOCIETA PER AZIONI
ASTRAZENECA PLC
AT&T INC.
ATLANTIA S.P.A.
AUCHAN HOLDING
AUTOZONE, INC.
AVIS BUDGET GROUP, INC.
AVIVA PLC
AVNET, INC.
AVON PRODUCTS, INC.
AXA
BAE SYSTEMS PLC
BANCA MONTE DEI PASCHI DI SIENA S.P.A.
BANCO BILBAO VIZCAYA ARGENTARIA, SOCIEDAD ANONIMA
BANCO ESPIRITO SANTO, S.A.
BANCO POPOLARE SOCIETA COOPERATIVA
BANCO SANTANDER, S.A.
BANK OF SCOTLAND PLC
BARRICK GOLD CORPORATION
BASF SE
BAXTER INTERNATIONAL INC.
BAYER AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT
BAYERISCHE MOTOREN WERKE AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT
BEAM INC.
BEAM SUNTORY INC.
BEAIZER HOMES USA, INC.
BERKSHIRE HATHAWAY INC.
BERTELSMANN AG
BERTELSMANN SE & CO. KGAA
BEST BUY CO., INC.
BLOCK FINANCIAL LLC
BOEING CAPITAL CORPORATION
BOLIVARIAN REPUBLIC OF VENEZUELA
BOMBARDIER INC.
BOSTON PROPERTIES LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
BOSTON SCIENTIFIC CORPORATION
BOUYGUES
BP P.L.C.
BRISA - CONCESSAO RODOVIARIA, S.A.
BRISTOL-MYERS SQUIBB COMPANY
BRITISH AIRWAYS PLC
BRITISH AMERICAN TOBACCO P.L.C.
BRITISH SKY BROADCASTING GROUP PLC
BRITISH TELECOMMUNICATIONS PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY
BRUNSWICK CORPORATION
BURLINGTON NORTHERN SANTA FE, LLC
CA, INC.
CABLE & WIRELESS LIMITED
CALATLANTIC GROUP, INC.
CAMPBELL SOUP COMPANY
CANADIAN NATURAL RESOURCES LIMITED
CAPITAL ONE BANK (USA), NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
CAPITAL ONE FINANCIAL CORPORATION
CARDINAL HEALTH, INC.
CARNIVAL CORPORATION
CARREFOUR
CASINO GUICHARD-PERRACHON
CATERPILLAR FINANCIAL SERVICES CORPORATION
CATERPILLAR INC.
CBS CORPORATION
CDX.EM.11
CDX.EM.12
CDX.EM.13
CDX.EM.14
CDX.EM.15
CDX.EM.16
CDX.EM.17
CDX.EM.18
CDX.EM.19
CDX.EM.20
CDX.EM.21
CDX.EM.22
CDX.EM.23
CDX.EM.24
CDX.EM.25
CDX.NA.HY.10-V1
CDX.NA.HY.10-V11
CDX.NA.HY.10-V12
CDX.NA.HY.10-V13
CDX.NA.HY.10-V14
CDX.NA.HY.10-V15
CDX.NA.HY.10-V16
CDX.NA.HY.10-V17
CDX.NA.HY.10-V18
CDX.NA.HY.10-V19
CDX.NA.HY.10-V2
CDX.NA.HY.10-V20
CDX.NA.HY.10-V21
CDX.NA.HY.10-V3
CDX.NA.HY.10-V4
CDX.NA.HY.11
CDX.NA.HY.12
CDX.NA.HY.13
CDX.NA.HY.14
CDX.NA.HY.15
CDX.NA.HY.16
CDX.NA.HY.17
CDX.NA.HY.18
CDX.NA.HY.19
CDX.NA.HY.20
CDX.NA.HY.21
CDX.NA.HY.22
CDX.NA.HY.23
CDX.NA.HY.24
CDX.NA.HY.25
CDX.NA.HY.26
CDX.NA.HY.8-V11
CDX.NA.HY.8-V12
CDX.NA.HY.8-V13
CDX.NA.HY.8-V14
CDX.NA.HY.8-V15
CDX.NA.HY.8-V16
CDX.NA.HY.8-V17
CDX.NA.HY.8-V18
CDX.NA.HY.8-V19
CDX.NA.HY.8-V20
CDX.NA.HY.9-V12
CDX.NA.HY.9-V13
CDX.NA.HY.9-V14
CDX.NA.HY.9-V15
CDX.NA.HY.9-V16
CDX.NA.HY.9-V17
CDX.NA.HY.9-V18
CDX.NA.HY.9-V19
CDX.NA.HY.9-V20
CDX.NA.HY.9-V21
CDX.NA.HY.9-V22
CDX.NA.IG.10-V1
CDX.NA.IG.10-V2
CDX.NA.IG.10-V3
CDX.NA.IG.10-V4
CDX.NA.IG.11
CENyur Link, Inc.
Chesapeake Energy Corporation
Chevron Corporation
Chubb INA Holdings Inc.
Chubb Limited
Cigna Corporation
Cisco Systems, Inc.
Cit Group Inc.
Clariant AG
CNH Industrial N.V.
Comcast Corporation
Commonwealth of Australia
Communications Sales & Leasing, Inc.
Community Health Systems, Inc.
Compagnie de Saint-Gobain
Compagnie Financière du Groupe Michelin, “Senard Et Cie”
Compagnie Financière du Groupe Michelin, Senard et Cie
Compagnie Financière Michelin
Compass Group PLC
Computer Sciences Corporation
Conagra Foods, Inc.
ConocoPhillips
Constellation Energy Group, Inc.
Continental Aktiengesellschaft
Coopérative Rabobank U.A.
Cooper Tire & Rubber Company
Coopérative Centrale Raiffeisen-Boerenleenbank B.A.
Cox Communications, Inc.
Credit Agricole SA
CSC Holdings, LLC
CSX Corporation
CVS Caremark Corporation
CVS Health Corporation
D.R. Horton, Inc.
Daimler AG
Danone
Darden Restaurants, Inc.
De US, Inc.
FEDERATIVE REPUBLIC OF BRAZIL
FIAT CHRYSLER AUTOMOBILES N.V.
FIAT S.P.A.
FINMECCANICA S.P.A.
FIRST DATA CORPORATION
FIRSTENERGY CORP.
FIS DATA SYSTEMS INC.
FORD MOTOR COMPANY
FORD MOTOR CREDIT COMPANY LLC
FORTUM OYJ
FORTUNE BRANDS, INC.
FRANCE TELECOM
FREEPORT-MCMORAN COPPER & GOLD INC.
FREEPORT-MCMORAN INC.
FRENCH REPUBLIC
FRONTIER COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION
GANNETT CO., INC.
GAS NATURAL SDG, S.A.
GATX CORPORATION
GDF SUEZ
GENERAL ELECTRIC CAPITAL CORPORATION
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
GENERAL MILLS, INC.
GENERAL MOTORS COMPANY
GENWORTH HOLDINGS, INC.
GKN HOLDINGS PLC
GLENCORE INTERNATIONAL AG
GOODRICH CORPORATION
GROUPE AUCHAN
H. J. HEINZ COMPANY
HALLIBURTON COMPANY
HANNOVER RUECK SE
HAVAS
HCA INC.
HCP, INC.
HEIDELBERGCEMENT AG
HELLENIC TELECOMMUNICATIONS ORGANISATION SOCIETE ANONYME
HENKEL AG & CO. KGAA
ITRAXX EUROPE CROSSOVER SERIES 22 VERSION 2
ITRAXX EUROPE CROSSOVER SERIES 22 VERSION 3
ITRAXX EUROPE CROSSOVER SERIES 22 VERSION 4
ITRAXX EUROPE CROSSOVER SERIES 22 VERSION 5
ITRAXX EUROPE CROSSOVER SERIES 23 VERSION 1
ITRAXX EUROPE CROSSOVER SERIES 23 VERSION 2
ITRAXX EUROPE CROSSOVER SERIES 23 VERSION 3
ITRAXX EUROPE CROSSOVER SERIES 23 VERSION 4
ITRAXX EUROPE CROSSOVER SERIES 23 VERSION 5
ITRAXX EUROPE CROSSOVER SERIES 24 VERSION 1
ITRAXX EUROPE CROSSOVER SERIES 24 VERSION 2
ITRAXX EUROPE CROSSOVER SERIES 24 VERSION 3
ITRAXX EUROPE CROSSOVER SERIES 25 VERSION 1
ITRAXX EUROPE CROSSES SERIES 9 VERSION 2
ITRAXX EUROPE CROSSES SERIES 9 VERSION 3
ITRAXX EUROPE CROSSES SERIES 9 VERSION 4
ITRAXX EUROPE CROSSES SERIES 9 VERSION 5
ITRAXX EUROPE CROSSES SERIES 9 VERSION 6
ITRAXX EUROPE CROSSES SERIES 9 VERSION 7
ITRAXX EUROPE CROSSES SERIES 9 VERSION 8
ITRAXX EUROPE HIVOL SERIES 10 VERSION 1
ITRAXX EUROPE HIVOL SERIES 11 VERSION 1
ITRAXX EUROPE HIVOL SERIES 12 VERSION 1
ITRAXX EUROPE HIVOL SERIES 13 VERSION 1
ITRAXX EUROPE HIVOL SERIES 14 VERSION 1
ITRAXX EUROPE HIVOL SERIES 15 VERSION 1
ITRAXX EUROPE HIVOL SERIES 16 VERSION 1
ITRAXX EUROPE HIVOL SERIES 17 VERSION 1
ITRAXX EUROPE HIVOL SERIES 18 VERSION 1
ITRAXX EUROPE HIVOL SERIES 19 VERSION 1
ITRAXX EUROPE HIVOL SERIES 20 VERSION 1
ITRAXX EUROPE HIVOL SERIES 7 VERSION 2
ITRAXX EUROPE HIVOL SERIES 8 VERSION 1
ITRAXX EUROPE HIVOL SERIES 9 VERSION 1
ITRAXX EUROPE SENIOR FINANCIALS SERIES 13 VERSION 1
ITRAXX EUROPE SENIOR FINANCIALS SERIES 14 VERSION 1
ITRAXX EUROPE SENIOR FINANCIALS SERIES 15 VERSION 1
ITRAXX EUROPE SENIOR FINANCIALS SERIES 16 VERSION 1
ITRAXX EUROPE SENIOR FINANCIALS SERIES 17 VERSION 1
ITRAXX EUROPE SENIOR FINANCIALS SERIES 18 VERSION 1
ITRAXX EUROPE SENIOR FINANCIALS SERIES 19 VERSION 1
ITRAXX EUROPE SENIOR FINANCIALS SERIES 20 VERSION 1
ITRAXX EUROPE SENIOR FINANCIALS SERIES 21 VERSION 1
ITRAXX EUROPE SENIOR FINANCIALS SERIES 22 VERSION 1
ITRAXX EUROPE SENIOR FINANCIALS SERIES 23 VERSION 1
ITRAXX EUROPE SENIOR FINANCIALS SERIES 24 VERSION 1
ITRAXX EUROPE SENIOR FINANCIALS SERIES 25 VERSION 1
ITRAXX EUROPE SERIES 10 VERSION 1
ITRAXX EUROPE SERIES 10 VERSION 2
ITRAXX EUROPE SERIES 11 VERSION 1
ITRAXX EUROPE SERIES 11 VERSION 2
ITRAXX EUROPE SERIES 12 VERSION 1
ITRAXX EUROPE SERIES 12 VERSION 2
ITRAXX EUROPE SERIES 13 VERSION 1
ITRAXX EUROPE SERIES 13 VERSION 2
ITRAXX EUROPE SERIES 14 VERSION 1
ITRAXX EUROPE SERIES 14 VERSION 2
ITRAXX EUROPE SERIES 15 VERSION 1
ITRAXX EUROPE SERIES 15 VERSION 2
ITRAXX EUROPE SERIES 16 VERSION 1
ITRAXX EUROPE SERIES 17 VERSION 1
ITRAXX EUROPE SERIES 18 VERSION 1
ITRAXX EUROPE SERIES 19 VERSION 1
ITRAXX EUROPE SERIES 20 VERSION 1
ITRAXX EUROPE SERIES 21 VERSION 1
ITRAXX EUROPE SERIES 22 VERSION 1
ITRAXX EUROPE SERIES 23 VERSION 1
ITRAXX EUROPE SERIES 24 VERSION 1
ITRAXX EUROPE SERIES 25 VERSION 1
ITV PLC
J SAINSBURY PLC
J. C. PENNEY COMPANY, INC.
JAGUAR LAND ROVER AUTOMOTIVE PLC
JOHNSON & JOHNSON
JOHNSON CONTROLS, INC.
JTI (UK) FINANCE LIMITED
JTI (UK) FINANCE PLC
K. HOVNANIAN ENTERPRISES, INC.
KB HOME
KERING
KIMCO REALTY CORPORATION
KINDER MORGAN ENERGY PARTNERS, L.P.
KINDER MORGAN, INC.
KINGDOM OF BELGIUM
KINGDOM OF SPAIN
KINGDOM OF THE NETHERLANDS
KINGFISHER PLC
KOHL'S CORPORATION
KONINKLIJKE AHOld N.V.
KONINKLIJKE DSM N.V.
KONINKLIJKE KPN N.V.
KONINKLIJKE PHILIPS ELECTRONICS N.V.
KONINKLIJKE PHILIPS N.V.
KRAFT FOODS INC.
KRAFT HEINZ FOODS COMPANY
L BRANDS, INC.
LADBROKES PLC
LAFARGE
LAFARGEHOCLIM LTD
L'AIR LIQUIDE SOCIETE ANONYME POUR L'ETUDE ET L'EXPLOITATION DES PROCEDES GEORGES CLAUDE
L'AIR LIQUIDE, SOCIETE ANONYME POUR L'ETUDE ET L'EXPLOITATION DES PROCEDES GEORGES CLAUDE
LANXESS AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT
LENNAR CORPORATION
LEONARDO - FINMECCANICA - SOCIETA PER AZIONI
LEVEL 3 COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
LEVI STRAUSS & CO.
LIBERTY INTERACTIVE LLC
LINCOLN NATIONAL CORPORATION
LINDE AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT
LLOYDS BANK PLC
LOCKHEED MARTIN CORPORATION
LOEWS CORPORATION
LOUISIANA-PACIFIC CORPORATION
LOWE’S COMPANIES, INC.
LVMH MOET HENNESSY LOUIS VUITTON
M.D.C. HOLDINGS, INC.
MACY’S, INC.
MALAYSIA
MARKS AND SPENCER P.L.C.
MARRIOTT INTERNATIONAL, INC.
MARSH & MCLENNAN COMPANIES, INC.
MBIA INC.
MBIA INSURANCE CORPORATION
MCDONALD’S CORPORATION
MCKESSON CORPORATION
MEADWESTVACO CORPORATION
MELIA HOTELS INTERNATIONAL, S.A.
MERITOR, INC.
METLIFE, INC.
METRO AG
METSA BOARD CORPORATION
METSO OYJ
MGIC INVESTMENT CORPORATION
MGM GROWTH PROPERTIES OPERATING PARTNERSHIP LP
MGM RESORTS INTERNATIONAL
MONDELEZ INTERNATIONAL, INC.
MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS, INC.
MUENCHENER RUECKVERSICHERUNGS-GESELLSCHAFT AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT IN
MUENCHEN
NABORS INDUSTRIES, INC.
NATIONAL GRID PLC
NATIONAL RURAL UTILITIES COOPERATIVE FINANCE CORPORATION
NAVIENT CORPORATION
NAVIENT, LLC
NESTLE S.A.
NEWELL BRANDS INC.
NEWELL RUBBERMAID INC.
NEWMONT MINING CORPORATION
NEWS AMERICA INCORPORATED
NEXEN ENERGY ULC
NEXEN INC.
NEXT PLC
NOKIA OYJ
NORDSTROM, INC.
NORFOLK SOUTHERN CORPORATION
NORSKE SKOGINDUSTRIER ASA
NORTHROP GRUMMAN CORPORATION
NOVA CHEMICALS CORPORATION
NOVO BANCO, S.A.
NRG ENERGY, INC.
NUCOR CORPORATION
NXP B.V.
OLIN CORPORATION
OMNICOM GROUP INC.
ORANGE
OWENS-ILLINOIS, INC.
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY
PACKAGING CORPORATION OF AMERICA
PACTIV LLC
PEARSON PLC
PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF CHINA
PERNOD RICARD
PEUGEOT SA
PFIZER INC.
PITNEY BOWES INC.
PORTUGAL TELECOM INTERNATIONAL FINANCE B.V.
PORTUGUESE REPUBLIC
POSTNL N.V.
PPR
PROGRESS ENERGY, INC.
PROLOGIS, L.P.
PRUDENTIAL FINANCIAL, INC.
PUBLICIS GROUPE SA
PULTEGROUP, INC.
QUEST DIAGNOSTICS INCORPORATED
R.R. DONNELLEY & SONS COMPANY
RADIANT GROUP INC.
RALLYE
RAYTHEON COMPANY
REED ELSEVIER PLC
RELX PLC
RENAULT
RENTOKIL INITIAL PLC
REPSOL YPF, S.A.
REPSOL, S.A.
REPUBLIC OF AUSTRIA
REPUBLIC OF CHILE
REPUBLIC OF COLOMBIA
REPUBLIC OF INDONESIA
REPUBLIC OF ITALY
REPUBLIC OF KOREA
REPUBLIC OF PERU
REPUBLIC OF POLAND
REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA
REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES
REPUBLIC OF TURKEY
REYNOLDS AMERICAN INC.
RITE AID CORPORATION
ROLLS-ROYCE PLC
ROYAL CARIBBEAN CRUISES LTD.
ROYAL DUTCH SHELL PLC
RUSSIAN FEDERATION
RWE AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT
RYDER SYSTEM, INC.
SABMILLER PLC
SAFEWAY INC.
SAFEWAY LIMITED
SANOFI
SANOFI-AVENTIS
SARA LEE CORPORATION
SCHAEFFLER FINANCE B.V.
SEALED AIR CORPORATION
SEARS ROEBUCK ACCEPTANCE CORP.
SEMPRA ENERGY
SIEMENS AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT
SIMON PROPERTY GROUP, L.P.
SKY PLC
SLM CORPORATION
SMITHFIELD FOODS, INC.
SOCIETE AIR FRANCE
SODEXO
SOLVAY
SOUTHWEST AIRLINES CO.
SPRINT COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
STANDARD CHARTERED BANK
STANDARD PACIFIC CORP.
STAPLES, INC.
STARWOOD HOTELS & RESORTS WORLDWIDE, INC.
STATOIL ASA
STENA AKTIEBOLAG
STMICROELECTRONICS N.V.
STORA ENSO OYJ
SUEDZUCKER AG
SUEDZUCKER AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT MANNHEIM/OCHSENFURT
SUNGARD DATA SYSTEMS INC.
SUPERVALU INC.
SVENSKA CELLULOSA AKTIEBOLAGET SCA
SWEDISH MATCH AB
SWISS REINSURANCE COMPANY LTD
SYNGENTA AG
TARGET CORPORATION
TATE & LYLE PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY
TECHNIP
TECK RESOURCES LIMITED
TEGNA INC.
TELECOM ITALIA SPA
TELEFONAKTIEBOLAGET L M ERICSSON
TELEFONICA, S.A.
TELEKOM AUSTRIA AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT
TELENOR ASA
TELIA COMPANY AB
TELIASONERA AKTIEBOLAG
TENET HEALTHCARE CORPORATION
TESCO PLC
TESORO CORPORATION
TEXTRON FINANCIAL CORPORATION
TEXTRON INC.
THALES
THE AES CORPORATION
THE ALLSTATE CORPORATION
THE BLACK & DECKER CORPORATION
THE BOEING COMPANY
THE CHUBB CORPORATION
THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY
THE GAP, INC.
THE GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY
THE HARTFORD FINANCIAL SERVICES GROUP, INC.
THE HERTZ CORPORATION
THE HILLSHIRE BRANDS COMPANY
THE HOME DEPOT, INC.
THE KROGER CO.
THE MCCLATCHY COMPANY
THE NEIMAN MARCUS GROUP LLC
THE NEW YORK TIMES COMPANY
THE PROCTER & GAMBLE COMPANY
THE RYLAND GROUP, INC.
THE SHERWIN-WILLIAMS COMPANY
THE TJX COMPANIES, INC.
THE TRAVELERS COMPANIES, INC.
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY
THE WILLIAMS COMPANIES, INC.
THYSSENKRUPP AG
TIME WARNER CABLE INC.
TIME WARNER CABLE, LLC
TIME WARNER INC.
TNT N.V.
TOLL BROTHERS, INC.
TOTAL SA
TOYS "R" US, INC.
TOYS R US, INC.
TRANSOCEAN INC.
TUI AG
TYSON FOODS, INC.
UNILEVER N.V.
UNION PACIFIC CORPORATION
UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND
UNITED MEXICAN STATES
UNITED PARCEL SERVICE, INC.
UNITED RENTALS (NORTH AMERICA), INC.
UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION
UNITED UTILITIES PLC
UNITEDHEALTH GROUP INCORPORATED
UNIVERSAL HEALTH SERVICES, INC.
UPM-KYMMENE OYJ
V.F. CORPORATION
VALEO
VALERO ENERGY CORPORATION
VATTENFALL AKTIEBOLAG
VEOLIA ENVIRONNEMENT
VERIZON COMMUNICATIONS INC.
VIACOM INC.
VINCI
VIRGIN MEDIA FINANCE PLC
VIVENDI
VODAFONE GROUP PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY
VOLKSWAGEN AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT
VORNADO REALTY L.P.
VULCAN MATERIALS COMPANY
WAL-MART STORES, INC.
WEATHERFORD INTERNATIONAL LTD.
WENDEL
WESTROCK MWV, LLC
WEYERHAEUSER COMPANY
WHIRLPOOL CORPORATION
WINDSTREAM CORPORATION
WINDSTREAM SERVICES, LLC
WOLTERS KLUWER N.V.
WPP 2005 LIMITED
XEROX CORPORATION
XL GROUP LTD.
XLIT LTD.
XSTRATA LIMITED
XSTRATA PLC
YUM! BRANDS, INC.
ZURICH INSURANCE COMPANY LTD

- IRS:
  - USD-LIBOR-BBA
  - USD-FED-FUND H.15 OIS COMPOUND
  - USD-FED-FUND H.15
  - GBP-WMBA-SONIA-COMPOUND
  - GBP-LIBOR-BBA
  - EUR-EURIBOR-REUTERS
  - EUR-EONIA-OIS-COMPOUND
  - CAD-BA-CDOR
  - 1 MONTH INDEXED
  - 1 YEAR MID CURVE
  - 10 YEAR JAPANESE GOVERNMENT BOND
  - 10Y
  - 1Y
  - 2 YEAR MID CURVE
  - 2Y
  - 3 MONTH EURIBOR
  - 3 MONTH LIBOR
  - 3 MONTH SWAP INDEX
  - 3 MONTH TIBOR
  - 3 YEAR MID CURVE
  - 30Y
  - 3M
  - 3Y
  - 4 YEAR MID CURVE
  - 4Y
  - 5 YEAR MID CURVE
5Y
6Y
7Y
8Y
9Y
AGENCY DTCC GCF REPO INDEX
FIVE YEAR DOLLAR SWAPNOTE
FIVE YEAR EURO SWAPNOTE
FIVE YEAR POUND SWAPNOTE
GERMAN GOVERNMENT BOND
ITALIAN GOVERNMENT BOND
LONG GILT
LONG SPANISH BOND
MEDIUM GILT
MEDIUM SPANISH BOND
MEDIUM SWISS CONFEDERATION BOND
MORTGAGE BACKEND SECURITIES DTCC
GCF REPO INDEX
SHORT GILT
SHORT SPANISH BOND
TEN YEAR DOLLAR SWAPNOTE
TEN YEAR EURO SWAPNOTE
TEN YEAR POUND SWAPNOTE
TWO YEAR DOLLAR SWAPNOTE
TWO YEAR EURO SWAPNOTE
TWO YEAR POUND SWAPNOTE
U.S. TREASURY DTCC GCF REPO INDEX
ULTRA LONG GILT

- **FX:**
  - Major ISO Currencies
  - FX-U.S. DOLLAR INDEX (USDX)-ICE

- **Equity:**
  - Valid company names related to stock
    - **N/A Value Allowed:** Yes
    - **“OTHER” Allowed:** Yes
Underlier Leg 1 Source

- **Definition**: The source of the underlier, e.g., for commodities the index publisher, or for equity the underlying exchange.

- **Allowable Values**:
  - **Commodities**:
    - globalCOAL
    - ZURICH
    - ZCE
    - Wattenberg Facility
    - WTI, NGX WCS, NET WCS
    - WCE
    - UXC
    - UBS
    - U.S. ENERGY INFORMATION ADMINISTRATION
    - Trade Tech
    - The Steel Index
    - Telerate
    - TOCOM
    - TGE
    - TCOM
    - SGX
    - SAFEX
    - S&P
    - Ripple
    - RIM Intelligence
    - RICI
    - REUTERS/POINT CARBON
    - REUTERS
    - Profercy
    - Power Pool of Alberta
    - Platts/RIM Intelligence
    - Platts/Platts
    - Platts/NYMEX
    - Platts/ICE
    - Platts/EIA
    - Platts/BRUNEI SHELL PETROLEUM'S OFFICIAL SELLING PRICE
NORDPOOL
NGX/NYMEX
NGX/ARGUS
NGX, Net
NGX
NGI
NDPSR
NASDAQ OMX
Merrill Lynch
Megawatt Daily
Ministry of Finance
MISO
MGR Facility
MGE
METAL BULLETIN
MDEX
MATIF
London FIX
LPPM
LME
LIFFE
LEBA
LBMA
KCBOT
JOHNSON MATTHEY
JCC
JADE
IntercontinentalExchange
Inside Ferc
Include weekends and price publisher holidays
Include
IPE
IHS
ICIS
ICE/RIM Intelligence
ICE/Platts
ICE/OPIS
ICE/ICP (RIM Intelligence + Platts)
ICE/ICE
ICE FUTURES
ICE
Hugoton Facility
Hilight Facility
Highlight Facility
Heren European Spot Gas Market
HUPX
HEREN
HERAEUS
Granger Facility
Goldman Sachs
Gas Daily
GME
FMB
FERTILIZER INDEX
Exclude weekends and price publisher holidays
Exclude
EXAA
EURONEXT LIFFE
ETS
ETFS
ERCOT
EPEX
EIA
EEX
Dow Jones
Digital Currency
DME/Platts
DME
Credit Suisse
Canadian Gas Price Reporter
Canada Publication
CSCE
CRY
CRU
COMEX
COMDAQ
CME
CMAI
CDI
CCSI
CBOT/NYMEX
CBOT
CAISO
Bloomberg
BRUNEI SHELL PETROLEUM'S OFFICIAL SELLING PRICE/APPI
BM&F
BLUENEXT
BALTIC EXCHANGE
Argus/Platts
Argus/NYMEX
Argus/McCloskey
Argus/ICE
Argus/Argus
Argus European Nat Gas day ahead NBP
Argus
ASX
APX ENDEX
APX
APPI/Platts
APPI/ICE
APPI
AMM
50% APPI + 50% Platts

- Credit:
  - ICE
  - MARKIT

- IRS:
  - BBA

- FX:
  - ICE
  - CME
Equity:

- BORSA ISTANBUL
- BORSA ITALIANA
- BUDAPEST STOCK EXCHANGE
- COPENHAGEN STOCK EXCHANGE
- DEUTSCHE BOERSE
- DEUTSCHE BORSE
- DEUTSCHE BORSE (XETRA)
- EUREX
- EURONEXT AMSTERDAM
- EURONEXT BRUSSELS
- EURONEXT LISBON
- EURONEXT PARIS
- FTSE
- HELSINKI STOCK EXCHANGE
- IRISH STOCK EXCHANGE
- JOHANNESBURG STOCK EXCHANGE
- LONDON STOCK EXCHANGE
- LONDON STOCK EXCHANGE (INTERNATIONAL ORDER BOOK)
- LSE (INTERNATIONAL ORDER BOOK)
- MADRID STOCK EXCHANGE
- MSCI
- N/A
- NASDAQ
- NYSE
- OSLO STOCK EXCHANGE
- PRAGUE STOCK EXCHANGE
- RUSSELL
- SIX SWISS EXCHANGE
- SIX SWISS STOCK EXCHANGE
- STOCKHOLM STOCK EXCHANGE
- SWISS SIX EXCHANGE
- TORONTO STOCK EXCHANGE
- VIENNA STOCK EXCHANGE
- WARSAW STOCK EXCHANGE

- N/A Value Allowed: Yes
- “OTHER” Allowed: Yes
Underlier Leg 1 ID

- **Definition:** The standardized ID of the underlier for leg 1 if applicable, e.g., ISIN or LEI
- **Allowable Values:** Valid ISIN or LEI
- **N/A Value Allowed:** Yes
- **“OTHER” Allowed:** No

Underlier Leg 2

- **Definition:** The published index price as paid by the buyer. For FX non index swaps this would be currency 2. Basket is allowable value.
- **Allowable Values:** Please see Underlier Leg 1 values.
- **N/A Value Allowed:** Yes
- **“OTHER” Allowed:** Yes

Underlier Leg 2 Source

- **Definition:** The source of the underlier for leg 2, e.g., for commodities the index publisher, or for equity the underlying exchange
- **Allowable Values:** Please see leg 1 source.
- **N/A Value Allowed:** Yes
- **“OTHER” Allowed:** Yes

Underlier Leg 2 ID

- **Definition:** The standardized ID of the underlier for leg 2 if applicable, e.g., ISIN or LEI
- **Allowable Values:** Valid ISIN or LEI
- **N/A Value Allowed:** Yes
- **“OTHER” Allowed:** No

LEVEL 3

Price Currency

- **Definition:** The standard ISO currency code of the price on a transaction.
- **Allowable Values:** All Major ISO currencies
- **N/A Value Allowed:** No
- **“OTHER” Allowed:** No
Price Unit

- **Definition:** Price Unit is the unit of measure applicable for the price on the transaction.
- **Allowable Values:**
  - **Commodities:**
    - 10 MWH REPRESENTING 10 QUALIFYING SAECs
    - 10 MWH REPRESENTING 10 QUALIFYING SRECs
    - 100 MWH REPRESENTING 100 QUALIFYING CLASS 1 RECs
    - 100 MWH REPRESENTING 100 QUALIFYING RECs
    - 100 MWH REPRESENTING 100 QUALIFYING SRECs
  - BBL
  - BCF
  - BOARD FEET
  - BU
  - CALIFORNIA CARBON ALLOWANCES
  - CAR
  - CHARTER DAY
  - CROSS STATE AIR POLLUTION RULE TR NOX ANNUAL ALLOWANCE
  - CROSS STATE AIR POLLUTION RULE TR NOX OZONE SEASON TRADING PROGRAM ALLOWANCE
  - CROSS STATE AIR POLLUTION RULE TR SO2 GROUP 1 ALLOWANCE
  - CROSS STATE AIR POLLUTION RULE TR SO2 GROUP 2 ALLOWANCE
  - CRT
  - CUBIC METERS
  - CUBIC METRES
  - CWT
  - DIGITAL CURRENCY
  - DMT
  - ETF LEVEL
  - EU ALLOWANCES
  - EU CREDIT
  - EXOTIC
  - FTO
  - GAL
  - GJ
  - INDEX LEVEL
  - INDEX POINT
  - INDEX VALUE
KG
KL
KW
L
LBS
MMBTU
MT
MW
MWH
MWH REPRESENTING CONNECTICUT CLASS 1 RECS
MWH REPRESENTING MASSACHUSETTS CLASS 1 RECS
MWH REPRESENTING NEW JERSEY CLASS 1 RECS
ONTARIO CARBON ALLOWANCES
REGIONAL GREENHOUSE GAS INITIATIVE
REGIONAL GREENHOUSE GAS INITIATIVE CO2 ALLOWANCE
RIN
SFI
ST
T/O
THERMS
TON
U.S. EPA CSAPR TR NOX ANNUAL ALLOWANCES
U.S. EPA CSAPR TR NOX OZONE SEASON TRADING PROGRAM ALLOWANCES
U.S. EPA CSAPR TR SO2 GROUP 1 TRADING PROGRAM ALLOWANCES
U.S. EPA CSAPR TR SO2 GROUP 2 TRADING PROGRAM ALLOWANCES
WORLDSCALE POINTS
  o  N/A Value Allowed: Yes
  o  “OTHER” Allowed: Yes

**Notional Currency**

  o  **Definition:** The currency of the notional on the swap.
  o  **Allowable Values:**
    ▪  Credit/IRS/Equity/FX/Commodities: All Major ISO currencies
  o  N/A Value Allowed: Yes
  o  “OTHER” Allowed: No
Quantity Unit

- **Definition**: The unit of measure applicable for the quantity on the transaction.
- **Allowable Values**: 
  - Commodities:
    - TCO2E
    - ST
    - MT
    - LBS
    - KL
    - KG
    - GAL
    - CUBIC METERS
    - BU
    - BBL
    - WORLDSCALE POINTS
    - WPH
    - USD
    - THERMS
    - TWD
    - THB
    - T/O
    - SHORT STERLING FUTURE
    - SFI
    - REPO CONTRACT
    - RIN
    - REGIONAL GREENHOUSE GAS INITIATIVE CO2 ALLOWANCE
    - REGIONAL GREENHOUSE GAS INITIATIVE PERCENTAGE
    - PJM TRI-QUALIFIED REC
    - PHP
    - ONTARIO CARBON ALLOWANCES
    - NONE
    - MWH REPRESENTING NEW JERSEY CLASS 1 RECS
    - MWH REPRESENTING MASSACHUSETTS CLASS 1 RECS
    - MWH REPRESENTING CONNECTICUT CLASS 1 RECS
    - MWH
    - MW
MMBTU
MJ
LONG GILT FUTURE
L
KW
INDEX VALUE
INDEX POINT
INDEX LEVEL
HKD
GWH
GJ
FTO
EXOTIC
EUROSWISS FUTURE
EURIBOR FUTURE
EUAA
EU CREDIT
EU ALLOWANCES
ETF LEVEL
ERU
DMT
DIGITAL CURRENCY
CROSS STATE AIR POLLUTION RULE TR NOX OZONE SEASON TRADING PROGRAM ALLOWANCE
CWT
CROSS STATE AIR POLLUTION RULE TR SO2 GROUP 2 ALLOWANCE
CROSS STATE AIR POLLUTION RULE TR SO2 GROUP 1 ALLOWANCE
CROSS STATE AIR POLLUTION RULE TR NOX ANNUAL ALLOWANCE
CRT
CNY
CHF
CFI
CHARTER DAY
CALIFORNIA CARBON ALLOWANCES
CAR
BITCOIN
BOARD FEET
BCF
- N/A Value Allowed: Yes
- “OTHER” Allowed: No

**Coupon**

- **Definition:** The index or single name coupon amount for credit, or the size of fixed income coupon, applicable to coupon bearing assets only.
- **Allowable Values:**
  - Credit/Equity:
    - 975
    - 80
    - 75
    - 70
    - 650
    - 65
    - 60
    - 560
    - 55
    - 500
    - 50
    - 45
    - 385
    - 375
    - 350
    - 35
    - 300
    - 30
    - 275
    - 260
    - 25
    - 220
    - 185
    - 175
    - 165
    - 155
    - 150
    - 145
    - 140
Scheduled Termination Date

Definition: This is the scheduled maturity date of the swap. This field is used when forming and pricing positions. The termination month is one of the quarterly roll periods: June, September, December, or March of a given year.

Allowable Values:

- N/A Value Allowed: Yes, unless asset class = Credit.
- "OTHER" Allowed: No.
Credit:

2010-06-20
2010-12-20
2011-03-20
2011-06-20
2011-09-20
2011-12-20
2012-03-20
2012-06-20
2012-09-20
2012-12-20
2013-03-20
2013-06-20
2013-09-20
2013-12-20
2014-03-20
2014-06-20
2014-09-20
2014-12-20
2015-03-20
2015-06-20
2015-09-20
2015-12-20
2016-03-20
2016-06-20
2016-09-20
2016-12-20
2017-03-20
2017-06-20
2017-09-20
2017-12-20
2018-03-20
2018-06-20
2018-09-20
2018-12-20
2019-03-20
2019-06-20
2019-09-20
2019-12-20
2020-03-20
2020-06-20
2020-09-20
2020-12-20
2021-03-20
2021-06-20
2021-09-20
2021-12-20
2022-03-20
2022-06-20
2022-09-20
2022-12-20
2023-03-20
2023-06-20
2023-09-20
2023-12-20
2024-03-20
2024-06-20
2024-09-20
2024-12-20
2025-03-20
2025-06-20
2025-09-20
2025-12-20
2026-03-20
2026-06-20
2026-09-20

- **N/A Value Allowed:** Yes (Applicable for Credit)
- **“OTHER” Allowed:** No

**Tenor Leg 1**

- **Definition:** Maturity of interest bearing period for the buyer/leg 1 of the swap. (number + period)
- **Allowable Values:**
  - **IRS:**
    - 10Y
Tenor Leg 2

- **Definition**: Maturity of interest bearing period for the buyer/leg 2 of the swap (number + period). If only a single tenor is applicable it will be displayed under leg 2.
- **Allowable Values**:
  - IRS:
    - 10Y
    - 1M
    - 2Y
    - 30Y
    - 3M
    - 3Y
    - 4M
    - 5Y
    - 6M
    - 7Y
  - N/A Value Allowed: Yes (applicable for IRS)
  - “OTHER” Allowed: Yes

**Hours From Thru Time zone**

- **Definition**: The time zone prevailing for the hours during which electricity or gas is transmitted.
- **Allowable Values**: Valid Time zone
- **N/A Value Allowed**: Yes (only applicable on commodities electricity/power and continental gas trades)
“OTHER” Allowed: No

**Delivery Location**

- **Definition:** The physical location at which a physical commodity is delivered.
- **Allowable Values:**
  - **Commodities:**
    - ALBERTA, NOVA INVENTORY TRANSFER (AECO)
    - ALGONQUIN CITYGATES
    - ALGONQUIN GAS TRANSMISSION - IROQUOIS INTERCONNECT, BROOKFIELD
    - ALLIANCE PIPELINE - ALLIANCE CHICAGO EXCHANGE HUB
    - ALLIANCE PIPELINE - ANR INTERCONNECT
    - AMERICAN NATURAL RESOURCES PIPELINE CO. - BENTON HARBOR
    - AMERICAN NATURAL RESOURCES PIPELINE CO. - BURLINGTON
    - AMERICAN NATURAL RESOURCES PIPELINE CO. - KAUKAUNA
    - AMERICAN NATURAL RESOURCES PIPELINE CO. - MARKET ZONE ML7 EAST
    - AMERICAN NATURAL RESOURCES PIPELINE CO. - SE TRANSMISSION POOL
    - AUSTRIA VTP
    - BANK OF ENGLAND
    - CALIFORNIA-OREGON BORDER, NORTH TO SOUTH
    - CENTRAL SOUTHWEST SYSTEM
    - CHEYENNE HUB
    - COLUMBIA GAS TRANSMISSION CO. - TCO POOL (APPALACHIA)
    - COLUMBIA GULF TRANSMISSION CO. - MAINLINE POOL
    - COLUMBIA GULF TRANSMISSION CO. - NASHVILLE
    - CONSUMERS ENERGY CITYGATE
    - DOMINION - SOUTH POINT
    - DUTCH
    - EAGLE FORD GATHERING - HPL
    - EAST CHEYENNE GAS STORAGE - TRAILBLAZER INTERCONNECT
    - EAST TENNESSEE NATURAL GAS CO. - CASCADE CREEK
    - ECHO AT HOUSTON, TX
    - EL PASO - KEYSTONE POOL
    - EL PASO - PERMIAN, S. CARLSBAD
    - ELIA
    - EMPIRE PIPELINE - CHIPPAWA
    - ENABLE GAS TRANSMISSION - TEXAS EASTERN TRANSMISSION INTERCONNECT, JEFFERSON
ENOGEX - WEST POOL
ENTERPRISE CRUDE PIPELINE AT CUSHING, OK
ENTERPRISE TEXAS PIPELINE L.P. - SOUTH TEXAS MAP POINT
ERCOT HOUSTON 345KV HUB (SETTLED DAM SPP)
ERCOT HOUSTON 345KV HUB (SETTLED RT SPP)
ERCOT HOUSTON LOAD ZONE (SETTLED DAM SPP)
ERCOT HOUSTON LOAD ZONE (SETTLED RT SPP)
ERCOT NORTH 345KV HUB (SETTLED DAM SPP)
ERCOT NORTH 345KV HUB (SETTLED RT SPP)
ERCOT NORTH LOAD ZONE (SETTLED DAM SPP)
ERCOT NORTH LOAD ZONE (SETTLED RT SPP)
ERCOT RAYBURN LOAD ZONE (SETTLED DAM SPP)
ERCOT SOUTH 345KV HUB (SETTLED RT SPP)
ERCOT SOUTH LOAD ZONE (SETTLED RT SPP)
ERCOT WEST 345KV HUB (SETTLED RT SPP)
FATEH - UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
FOUR CORNERS 345
GAS TRANSMISSION NORTHWEST PIPELINE - MALIN
GERMAN GASPPOOL
GERMAN NETCONNECT GERMANY
GONDER
GREAT LAKES GAS TRANSMISSION - DEWEARD
GRTN
GULF SOUTH PIPELINE - PERRYVILLE EXCHANGE POINT
GULF SOUTH PIPELINE CO. - LITTLE GYPSY POWER (TO LP&L)
HENRY HUB - TAILGATE, LOUISIANA
HOUND POINT MARINE TERMINAL
HOUSTON SHIP CHANNEL
INTO ENTERGY, SELLER'S DAILY CHOICE
INTO GEORGIA TRANSMISSION COMPANY, SELLER'S DAILY CHOICE
INTO PLAINS PIPELINE'S FACILITIES AT ST. JAMES, LA
INTO SOUTHERN, SELLER'S DAILY CHOICE
IROQUOIS - TRANSCANADA PIPELINES INTERCONNECT, WADDINGTON (U.S.)
IROQUOIS - ZONE 2
JPMC
KANSAS GAS SERVICE TRANSMISSION
KATY - ENSTOR POOL
KATY - OASIS
KERN RIVER GAS TRANSMISSION CO. - ON SYSTEM RECEIPT
KINDER MORGAN STORAGE - ARGO, IL
MAVIR
MEAD 230
MICHIGAN CONSOLIDATED CITYGATE
MID COLUMBIA
MIDCONTINENT EXPRESS PIPELINE - TRANSCO INTERCONNECT, CHOCTAW/PINEVIEW
MILLENNIUM PIPELINE COMPANY - EAST POOL
MILLENNIUM PIPELINE COMPANY - STAGECOACH STORAGE
MINA AL FAHAL
MISO INDIANA HUB (SETTLED DAM LMP)
MONA
NATIONAL FUEL GAS SUPPLY CORPORATION - TRANSCANADA PIPELINES INTERCONNECT, NIAGARA
NATIONAL GRID
NATIONAL GAS PIPELINE CO. OF AMERICA - IES UTILITIES
NATIONAL GAS PIPELINE CO. OF AMERICA - MID-CONTINENT POOL
NATIONAL GAS PIPELINE CO. OF AMERICA - SOUTH TEXAS POOL
NATIONAL GAS PIPELINE CO. OF AMERICA - TXOK EAST POOL (GULF COAST)
NBP
NCG
NEPOOL GIS
NEPOOL HUB
NOB, NORTH TO SOUTH
NOPSI AGGREGATE - NEW ORLEANS PUBLIC SERVICE, 9921
NORTHERN BORDER PIPELINE - DEER CREEK
NORTHERN BORDER PIPELINE - FOOTHILLS INTERCONNECT, PORT OF MORGAN/MONCHY
NORTHERN BORDER PIPELINE - VENTURA TRANSFER POINT
NORTHERN BORDER PIPELINE - YALE
ONEOK GAS TRANSPORTATION
OUT OF LOOP INC'S FACILITIES AT CLOVELLY, LA
PALO VERDE
PANHANDLE EASTERN PIPE LINE CO. - POOL GAS
PANHANDLE EASTERN PIPE LINE CO. - TALLGRASS INTERCONNECT, PONY EXPRESS
PAUL
PG&E - CITYGATE
PHYSICAL DELIVERY LOCATION
PINNACLE PEAK
PJM GATS
PJM NORTHERN ILLINOIS (SETTLED RT LMP)
PJM UNFORCED CAPACITY (UCAP)
PJM WEST (SETTLED DAM LMP)
PJM WEST (SETTLED RT LMP)
PJM ZONE DEOK - DUKE ENERGY OHIO KENTUCKY (SETTLED DAM LMP)
PJM ZONE PPL - PPL ELECTRIC (SETTLED DAM LMP)
PSE
PSV - ITALY
QUEST PIPELINE - KANSAS CITY DELIVERED
ROCKIES EXPRESS PIPELINE, LLC - EUREKA HUNTER
ROCKIES EXPRESS PIPELINE, LLC, EAST - ANR INTERCONNECT
ROCKIES EXPRESS PIPELINE, LLC, EAST - DELIVERED INTO MIDWESTERN GAS TRANSMISSION
RTE
RWE
SOCAL - CITYGATE
SOCAL - EHRENBERG
SONAT - SABINE HUB
SOUTHEAST SUPPLY HEADER - TIGER INTERCONNECT
SOUTHERN STAR CENTRAL GAS PIPELINE, INC. - KANSAS CITY, KS
SOUTHERN STAR CENTRAL GAS PIPELINE, INC. - PMI POOL
SOUTHERN STAR CENTRAL GAS PIPELINE, INC. (AS DETERMINED BY CONTRACTING PARTIES)
SP15 (LMP-EEI)
SULLOM VOE
TALLGRASS INTERSTATE GAS TRANSMISSION - MOGAS PIPELINE, JACKSON
TENNESSEE GAS PIPELINE CO. - ROSE LAKE
TENNESSEE GAS PIPELINE CO. - ZONE 0 SOUTH
TENNESSEE GAS PIPELINE CO. - ZONE 4, STATION 315 TO 321
TENNESSEE GAS PIPELINE CO. - ZONE 5, 300 LINE
TENNESSEE GAS PIPELINE CO. - ZONE 5, WHITE PLAINS
TENNESSEE GAS PIPELINE CO. - ZONE 6, 200 LINE
TENNESSEE GAS PIPELINE CO. - ZONE L, 500 LEG POOL
TENNESSEE GAS PIPELINE CO. - ZONE L, 800 LEG POOL
TENNET
TEXAS EASTERN - M3 ZONE
TEXAS EASTERN - WEST LA
TEXAS EASTERN TRANSMISSION CORP. - CHOCTAW
TEXAS EASTERN TRANSMISSION CORP. - M1 24 INCH
TEXAS EASTERN TRANSMISSION CORP. - M1 30 INCH
TEXAS EASTERN TRANSMISSION CORP. - M2 ZONE (PRODUCTION GAS)
TEXAS EASTERN TRANSMISSION CORP. - M2 ZONE (RECEIPT)
TEXAS GAS TRANSMISSION CORP. - ZONE 1 MAINLINE
TEXAS GAS TRANSMISSION CORP. - ZONE SL, TAYLOR POINT
TRANSCONTINENTAL GAS PIPELINE CORP. - LEIDY PRODUCTION POINT, STATION 505, RECEIPT POINTS
TRANSCONTINENTAL GAS PIPELINE CORP. - STATION 85
TRANSCONTINENTAL GAS PIPELINE CORP. - ZONE 4, HOLMESVILLE
TRANSCONTINENTAL GAS PIPELINE CORP. - ZONE 5 DELIVERED (UPSTREAM OF STN 180)
TRANSCONTINENTAL GAS PIPELINE CORP. - ZONE 6 (NON-NY NORTH OF STATION 195)
TRANSCONTINENTAL GAS PIPELINE CORP. - ZONE 6 (NON-NY)
TRANSCONTINENTAL GAS PIPELINE CORP. - ZONE 6 (NY)
TRUNKLINE GAS COMPANY - EAST LOUISIANA POOL
TSO ZONE
TTF
TTF (WORKING DAYS NEXT WEEK)
VARIOUS WAREHOUSES AS PER ECOPS LOCATION
WEST DENMARK
WHITE RIVER HUB
ZEEBRUGGE HUB
ZEEBRUGGE TRADING POINT
ZIRKU ISLAND - UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
  o N/A Value Allowed: Yes, only applicable on some commodities products
  o "OTHER" Allowed: Yes

**Delivery Type**

o **Definition:** A descriptor associated with the physical commodity, sometimes referred to as a firmness indicator.

o **Allowable Values:**
  - Commodities:
    - ALLOCATED LONDON BULLION
    - CAISO ENERGY
FIRM
FIRM (LD)
FIRM ENERGY: WSPP SCHEDULE C
IN TANK TRANSFER
INTO ____, SELLER'S DAILY CHOICE
NON-FIRM
NRC
SYSTEM FIRM
TKB
UNALLOCATED LONDON BULLION
UNALLOCATED LONDON SPONGE
UNALLOCATED NEW YORK BULLION
UNALLOCATED NEW YORK SPONGE
UNALLOCATED ZURICH BULLION
UNALLOCATED ZURICH SPONGE
UNIT FIRM

- **N/A Value Allowed:** Yes, only applicable on some commodities products
- **“OTHER” Allowed:** Yes

### Series

- **Definition:** A new Series is typically issued semiannually for each index. Usually in September or March.
- **Allowable Values:**
  - Credit: a valid integer
- **N/A Value Allowed:** Yes, required in Credit Index products
- **“OTHER” Allowed:** No

### Version

- **Definition:** A new Version of a Series is issued if one of the Constituents defaults and the index has to be re-weighted to account for the new number of total Constituents within the index.
- **Allowable Values:**
  - Credit: a valid integer
- **N/A Value Allowed:** Yes, required in Credit Index products
- **“OTHER” Allowed:** No
Seniority

- **Definition**: Indicates the level of debt referenced in the CDS contract. The specific ISIN is not referenced.
- **Allowable Values**:
  - Credit:
    - SNR
    - SUB
- **N/A Value Allowed**: Yes, required in Credit Single Name products
- **“OTHER” Allowed**: No

Restructuring

- **Definition**: The Restructuring style indicated in the CDS contract defines what kind of debt restructuring triggers a credit event.
- **Allowable Values**:
  - Credit:
    - N
    - R
    - MMR
    - MR
- **N/A Value Allowed**: Yes, required in Credit Single Name products
- **“OTHER” Allowed**: No

LEVEL 4

Option Type

- **Definition**: Specifies whether an option gives the buyer the right to buy the underlying, ie “Call”, the right to sell the underlying, ie “Sell”, or the right to choose whether to buy or sell the underlying at the time of exercise, ie “Chooser”.
- **Allowable Values**: PUT, CALL, CHOOSER
- **N/A Value Allowed**: Yes, when instrument type does not equal OPTION or SWAPTION
- **“OTHER” Allowed**: No

Option Style:
**Option Exercise Type**

- **Definition:** Specifies when an option can be exercised. The value “European” specifies that an option can only be exercised on the expiration date; “American” specifies that an option can be exercised any time up to and including on the expiration date; and “Bermudan” specifies that an option can be exercised only at specified times during the life of the contract. Bermudan-style options include variations such as Canary- and Verde-style options.
- **Allowable Values:** AMERICAN, EUROPEAN, ASIAN, BERMUDA
- **N/A Value Allowed:** Yes, when instrument type does not equal OPTION or SWAPTION
- **“OTHER” Allowed:** No

**Strike Price**

- **Definition:** Option Strike Price is the price at which the option will be exercised.
- **Allowable Values:** Number (up to 5 decimals)
- **N/A Value Allowed:** Yes, when instrument type does not equal OPTION or SWAPTION
- **“OTHER” Allowed:** No

**Load Type**

- **Definition:** Load Type is the load profile for the delivery of power.
- **Allowable Values:**
  - Commodities:
    - BASELOAD
    - BLOCK
    - EXOTIC
    - GAS DAY
    - OFF PEAK
    - PEAK
    - PEAK LOAD
- **N/A Value Allowed:** No
- **“OTHER” Allowed:** Yes

**Days of Week**

- **Definition:** Days of Week is the profile applicable for the delivery of all power or continental gas.
- **Allowable Values:**
  - Commodities:
(I) ALL HOURS EST, SA, SU, NERC HOLIDAYS AND (II) ANY NON-NERC HOLIDAY HOURS, EST, M-F, THAT ARE NOT HE 0800-2300 EPT
(M-F) (SA-SU)
(M-F) (SA-SU, NERC HOLIDAYS)
(M-SA) (SU, NERC HOLIDAYS)
ALL HOURS EST, M-SU
ALL HOURS EST, M-SU, THAT ARE NOT HE 0800-2300 EPT
ALL HOURS EST, SA-SU
ALL HOURS EST, SA-SU, NERC HOLIDAYS
ALL HOURS EST, SA-SU, NERC HOLIDAYS, THAT ARE NOT HE 0800-2300 EPT
ALL HOURS EST, SA-SU, THAT ARE NOT HE 0800-2300 EPT
EXOTIC
HISTORICAL
M-F
M-F, POLAND BANK HOLIDAYS
M-SA
M-SU
SA
SA-SU
SA-SU, NERC HOLIDAYS
SA-SU, POLAND BANK HOLIDAYS
SA-SU, UK BANK HOLIDAYS
SU
SU, NERC HOLIDAYS
  o N/A Value Allowed: Yes
  o “OTHER” Allowed: No

Hours From Thru

  o Definition: Hours From Thru is the specific hours of the day for which the transaction is effective.
  o Allowable Values:
    - Commodities:
      2200
      2300
      (0000 TO 0600, 2200 TO 2400) (0000 TO 2400)
      (0000 TO 0800, 2000 TO 2400) (0000 TO 2400)
      (0000 TO 0900, 2000 TO 2400) (0000 TO 2400)
(0100 - 0600, 2300 - 2400) (0100 - 2400)
(0100 - 0700, 2400) (0100 - 2400)
(0100-0700, 2400)(0800-2300)
(I) ALL HOURS EST, SA, SU, NERC HOLIDAYS AND (II) ANY NON-NERC HOLIDAY HOURS, EST, M-F, THAT ARE NOT HE 0800-2300 EPT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0000 TO 0015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0000 TO 0100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0000 TO 0600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0000 TO 0800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0000 TO 0800, 2000 TO 2400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0000 TO 2400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0015 TO 0030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0030 TO 0045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0045 TO 0100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0100 - 0600, 2300 - 2400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0100 - 0700, 2400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0100 - 2400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0100 TO 0115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0100 TO 0200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0100 TO 0700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0100 TO 2400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0100-0100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0100-0200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0100-0300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0100-0400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0100-0500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0100-0600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0100-0700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0100-0800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0100-1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0100-1100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0100-1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0100-1400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0100-2100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0100-2200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0100-2300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0115 TO 0130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0130 TO 0145</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
0145 TO 0200
0200 TO 0215
0200 TO 0300
0200-0200
0200-0300
0200-0400
0200-0500
0200-0600
0200-0700
0200-0800
0200-2400
0215 TO 0230
0230 TO 0245
0245 TO 0300
0300 TO 0315
0300 TO 0400
0300-0300
0300-0400
0300-0500
0300-2400
0315 TO 0330
0330 TO 0345
0345 TO 0400
0400 TO 0415
0400 TO 0500
0400-0400
0400-0500
0400-0600
0400-0700
0400-0800
0400-0900
0400-2400
0415 TO 0430
0430 TO 0445
0445 TO 0500
0500 TO 0500
0500 TO 0515
0500 TO 0600
0500-0500
0500-0600
0500-0700
0500-0900
0500-1000
0500-2200
0500-2300
0500-2400
0515 TO 0530
0530 TO 0545
0545 TO 0600
0600 TO 0600
0600 TO 0615
0600 TO 0700
0600 TO 0800
0600 TO 1000
0600 TO 2200
0600-0600
0600-0700
0600-0800
0600-0900
0600-1000
0600-1100
0600-1300
0600-1500
0600-2100
0600-2200
0600-2300
0600-2400
0615 TO 0630
0630 TO 0645
0645 TO 0700
0700 TO 0715
0700 TO 0800
0700 TO 1900
0700 TO 2100
0700 TO 2200
0700 TO 2300
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0700-0700</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0700-0730</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0730-0745</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0745-0800</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0800-0815</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0800-0900</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0800-0930</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0900-0930</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0930-0950</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0950-1000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000-1030</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1030-1050</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1050-1100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100-1130</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1130-1150</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1150-1200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200-1230</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1230-1250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1250-1300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1300-1330</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1330-1350</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350-1355</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1355-1400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1400-1430</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1430-1450</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1450-1500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500-1530</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1530-1550</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1550-1600</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1600-1630</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1630-1650</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1650-1700</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1700-1730</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1730-1750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1750-1800</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1800-1830</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1830-1850</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1850-1900</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1900-1930</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1930-1950</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1950-2000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000-2030</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2030-2050</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2050-2100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2100-2130</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2130-2150</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2150-2200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2200-2230</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2230-2250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2250-2300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2300-2330</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2330-2350</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2350-2400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2400-2430</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2430-2450</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2450-2455</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2455-2500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
0800-1800
0800-1900
0800-2000
0800-2100
0800-2200
0800-2300
0800-2400
0815 TO 0830
0830 TO 0845
0845 TO 0900
0900 TO 0915
0900 TO 1000
0900 TO 2000
0900-0900
0900-1000
0900-1100
0900-1200
0900-1300
0900-1400
0900-1500
0900-1600
0900-1700
0900-1800
0900-1900
0900-2000
0900-2100
0900-2200
0900-2300
0900-2400
0915 TO 0930
0930 TO 0945
0945 TO 1000
1000 TO 1015
1000 TO 1100
1000 TO 1400
1000-1000
1000-1100
1000-1200
1000-1300
1000-1400
1000-1500
1000-1600
1000-1700
1000-1800
1000-1900
1000-2000
1000-2100
1000-2200
1000-2300
1000-2400
1015 TO 1030
1030 TO 1045
1045 TO 1100
1100 TO 1115
1100 TO 1200
1100-1100
1100-1200
1100-1300
1100-1400
1100-1500
1100-1600
1100-1700
1100-1800
1100-1900
1100-2000
1100-2100
1100-2200
1100-2300
1100-2400
1115 TO 1130
1130 TO 1145
1145 TO 1200
1200 TO 1300
1200 TO 1215
1200-1200
1200-1300
1400-1800
1400-1900
1400-2000
1400-2100
1400-2200
1400-2300
1400-2400
1415 TO 1430
1430 TO 1445
1445 TO 1500
1500 TO 1515
1500 TO 1600
1500-1500
1500-1600
1500-1700
1500-1800
1500-1900
1500-2000
1500-2100
1500-2200
1500-2300
1500-2400
1515 TO 1530
1530 TO 1545
1600 TO 1700
1600 TO 2000
1600-1600
1600-1700
1600-1800
1600-1900
1600-2000
1600-2100
1600-2200
1600-2300
1600-2400
1615 TO 1630
1630 TO 1645
1645 TO 1700
2000 TO 0800
2000 TO 2015
2000 TO 2100
2000 TO 2400
2000-2000
2000-2100
2000-2200
2000-2300
2000-2400
2015 TO 2030
2030 TO 2045
2045 TO 2100
2100 TO 2115
2100 TO 2200
2100-2100
2100-2200
2100-2300
2100-2400
2115 TO 2130
2130 TO 2145
2200 TO 2215
2200 TO 2300
2200-2200
2200-2300
2200-2400
2215 TO 2230
2230 TO 2245
2300 TO 0700
2300 TO 0700, 1900 TO 2300
2300 TO 2300
2300 TO 2400
2300-2300
2300-2400
2330 TO 2345
2400-2400
ALL HOURS EST, M-SU
ALL HOURS EST, M-SU, THAT ARE NOT HE 0800-2300 EPT
ALL HOURS EST, SA-SU
ALL HOURS EST, SA-SU, NERC HOLIDAYS
ALL HOURS EST, SA-SU, NERC HOLIDAYS, THAT ARE NOT HE 0800-2300 EPT
ALL HOURS EST, SA-SU, THAT ARE NOT HE 0800-2300 EPT

- **N/A Value Allowed:** Yes
- **“OTHER” Allowed:** No

**Calculated value needed for commodities aggregation:**

**Strip**

- **Definition:** The applicable single value in a sequence of contract months or days or hours that can be executed as a single transaction broken down into its components. Note that a trade will be reported as traded, for example in a quarter or calendar. Then the dates, product, quantity, quantity frequency, and total quantity information will be used to create a strip. For example Brent January 2016 from a Brent 2016 calendar swap.
Commodity Product Taxonomy

Level 3:

- **Strip**: The applicable single value in a sequence of contract months or days or hours that can be executed as a single transaction broken down into its components.
  - Examples: June 2016, May 2017, August 1, 2016
  - Requirements: For non-bespoke contracts the smallest tradable component.